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ABSTRACT 
An abstract of the thesis bearing the topic "A Critical 
Study of Abu Mansur al-Thaalibl*s Contribution to Arabic 
Literature", presented by Md. Abu Baker Siddique, Asstt. 
Professor (on Study Leave), Department of Arabic, University 
of Dhaka, Bangladesh, under the supervision of Professor 
Mukhtir-ud-Din Ahmad, M,A.,D.Phil. (Oxon.), Chairman, Deptt. 
of Arabic, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh (India), for 
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Arabic. 
CHAPTER - I 
Al-Uba'^ alibi's Life 
In this chapter, the life of al-Tha'alibl (350-429 A.H./ 
961-1038 A.D.) has been critically discussed, which is mostly 
based on the information scattered in various works by him and 
the information left in their works by some of his contemporary 
as well as modern writers. He hailed from a poor family of 
Nishapur who made their living by dealing in fox-hides, a fact 
which led to the appellation Thaalibl. In spite of the 
uncongenial circumstances, his parents managed to educate him 
properly at the early stage. Consequently Thaalibl left the 
family profession and took to teaching and composition which 
led him to different parts of the Islamic world and achieved 
for him much fame. He took no formal instruction in any 
educational institution at the higher level. Rather he 
educated himself and attained competence through meeting 
learned and scholarly friends, viziers, princes and contem-
porary notable scholars and through correspondence with them. 
He had a wide range of students and teachers and they cannot 
be enumerated or mentioned except a few renowned ones. 
Though born in a Persian environment of Nishapur, Thaalibi 
certainly was an Arab ethnically. The proof of this statement 
is the fact that he did not write even a single book in 
Persian language, though some of the Persian words crept into 
his compilatory language through translations into Arabic. 
Since his books were in great demand, he was invited to various 
royal courts where he attained patronage and economic assistance 
by dedicating his books to royal personages. Thus he attained 
his livelihood through royal patronage and friendship and did 
not settle down to any particular place or profession, 
Thaalibi's matured life in Nishipur witnessed the emergence 
of Sunni orthodoxy and the adherents of this belief had always 
clashes with those of other reactionary religious groups, such 
as Shia, Karramiya and Ismallis. Thaalibi was an adherent of 
Shafii theology of Sunni doctrine, he did not act as a theolo-
gical disputant with these reactionary groups, but he could not 
have failed to be influenced by the intellectual currents of 
the time, with their stress on inculcation of orthodoxy and 
the traditional Arabic sciences. 
Because of some natural calamities such as the great 
famine which broke out in irrshipur in 401/1010, and because 
of intellectual pursuits, Thaalibi did not stay at Nlshapur 
permanently and visited various places, specially the royal 
courts of Bukhjara, Jurjin, Jurjaniyya and Ghazna. He also 
acted as an emissary of Sultan Mahmud to the Caliph al-Qadir 
Billah at Baghdad and achieved his mission in obtaining an 
honorific title for the Sultan. He passed the last days of his 
life at Nlshapur, but his literary pursuits continued unimpeded, 
He passed away at the age of eighty in 429/10 38 at Nrshapur. 
Thaalibi's was not a uniform life. In his youth, he was 
ambitious enough to achieve prominence in life. But in his 
old age, he was constrained to lead a poor existence which 
compelled him to sell out his agricultural farm and servant, 
a fact which he regretted in his work. 
CHAPTER - II 
Ilia'alibI' s Works 
Thaalibi, a scholar, writer, poet and teacher, was the 
author of one hundred and thirty-four literary works written 
specially on the history of the Islamic lands and the central 
and eastern regions in particular during the later 4th/l0th 
and early 5th/llth centuries. Quite early in his life, he 
acquired a reputation as a man of profound learning at the 
court of Khurasan, Ni^apur, then a great centre for the 
cultivation of such Arab sciences as History, Grammar, Philo-
logy, Poetry and Belles-letters — a kind of Islamic Weimar. 
As a prolific author, his works embrace different branches of 
Arabic language and literature, namely Grammar, Rhetoric, 
Philology, Prosody, History, Literary History, Criticism, 
Biography, Anthology, Poetry and Belles Letters inciuaing a few 
encyclopedic works which covered all the traditional, linguistic, 
religious and legal sciences, together with the whole span of 
human history as it was knwon to the Muslims. 
ThaTalibi was a prolific as well as an indefatigable 
compiler of works. Although he reproduced time and again the 
same metaphors and hyperboles, the same tales and anecdotes, 
his presentation is somehow different in every work. His 
range of interest was not just confined to assembling anecdotes 
^"^ bons mots but he composed many other works besides, con-
taining anecdotes of eminent men, notices on their lives and 
extracts from their poetry and epistles. All these productions 
are indicative of vast information in him. Though he was 
primarily interested in literature and language in its various 
aspects, he was not totally unaware of theological, philosophical, 
traditional or Quranic wisdom and scholarship. Apart from his 
assembling process^ ThaalibI was also a versatile and creative 
scholar. He was concerned, above all with those branches of 
traditional Arabic lore which dealt with the handling of words 
in the widest possible sense. Prominent amongst his works are 
those dealing with Arabic language with all its rich and 
manifold aspects. Although it cannot be ascertained to what 
extent ThaalibI influenced later generations of literary men 
or scholars in general, it is certain that his works earned 
such popularity that they were widely copied, quoted, immitated 
or even learnt by heart or put into verse. 
After ThaalibI's death, many modern and orientalists, 
writers and critics wrongly attributed some works to him while 
they attributed some of £iiaalibl' s own works to other writers. 
This was due to a lack of intensive study of his entire body 
of works. For instance, the great orientalists, Caetani and 
Brockelmann denied the authorship of the G^urar al-Siyar to 
Abu Mansur ThsTalibi while Bosworth wrongly attributed the 
Jawahir al-Hisan to him. Through my investigation and intensive 
study, I have cane across 134 titles attributed to ThaalibI 
although there seems a few duplications. Out of these, 31 are 
in the form of published works, the remaining works are in 
manuscript forms among which 50 are available in the catalogues 
of different libraries and the rest seems to be missing but 
information about them is found in the works of lEljaalibi himself 
as well as in those of other writers. A total of eleven books 
have wrongly been attributed to Thaallbi and I have tried to 
establish this fact by conclusive evidence. 
CHAPTER - III 
Ijia'alibl' s Literature 
Thaalibi was one of the leading literateurs of•the later 
4th/10th and early 5th/llth centuries who was endowed with 
comprehensive knowledge of Arabic prose and poetry. In these 
two fields, he achieved a prominence which had no parallel in 
literary history. His compositions indicate to the fact that 
he was not a lesser poet than the leading poets of pre-Islamlc 
and contemporary periods, rather his poems merit comparison 
with the best of those bards. The difference is only a matter 
of ethos and environment. His conttemporary writers and 
biographers as well as later and modern ones continued to pay 
homage to him as a great writer. The orientalists like Gibb 
and Nicholson considered him and al-Hamadani as the two famous 
literateurs of their age. 
Thaalibi evolved his own style by a suitable combination 
of the styles both of his predecessors and contemporary poets 
and writers. The quality of his works was influenced by the 
environments in which he lived. These environments may broadly 
be categorised under two heads — coinmon and special. Influenced 
by these environments, he wrote prose and poetry collecting 
materials from the scholars wherever he went. The literature 
written by him centred round the taste of the rulers and the 
inclinations of the high personages of the society and that was 
the centre of his entire body of literature. That is why to 
understand and ascertain the dominant traits of his literature 
we must take into account the literature of his contemporary 
environment. The literature composed by a person is, in a way, 
a mirror of his life. Tha'alibl's works too represent a vivid 
picture of his contemporary environment and social life. 
As regards his prose literature, it represents a part of 
that great heritage of artistic writing which bore the stamp 
of particular environments and expressed its manifestations 
clearly. So to discuss the special features of his prose is 
tentamount to a discussion of the special features of the prose 
literature produced in the environment of eastern Persia. 
Though he created some literary forms which perpetuated his name 
among his famous contemporary writers, he was not absolutely 
distinguished from them; neither did he contradict them in 
their styles of meticulous artificiality of the word and the 
depth of ideas which satisfied the civilised and refined 
taste. He expressed his inclination to meticulousness in 
style and nourished the rhyme prose as necessary tools for the 
writers of eloquence. But this does not mean that his style 
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was neither ambiguous nor complex. On the contrary, he 
himself much admired simplicity and clarity' in style which 
touched human mind readily and without much effort. While 
other writers of the time were compelled to use rhyme prose 
in their compositions/ Thaalibi was not so. Rather most of 
his writings were free from rhyme and written in a prose 
which may be called 'loose' or 'chaste' almost free from 
artificiality of rhetorics. Thus Thaalibi was able to 
reconcile in his prose between the two contradictory literary 
trends of his period. He wrote according to the demands of 
the time but he did not abandon the style of the old Arabic 
writings in his artistic compositions. 
As regards Thaalibi's poetry, he opined that it was an 
expression of personal emotions and which is more than a means 
of income or livelihood or for showing his literary ability. 
It is a fact that the contents and styles of the poets of Persia 
and Khurasan are different from those of the poets of Iraq and 
Syria and hence Arabic poetry in the eastern Islamic empire 
where Tha'alibI lived and worked, has the qualities same as 
that of this prose of the 4th/10th century. The dominating 
features of this style are the beauty of the word, excessive 
association with the art of rhetoric and its detachment from 
the Arabian spirit which permeated the poetry of the people 
of Hijaz and Syria. 
Thaalibi derived his ideas, themes and forms of his 
poetical works from the influences of his natural, social 
and political environments. His poetical objectives include 
in themselves all the circumstances of his own environment. 
He isolated a nxomber of his poems to deal with different 
subjects but the subjects of praise, description, eroticism 
with the boys, friendly, winely and expostulatory compositions 
constituted the bulk of his poetic compositions. The rest, 
which are of very small quantity, were composed on wisdom, 
proverbs, mysticism and elegy. 
CHAPTER - IV 
ULja^ libl as a Critic 
ThaalibI was the author of 134 books and brochures 
written on different branches of Arabic literature specially 
in the field of literary criticism. A full chapter has been 
devoted to ThaalibI's critical works. This chapter is meant 
to trace out the different stages of Arabic literary criticism 
from the age of Jahiliya down to ThaalibI's age, concentrating 
on different trends in criticism which specially influenced 
ThaalibI's views. 
ThaalibI lived and worked at a time when literary field 
was in a state of vacuum and was devoid of the trends that 
excite and stimulate the genius of the critic. He, therefore. 
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intended first to make a selection of the critical opinions 
set down by his predecessors and then devise a new critical 
method supported by his own profound cultural heritage and 
artistic taste. Hence his critical opinions represent an 
important link in the history of Arabic criticism. In fact, 
the scientific critical study is likely to disclose its 
various characteristics and probe their depth. These studies 
can reveal for us the artistic standards on which Thaalibi 
bases his critical judgements, the nature of which is drawn 
from this basic elements of two critical methods, e.g., 
symmetrical and intermixing methods. Firstly, this environ-
mental method which is based on different standards devised 
by a study of the general environment whose three elements 
are time, place and society along with the study of the social, 
intellectual, political and ethical factors influencing those 
elements. Then to study the special environment in which this 
literateur lived and worked on the basis that this study is 
the product of the interaction between the influential general 
environment and the literateur himself. And then to follow 
the impact of those effective factors in this literature. 
ThaalibI can be credited with applying the basic elements of 
this method to his critical study in two of his books Yatlma 
and Tatimma for the first time in the history of Arabic criticism. 
Secondly, the artistic method depends on the personal task 
of the critic. The elements of this method are drawn from 
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different sources/ this most important of which are the historical 
literary culture and the literary trends which were dominating 
his age together with the critical talents which no critic can 
do without. Thaalibi took refuge' into this method many times 
specially while judging his commentaries on literary texts 
available in his books. Among them is observed his critical 
judgements on thoughts and ideas which were invented by others 
and which were marred by vulgar plagiarism; and the judgements 
on forms and contents in which simplicity and eloquence became 
excellent. Tha'alibl tried to make them ornamented with some 
metaphorical beauties. This method concerns itself with the 
study of his aesthetical principles regarding the vocabulary 
and his preference to the simple, flexible and well-interwoven 
phrases. He was fond of ornamental structures following the 
examples of men of letters and critics of his environment. 
Tha'alibi represents a mediatory course in the field of comparison 
between prose and poetry. These are the most important critical 
observations on Tija^ ilibl's artistic method of criticism which 
the critics will be able to trace out in his books. 
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PREFACE 
Abu Mansur al-ThaalibI (350-429 A.H./961-1038 A.D.) 
has made a significant contribution to Arabic language and 
literature. His writings embrace all the major aspects of 
literature — poetry^ prose, history, criticism/ etc. Through 
my intensive study and research I have come to discover as 
many as 145 works ascribed to Tha'alibi among which 11 has 
been proved to be wrongly attributed to him. Among the 
rest 134 works, 31 are available in the form of published 
books, 50 in manuscript form in the catalogues of different 
libraries. The remaining 53 are unavailable manuscripts which 
seem to be missing and reference to which is found in many of 
his own works as well as those of others. 
Though there has been studies of Thaalibl's individual 
works in the form of editing, translating and criticism no 
comprehensive study of the entire corpus of his literary 
output has been attempted till to date. And to my mind, this 
is sufficient justification for the attempt into an assimila-
tion and over-all assessment of all the extant works of 
Thaalibl. The topic approved by the Committee of Advance 
Studies and Research of the Faculty of Arts, Aligarh Muslim 
University, for my research leading to Ph.D. degree is "A 
Critical Study of Abu Mansur al-ThaalibI*s Contribution to 
Arabic Literature." The meeting of the Committee held on 
26,4.1980. 
In the preparation of this thesis, I received ungrudging 
help, enlightened guidance and constant assistance from my 
supervisor. Professor Wukhtar-ud-Din Ahmad, M.A., D.Phil. 
(Oxon), Chairman, Department of Arabic, Aligarh Muslim 
University, Aligarh. I register to him my deepest sense of 
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gratitude and thankfulness for providing me with valuable 
suggestions and many books and manuscripts from his own 
personal collection. In all phases of the work, he extended 
utmost facilities which made the work see the light of the 
day. 
For collection of materials for my research, I have been 
consulting the libraries of Aligarh, Delhi, Patna and Osmania 
Universities, and the National Library of Calcutta. I also 
consulted all the available sources in various libraries of 
Bangladesh. I am much thankful to the staff of these' libraries. 
My thanks are also due to many scholars and writers of Iraq, 
Syria, Egypt, Lebanon, Pakistan and India with whom I have 
profitted by discussion and correspondence. 
My thanks are also due to Professor Nazir Aljmad, Ex-
Chairman, Department of Persian, Aligarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh, who helped me with some rare materials and Mr. Muhammad 
Asaduddin, Department of English, who went through the 
manuscript. 
I am also thankful to Mr. Masjihood *Alam Raz for typing 
the manuscript. 
I am very much grateful to the Government of the People's 
Republic of Bangladesh and that of India for their generous 
grant of the Fellowships under the Cultural Exchange Programme 
and the Dhaka University authorities for providing me with study 
leave for the period. 
December, 1983 
Arabic Department 
Aligarh Muslim University 
Aligarh (INDIA) 
MD. ABU BAKER SIDDIQUE 
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INTRODUCTION 
Abu Mansur'Abd al-Malik b. Muhanunad b. Ismail al-Tha'allbl 
al-Naysaburi (350-429 A.H./961-1038 A.D,) was one of the most 
fertile intellects of the latter half of the 4th/10th and early 
5th/llth centuries. He was the author of many important 
literary works, of the literary history of the Islamic lands 
in general and the central and eastern regions in particular. 
He was a great scholar, writer, poet and teacher born at 
Nishapur in eastern Persia in 350/961 and early in life acquired 
a reputation as a man of profound learning at the court of 
Khurasan then a great centre for the cultivation of such Arab 
sciences as grammar, philosophy, poetry and belles-letters - a 
kind of Islamic Weimar. As a prolific author, he wrote treatises 
on rhetoric, grammar and philology and compiled a universal 
history and long anthologies of verse and prose including a few 
encyclopedic works which embraced all the traditional, linguistic, 
religious and legal sciences, together with the whole span of 
human history as it was known to the Muslims. 
1 Cf. The Lataif al-Ma'arif of IbaalibI, tr. C.E.Bosworth 
(Edinburgh,' 1968), Introduction, 1-16; Isa J. Boullata, 
A Review of the Lataif, tr, Bosworth, The Muslim Morld, 
59 (1969), 159-60; " Qasim al-Samarrai, "Some Bibliographical 
Notes on al-Thaalibi", Bibliotheca Orientalis, 32 (1975), 
No.3/4, 175-86. 
Thaalibf lived and worked for about eighty years under 
the patronage of the Ziyarids of Tabaristan and Jurjan (r, 315-
483/927-8-1090-1), Samanids of Bukhara (r. 204-395/819-1005) 
in Khurasan and Transoxania (Mawara al-Nahr)/ Buwayhids of 
Baghdad (r. 334-447/946-1055), Ghaznavids of Ghazna (r. 366-
582/977-1186) in Khurasan, Afghanistan and northern India and 
Mamunid Khwarazraghahs of Gurganj (Jurjaniyyah) in Khwarazm 
(r. 385-408/995-1017), all during the'Abbasid Caliphs 
al-Muti'lillah (r. 334-63/946-74), al-Taii Billah (r. 363-81/ 
974-91), al-Qadir Billah (r. 381-422/991-1030) and al-Qaim 
bi Amrillah (r, 422-67/1030-74). Hence Thaalibi's period was 
the last century of the Golden Age of Arabic literature characte-
rised, on the one hand, by vigorous scientific activities, 
varied intellectual achievements and brilliant literary creations, 
and, on the other hand, by economic crisis, political disinte-
gration and social and moral degeneration. Ibn al-AthIr 
records the disintegration of the 'Abbasid Caliphate with regret 
under the events of 324/935 as: 
"Basra went to the hands of Ibn Raiq; Khuzistan to 
al-Baridi; Firs to'^ Imad al-Dawla 'All b. BQwayh; 
Kirmln to Muhammad b, Ilyas; Rayy, Isfahan and Jibal 
to Rukn al-Dawla Hasan b,_Buwayh and Washmglr, the 
ally of the Buwayhids; Musil, Diyar Bakr, Mudar and 
Rabia to the Hamdanlds; Egypt and Syria to Muhammad 
b. Taghj; Maghrib and Ifrlqiyyah to Abul-Qasim al-
Qaim bi Amrillah b. Mahdl al-*Alawi (the Idrisid); 
Andalus (Spain) to 'Abd al-Rahman al-Nasir, the 
Umayyad; Khurasan and Transoxania to Nasr b. Ahmad 
al-Samani; Tabaristan and Jurjan to the Ziyarids 
(the Daylamites); Bahrayn and Yamama to Abu Tahir 
al-Qarmatf; only Madinat al-Salam ('Bac[hdad) " and 
a portion of Babylonia remained in the hands of 
the caliph."•'• 
But the rulers of these principalities, however, acknow-
ledged the suzerainty of the Caliph; so overwhelmingly 
sacrosanct was the idea of the Caliphate that even the Spanish 
Umayyads dared not to assume the title of the Amir al-MuminIn 
(the Commander of the Faithful). The Patimids of Egypt were 
the first to violate its sanctity by assuming in 296/909 the 
title of the Caliph while'Abd al-Rahman III, the Spanish Uramayyad 
(r. 300-50/912-61) followed suit in 317/929. The sanctity of 
the Caliphate persisted as the Buwayhid "A'dud al-Dawlah (r. 338-
73/949-83) once thought of declaring himself Caliph, but 
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refrained from it on the wise counsel of his wazir. 
Against this background and after these obseirvations, we 
may assert that with the change in political ferment, it was 
natural that repercussions would be felt in social, economic 
and intellectual life of the people. Consequently, the environ-
ments of literature were changing and this change influenced 
the thoughts and ideas of the poets and writers. As 'Abbasid 
control weakened in 4th/10th and early 5th/llth centuries, new 
dynasties emerged and challenged the dominant position of 
1 Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil fil-Tarikh, Dar Sadir (Beirut, 1385-6/ 
1965-6), VIII, 323-4. 
2 Adam Metz, The Renaissance of Islam, English tr. (Patna, 
1937), 1-2. 
Baghdad and*Iraq in Arabic letters. These dynasties were 
eager to enhance their reputation by offering patronage to 
writers and poets. In spite of the turmoil in political, 
social and economic spheres in this period, progress in the 
fields of Arabic sciences, learning, literature and art was 
remarkable. This unprecedented development was due to the 
emergence of various cultural centres in imitation of Baghdad 
1 
throughout the Muslim world. 
Although the disintegration of^Abbasid caliphate, since 
long in process, was total in the second half of the 4th/10th 
and first half of the 5th/llth centuries, Arabic literature 
reached perfection in this period because it was the language 
of the Holy Quran and Islam as it was the language of diplomacy, 
science and culture throughout the vast domains of which 
Baghdad was still the intellectual and to a large extent the 
political centre. And ccxnmunication, both material and 
spiritual, was sufficiently unimpeded to allow the free inter-
change of ideas, so that men of learning would pass readily 
from one centre of culture to another. In this way, theories 
propunded in Spain and Marocco were soon discussed in Khurasan 
and Transoxania. The growing paralysis of the Court of Baghdad 
led directly to the formation in most parts of the Muslim 
1 Cf. H.A.R. Gibb, Arabic Literature (London, 1926), 86-116; 
M.A.H. Ansari, The Ethical Philosophy of Miskawayh (Aligarh, 
1964), 15. 
empire, notably in Persia, of practically independent or semi-
independent dynasties, whose courts often became foci for 
learning and literature, more apt in many ways to discover and 
stimulate local talents than a distant and unsympathetic 
metropolis. And withal the disadvantages of the greater 
decentralisation which characterises later epochs were not yet 
apparent, Arabic still remained the language of official corres-
pondence and the chief and recognised literary mediun until the 
destruction of the Caliphate by the Mongols in the middle of the 
7th/13th century. 
During Thaalibl's period, founding of libraries and academies 
in all the greatest cities of the Muslim world became a feature 
of the dissemination of Arabic science and literature. Scholarly 
princes, viziers and rulers vied with one another in procuring 
first editions and copies of valuable works of different writers 
and poets. Tha'alibi himself devoted most of his compilations to 
many of them for their personal libraries. Furthermore, the 
immense development of literary production, seconded by the 
tireless activity of the philological schools, was bound to 
produce, in due course, a considerable volume of technical 
literary criticism, directed in the first instance towards poetry. 
The early philologists had, of course,\ freely expressed their 
1 .E.G.Browne, A Literary History of Persia, Univ. Press 
(Cambridge, 1956), I, 339-40. 
view on the relative merits of given poets or verses, but 
mostly in the form of subjective judgements. 
It is a well-known fact that the ancient Arabs developed a 
remarkable talent for literary art. The Beduins produced no 
original sculpture or painting but, on the other hand, from the 
6th century A.D, onwards they developed a rich, though one 
sided literary art. This art consists mainly of poetry, more 
specifically lyrics. Yet even in ancient times poetry existed 
side by side with artistic prose. If we skim through works 
intended as collections of ancient Arabic oratory we find many 
examples of artistic or eloquent prose. They are recorded 
sayings of Beduin men and women which are marked by terseness, 
striking metaphors and similes and sometimes by prose rhyme 
(Saj*) too. They are valued by writers like Jahiz for their 
literary qualities, just as poetry is. Besides these short 
sayings which were often addressed to caliphs and governors, 
there are public speeches (khutab), whether political or not, 
made by caliphs, governors or other prominent persons, speeches 
that are highly esteemed by Arabian men of letters. These speeches 
were always free speeches, not read. When the Arabian adminis-
tration was established, a new field of Arabic literature 
developed, which was intended from the first for expression in 
writing. These are the official letters issued by the adminis-
trative offices. These letters were expected to have literary 
form, and that seems to bo the reason why from the first decades 
of the 4th/10th century of literary culture of the Islamic 
Orient was mainly represented by the secretarial class. In 
addition there arose an art of private letter-writing which 
aimed at a high literary standard. The highly finished style 
of epistolography was then adopted to some extent by historio-
graphy and finally also appears in works which were intended 
only for entertainment. 
This almost exhausts the types of belles-letters of the 
Arabs. There is no epic poetry known in ancient Arabic literature 
and no dramatic poetry. Some attempts at epic poetry owe their 
origin to Persian influence. Thus during the 2nd/8th century 
Aban al-Lahiql translated Persian narrative works such as Kallla 
wa Dimna and other stories into Arabian verse, and Ibn al-Mu^ tazz 
glorified the achievements of the Caliph al-Mutadid in a poetic 
form called rouzdawija/ corresponding to the Persian math)navl. 
But this form of literature did not establish itself in Arabic 
poetry. The ancient Arabians had little taste for fiction. The 
object of Arabic Poetry as well as their Prose is to relate 
facts and actual, not fictitious events. Writers do not deal at 
any length with a single theme, but pass on quickly to another; 
and all narratives are rather short, hardly more lengthy than 
anecdotes. In poems the interest lies not so much in the whole 
2 
poetic structure as in the beauty of single verses. 
1 Cf, Jahiz, al-Bayan wal-Tabiln; al-Jurjani, Asrar al-Balagha, 
ed, H.Ritter (Istanbul, 1954), Introduction, 
2 Asrar al-Balagha, ed, H, Ritter, Introduction, 1-2. 
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The formal elements in ancient Arabic poetry are already 
fairly developed. There are sixteen metres (buhur) with 
niimerous variations, and a single continuous rhyme, rendered 
possible by the wealth of synonyms in the language. There is 
also a certain regularity of structure in a qaslda. There are 
also other formal elements which can be employed in the composition 
of verse and of prose: simile, metaphor, antithesis, parono-
masia, ploke (the repetition of the first word at the end of 
the verse) and so on. Simile and metaphor occur frequently, 
but not to excess; paroncxnasia, antithesis, etc., are rather 
rare. At the beginning of the*Abbasid period, a new poetry 
appears in which these latter formal elements, the rhetorical 
figures, are evidently intentionally sought for and occur with 
great frequency. The main representative of this type is Abu 
Tammam (d. 230/844). This new art in which rhetorical figures 
are more and more highly valued is called "the new style (al-
Badi')", and this term is also used to designate the figures of 
speech themselves as a whole. This new style from now on dominated 
not only Arabian but also Persian and Turkish poetry. Although 
Taha Husayn asserts that this predominance of rhetorical elements 
is to be explained in the case of Abu Tammam by his Greek descent 
and regards this poetry as evidence for the Hellenization of 
the Arabian world, but it is indeed generally agreed that the 
1 Qudama b. Jafar, Naqd al-Nat^r, ed. Taha Husayn and'Abd 
al-Hamld al-Abbadl (Cairo, 1351/1933)) Preface. 
Islamic world was strongly influenced by the late Hellenistic 
culture of the Near Eastern cities. This influence is apparent 
in architecture, philosophy and even in manners and customs. 
We do not know whether Abu Tammam learnt something about the 
principles of rhetoric in a Christian School by which the 
Greek influence on Arabian poetry can be visualised. And if 
such influences did exist, we have so far no literary evidence 
for them. Nothing about Greek rhetoric is mentioned in al-Badi 
which was written by Ibn al-Mutazz in 274/887. About the same 
time Thalab (d. 291/904) wrote Qawaid al~^ir^ and Qudama b. 
JalEar (d. 310/922) wrote Naqd al-ghiV and Naqd al-Natbr. 
The work of Ibn al-Mutazz exercised a considerable influence. 
A great many works on simile, metaphor and figures of speech 
were composed. Pew of these works have survived, fewer still 
have been published. This form of presentation of the rhetorical 
figures continued to be used until the 12th/18th century. Its 
last great representative seems to be the work Anwar al-Rabl'^ fl 
Anwa'al-Badl'^ by Ibn Hasvm (d. 1120/1708) . On the other hand, 
figures of speech are not the only subject the Arabian rhetorical 
works deal with. In the book al~Sinaatayn by Abu Hilal al-'Xskarl 
1 London edition, 1935. 
2 L'Arte Poetica di... Talab... Publ. da C. Schiaporelli 
Actes du huitieme congres international des orientatistes, 
lenuen, 1889, Leide 1893; ed. Ramadan'Abd al-Tawwab (Cairo, 
1966). 
3 Ed, Shakir Had! Shukr (Iraq, 1969). 
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(d. 395/1004) and in al-Umda of Ibn Rashiq (d. 456/1064) are 
treated themes such as definitions of eloquence (Balagha)» 
criteria for aesthetic criticism, the views of the prophet and 
his companions on poetry and many other subjects. Aesthetic 
criticism was particularly stimulated by the controversy on 
the merits of certain poets, Abu Tamraam and Buhturl each had 
his partisans. The verdicts of the respective opponents are 
examined and contrasted with that of the writers and so on. 
The best known works of this kind are the Muwazana Bayna Sbi'r 
Abl Tammam wal-Buhturl by Araidi (d. 371/981)and al-Wasata bayn 
al-Mutanabbi wa Khugumlld. by Abul-Hasan 'All al-Jurjani (d. 392/ 
1002) . These works provide us with valuable information about 
the standards according to which the Arabian critics rated 
poetry. 
The first steps towards a more systematic criticism had 
been taken by Jahiz (d, 255/869) and Ibn al-Mu'tazz (d. 296/908), 
and the rhetorician Qudama b, Ja'far had introduced the classi-
fication of poetic "beauties" and "faults". By the end of the 
4th/10th century Abu Hilal al-^ Askari (d. 395/1005), a senior 
contemporary of ThaalibI, offers a complete critical analysis 
of poetry and prose in terms of structure, rhetorical devices, 
and figures of speech in his book al-Sinaatayn. The significant 
feature of most of these discussions were the insistence on 
form rather than matter as the decisive criterion of quality; 
11 
the declared assumption is that little if anything new can be 
originated in poetry, and that the only difference between one 
poet and another lies in the manner of expression. The balance 
was to some extent struck by*Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani (d. 471/ 
1078), a junior contemporary of Tha*^ alibi, who supplemented the 
excessively formal analysis of his predecessors by a system 
of logical and psychological analysis which demanded at least 
equal consideration for the "ideas" expressed. Additional 
point was given to the argument on literary aesthetic by its 
bearing on the doctrine of I*jaz al-Quran (Incomparability of 
the Holy Quran). In spite of all this, the science of criticism 
as a methodical study was first formulated by none else but 
Thaalibi who in several of his books used this method, specially 
^" Yatlma and Tatimma. 
As regards the prose literature of Thaalibi's period, it 
was rhetorical and artistic. The virtuosity of the literature 
was displayed in paragraphs, describing scenes, persons, emotions, 
events and objects, or in epistles addressed to friends as 
colleagues on a variety of occasions. This art swept over the 
whole field of Arabic letters in the eastern provinces including 
the areas in which Tha*alibi lived and worked. The secretarial 
class fell in line with it almost at once, in the intense 
competition for office, every refinement of literary style 
1 Gibb, The Arabic Literature, 88-9; Ency. of Islam (N.E.), 
I, 564-603, under the article "Arabiyya". 
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was eagerly exploited. The technique of secretarial correspon-
dence was elaborated into the art of composition based upon 
admired models of elegant, florid* insinuaing or pungent writing, 
and it was not long before rhyming prose which the best stylist 
had hitherto used only as occasional ornament, became inseparable 
from official style. Being the language of the Holy Quram, a 
certain veneration v/as attached to rhyme prose and the Friday 
jChutba used it for a century or two. By the middle of the 4th/ 
10th century, the Buwayhid Vizier Abul Fadl b. al-AmId (d. 357/ 
969-70) was composing his official correspondence in rhyme prose 
along with his disciple and successor Sahib Ismail b. "Abbad 
(d. 385/995). Thaalibi, while emphasising the importance of 
Ibn al-'Amid as a writer of rhyme prose remarked, "Writing began 
with "^Abd al-Hamid and ended with Ibn al-Amld." 
This style of rhyme prose was developed and made more 
flexible and free in the hands of contemporary writers like 
al-Khwarazmi (d. 383/993) and Badfal-Zaman al-Hamadtjani (d. 398/ 
1007) in their respective Rasail which often resemble a kind of 
unscanned verse rather than prose. Following their style other 
renowned writers, Thaalibi being one of them, were quick to 
compose anthologies and treasures of the most approved meta-
phorical description and imageiry. This style was not excluded 
from general literature specially in a society of philologists, 
1 Yatlma, III, 158-92. 
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but it was rapidly introduced into most of the branches of 
literature to import brilliance, wit and polish. This was a 
momentous step in the development of Arabic prose. Excepting the 
writers mentioned above other writers too achieved fame by 
writing in this field, for instance, the Spanish Ibn Shuhayd 
(d. 426/1035) in al-Tawabi*^  wal-Zawabi' imagined a series of 
interviews with the Jinnis who had inspired the great poets of 
the past, Abul 'Ala al-Maarri wrote his Risalat al-Ghufran in 
which more daringly he imagined a visit to heaven and hell to 
interview the poets themselves. These writings were less 
appreciated by literary taste than the wittily elusive Risala 
of Ibn Zaydun (d. 463/1070) of Cordova and the letters in 
tightly-knit and decorated Saja^of Qabus b. V7ashmgir (d. 403/ 
1012), the Prince of Tabaristan and Jurjan who collected them 
under the title of Kamal al-Balagha. These were the styles of 
writing which influenced the contemporary writers of different 
streams among whom Thaalibi was one of the distinguished. His 
most ambitious work in the field of pure literature comparable 
with his Yatlma was his Ghurar al-Siyar in its extensiveness. 
Eventually, the Maqamat of HamadhanI seem to have found few 
imitators until the end of the 5th/llth century, when they were 
revived by al-Hariri (d. 516/1122) of Basra, with the same 
motif as that of his predecessor, but with a refinement of phi-
lological subtlety and wit equalling the most ingenious of the 
Hasail and a striking poetical gift in addition. These Maqamat 
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are firmly rooted in the coinmon life of the Islamic city, and 
portray its manners and its humours so realistically as to 
constitute one of the most precious social documents of the 
Islamic middle ages. 
From the 3rd/9th century onwards, Arabic poetry was 
displaced from its former social function by the new prose-
literature; this was partly due to the adaptation of the artistic 
tradition of the arabiyya to produce a vigorous prose style 
which deprived poetry of its previous aesthetic monopoly. But 
to a far greater extent it was the result of the wide expansion 
of intellectual interests, with which the poets were unable to 
keep pace. From the literary-historical angle, one of the most 
interesting features of the poetry of this period is the effort 
made, but without substantial success, to break through the 
previous conventions in different ways. In fact Abu Tammam 
(d. 231/846) who was a self-taught Syrian tried to revive the 
weighty sonority of Beduin poetry and to wed it to the BadI*" 
ornamentation of the poets of'iraq; at the same time he attempted 
to make his verse the vehicle of a more complex structure of 
thought. His poems found warm admirations in both medieval and 
modem times. His fellow-townsman and disciple, al-Buhturl 
1 Gibb, Arabic Literature, An Introduction, 90; Encyclo-
pedia of Islam (N.E.), I, 588-603; III, 938-40; al-
Zuhayri, al-Adab fl Zilli Banl Buwayh, 291-304. 
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(d. 284/897), with a more natural gift remained closer to the 
"Iraqi tradition in his refined and more polished verses. In 
'^ Iraq, on the other hand, Ibn al-Rumi (d. 283/896) attempted to 
create a new introspective and analytical kind of poetry, in 
which each poem develops a single theme in an organic iinity 
and which has sometimes but doubtfully, been genetically linked 
with its Greek origin. The originality of this poetry was 
appreciated,but not imitated. The more typical and influential 
representative of'^ Iraqi modernism was the *Abbasid prince Ibn 
al-Mu*tazz (d, 296/908), who freely adapted traditional themes 
and metres to poetical Rasail and descriptive verse, correspond-
ing to the prose Fusul. His innovations in technique and 
ingenuity (including a historical poem in 450 rajaz couplets 
celebrating the reign of his cousin, the Caliph al-Mutadid) 
rest, however, on the established conventions of Arabic poetry, 
they revise, rather than reform, its characteristic methods and 
outlook. 
From the 4th/10th century onwards, such poetical pieces of 
natural description, epistles, poems on social occasions and 
the like constitute together with epigrams and ceremonial 
Qasldas, the stock in trade of all minor poets in every part of 
the Muslim world, and in varying degrees of excellence. By now 
1 Ency. of Islam (N.E.), I, 591-603, under Art. "Arabiyya". 
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the use of BadI' had become so universal in poetry as to be a 
natural constituent of the finished poetic imagination; in the 
Ghazal (wine-song) it might be allowed to play only a minor 
part, but no poem with any pretentions could be composed without 
it. It required, however, the genius of a greater poet to 
blend in just proportions the Arabian Qaslda of the Syrian 
school and the smoothness and technical ingenuity of the*Iraqi 
school which was accomplished by Mutanabbf (d. 354/965), the 
brightest ornament of the circle of Sayf al-Dawla. Little need 
be said of the poets of Tha'alibi's period of the eastern 
provinces of Persia whose production remains on the whole 
within the frame of subjects, conventions and techniques estab-
lished in the 3rd/9th and 4th/10th centuries. Thaalibi composed 
numerous poems dealing with various subjects following this 
established frame-work. 
The late 4th/10th and early 5th/llth centuries during which 
Tha'alibi lived and worked witnessed the most important age of 
the great Arabic-speaking writers and poets of Persia and also 
the perfection of Arabic literature. Following the great writers 
and poets of Iran, a group of poets, writers,literateurs and 
historians composed and left behind remarkable compositions in 
Arabic. In the same period there were some bilingual (^ul 
lisanayn) poets and writers of Persia who achieved great fame 
among Arabic-speaking writers and poets. Tha'alibi was an 
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exceptional case in the sense that he wrote all his works in 
Arabic. The cultivation of Arabic culture got a tremendous 
incentive due to the fact that the Wazfrs were selected from 
among the great secretaries well-versed in different branches 
of knowledge. In Persia, particularly the writers who could 
compose both Arabic prose and poetry could attain to Prime-
Ministership. It is well-known that the spirit of Arabic 
literature in Iran and the assemblage of Arabic-speaking poets, 
literateurs and writers in the courts of the wazirs and the 
rulers were much influenced by their patronage. As the system 
of learning Arabic language and literature in Tha'alibl's period 
was such that the students had to master Arabic In^a^ (composition 
and belles-letters) the number of poets and writers of Persia 
was large. In his time different currents in Arabic prose were 
discernible,, one of them being an inclination towards rhyme-
prose and another was towards chaste prose. Though most of the • 
writers used rhymed prose, a few wrote their scientific and 
literary works in chaste prose. Some of the contemporary 
historians like al-Utbl (d. 427/1038) who from time to time 
established history as a champ-de-mars of artificialities and 
in this manner they were unrestrained from exaggeration and 
avariciousness. 
i Sncy. of Islam, I, 591-603; Dhablhullah Safa, Tarfjch-l-
Adabiyat dar Iran (Tehran, 1338/19i9), 3rd ed. I, 
636-45. 
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In Thaalibi's time the subject-matter of Arabic prose was 
the mediiom of propagation of art and artificiality. Although 
till the early 4th/10th century the Arabic writers of Persia 
remained away from artificiality under the influence of the 
Greek and Pahlavi literatures and the writings were all in 
chaste prose free from all artificialities, in the late 4th/ 
10th century the attention of the writers was mostly drawn to 
the words and fitness of Arabic language for the use of those 
artificialities. The artificiality was vital for epistolography 
and in fact letter-writing had much influenced Arabic rhetoric 
and was a good instrxunent for amusement while in Persian language 
rhyme and other etymological artificialities are mostly spread 
by the epistelegraphers. The import of idioms and proverbs 
adorning sentences with forms and ideas was extensively 
practised where competition between epistolographers of different 
courts already widened the scope of artificiality in literary 
expression. On the other hand, Arabic poetry practised in Iran 
during Thaalibi's age was exactly alike to the Arabic prose 
there. Every Iranian philosopher, literateur, historian, poet 
and writer of the period left behind either a Dlwan of Arabic 
poetry or a few verses that were narrated from them. In'Iraq 
and Khurasan Arabic poetry was practised to the highest degree 
due to the court patronage of the princes and viziers like 
^Adud al-Dawla, Ibn al-Amld, Ibn Sadan, Sahib b. 'Abbad, Abul-Padl 
1 Abu Abdallah al-Husayn b. Ahmad b, Sadan was appointed 
as waziTCv by Samsam al-Dawlah in 983 A.D. 
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al-Balaml (d. 330/940), Abul-Husayn al-Utbl (d. 371/982), Abu 
'All al-Balami (d. 363/974), Abu "Abdallah Ahmad al-Jayhani, "^  
Abul Husayn al-Suhayll (d. 418/1027) and others. It is simply 
impossible to entunerate all the Arabic speaking poets of Persia 
during Tha'alibl's period who devoted his Yatlmat al-Dahr and 
Tatimmat al-Yatlma, and his student Bakiiarzl (d. 467/1074) his 
Dumyat al-Qagr to those Arabic-speaking poets and writers of 
Persia and other non-Arab countries. 
Although the Persian dynasties in the East favoured the 
revival of Persian as a literary language, Arabic was still 
largely used in court circles and officials correspondence 
where Arabic poets and writers like Thaalibi found a ready 
patronage extended to them. The most brilliant of the eastern 
courts was that of the Saraanids at Bukhara, but the wealth 
trading centre of Khwarazm (modern Khiva) was particularly 
celebrated for its devotion to learning. The Ghaznavid's courts, 
specially the court of Sultan Mahmud (d. 421/1030) was not less 
important in this respect. But the patronage of the Daylamite 
House of Buwayh and the House of Ziyar was incomparable to 
Arabic lang^ Jiage and literature although these two dynasties 
appear to have been of Iranian race who dominated the southern 
and south-western Persia, and Tabaristan (modern Gilan) and 
2 
Jurjan at the southern shore of the Caspian respectively. 
1 Cf. Yaqut, Muj'am al-Udaba) V, 31-4. 
2 E.G.Browne, A Literary History of Persia, Univ. Press 
(Cambridge, 1956), I, 367-477. 
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Thaalibi's Yatlma and Tatlmma are a perfect treasure of 
information about the position of Arabic literature in Persia 
during his own time. These books practically give an extra-
ordinary idea of the extent to which Arabic language was 
cultivated through Persia even as far as Bukhara, Samarqand and 
Khwaraem, Persian poets are found addressing their Persian 
patrons in excellent Arabic verse occasionally extemporised on 
the spur of the moment, so that it would seem at this epoch 
Arabic must have been as well understood in Persia by persons of 
education as English is in Wales at the present time. 
Although we have little space to consider at any great 
length the Arabic poetry produced in Persia at this transitional 
period of Tlia'alibi rather the golden age of Arabic literature, 
something must be said as to its general characteristics and 
peculiarities. As regards language and idiom, it closely 
approached, if it did not actually reach, the level of the 
poetry produced in those countries where Arabic was the spoken 
language, but notwithstanding this it presents several peculia-
rities, some of which will now be enumerated. These peculiarities 
are naturally more conspicuous in the remoter and more purely 
Persian courts of the Samanids and other eastern dynasties than 
in the environment of the Buwayhid princes and Amirs (notably 
the Sahib b. "Abbad) who were in closer touch with the metropolis 
2 
of Baghdad. We s h a l l , therefore , confine ourselves almost 
1 A Li te ra ry History of Pers ia , I , 367-477. 
2 I b i d . 
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entirely to a consideration of the form, as depicted in 4th 
volxime of Thaalibi's Yatlma (dealing with the poets of Khurasan 
and Khwarazm, who flourished under the protection of the 
Samanids). Firstly, we often find a presupposition of the 
knowledge of the Persian language which a non-Persian could 
not be expected to possess. Thus Abu "All al-Sajl praises the 
city of Mer\)': 
"Earth which in fragrance ambergris excells, 
A country fair, where cool, sweet water flow; 
And when the traveller seeks its bounds to quit 
Its very name commands him not to go I" 
The last line alludes to the fact that the letters I^ RV 
which spells the name of the town in question can also be read 
as "ma raw", which in Persian signifies "do not go"'. To an 
Arab, of course, unless he knew Persian, the point of the verse 
would be entirely lost. Similar verses of which the point lies 
in a "popular etymology" were composed about other towns, like 
"Bukhara", but in the epigram on Bukhara the sense is uncompli-
2 
mentary, and the etymology Arabic, not Persian, 
Secondly, we meet with numerous verses composed on the 
occasion of the two great Persian festivals, Nawruz and Mahrajan 
1 Yatima, IV, 80, 
2 A Li te ra ry History of Pers ia , I , 367-477; Yatima, IV, 
7 0 - 1 . 
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(which correspond respectively with the Spring and Autumn 
equinoxes), whereof the last is also called the "Day of Ram"/ 
the 21st day of every Persian month, but most particularly the 
21st day of the month of Mihr (i.e., Mihrajan) being so named. 
Concerning this Ram-ruz we find in Yatlma two pairs of verses, 
each containing a Persian expression. Numerous similar introduc-
tions of Persian words and sentences into the Arabic verses 
produced in Persia in Tha*alibi's time might no doubt be found 
by a more careful examination of the still somewhat inaccessible 
sources of information on this subject. 
Thirdly, we find occasitional use made by Persian poets who 
wrote in Arabic, of verse forms essentially Persian, notably 
the mat|inawi and the ghazal. A good instance of the former 
(called in Arabic muzdawija) is to be found in the Yatlma, in 
the notice of Abul-Fadl al-Sukkari al-Marwazi, who, we are told, 
"was very fond of translating Persian proverbs into Arabic. 
These proverbs are here strung together into a genuine mathnawl, 
such as we do not remember to have seen elsewhere in Arabic, 
and the original of many of the paraphrases can be easily 
recognised, e.g., "al-Laylu hubla; Laysa yudra ma yalid", (the 
night is pregnant; it is not known what it will bring forth). 
2 The Persian counterpart is, "Shab abistan-ast, farda chiKzayad?" 
1 Browne, A Lit. History of Persia, I, 367-477; Cf. Daudpota, 
The Influence of Arabic Poetry on the Development of Persian 
Poetry (Bombay, 1934), 162-91. 
2 Yatlma, IV, 51, 88, 113, 281; Daudpota, 173-8. 
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As instances of Arabic ghazals or pseudo-ghazals, it is 
sufficient to refer to two short poems occupying the upper 
part of page 88 of the 4th volume of Yatlma/ of which the 
second specially is quite in the Persian style as regards 
sentiments; and another on page 113 of the same vol\ame. Of 
the existence of true quatrains composed in Arabic we are less 
certain; but two pieces of verse by Abul *Ala al-SarawI describ-
ing the narcissus and the apple respectively, at least closely 
resemble this essentially Persian form of composition, and more 
particularly accord with a fashion prevalent amongst the Persian 
poets of this period of describing in a quatrain or short 
"fragment" some particular fruit, flower, or other natural 
object. 
While all the poets of Ttja'alibi's period followed the 
beaten track harping on the traditional tune by mainly concen-
trating on eulogies, it was only towards the end of Th^alibl's 
age that we notice a desire among some of the poets and writers 
to reflect everyday themes in their writings. This realism took 
two different forms — pessimistic and epicurean. The repre-
sentative of the former school was the Syrian vegetarian poet-
philosopher Abxi'l-Ala al-Ma'arrl (d. 449/1057) whose pessimism 
could not ultimately find a solution out of the world of woes 
and miseries. The advocate of the latter school was the 
1 Browne, A Lit. History of Persia, I, 367-477; Yatlma, IV, 
25, 51. " 
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Buwayhid court official Ibn al-Hajjaj (d. 391/1001) who 
introduced in Arabic literature what according to the orthodox 
standard was filth and obscenity. He, therefore, claimed 
himself to be the prophet of obscenity. Tha'alibi quoted this 
kind of poem in his Yatimat al-Dahr, In fact Tha'Slibi's age 
which was the last period of the golden age of Arabic literature 
already witnessed a great influence of foreign culture on the 
development of Arabic language and literature as Ahmad Amin justly 
remarks, "After the conquest of Persia and other territories, 
a large number of people speaking various languages and following 
different faiths came within the fold of Islam. Islam brought 
about complete integration between these people, with the 
result that the Arabs, Persians, Greeks and Indians formed one 
community following one religion burying all regional and 
political feelings. But as these communities had come from 
areas which were highly cultured, like Persia, Greece and 
India, they injected their traditions into the Arabic language 
2 
and its intellectual life of the Muslim community." 
Tha'alibi, as the master of both rhyme and chaste prose and 
the owner of a poetical Mujallada left behind him 13 4 books all 
1 Yatima, II, 212-3; Cf. M.Kablr, The Buwayhid Dynasty of 
Baghdad, Iran Society (Calcutta, 1964), 183. 
2 Zuhr al-Islam (Cairo, 1371/1952), I, 255-77; II, 1-115; 
Syed Ali, Ahmad Amin's Contribution to Arabic Literature, 
Ph.D. Thesis in MS, A.M.U. (Aligarh, 1981), 171-2. 
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in Arabic language. His book on the history of old Persian — 
Ghurar al~Siyar written mostly in rhyme prose and sparingly in 
chaste prose was the most important of all other books. It is 
a universal history the authorship of which was unjustly denied 
by certain western orientalists like Caetani and Brockelmann. 
While living in the eastern rule of the Muslim empire Thaalibi 
found the Samanids patronising writers and scholars no less 
than the Buwayhids. The Samanids (r. 261-389/874-999) themselves 
were Persians and patronised chiefly Persian poetry but along 
with this there were at their court many poets who wrote in 
Arabic language. We are given detailed accounts of this in 
the anthology of Tha'alibi. The fourth section of his Yatlma is 
devoted to the poets of Khurasan and Transoxania; with some 
of these the author, who had visited Bukhara in 382/992 was 
personally acquainted. Amongst the biographical accounts of the 
poets of those times there are interesting statements describing 
the conditions of life in the Samanid Kingdom. 
Tha'alibi found Arabic literature as highly cultivated under 
the patronage of Mamunid Khwarazmshahs (r.385-408/995-1017) of 
Jurjaniyya. At Abul "Abbas Maraun b. Mamun's court assembled that 
brilliant galaxy of poets and writers who left specially valuable 
contributions to Arabic literature in both prose and poetry. 
Among them the scientific writer of Arab sciences Abu All Sina 
1 Cf. Barthold, Turkestan Down to the Mongol Invasion 
(London, 1928), 9-10c 
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(d. 429/1037) was unparalleled in his time. Tha'alibi did not 
fail to benefit from these great men; rather he availed himself 
of the opportunity of visiting the court of the Shah and 
became an intimate to him and his viziers Ahmad Suhayll (d. 418/ 
1027) and Abu *Abdallah Hamduni/ to whom he dedicated various 
works. As was the case with the principalities of Persia and 
Central Asia,in Ghaznavid territory (r, 366-582/977-1186) Arabic 
was the chief literary medium in both prose and poetry and the 
medium of official correspondence during T|}a'alibl' s age. At 
that time Arabic language had been generally used throughout 
the empire as the medium of compiling literary and scientific 
books and brochures due to the Caliphate at Baghdad, the 
metropolis of Arabic culture and learning. The extensive use 
of Arabic was also due to the fact of co-ordinating, concent-
rating and combining the intellectual efforts of the Muslim 
world. 
Undoubtedly, the courts of Mahmud and Masud at Gljazna were 
the brilliant cultural centres. There were four hundred poets 
in regular attendance on Mahmud presided over by the laureate 
^Unsurl (d. 431/1039-40) and the polymath of the age al-Biruni 
(d. 422/1050) who devoted his last days of his life to the 
contribution of astronomical treatises and mineralogical books 
in Arabic along with his other literary and historical works. 
1 Cf. Tha'alibi, Adab al-Muluk al-KbwarazmsJ?ihI, ed. and tr. 
by T.R. Topuzoglu, unpublished Manchester Ph.D. thesis 
(1975), 117. 
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Arberry has noted the greater receptiveness of the courts of 
Mahmud and Mas'ud with their strong SunnI policy and cultiva-
tion of links with the Abbasid Caliphate to Arabic influences 
in learning and literature. These influences brought about an 
increased elaboration and euphuism in literary style and sat 
the pattern for the ornate poetry and prose which became 
increasingly popular in later Ghaznavid and Saljuqid times. 
Thus the same Arberry concluded that/ "Ghazna developed into a 
greater centre of Arabic learning than Bukhara had ever been." 
It cannot be denied that the great vizier of Sultan Mahmud was 
Ahmad b. Hasan al-Maymandi (d. 424/1032) who was considered 
to be one of the greatest oriental viziers. He was a learned 
man/ encouraged Arabic scholars and showed great respect to 
them, and ordered all official correspondence to be carried 
on in Arabic instead of Persian, Certainly, the paths of 
ThaalibI and Maymandi could have crossed at several points. 
He dedicated Lataif al-Ma'arif to this great Gjjaznavid vizier. 
On the other hand, his king Sultan Mahmud ostentatously sought 
renown in literature by bringing the chief writers of the day 
including Tha'alibi to add glitter and pomp to his court. 
Most of his life, ThaalibI kept on visiting different 
1 Arberry, Classical Persian Literature (London, 1958), 58; 
Cf. Minorsky, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African 
Studies, 6 (1930-2), 1022. 
2 M. Nazim, "al-Maymandi", Ency. of Islam, Old ed,, III, 
146. 
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geographical regions of Persia and Central Asia where he met 
men of letters, scholarly princes, viziers and rulers to 
gather information for the compilation of his numerous treatises 
and books. It is only due to his untiring effort that we get 
a vivid picture of the development of Arabic literature and 
sciences in different parts of the*Abbasld empire and their 
respective contribution in these fields. But for his endeavours, 
we would not have an idea about the tremendous strides that 
Arabic sciences and literature took in later period of the 
golden age of Arabic literature. As a well-known author and 
scholar Thaalibi could be sure of an audience of students and 
peoples and the last two decades or so of his life were probably 
spent teaching in Ni^apur once more interpersed with visits 
to the Sultan's court or to the circles which gathered around 
provincial governors and officials. Tha'alibl once even visited 
Baghdad as an emissary of Sultan Mahmud to the Caliph al-Qadir 
Billah for bringing an honorific title. Thaalibi carried out 
the mission successfully and the title of Sultan Yamin al-
Dawlah Wall Amir al-MuminIn was conferred on the Sultan. 
The Arabic science of rhetoric, drawing to some extent 
on Greek models, came to give inordinate importance to the 
figurative and allusive use of words and to their use allitera-
tively or assonantly. Thaalibi's works in this field do not 
rival the great compositions of such literary theorists of the 
previous two or three geiaerations as Ibn al-Mutazz and Qudama 
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b.Jafar, but they do include a book al-TajnIs (on paronomasia); 
a book Sihr al-Bayan (on the charm of eloquent expression); a 
Miftah al-Fasaha (key to correct usage); a book al-Klnaya wal-
Ta^id (on Hinting and Allusion), i.e., the conveyance of meaning 
through metaphor; and a book al-lqtibas min al-Quran (concerning 
the use in literary style of Quranic quotations). As well as this 
more theoretical and analytical side of linguistic science, 
Thaalibi was interested also in creative literary composition. In 
the Yatlma, as in many others of his works, he several times 
quotes his own verses, and examples of his poetry appear also in 
*'utbi's Yamlnl. BakhazI mentions that a volume (mujallada) of 
Thaalibi's poetry found its way into his hands after the author's 
death, and in his biography of his master and guardian he quotes 
2 
several examples of this verse. Safadi mentions too a Dlwan 
(collection) of Thaalibi's poetry; this has not apparently survived; 
In his scholarly attitudes, Tha'alibI shows himself as an Arab 
traditionalist; his primary concern was with the older Islamic 
sciences and specially with those revolving round the Arabic 
language. He on the whole kept to the well-trodden Arbo-Islamic 
ways in his entire compositions. Despite his special interest in 
linguistic and literary topics, Thaalibi did not by any means 
1 Cf. Aliutbl, Abu Nasr'Abd al-Jabbar (d. 421/1030), al-Ta'rfJsjb 
al-Yamlnl, with commentary of Shaylsb al-ManIni (d.1111/1699), 
al-Fath al-Wahbl (Cairo, 1286/1869), 2 vols. 
2 Bakharzi, Dumyat al -Qagr, 183. 
3 §afadi, edited by Abyarl and Sayrafi in Introduction to their 
text of the Lataif, 15. 
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neglect the other branches of traditional Arabic knowledge. His 
Makarim al-Akhlaq represents one into field of ethics. His ghurar 
al'-Siyar was an isolated foray into the sphere of the universal 
and Islamic history, but it was conceived on a grand scale. By 
the early 5th/llth century, Muslim historiography like that of 
Ti?a'alibi was no longer so dominantly didactic and theocentric as 
it has been in the first centuries of Islam. 
Khurasan was a centre of Sunni orthodoxy which specially in 
the early 5th/llth century produced many outstanding AsHarl 
scholars and Silfi publicists. And Ttja'alibl' s matured life in 
Nishapur was in a particular ferment caused by an intense 
struggle for power in the city between the orthodox Sunni ulema 
and the conservative literalist sect of the Karramiyya. Thaalibi, 
being an adherent of the Sunni (Shafiite) school of theology, 
did not act as a theological disputant with Shia or Karramiyya 
or Ismailis, but he could not have failed to be influenced by 
the intellectual currents of the time, with their stress on 
the inculcation of orthodoxy and the traditional Arabic 
, 1 
sciences. 
1 Cf. Latiiif al-Maarif, t r . Bosworth, In t roduct ion , 11-5 . 
CHAPTER - I 
AL-THAALIBI•S LIFE 
(1) Al-£baallbl In Biographical Books 
Despite a great contemporary fame as a scholar and author, 
remarkably little is known about the life of Abu Mansur "TQ^ d 
al-Malik b. Muhammad b. Ismail al-Thaalibl al-Naysaburl. This 
is sadly true that all his biographers could not much satisfy 
the researchers for the study of his life. Nevertheless, they 
were unjustifiably silent about his life and contented them-
selves with laudatory generalities only. His own compilations 
were practically considered by the contemporary scholars as the 
original sources for the study about him, Thjaalibl, however, 
furnished his books with much information about a large number 
of known and unknown personalities. But unfortunately none of 
them graces his biography in details. 
The earliest scholar to mention Thaalibi was his junior 
contemporary Abu Ishaq Ibrahim b.'All al-QairawanI al-Husari 
(d. 453/1061) who said, "This Abu Mansur is still living 
nowadays v/hile he is the unique (authority) of his age, unparalle-
lled in his time." Husarl's admiration of Thaalibi's literary 
1 Zahr al-Adab wa Ihamar al~Albab, ed, al-Bagtiawl (Cairo, 1953), 
127. 
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works prompted him to incorporate many passages from TJja'alibi's 
various works into his own book^ Zahr al-Adab. Another junior 
contemporary to speak about him was his own student Abu'l-Hasan 
^All b. al-Hasan al-BakharzI(d. 467/1074), who described his 
teacher and second father thus: "Thaalibi was the Jahiz of 
Nfshapur, the prime of the periods and ages, my eyes have not 
seen yet a man of his kind; the renowned men cannot deny his 
honour. How would he be denied while he is a rain-cloud 
praised by every tongue, or how would he be hidden while he is 
the Sun visible in all places, while I was still a young bird 
(child) having no feather (youth), I was more eager to become 
enlightened with the (light of his knowledge). He and my father 
were neighbours living in a house at Nlshapur. I carried many 
friendly letters and poems which they communicated between them 
and composed in replying to each other. He remained favourable 
to and affectionate with me till I accepted him as my second 
father..." This Bakharzl who lived a generation or so after 
Thaalibi, was born in Mishapur and as a child was brought up by 
Tlja'alibi. His knowledge of our author was first-hand and must 
have been intimate. But it is all the more regrettable that the 
information which he gave about him was extremely meagre. 
1 Ibid., 88, 127, 131, 137, 312, 360, 501, 1035. 
2 Al-Balsitiarzi, Dximyat a l -Qagr , e d . Muhammad Raghib al-Tabbakh 
(Aleppo, 1349/1930) , 183-85;^ ed . S^ Smi Makki a l - A n l , Matba'a 
al-Ma'arif, Baghdad and Matbaa al-Numan, a l -Na ja f a l -A§hraf , 
1971, I I , 226, 
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although he praised him duly. The most extensive biography of 
ThaalibI came in the following century from the pen of Ibn 
Bassam al-Shantarxnl (d. 542/1147) quoted by Ibn KhallikSn 
(d. 681/1282) in his work Wafayat al-Ayan. Thus the author 
of the Wafayat quoted a fine passage on Thaalibi's genius frcan 
al-DhakijIra fl mahasin ahl al-JazIra (Book of the treasure-house 
concerning the elegant aspects of the people of the Iberian 
peninsula) of the said Ibn Bassam which is as follows: 
"In that age, he (Thaalibi) was the man who pastured his 
genius on the loftiest summits of knowledge; the great compiler 
of prose and verse; the chief author of his time, and the 
ablest also in the opinion of that epoch; his reputation 
spread abroad like a proverb which circulated far and wide; 
the camels (which bore travellers to see him were constantly) 
arriving, their breasts panting from the rapidity of their 
speed; his compilations rose over the horizon not only in the 
east but in the west, and they ascended (to the Zenith of fame) 
as the stars ascend through darkness; his works hold a place 
of high eminence, shining with refulgence even at their first 
appearance; the number of persons who learned them by heart or 
who collected thern can neither be defined nor described, and it 
would be vain to essay, even in the finest and most harmonious 
style, to do full justice to the merits of his writings." 
1 Ibn jKhallikan, Wafayat al-Ayan, ed. Wustenfeld, F.G, 
Gottingen, 1835-50, oiog. 391, tr. De Slane (Paris, 1842-71), 
II, 129-30. 
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"Because of his many sided intellect/" says Bakharzl^ "he was 
called the Jahiz of Nishapur". However, in spite of its 
extensiveness, it could not increase our knowledge about Thaalibl 
whose biography thus always remained void of detailed information. 
Apparently, al-BakharzI and others practiced the method of 
Tha'alibI who gave a brief biographical notes on each of the 
writers and poets from whom he quoted some selected works in 
his own books and in practice this method of predecessors had 
been followed by the successors. In this way Ibn al-Anbarl 
(d. 557/1161-2), a 6th/12th century biographer says, "But Abu 
Mansur *Abd al-Malik b. Muhammad b. Ismail al-Thaalibi was a 
praise worthy literateur and eloquent rhetorician. He wrote 
many books as Yatlma al-Dahr, Sihr al-Balagha, Far aid al-Qalaid, 
Sirr al-Adab, etc. He studied under Abu Bakr al-Khwaraanl 
(d. 393/1002-3) . Iba'alibi also narrated al-Khwarazml by saying 
"Mikhlaf of Yamen is like the Sawad of "^ Iraq and Rustiq of 
Khurasan". 
Fortunately the 8th/14th century biographer, Khali1 b. 
2 
Aybak al-Safadi (d. 764/1362) furnished much information about 
Tha'alibl and his works mentioning ninety books out of his many 
1 Ibn al-Anbarl, Nuzhat al-Alibba fl Tabaqat al-Udaba, ed, 
Ibrahim al-Saroarr^I, al-Mrfarif (Baghd^ id, 1959), 249. 
2 Khali1 b. Aybak al-§afadi, al-Wafi bfl-Wafayat, 30, MS. Maktaba 
al-Jamia al-Markazia, BaghdSd, No. M920/S.FV, XV-XVII, 269 
seqq; Quoted by *Abd al-Fattah in the Preface of al-Tamtjill 
wa[l-Muhadara. Tha'alibl, Lataif al-Maarif, ed. Ibrahim al-
Abyarl and Hasan Kamil al-Sayrafi (Cairo, 1379/1960), Preface, 
3-30. 
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compilations and presenting a brief biography of him as follows: 
"Abd al-Malik b. Muhammad b, Ismail al-ThaalibI al-Naysaburl is 
the poet-literateur and author of many literary books. He is 
called the Jahiz of his time and his literary works are much 
useful." Abu Bakr b. Muhammad b, Qadi Shuhba al-Asadi (d.851/ 
1447) quoted this biography with a complete list of Thaalibl's 
2 books. Kamal al-DIn al-Damlrl (d. 808/1405) did not add any 
remarkable thing to what his predecessors mentioned about 
Thaalibl's biography. 
On the other hand the historians like al-Dhahabi (d, 748/ 
1347), Abu'l-Fida* (d. 732/1331), Ibn Kathir^ (d. 774/1372), 
— f> 
Ibn al-Imad al-Hanbali (d. 1089/1678) and others gave no 
information of any significance about the life of Thaalibl 
except mentioning the dates of his birth and death. The con-
temporary historians of the last years of the Samanids (204-
395/819-1005) and of the early years of the Ghaznavids (366-582/ 
977-1186), Suchas al-Utbi, GardlzX and Abul-Fadl al-BaihaqI, 
are silent about him, while the later compilers of biographical 
works confined themselves to laudatory generalities when dealing 
1 Tabaqat al-Nuhat wal-Lughawiln, MS, II, 387, quoted by 
•Abd al-Pattah. 
2 Hayat al-Hayawan al-Kubra, Dar al-Tabaa (Egypt, 1392 A.H.), 
I, 202. 
3 Al-Ibar ff Kh,abr man ghabar (Kuwait, 1961), III, 172. 
4 Al-Mukhtagar fi A]<hbar al-BagJiar, Dar al-Kitab al-Lubnani 
IBairut, n.d.;, II, 44. 
5 Al-Bidaya wal-Nihaya ffl-Tarikh. al-Saada (Egypt, n.d.), IV, 
62; (Cairo, 1351/1932), XII, 28. 
6 S^ia^rat al-Dtiahab fi Akiibar man DF^ ahab, Maktaba al-QudsI 
(Cairo, 1350 A.H.), III, 246. 
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with him. The same biographical and historical informations 
about his life were repeated by the later writers. Thus the 
researchers in fact faced many difficulties in getting detailed 
informations regarding his early life, his teachers, students, 
travels, sources of his livelihood, etc., which would enable 
them to understand his personality and many other facts which, 
though related to his life are till now concealed. The modern 
1 0 
writers, such as Butrus al-Bustani, ZakT Mubarak, Jurjl 
Zaidan, Muhammad Kurd*Ali, editors of both Lataif al-Maarif^ 
and al-Tamfebll wa'l-Muhadara of ThaalibI and others also depended 
on those meagre informations which were provided by the previous 
compilers. And hence their studies too about the life of 
ThaalibI remained incomplete. 
To begin with, no information of any significance can be 
drawn either from ThaalibI's works or from biographical accounts 
1 Dairat al-Maarif al-BustanI, Matabaa al-Ma'arif (Beirut, 
1882), VI, 316. 
2 Al-Natbr al-PannI fil-Qarn al-Rabi^ (Cairo, 1351/1933), II, 
TTT, 
3 Tarijsh Adab al-Lugha al~Arabiyya (Beirut, 1967), II, 586. 
4 Kunuz al-Ajdad, al-Taraqql (Damascus, 1950), 233, 
5 Edited by Ibrahim al-Abyarl and Hasan Kamil al-Sayrafl 
(Cairo, 1379/1960), Preface, 3-30; ed. P.de Jong 
(Leiden, 1867), introduction; tr. C,E, Bosworth (Edinburgh, 
1968), introduction, 1-31, 
6 Ed.*Abd al-Fattah Muhammad al-Halu (Cairo, 1381/1961), 
the Preface of the publisher, 3-32, 
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of his family or even from his teachers except that he had a 
Muaddib who taught him poetry and "Arabiyya"^ ' and that he studied 
a<^ ab under the well-known Abu Bakr al-Khwarazml (d. 392/1002) 
who in most of Tha'alibi's works appears to be one of his main 
sources of information. Although ThaalibI was a prolific 
writer, there are few definite autobiographical indications to 
be found in his works. His books, written in both prose and 
poetry, although many are missing, thus remained for .the study 
of his life as the only sources of information in addition to 
those of the biographers and historians mentioned above. His 
books and writings are the fountain-head of informations about 
him and hence his contemporaries should be accused of not 
utilizing his works for the purpose, in spite of their enthusiasm 
to study about him. The later compilers, however, should not be 
blamed for that, because they were not acquainted with the modern 
methods of research. However, an attanpt is made here to 
establish some facts — insufficient though they are — from 
occasional remarks scattered in his various works. 
(2) His Name, Genealogy and Place of Birth 
He was Abu Mansur^Abd al-Malik b. Muhammad b. Ismail al-
Thaalibi al-Naysaburl, None else either differed from or added 
1 ThaalibI, al-Lataif wa'l-Zaraif (Cairo, 1324/1906), 29. 
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to it. Sometimes he was called by his nisbah or appellation 
2 
without mentioning his complete name. 
Abu Mansur was called al-ThaalibI perhaps because his 
father was a furrier by profession and dealt in the hides of 
foxes. But according to Ibn Khallikan, al-Thaalibi was a 
maker of fur-coats and used to sew fox-hides covered with hair, 
and trade in it. In the translation of the Wafayat al-Ayan 
of Ibn Khallikan, De Slane writes, "Thaalibi means one who 
sews together and dresses foxes' skins; he was so denominated 
4 because he had been a furrier." Ibn Kathir also wrote that 
al-Tha^libi was skilled in drawing and embroidering fur-coats 
made of fox-hides and hence he was called al-Thaalibi. Ibn 
Shikir al-Kutubl said, " v--^ ci6W'V^ >*i->^ «^=o\" (Thaalibi was a 
Muaddib of children in a school). In addition to being a pure 
scholar, Thaalibi was a teacher. One late source, the"^ Uyun al-
tawarlkh of Ibn Shakir al-Kutubl (d, 764/1363), says that in 
1 Al-Husarl, Zahr al-Adab, 212, 502; Ibn al-AnbarT, Nuzhat al-
Alibb? fi Tabaq5t al-Udaba; 349; Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-
A'ygn, II, 350; Al-DhahabI, al-Ibar fl Kliabr man ^ abar. III, 
T72T 
2 Ibn AbT al-Isba''al-MisrI (d. 6 35/1237), Badl^al-Quran, ed. 
Haffani Muhammad Sharaf (Egypt, 1957), 6,8,138; *Ali.b.Zafir 
al-Azdi (d^  613/1216), Badaj^ al-Badaih, ed. Muhammad Abul 
Padl Ibrahim (Egypt, 1957), 112, 130, 233, 296.' 
3 Wafayat al-A'yan (Cairo, 1310/1892), I, 191. 
4 Al-Bidaya wa'l-Nihaya (Cairo, 1351/1932), XII, 28. 
5 Tha^alibl, al-Tamthll wal-Muhadara, ed. "^ Abd al-Fattah 
Muhammad al-HaltrTcairo, 1381/1961), Preface, 5, quoted 
from'^ Uyun al-TawariTch by Ibn Shiikir al-Kutubl, cf. Bosworth, 
13. •" 
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his early days, ThaalibI was compelled to earn his living by 
teaching children, and it is unlikely that a figure of his 
eminence would in his maturer years fail to collect around him 
an eager band of students. So, according to them, it is 
reasonable to conclude that Thaalibr along with his teaching 
profession used to sew fox-hides for making fur-coats with fine 
drawing and embroidery. According to ZakI Mubarak, dealing in 
fox-hides was Thaalibi's profession till his literary excellence 
became manifest, his lucky star appeared and his name and fame 
as a great scholar of Arabic literature spread at home and abroad. 
In this connection, the following verses by him regarding fox-
2 hides are of interest: 
"We wore the redish embroidered leather coats 
during this season and stripped off the summer 
dress from our bodies; 
We also stripped off the loose and fine Slavonic 
dresses, and cotton and clothes of Khadlaj (a 
place) in order to protect ourselves from snow-cold 
breeze; 
1 Al-Natiir al-FannI, II, 179. 
2 ThaalibI, Yatlma al-Dahr (Cairo, 1375/1955), IV, 412. 
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So, the grey squirrel-fur of Kharkhid (an 
animal), the soble-fur of Balghar'(an animal) 
and the. soft hair of dead foxes admixtured 
with silk and wool were woven at Tustar in 
order to use them as the sheltering and cover-
ing clothes under quilts and blankets during 
the winter." 
Tha'alibr is a plural form of Tha'labl. It is a nisba or 
appellation borne by some other authors of HaditFi, Tafsir and 
Tarikh, besides our Tha'alibl.^ 
1 It is Arabicized from Shushtar, a great city of Khuzistan. 
Yaqut al-HamawI, Mu^am a1-Buidan (Tehran, 1965), I, 847. 
2 a) Abu Bakr Muhammad b. Bakr b. al-Fadl b, Musa al-Tha'alibl 
(d, 380/990). He was a theologian' from Egypt. Al-Sam'anI 
(d. 562 A.H.), Kitab al-Ansab, ed. Shaykh'Abd al-Rahman 
b. Yahya al-Mu^iiimilHyderabSd, 1383 A.H.), III, 132;AbiA-
Hasan'9^11 b. Muhammad b. al-Athlr (d. 630 A.H.), al-Lubab 
fi Tahzlb al-Ansab (Baghdad, n.d.), I, 237. 
b) Abu Mansiir al-Husayn b. Muhammad al-Mar^anl al-Tha*alibI 
(d. 412/1021). He was the'Arab historian from Marghan of 
Afghanistan, Encyclopaedia of Islam (London, 1934-64), IV, 
732; Urdu Encyclopaedia of Isl^LnTlLahore, 1380/1960), IV, 
1017. 
c) The great Sljaykh Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Ibrahim Abu Ishaq 
al-Tha'alibl al-Naysaburi (d.'427/1035) . Urdu Encyclo-
paedia of Islam, IV, 735; Ibn al-Imad al-Hanball, 
Shadhrat al-Dhahab (Beirut, 1351/1932), III, 230. 
d) 'Abd al-Rahman b. Muhammad b. Makhluf al-Ja'^ farf al-Jazalrf 
al-ThaalibI (d. 875/1470). 'Abbas al-Qumml, al-Kuna 
wa*I-Alqab (Najaf, 1376/1956), II, 117; Da*irat al-
Ma'arif al-Islamiyya, (Egypt, 1933), VI, 19"^: 
e) *'lsa b. Muhammad al-ThaalibI (d. 1080/1669) , ^ a yr al-
Dln al-Zirikll, al-/flam (Cairo, 1955-59), II, 82. 
f) Muhammad al-Khajwawi al-Tha'alibI (d. 1198/1783). Ibid., 
X,'58. 
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Thaallbl mentioned his kunya (patronymic) in his following 
poetry. 
"0 the proud Abu Mansurl Refrain yourself 
and behold the path of the righteous men; 
Did not you see the stars (grey hairs) of the 
old age that appeared and (it is quite natural 
that) the old age of a man is the sign of (his) 
decay." 
2 
He also mentioned his name in other verse composed by him: 
\ •> •\ -I — • 
"0 the Polestar of the lovers'. 0 the man, 
by whom the screen of the love is opened to the 
people 1 
You have drawn a sword from your eyes, so, 
why have you plunged it into the heart of *Abd 
al-Malik?" 
Thaalibi was called al-Naysaburi, because Nishapur was his 
home town where he was born. It was the administrative capital 
of the eastern Persian Province of Khurasan. Until 384/994 
1 Xiiaalibi, Atisan ma Samitu, ed. Muhammad Afindi Sadiq Anbar 
(Cairo, 1324 A.H.), 145. 
2 Ibid., 135. 
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Khurasan was in the hands of the ethnically Persian Sitninid 
dynasty, whose Amirs ruled from their capital Bukhara over 
Transoxania and Khurasan and exercised a loose sovereignty 
over the outlying regions of Khwarazm and what is now Af2hanistan, 
Towards the end the 4th/l0th century, their empire was under 
pressure externally because of attacks from the Central Asian 
steppes of the Turkish .jarakhanids and internally because of 
the revolts of ambitious military commanders in Khurasan. The 
Amir Nuh b. Mansur (366-87/977-97) attempted in 384/994 to 
salvage the situation in Khurisin by calling in Sabuktigin, the 
Turkish slave-governor of Ghazna in eastern Afghanistan and a 
nominal vassal of the Samanids. Sabuktigin and his son Mahmud 
quelled the revolts, but the Samanid empire was now seriously 
enfeebled. The dynasty toppled completely in 389/999 and the 
last Samanid Amir Ismail II b. al-Muntasir b. Nuh II (390-95/ 
1000-1005) was killed in 395/1005. Mahmud of Ghazna and the 
Qarakhanid Ilik Khan Nasr partitioned the territories of 
Samanids, the latter taking the lands north of Oxus (Amu Darya) 
and for the next forty years, until the rise of the Seljuqs, 
the fortunes of the eastern Iranian world lay essentially with 
the Ghaznawids and Qarakhanids. Thus until 384/994, Nishapur 
was in the hands of the Samanids (204-395/819-1005), whose Amirs 
ruled it from their capital Buktjara through their oligarchies. 
At the time when Thaalibl was born (350/961), Bukhara was the 
1 W.Barthold, Turkestan down to the Mongol Invasion (London, 
1928), 252 ff. 
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foremost centre of learning in the eastern part of the Islamic 
empire. Both the amirs and the prominent men of their 
entourage, like the Balamis and the members of the military clan 
Slmjurf, encouraged men of learning and poets to use the 
vernacular (Persian) as a literary language. Tha'^ alibl's home 
town Nrshapur was next to Bukhara. As he used the Arabic 
language for all scholarly purposes, it seems that he was not 
at all interested in using the Persian language in his writings. 
This point is supported by the fact that we know of no work of 
his written in Persian with the exception of a few examples of 
Persian verses or Arabic translations of some Persian poetry 
in his Yatrma and Tatimma. Despite the fact that the city of 
Nishapur witnessed many calamities and vicissitudes being the 
target of attacks from many rebellious military commanders in 
the province of Khurasan, yet it was in the 4th-5th/lQth-llth 
century one of the most flourishing cities, both economically 
and intellectually, of the eastern Islamic empire and hence it 
- - 2 
was next to Bukhara. 
Not only was the city of Nishapur a constant target 
but the political upheaval and continuous wars between rival 
elements left the v/hole province of Khurasan almost completely 
devastated. Particularly noteworthy were the disputes between 
the various sects in Nfshapur, and the great famine which broke 
1 J.T.P. de Bruiju, art., "Iran", Encyclopadia of Islam, IV, 
1973, 60b. 
2 Qasim al-Samarrai, The Theme of Ascension in Mystical writings 
(Baghdad, 1968), I, 10-28. 
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out in 401/1010. Thus Thaalibi's lifetime was a politically 
troubled one, and his native province of iOiurisin suffered from 
the marchings and countermarchings of the rebellious Samanid 
generals and the Amir's troops, from the invasions of the Qara-
khanids and, towards the end of his life, from the incursions 
of the Saljuq nomads. Agriculture was hard hit and severe 
famines took place. Despite all these, the land of Kljurasan and 
its people showed a remarkable resilience. It was in the 
Samanid dominions that the renaissance of New Persian language 
and literature developed, but Khurasan was also the home of 
Sunni Islamic orthodoxy in religion and law and a great centre 
for the cultivation of such Arab sciences as grammar, philology, 
poetry and belles-letters. The contemporary geographer Abu 
*Abdallah al-MaqdisI (d. about 380/990) who travelled widely in 
the Samanid empire, stresses how "the people who wear tailasans 
(Sc. the scholars and'ulema)" are respected in eastern Persia, 
whereas in Shiraz and Western Persia in general, "the people 
who wear durra^ as (Sc. the officials and secretaries)" command 
the greatest prestige. We do not know how interested Tha'alibi 
was in the renaissance of New Persian, if indeed he was interested 
at all; in his works he appears as a lover of traditional Arabic 
learning in all its aspects, and he seems to have used the Arabic 
language for all scholarly purposes. It is true that in the 
1 Al-utbi, TarljcJQ. al-Yaminl, with commentary of Shaykh ManinI, 
al-Fath al-wahbi jCairo, 1286/1869), I, 125. 
2 Al-Maqdisi, Ahsan al-TaqasIm fl MaVifa al-Aqallm, ed. de 
Goeje (Leiden, 1906), 440. ". 
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first part of the Ghurar al-Siyar he deals with the ancient 
kings of Persia, but, by his time, this sector of human history 
had been definitely brought within the framework of Perso-
Islamic civilization and orthodoxy. Certainly, Th^alibl shov/s 
little of the boundless intellectual curiosity about other 
epochs and cultures which is so characteristic of his Khwarazmian 
contemporary Abu al-Rayhan al-BlrunI (d. 440/1048), the first 
direct interpreter to the Islamic world of Indian civilization; 
the sections on India, China and the Turks in the Ghurar al-
Siyar are exiguous, and 'rha*alibi acknowledges a debt here to the 
work of another contemporary, the kitab al-Bad'wal-Tairllsii (Book 
of Creation and the history) of al-Mutahhar b. Tahir al-MaqdisI 
al-Bustl. 
It is convenient at this point to consider Tha^ 'alibl' s 
position as a native Persian of Nis^apur and to consider his 
attitude, so far as it is discernible, towards the use of 
Persian language and culture. He was bom and brought up in 
eastern Persia, at a time when the Persian national consciousness 
was beginning once more to express itself after three centuries' 
subnergence under the predominantly Arab religion and culture of 
1 ff. 273 b-277 a of the Istanbul MS of the Ghurar al-Siyar, 
Damad Ibrahim Pasha 916, Cf. Zotenberg's Preface to the 
part of the Q^urar which he edited and translated (Paris, 
i900), XXI-XXII. Al-Mutahhar's information in turn probably 
goes back to the lost geographical work of the Samanid Vizier 
Abu *Abdallah Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Jaihanl; Cf. G.A. Reinand, 
Memoire geographiquer historique et scientifique Sur I'Inde... 
de'apres les ecrivains arabes, Persard et chinois, Memoires de 
I'lnstitut, Acaderaice des Inscriptions, XVII/2 (1849), 294-5. 
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Islam. This fact did not necessarily dispose him to express 
himself at the scholarly level in his native tongue, and for 
centuries to come Arabic remained the language for much of the 
scholarship produced in Persia. It is, moreover, true that by 
the beginning of the 5th/llth century the heritage of non-
Islamic Persian culture had been largely incorporated into 
Arabo-Islamic administrative practices, social habits and 
literary subject-matter. The central and eastern lands of the 
Caliphate were nov/ dominated by an Arabo-Persian, and not a 
purely Arab culture, so that participation in the renaissance 
of New Persian language and literature did not involve a break 
with the mainstream of Islamic religion and culture; indeed, 
the ethos of this renaissance remained overwhelmingly Islamic.''" 
Al-Th.aallbl aimed rather at keeping high in the eastern 
Iranian world the standard of Arabic learning. The first half 
of his life fell within the period when the Samanid Amirs were 
firmly in control at Bulibari and Nishapur and when learning and 
literature flourished under their enlightened patronage. In 
his scholarly attitude, he shows himself as an Arab traditionalist; 
his primary concern was, as we have seen, with the older Islamic 
sciences and specially with those revolving round the Arabic 
language. He was doubtless pround of the glories of the ancient 
kings of Persia, and their history, mythical and real, takes up a 
1 Bosworth, Lataif al-Ilaarif, tr., 11. 
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very large part of the Ghurar al-Siyar, 
(3) His Sthnical Identity and Religious Belief 
Abu Mansur al-Tha^ alibl was born in 350/961 at Nishapur, 
one of the most flourishing cities of Persia. His biographers 
agree unanimously that he was born in 350/961 and died either 
in 429/1037 or 430/10 38 at Nishapur. On the other hand^ 
Thaalibl's biographiers differ in his ethnical identity. His 
contemporary and later biographers absolutely overlooked this 
vitally important fact. The modern writers, however, passed 
different opinions regarding his racial stock with their own 
evidences. In the opinion of al-Hufi, Thaalibi was ethnically 
Persian. Sadiq Wash'at and his friend Mustafa HijazI were of 
the same opinion and thus'listed Thaalibi with those renowned 
- - 5 
scholars who were of Persian descent, Ahmad Lawasani also 
1 Introduction, 3, 11. 
2 Abul-Fida, al-Mu]sl>tasar f.i Akhbar al-Bashar, Dar al-Kitab 
al-Lubnani (Beirat, n.d.; the events ot the year 429 A.H.; 
Ibid (Cairo, 1375 A.H.), II, 162; Ibn Kathir, ^ -Bidaya wa'l-
Nihaya (Cairo, 1351-8/1932-9), XII, 44; Ibn al-'Imad al-
Hanbali, ghadfarat al-Ql?ahab (Cairo, 1350/1931-2), III, 
• 264-5, Tash KubrS 'Zada, Hlftah al-Sa'ada (Hyderabad, 1329/ 
1911), i, 262; 'Abd al-Rahim al-'Abbasi (d, 963/1555-6), 
Ma'ahid al-TangIg (Cairo, 1316 A.H.), II, 91-3; Ibn Khaliikan, 
Wafayat al-A'yan, ed.Muhammad Muhyl al-Dln 'Abd al-Hamld 
(2gypt, 1$48), II, 352: • 
3 Ahmad Muhammad al-HufI, Tayyarat Tjiaqafiyya bayn al-^ Arab wa^ l-
Furs (Egypt, 1968), 219. 
4 Sadiq Nashat and Mustafa Hijazi, gafhat ^an Iran, Matba 
Mukhaimar (Egypt, 1960), 147. 
5 Ahmad Lawasani, Nazrat Jadlda fl Tarikh- al-Adab (Beirut, 
1971), 294. 
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included Thaalibi in another list of the eminent men of 
Persia. But Muhammad Kurd 'Ali said/ "the most likely he 
was an Arabian descent ((iy*'cyit>'^\V^v»il>) ", it is quite natural 
that the birth of a man like Thaalibi in a Persian city like 
Nishapur does not necessarily prove that he was of Persian 
descent. Moreover, Thaalibi's books contain nothing that 
would specially suggest to the reader that their author was a 
Persian. Although the Arabian theory was based on probability, 
but after careful examination we can rightly conclude that 
Thaalibi was of Arabian descent. In his scholarly attitudes, 
Thaalibi shows himself as an Arab traditionalist. His primary 
concern was, as we have seen, with the older Islamic sciences 
and specially with those revolving round the Arabic language. 
As Thaalibi used the Arabic language for all scholarly 
purposes, it seems that he was not at all interested in using 
the Persian language in his writings. This point is supported 
by the fact that we know of no work of his written in Persian 
with the exception of a few examples of Persian verses or 
Arabic translations of some Persian poetry in his YatTma and 
Tatimma In his investigation of the sources of the Gt^ urar 
al-Siyar, Zotenberg concluded that Thaalibi must have drawn 
indirectly on Ibn al-Muqaffa's Arabic translation of the Middle 
Persian national epic, the Khuday-nama (Book of Kings). Further-
more, in two places in the part of the text edited by Zotenberg, 
Thaalibi mentions "the author of the book of the Shah-nama" 
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although this was probably not Firdawsi's masterpiece but one 
of the several works of this name known in' Persia during the 
4th/10th century. Yet on the whole, Tha'^ alibi kept to the 
well-trodden Arabo-Islamic ways. In displaying such an 
attitude, ^a^alibl was only following the example of earlier 
scholars of purely Persian descent, such as the philologist and 
literary critic Ibn Qutaybah (d. 276/889). Although his father 
came from Merv in Khurasan, Ibn Qutaibah's works include an 
opuscule called the Fa<^ l al-Arab''alal-Ajam (superiority of 
the Arabs over the non-Arabs (sc. the Persians)). Many other 
Persian scholars devoted themselves wholly to the Arab science, 
and in the disputes of the Sliuubiyya the literary and cultural 
conflicts between the partisans of Arab culture and those of 
non-Arab and specially Persian culture, they often aligned 
themselves decisively with the former. However, "^ Abbis Iqbal 
has pointed out that the information in the third and fourth 
sections of Yatlma al-Dahr is of the highest value for the 
literary and cultural history of Persia during Th^^alibl's 
time. He adds that Thaalibi usually notes which poets were 
Dhul-lisanain (bilingual), i.e., equally proficient writers in 
1 Thaalibi, Tarlkh Qj^ urar al-Siyar, ed. and tr. H. Zotenberg, 
Histoire des rols des Perses i^ Paris, 1900), Preface, XXIII. 
2 Published by M. Kurd "All in his Rasail al-bulagha (Cairo, 
137^9/1954), 344-81 under the alternative titles of 
a 1-'Arab (Book of Arabs) or al-Radd 'ala al-£huubiyya 
(Refutation of the Sijuubiyya) . 
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both Arabic and Persian, sometimes giving Arabic translations 
of their Persian poetry and occasionally even giving actual 
examples of Persian verses. 
The other evidences concerning the opinion that Tha^ alibl 
was of Arabian descent v/ere that he himself praised the poet 
Abul-Qasira Ismail b. Ahmad b, Ahmad al-Shajarl:^ 
j^ \-«-jui (TN^ viav '•^ ^ <>c)>^>»>^ < < ^ < = ^ i > ^ 
"And from his wittiness was his saying taken 
from two Persian verses which were composed 
by the non-Arabs". 
He also praised the poet Abul-Hasan al-A^hajI: 
- w - " . • . \ . • . : 
"Among the Persian poets and their horse-men 
he is more famous than the Hilky-way". 
Here Tha'alibls indication to "the non-Arabs" in the first 
place and "the Persian poets and their horse-men" with the 
pronoun of the third person in the second place certainly 
causes defamation to the Persian theory according to which 
Thaalibl was considered ethinically a Persian. If 2Il?aalibI 
is a Persian he must not add here unnecessary things rather he 
1 Sijaalibi/ Tatimma al-YatXma, ed. ^ Abbas Iqbal (Tehran, 
1353^1934), Introduction, 1, 4; Cf. Introduction of 
Lataif by Bosworth, 3. 
^ Yatlma al-Dahr, IV, 155. 
3 Tatimma a l -Yat lma , I I , 114. 
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would say "<^U.J^c>4>^>"-'" (and it is tak'en from the Persian), 
and " 6yf**l(>uV-^ l->>J,^ \CJy»j^ }y^ '' (among the poets and horse-
men he is more famous than the MiIky-Way) in the first and 
second places respectively without altering meanings. 
The best and most explanatory evidence of the Arabian 
theory is also Thaalibi's praising Abu Nasr Ismail b. Hammad 
1 
al-Jawhari as: 
(Prom the wonders of the world is that being 
a man of Farab from Turkistan, he is an Imam 
in the science of Arabic language) 
If Tha^alibl, being himself an Imam in the science of Arabic 
language, was not of Arabian descent he would not wonder at 
the non-Arab al-Jawharl over his becoming an Imam in the 
science of Arabic language. With this we can rightly 
conclude that ThaalibI was undoubtedly of Arabian descent 
2 
who quoted a number of Persian texts in some of his books. 
The poetical environments of Persia also compelled him to 
1 Yatlma al-Dahr, IV, 406. 
2 Persian texts found in: Yatlma al-Dahr, III, 339; IV, 
149; Tatimma al-Yatlma, II, 25; Lat51f al-Maarif, 9; 
al-Kingya wal-Ta^rld, 15, 22; Thimar'al-Qulub, T88. 
Moreover, Ttia'alibi quoted a verse of the poetry of 
al-Abbas al-ArkhasI with Persian text v^ hich he did not 
translate into Arabic, although he used to translate the 
Persian texts cited for examples as he did so in all 
other books mentioned above. 
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use the Persian language for expressing some of his poetical 
meanings. Naturally a man who knov;s the language of other 
natxon does not belong to them. And hence Tha'alibl who had 
an extensive knowledge of Persian vernacular v/as not ethnically 
a Persian rather he was of Arabian descent. 
Further investigation will continue to ascertain the 
religious belief of Thaalibl. It is regrettingly true that we 
do not find his biography in the books of Tabaqat al-Madhahib 
which are available to us. Nevertheless, Tha'alibi's books are 
themselves far away from the special sectarian field and 
their contents do not indicate any sectarian belief. Hence 
1 Besides the poets who translated Persian proverbs into 
Arabic verse, some of the later Arabic poets borrowed 
ideas and images from early Persian poets, who were 
either contemporary with them or preceded them by a short 
space of time. Thus many Persian verses, now lost to 
us, like in their Arabic translations, of which we will 
cite a few examples. The figure used in the following 
verses by Abul-Hasan Ahmad b. al-Muammil, says Tha'alibi, 
is taken from two couplets of Rudaki, which seems to have 
become rare even in his days (Yatima, IV, 74): 
J^\MS^C^\i}^\^^ /yj* * (j-*-»J I'-'^P I^>«a-> 
•> • ' '' n ' . . ^ i . " ^ 
(Consider the world with the eyes of understanding, not 
the one wherewith you see. The world is like a sea, so 
choose a boat of good actions and cross thereby). 
Most of the poets mentioned by al-Bakharzi in his 
Dumya al-Qasr were natives of Persia, and knowing both 
Arabic and Persian they were able to compose in either 
language. They showed extraordinary skill in translat-
ing from one language into another; and as they were well 
conversent with the contemporary Persian poetry, they could 
easily transform into Arabic any beautiful idea or conceit 
which they found in Persian. One of these bi-lingual poets, 
al-^aykh Abu 'Ali al-Hasan b. 'Abdallah al-UthmanI was 
particularly gifted in this respect. For more details see: 
"^Umar Mohammad Daudpota^The Influence of Arabic poetry on the 
Development of Persian poetry (Bombay, 1934), 176-80. 
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it is needless to depend upon his books for ascertaining this 
reality. Thus nothing remained for us except to depend upon 
our thorough study and research about Thaalibi's religious 
school. It is most likely that Tha'alibi was preferably an 
adherent of the Shafiite school of theology which is supported 
by two evidences. Firstly, dedicating one of his books to his 
patrons, Th^^li^"^ wrote in the introduction of the book the 
following sentences: 
(j-J^  \ (J.\ ^-^ ^^  \ (^ j>^  ^ ;^^v_Juf\ ^ \o^\ (>:^  ^  
(Although I was in that (dedicating the book) 
like one who dedicates the. light to the Sun and 
dyestuff to the youth, and who carries the 
theology to Shafil and poetry to al-Buhturl). 
Because Thaalibi's mentioning here the name of the Imam al-
Shafii without mentioning other Imams clearly indicates that 
he believed in the Shafifte school of theology. Secondly, 
Tha'^ alibl's close association with a group of the distinguished 
Shafii theologians and traditionists in Nishapur and other 
2 3 
cities, like al-Khattabi (d. 388/998) , al-Saluki (d. 387/997) , 
1 Thaalibi, Bard al-Akbad fi^-A^dad, published with "Kfaams 
Rasa'il (Constantinople, 1301 A.H.), 103. 
2 Abu Sulayman Harad b, Muhammad b. Ibrahim al-Khattabi. Cf. 
Yatiraa al-Dahr, IV, 334; v/afayat al-Ayan, I, 453; tr. 
De Siane, i, 4/6-7; Yaqut,nRu'3am al-Uda55; IV, 246-60;Ency.of 
Islam, , IV, 1131-32. Tlja'ali'Bl mentioned that al-Khattabi 
was his close friend. 
3 Abu Sahl Muhammad b. Sulayman al-Saluki. Cf. Yatima al-Dahr, 
IV, 419; Ai-Subki, Tabaqat al-gj^affiyya al-Kubra ^Egypt, 
1965), IV, 393; Wafayat, 11,153. 
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al-:4asarji (d. 384/994) "'• and others, clearly shows that he 
was an adherent of the Shafi*Ite school. 
Considering all these facts, ascertaining the 
religious belief of Tha'alibi is not, at all, an important 
matter in the field of study of his literature and criticism, 
for, he was completely free from the sectarian quarrel in 
these two fields of study. 
('5) His Rise and Career 
Abu Mansur al-Thaalibi was born in a poor family. His 
father Muhammad v/as a furrier by profession who used to earn 
his livelihood by sewing the fox hides and making coats with 
them. In this connection the following passage may be of 
, 2 
'St: . ../. ^ i • • • V- r^.y. • 
Here this passage clearly indicates that Abu Mansur was the 
son of a Thaalibl (is^^^Cy^) and he was not himself a Tha'aii^ 'I. 
The opinions of the biographers like Ibn Khallikan and others 
that Thaalibl was himself a furrier by profession, are based 
simply on an imagination which certainly arose from his father's 
interes  
1 Abul Hasan Muhammad b. 'AlT al-Masarjl. Thaalibl narrated 
from him in aJ-Lataif wafl-^ ara'if, 65. Cf, Ibn Khallikan, 
Wafayat al-A^ yan, III, 340. 
2 Thaalibl, Natter al-Nazm, (Damascus, 1301 A.K.); Dar Sab 
(Beirut, 1971), with a collection of Rasa^ il al-Thaalibi, 16. 
3 Wafayat al-Ayan, II, 352. 
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famous profession. Till one of the contemporaries, being 
confused, combined Thaalibi's imaginary profession with the 
method of his compiling books, Thaalibi was also considered 
falsely by another contemporary as one of those scholars who 
2 
used to earn their livelihoods by hands. 
Thaalibi unfortunately did not belong to a highly 
educated family which, in spite of its poverty, somehow 
managed to educate him properly. He was admitted into a 
primary institution based on elementary religious teaching 
where he received his early education as he remembered for a 
3 
long time. After completing undergraduate studies from this 
institution, Thaalibi found before him two alternatives. 
Either he had to accept the profession of his father in order 
to live as an unknown poor man or to engage him quickly in 
the field of education with the hope that he might be able to 
earn by it much reputation and wealth. Consequently, he chose 
the second alternative and became a teacher (muaddib) of the 
4 
children. Practically, giving children religious education 
and teaching them good manners was a prevailing system in 
1 Muhammad Mandur, al-Naqd al-Manhaji *lnda al-Arab; Maktaba 
al-Nahda (Cairo, 1948), 313. 
2 Mustafa al-Shakah, Manahij al-TJljf *indal-Ulama al-Arab, 
Dar al-Ilm lil-Malaiin (Bairilt, 1973), the section of 
literature, 275. 
3 TCbaalibi, al-La^aif wal-Zaraif, 25. He composed four verses 
of poetry devoted to a Muaddib who taught him in his early 
age. Thaalibi compiled the book while he was more than 
fifty years of age. 
4 Ibn QadI Shuhba al-Asadi, Tabaqat al-Nuhat wa'l-Lughawiln, 
MS, II, 387, quoted by Bosworth. 
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Wlshapur during Tha^ alibT's time. Intellectually it was one 
of the most vital cities of eastern Islam in 4th/10th and 
early 5th/llth centuries in which Tha'alibI lived and worked. 
The whole province of Khurasan became under the Samanids not 
only the centre of a renaissance of New Persian language and 
literature, a movement which did not significantly affect 
Tha^alibl, but also a centre for the traditional Arabic 
literary, legal and theological sciences. Perhaps, because 
the frontier with central Asian and Indian paganism was never 
very far away, the province of Nighapur, was a centre of 
Sunni orthodoxy, producing in the 5th/llth century such 
1 e , c 
outstanding figures as Asharx scholars Abu Muhammad Abdallah 
al-Juwainx and his son the Imam al-Haramain Abul Maali Abd 
al-Halik, the Sufi publicist al-Qu^airl and the great Saljuq 
Vizier Nizam al-Mulk. In the last decades of Thaalibi's life 
Mlshapur was the scene of a particular ferment caused by an 
intense struggle for power in the city between the orthodox 
Sunni ''ulema and the conservative literalist sect of the 
2 - - -
Karramiyya. Khurasan, including the city of Nlshapur, further 
M. Sprengling has truly noted in American Journal of Semitic 
Languages, LVI (1939), art. "From Persian to Arabic", 326, 
that the poetry quoted in the Yatima al-Dahr, iV, 64, on the 
superiority of the culture of Iraq over that of Samanid 
Transoxania, should not be taken at its face value, as does 
E.G.Brownein Lit. Hist, of Persia, I, 465-6; Tha'^ alibl goes 
on to point out that the poet in question was a disappointed 
and therefore, embittred office-seeker in Bukhara. 
For Karramiyya sect, see: Bosworth, Muslim World, 50 (1960) 
5-14; Islamic Culture (Hyderabad), 22 (1958), 180-94, art. 
•'Notes on Mahmud of Ghazna" by De Lacy 0, Leary; Abifl-Fadl 
al-Bayhaqf, Tarijsb Mas'udl, ed. Sa'id NafisI (Tehran, 1319-
32 A.H.), II, 915-68. 
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became at this time the starting point for Sunni orthodoxy's 
counter-offensive against ghxism, which under dynasties like 
the Buwayhids, Hamdanids and Patimids had, during the second 
half of the 4th/10th century, secured almost unbroken political 
pov/er over that part of the Middle East running from Central 
Persia to Egypt. After the middle of the 5th/llth century, 
the attack on the intellectual plane was given material impetus 
through the formation in Persian and'iraq of the Great Saljuq 
empire. An important aspect of this Sunni reaction was the 
spread of madrasas, kuttabs and colleges of instruction which 
had arisen from the teaching aspect of the mosque. Nizam 
al-Mulk's name has been especially linked with this movement. 
But it is clear that the madrasah-building movement had begun 
long before his Vizierate. In the opening years of the century, 
^ ."^ Qdrasah was built in NIshapur for the scholar Ibn Furak 
al-Isfahani when he was invited to teach in the city. The 
stimulus to the grov;th of madrasah must have arisen tov;ards 
the end of the 4th/10th century, probably in response to the 
challenge of the Fatimid educational institutions and training 
centres for their dais or propagandists, prominent amongst 
which was al-Azhar in Cairo, the nucleus of the later university 
there. It is not our concern here to follow the course of this 
1 Ibn Khallikin, Wafayat al-;^ yan, tr. De Slane, II, 673-4; 
Cf, Bosworth, "The Pise of the Karamiyya in Khurasan", 
Muslim World, 50 (I960}, 8. 
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Sunni reaction, but it is relevant to note that Tha'alibI in his 
mature years must inevitably have been caught up in an atmosphere 
of intellectual endeavour and even, within the limits prescribed 
by Islamic views on the nature of knowledge, of adventures. So 
far as we know, he did not act as a theological disputant with 
Shla or Karlmiyya or Israailis, but he could not have failed 
to be influenced by the intellectual currents of the time, 
with their stress on the inculcation of orthodoxy and the 
traditional Arabic sciences. The linguistic sciences were 
Thaalibl's own special province,and many of his works on Arabic 
grammar, vocabulary, rheotics, etc., are clearly meant as 
reference works or as teaching manuals, texts upon which a 
teacher could lecture to his circle of pupils as Tha'alibI did. 
It cannot, however, be denied that the influence of 
Thaalibl's teaching profession had been manifested in his 
writings from a considerable period of time. He defended it 
and considered it as one of those professions which were 
practised by many great personalities of the world in their 
early ages. Thus Tha'alibl did not adopt the profession of 
his family, but rushed to the field of literature and compila-
tion, through which he remained immortal, for two reasons — one 
was necessity and the other ambition. He obseirved that the 
literature and sciences were being considered as commodities 
1 Tatimma al~YatIma, II, 20. 
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having much demand of the age. The scholars were being 
preferred for the dignified posts provided they could win 
people's heart. Although/ Thaalibi became a teacher, he was 
not satisfied with this little knowledge. He was rather much 
eager to get an opportunity for acquiring more and more 
knowledge by spending money and labour. His ultimate aim was 
to occupy a special place among the gathering of the contem-
porary eminent men of letters and scholars of Nishapur. 
Thaalibi found the members of the influential Mikall 
family of Nrshapur as the most benevolent patrons of learning 
and literature who had been established in Nigljapur since the 
early 4th/10th century and had a long tradition of attachment 
to learning and its exponents. In the past they had been 
patrons of the Arabic lexicographer and philologist Ibn Duraid 
(d. 321/933). Particularly this family held municipal and 
central government offices under the Simanids and the 
Ghaznavids. Thaalibi* therefore, established a cordial 
relation with the members of this family through his teacher 
— - 3 
Abu Bakr al-KJjwarazmi (d. 383/993)/ who was closely associated 
1 Cf. Ibn Khallikan/ tr. De Slane, III/ 37-43; Badr al-DIn 
al-AlawI/ Dlwan Ibn Duraid. 
2 C.JS, Bosworth/ The GlaaznawidS/ 181; La'^ aif/ Introd., 6. 
Tt>aalibi praised their patronage in YatTma, IV, 354 and 
al-Utbl praised them in Tarijdi al-Yamlnl/ 14 ff. 
3 He was a famous poet and literary stylist and one of 
Ttjaalibl's friends and teachers. He died in 383/993 at 
Nrshapur. Cf, Ibn JOjallikan/ tr. Ill/ 108-10; Yatlma al-
Dahr/ IV, 194-241; Lata'if, tr* Bosworth, VIII, 119-134. 
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with the Amir Abu Nasr Ahmad b. 'All al-Mlkali^ (d. 402/1011-2). 
Tha*alibi was acquainted with Abul Padl'ubaidallah al-Mlkali 
2 — 
(d. 4 36/1044-5) , one of the sons of the Amir Abu Nasr 
through this teacher. Each of them found in the other an 
echo of his heart and a fellow of his spirit. This friendly-
relation between ThaalibI and Abul- Fadl was more cordial 
than the blood relation and because of their coincidence 
in the same taste this relation was possible to be continued 
between them for more than fifty years. This Mikall had a 
big library in his own house at Nishapur. As he was in love 
with books, it is not surprising that he collected and 
purchased all the unique and rare books for his library. The 
Amir himself followed the path of compiling books. Ibn Shakir 
al-Kutubl mentioned the following books written by Abul- Fadl 
al-Mlkall: al-Muntahal, Makhzan al-Balagha, Mulahal-
- ^ - 3 
Khawatir wa Manh al-Jawahir, Nuzha al-Lawa}?i2 min Kalam 
al-Jihiz and Div/an of his poetry and the Rasail. The Amir also 
thought seriously that he should prepare for himself some 
causes which would enable him to obtain whatever he wanted by 
his richness. He was a theologian, traditionalist, poet and 
1 Cf. Abul-Fadl al-BaihaqI, Tarikh BaihaqI, ed. by Sa''id Nafisi 
(Tehran, 1332 A.H.), III, 982-85; Yatlma, IV, 205. 
2 Cf, tatima, IV, 354; Tarfkh Baihaqi, ed. Said Nafisi, III, 
3 Ibn Shakir al-Kutubl, Fawat al-Wafayat, II, 52; In 
Yatlma, III, 166, 239, 243, IV, 356, The name of the book 
Subhi al-Jawahir in place of Manh al-Jawahlr; Tijimar al-
Qulub, 206, 463. 
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literary man. Sarnani,-^  in his account of the MikalTs, praises 
his outstanding qualities and learning as a poet and authority 
on traditions; until his death in 436/1044-5 Abui-Fadl Mlkall 
gave lectures in Nighapur which were widely attended by 
scholars. His works and his Dlwan were well-known and popular 
with men of letters. Thus it is not surprising to see ThaalibI 
and many other scholars group themselves around Abul- Fadl 
al-Mikali, who was not only a scholar himself but a patron of 
scholars as well. 
Tha*alibi fortunately found this noble friend as a benevolent 
patron who extended to him all possible assistance for ccwipiling 
books. His income from teaching the children was so scanty 
that it was not sufficient even for his survival. He was 
thus compelled to take shelter under the generosity of his 
friend al-Mlkall who was the governor of the Province of Fars, 
and was benefited from his library as long as he lived.^ The 
extensive use of Mikall's library was not the only result of 
ThaalibI's friendship with him, but they undertook a joint 
venture to the field of compilation, because of their coincidence 
in temperament and literary taste, Al-Mtkall, therefore, wrote 
some sections which ThaalibI inserted in his own books. He, 
1 Al-Sam'anI, Kitab al-Ansab, fol. 548b-549a, ed. D.S,Margo-
liouth, Gibb Memorial Series (London, 1912); Hyderabad 
ed. under "al-Mikali", 
2 Yatlma, III, 340; Fiqh al-Lugjia, 16. 
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however, acknowledged Abul-Fadl al-Mikali's superfluity when 
the former said in the preface of the sections on Ibn al-*Amid 
which are included in Yatima al-Dahr as: 
(I have taken them from the unique works 
and paragraphs of the Amir Abul-Fadl *Ubaidallah 
b. Ahmad al-Mikali who suffices me with a 
great task and adorns me with his gratitudes 
and thanks while his generosities are not 
denied me). 
The name of Mikali appeared in the books of Tha'alibi as a 
2 
chain of many scattered narrations. The friendly letters 
which were exchanged between these two friends were also an 
evidence for their close relationship. Thaalibi dedicated 
more than five of his books to this Amir. He even compiled 
one book specially in praise of his Kunya "Abul- Fadl", and 
devoted a whole chapter of the Yatlma to his prose and poetry. 
According to Husari, Abul- Fadl was ra^ Is of Nlshapur when 
- 4 
Husari finished his book Zahr al-Adab in 405 A.H., but this 
account is not corroborated by any other evidence. The 
profound loyalty and deep affection Thaalibi felt for Abul- Fadl 1 Yatlma, III, 170; N ar to th s is what he said in the 
Preface of the sections for Sahib b. 'Abbld, III, 243. 
2 From them, for example, are: Yatlma, I, 106, III, 198, 200, 
276, 325 and 414; Thimar al-QulHb, 431; al-Kinaya wal-
T^i^, 23, 46. 
3 Yatlma, IV, 433. 
4 Zahr al-Adab, I, 126. 
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al-Mlkall, are shown in the frequent quotations of the 
latter's verses and maxims in almost all of Tha'alibi's extant 
works. He lost no opportunity in showing his esteem whenever 
the name of Mikali is mentioned. Apart from dedicating a 
number of his works to this Mikali, Iba'alibi composed pane-
gyrical verses like the following: 
(Your talents are admirable and so numerous 
that no other mortal ever possessed as many. 
Two of them are ocean; one, an ocean of 
eloquence composed of al-Walld's (Buhturl's) 
poetic spirit and the charming style of 
al-A^ ma*f; ... the other, a skill in epistolary 
writing equal to that of al-Sabi... You have 
engraved charming devices on the seal of time; 
devices which surpass in beauty the meadows 
of spring).2 
Abul-Fadl al-Mikall, on his part, showed his admiration 
for Tha*alibl by paying him visits in his bouse and by sending 
him eloquent letters and even by composing verses in his 
• 1 _ 
praise. Apart from quoting Mikall's verses and maxims, ThaalibI 
quoted extensively from Mikall's literary works mentioned 
•^ ^^tnar al-Qulub, 3; Zahr al-Adab, I, 131-2; Sihr al-
Baiagjja, eg. Anmad^Ubaid ^Damascus, 1350/1932)7 Tatimma 
al-Yatlma, I, 89; Figh al-Lugha, ed. Rochaid Dahdah 
(Paris, 1861), 1-8; Wafayat at^an, biog. no. 391; 
Irabad, I, 66; Yatlma, iv, 226, 242. 
2 Wafayat, tr. De Slane, II, 129. 
3 Zahr al-Adab, 127, 128, 312, 501-2, 955. 
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before which are now lost. It is even probable that al-
Muntahal, sanetimes called Kanz al-Kuttab, attributed to 
c- 5 
ThaalibI, was originally written by Abul- Fadl al-Mikall and 
abridged by Tha'alibi. In his biographical notice of Ibn 
al-'i\mid, Ibn Khallikan quoted two lines of poetry of the former 
from al-Muntahal of Abul-Fadl al-Mlkali . It seems rather an 
interesting point of investigation which win De discussed in 
the chapter on ThaalibI's compilations. 
An important part of Tha*alibl*s life hardly touched upon 
by Brockelmann and Bosworth, is the one found in his lengthy 
introduction to Figh al-Lugha which he claims to have written 
after repeated requests from his friend Abul- Fadl al-Mikali 
in whose village, FayruzabSd, ThaSlibi stayed for four 
3 _» 
months. Not only had Abul- Fadl al-Mikali requested that 
ThaalibI should compile this work, but also he gave an order 
to the effect that ThaalibI was to be supplied from his own 
library with whatever sources he might need as mentioned before. 
ThaalibI then took leave of Mikall to withdraw to his own 
4 
country estate which was "in extreme disarray and far to reach". 
1 Cf. Yatlma, III, 166, 239, IV, 356; Tfaimar al-Qulub, 206, 
463. 
2 Wafayat, biog. 707; Ibn Shakir al-Kutubl, Fawat al-Wafayat, 
ed. M.M. 'Abd al-Hamid (Cairo, 1951), II, 35": Thus the 
verses quoted by both Ibn Khallikan and Ibn Shakir are 
to be found in al~Muntahal, 221. Two copies of al-MDcill's 
work have so far survived in Aya Sofya, No. 4880 and in 
Cambridge Univ. Library, No, Qq 51(1116). 
^ Figh al-Lugha, 4; Zehr al-Adab, I, 131-3. 
4 Ibid. 
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We do not know how long ThaalibI stayed in his country estate 
which appears to have been located in the vicinity of Kirman 
some thousand kilometres from Nishapur. He was stranded there 
because it was ransacked by the Qufs and he fell a prey to 
their attacks. About these Qufs al-Azhari said, "They are 
bandits and robbers living in the mountains of Kirman, well-
experienced in warfare". Describing his misfortunes ThaalibI 
sayS/ "Many reasons and circumstances prolonged my absence and 
hindered me from being at his (Mikali) court, namely Safatlj 
al-Ahzan (which probably means payment of extortion which the 
Qufs demanded) and the destruction and tyranny of the Qufs". 
It seems very likely that Mikali hurried to help his friend 
by payirig the allotted extortion money until they were driven 
away. It is learnt from ThaalibI himself that "the darkness 
2 
of anxiety was soon dispersed and the road opened." Thus, 
he was able to join his friend in Nishapur and present him 
with the "Fiqh al-Lugtia". Tha'alibI met in the house of al-
Mlkall a group of outstanding scholars and literateurs like 
— - 3 
Abu Muhammad al-Hasan b. AJ^ imad al-Barujardl, Abu Muhammad 
Ismail b. Muhammad al-Dahhan, Abu Haf s *trmar b. 'All al-Mutawwai, 
^ Lisanu'l- krab, art., "Qafasa"; Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil ffl-
Ta^Ikb, IIlT 100; Yaqut, ' al-Mushtarik Wa^an wa*L-Muf tarlq 
Suqj^n, ed. Wustenfeld (GQttlngerria46;, 356; Ibn Miskawayh, 
Tajarib al-Umam (Cairo, 1332/1914), II, 298-301 and his 
continuator al-Rudhrawarl, ghayl Tajarib al-Umam (Cairo, 
1334/1916), 58. ' 
2 Fiqh al-Lugha, 7. 
3 'Eha'alibI gave his biography in Yatlma, IV, 394, 
4 His biography was given in Yatlma, IV, 432. 
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the theologist (d. 440/1048), Harun b. Ahmad al-Saymarl, 
2 — 
the author of Hadlqah al~Hudq and Abu Muhammad'Abdallah b. 
Muhammad al-*Abd Lakani. 
In the same way, fortunately, Thaalibi had a firm relation 
^ 4 
with the Amir Abu Nasr Sahl b. al-Marzuban (d, 420/10 29) who 
was a resident of Nlshipur, and a prolific author and poet. 
He was the author of the books, Akhbar Abil-*Uyaina, Ajsbbar 
Ibn al-Ruml, Akhbar Jahza al-Barmakl and al-Adab fi^ l-Taam 
wal-Sharab. He was a boon companion (nadim) of the Amir Abul-
Muzaffar Nasr b. Nasir al-Din Sabuktigin (d. 412/1021), the 
Amir of Khurasan from Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna and later on 
became Wazir, As Abu Nasr was closely connected with Tha'alibI/ 
the latter lost no opportunity of availing himself of scholarly 
benefits from the former. As a boon companion he was more 
influential in Nishapur in the court of the said Abul- Muzaffar 
Nasr. The custom by which the rulers and their Viziers 
appointed boon companions (nudama) was an old one. According 
to Jahiz (d. 255/870), the Sassanian king Ardashir b. Babek 
1 Ibid., IV, 423; Tatimma, II, 11. 
2 Yatlma, II, 219. 
3 Ibid., IV, 449. 
4 Cf. Yatlma, IV, 391, with the help of Farldat al-Asr'ala 
jadawil yatima al~Dahr of Abu Musa Ahmad al-Haq al-Qurshi, 
(Calcutta, 1915), 276; Khayr al-Din*al-Zirikli, al-rflam, 
Kustatumas(Cairo, 1955-1959), III, 210; Dumyat al-0asr,184. 
5 Al-Jahiz, al-Taj fi Ajcfalaq al-Muluk, ed. Ahmad ZakI Pasha 
(Cairo,'1332/1914), 23. On nadrm see; Anwar G.Chejue, "The 
boon companion in Early"'Abbasid times". Journal of the 
Amrcican Oriental Society, 85, No.3, July-Sept.,1965, 327-36 
and the important chapter XVll of the Siyasat-nama of Nizam 
al-Mulk, ed. Qazwinl and Chahardihl (O^ ehran, 1334/1956), 95-97. 
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(r.226-24 A.D.) was the first who made three different classes 
of people his boon companions or courtiers. This Persian 
custom was followed by some Umayyad Caliphs, and with the 
'Abbasids it became permanent/ as it was at the Sassanian 
court. Thus a source of livelihood was provided for poets, 
scholars and philosophers. So a nadfm (boon companion) was a 
companion of an Amir or ruler at his private assemblies or 
sat permanently at his table, and thus the nadim was closely 
associated with the ruler and his circle. In the beginning 
of 4th/10th century three classes of people formed the circle 
of a ruler or his Vizier — the lawyer (fuqaha), the scholars 
(ulama), and the boon companions or courtiers (nudama), each 
drawing a certain sum as stipend. Like the 'Abbasids the 
Buwayhids, Samanids and Ghaznawids were inclined to appoint as 
their viziers learned men who extended patronage to scholars 
of the time and made them their boon companions following an 
old Iranian custom. There were 32 regular boon companions 
in the royal court of Sultan Mahmud while half of them were 
sitting, the remaining half were standing nadlms. This custom 
was followed by his provincial governors and Amirs like his 
brother Nasr b. Sabuktigin and others. Like al-Mikall, Ibn 
al-Marzuban . was in love of books and in order to bring 
literary books he twice travelled to Baghdad. Every time as 
1 Siyasat-nama, Chapter XVII. 
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soon as he returned to Nrshapur he presented Thailibi the rare 
books while the sign of journey still remained with him.''" Like 
al-Mxkall, he also worked in collaboration with ThaalibI for 
compiling sane sections of the latter's books or quoting some 
poems from the anthologies of the poets in his books. Ibn al-
Marzubin even compiled the book Akhbar Ibn al-Rurai for ThaalibI 
from which the latter got much information for his compilations. 
From this Ibn al-Marzuban ThaalibI narrated many texts and 
quoted them in some of his own books. Between these two friends 
occurred some curious literary discussions, poetical puzzlings 
*- 4 
which ThaalibI inserted in some of his books and thus proved 
a close relation between them. Tha'alibI composed the following 
_ 5 
poetry for judging his friend Abu Nasr's sagacity: 
(I puzzled the Sun of knowledge of this age 
the boon-companion of our lord Amir Nasr; 
Whatever is necessary for the people of a 
certain age in every region of the globe, 
you will not find that but soon after the age) . 
1 Yatlma, I I , 380. 
2 I b i d . , IV, 392. 
3 I b i d . , I , 249,308; I I , 224,243,346,372,377,379; I I I , 200; 
IV, 448; al~Kinaya wal-Tarid, 14,15,30,47,59; a l -LajaJf 
wa?l-Zar5'if, 67,96; Tatimma, ' l , 45. 
4 Yatlma, IV, 394; a l - I q t i b a s , 36 seqq. 
5 Yatlma, IV, 394; V/afayat, I I , 351; Thaal ibI , a l -Lutf w^l-
Lat^alf, f7a, quoted Ly 'Abd a l -Fa t t ah in al-Mawrid, VI 
(1397/1977), NO. 1> Art . "a l -Shi r a i - T h a a l i b i " . 
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In this early age of his life, Thaalibi's relations were 
not confined to Abul- Fadl al-Mlkali, Abu Nasr Sahl b. al-
Marzuban and their associates mentioned above. He was rather, 
according to him, closely connected with the Qadi Abu Bakr 
"Abdallah b, Muhammad al-Busti, Abu Rawh Zufar b. 'Abdallah 
2 
al-Harawl and besides them many other eminent scholars and 
personalities of the time. Tha'alibi did not leave Nl^apur, 
his home town, until the year 377/987 as he himself mentioned 
that he met Abul-Hasan "All b. Ahmad al-Jawharl when the latter 
came to Nishapur as a messenger to the Amir Abul- Hasan Faiq 
- - 3 
al-Khassa, the commander of the army of Nishapur in that year. 
This Abul-Hasan was the rebellious military commander against 
the SSninid Amir Nuh II b, Mansur I ( r. 365-87/976-97) with 
his capital at Bukhara. When Sabuktigin ( r. 366-87/977-97) 
succeeded to the throne at Ghazna, the power of the Samanids 
had declined and the governors of the outlying parts of the 
empire were frequently in rebellions against them. Sabuktigin, 
however, maintained the respect due to the Amir Nuh as his 
overlord and helped him to crush the insurgents. When Faiq al-
Khassa (d, 389/999)^ and Abu "All Simjurl (d. 387/997) made 
1 His biography was given in Yatlma, IV, 424. 
2 Ibid., 247. 
3 Ibid., 27. 
4 He was a ^ jlabasi^ J slave for Nuh b.Mansur, al-Rida. He was 
attributed with al-Majbub, because he was a "Khasl" 
and had no wife and children, Cf. Ibn al-Afehlr, al-Kamil 
ffl-Tarlkli, under the events 389 A.H., al-Utbl, I, 319. He 
was rebel slave general of the Samanids (d. 389/999), Cf. 
W, Barthold, Turkistan down to the Mongol Invasion, 266-7. 
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common cause against their overlord Amir Nuh, he in 383/993 
appealed to Sabuktigin who quickly responded to the call and 
defeated them in fighting. In this connection it may be 
mentioned that before 287/900, Khurasan was ruled by the 
Saffarids of Sistin (253-900/867-1495) who ruled Khurasan 
including Nishapur from 259/873 to 287/900 with their capital 
Sijistan (Slstan), a dynasty established by Yaqub b. al-Layth 
on the ruins of the Tahirid dynasty in Khurasan (205-59/821-73), 
When the Saff^ rid dynasty was coming to its close, Nishapur 
was a target for various aspirants to power. Even a donkey-
herd had become Amir of Ntshapur and later of all Khurasan.*^ 
If this is not an authentic account, it gives some indication 
of the extent to which anarchy prevailed in Khurasan. Such 
anarchy, according to Ibnal-Athir, was preponderant in the 
province during the Samanids, He records that Nishapur, the 
capital of Khurasan, was occupied six times by different 
rebellious elements in the course of six years."^  The power of 
the Samanids slipped from their hands as their forces began 
to tremble under the death blows by a new rival dynasty, the 
Ghaznavids from Ghazna and by the pressure from their historical 
foes from the north, the Qarakhanids. Finally the Samanid 
dynasty collapsed completely in 389/999 and the last Amir was 
1 Tar ikb a l - Y a m l n l , 2 1 - 6 . 
2 Nizaml^Arudi Samarqandl, Chahar Maqala, t r . Browne, G . M . S . 
(London, 1921) , 27-9 . 
3 Ibn a l - A t h i r , a l -Kamil f i ' l -Ta r ikh (Cairo , 1303 A . H . ) , V I I I , 
28, 175. 
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killed in 395/1005. The whole province of Khurasan» including 
its capital Nrshapur* came under direct Ghazanavid rule from 
Gjiazna for the next forty years until the rise of the Saljuqs. 
Due to this politically unhappy situation, ThaalibI 
clearly understood that, if he stayed further at Nishapur, he 
would not be able to materialise his ambition for earning much 
wealth and reputation by his genius and scholarly writings. 
Because at that time the princes and ambitious military 
commanders were busy with deadly wars and seditious activities 
in Nrshapur. Hence they were far away from literature and 
sciences and patronising men of letters and eminent scholars 
like ThaalibI. Tha'alibi thus intended to leave Nishapur and 
travel in various countries and capital cities in order to 
collect materials and acquire literary and poetical knowledge 
from notable writers, poets, scholarly rulers, princes and 
viziers who already earned much fame at home and abroad for 
their patronage of science and literatures. He first travelled 
to Bukhara, the capital city of the Samanids of Transoxiana. 
There is no definite information about the year in which 
Tha'alibI first undertook his journey to Bukhara. But there 
are some external evidences indicative of a fair account of his 
journey to Bukhara for the first time before the year 382/992. 
Tijaalibl already mentioned in the biography of Abu Talib'^ Abd 
1 Yatlma, IV, 171-2, 161-91; Tjiimar al-Qulub, ed. M.Abu al-Fadl 
Ibrahim (Cairo, 1384/1965), 33, 4/9; Ahmad Amln, ?uhr al-
Islam, Maktaba al-Nahd^ (Egypt, 1945), I, 274-6; Cf.W.Barthold, 
Turkestan down to the Mongol invasion (Lond, 1928), 258. 
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al-Salam b. al-Husayn al-MamunI (d. 383/933) that he became 
acquainted with him at Bukhara during the year 382/992. 
Al-Mamuni, he added/ was a poet* literateur and descendent of 
the 'Abbasid Caliph al-Mamun b. Harun al-Ra^Id. He left 
Baghdad and ended up at Bukhara, where Tha'alibl met him and was 
closely connected with him, who occupied a prominent place in 
^a'alibi's books. At that time Thaalibi also found him ambitious 
enough to be the Caliph of Baghdad and for this purpose he was 
recruiting army in Khurasan. Thaalibi further added that 
al-Mami3ni never forgot his royal blood, and, until his premature 
death in 383/993, the constant aim of his life was to march on 
Baghdad with an army and seize the caliphate. When Tha'alibi 
met him he took down some verses dictated by al-MamunI. He 
also received poetical inspiration and literary training 
from al-MamunnI so much so that he became able to complete the 
•first three quarters of his Yatlma which he arranged quickly 
for Abul yasan Muhammad b.'Isa al-Karaji in 384/994. Al-Marauni 
e. 1 
died in 383/993 soon after Thaalibi left Bukhara. 
Tha'alibi's visit to Bukhara occurred during the reign 
of the Samanid Amir Nuh b. Mansur (365-87/977-98). This was 
the time when the power of the S^anids had declined and the 
governors ,of the outlying parts of the empire were frequently 
in rebellion against them and were ambitious to capture the 
1 Yatrma, IV, 162-7 2; Ibid., I, Preface, 17. 
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capital of Bukhara. The historians record that towards the 
end of the 4th/10th century the Samanid empire was under 
pressure externally because of the attacks from the Central Asian 
steppes of the Turkish Qarakhanids and internally because of 
the revolts of ambitious military commanders in Khurasan. The 
army of the Turkish Qarakhanid king^ Bughra ^ an Harun Ilik 
b. Musi, reaching the vicinity of Bukhara was trying to enter 
it. The Amir Nuh successfully repulsed their attack in the 
same year of 382/991, but he could not do it in the same year 
and ultimately Bughra Khan Ilik entered Bukhara. Thus Bukhara 
was occupied by the most ardent foes of the Samanids/ the 
Qarakhanids, in 383/992. The Samanid Amir, Nuh II b. Mansur I, 
best known as al-Malik al-Rida (d. 387/997), took refuge in 
'Amil al-SJiatt in 383/992, but not for long as this Qarakhanid 
Bu9[hra Khan was struck by a sudden illness (diarrhoea) forcing 
him to abandon the city. 
Tha'alibi gave a report of this invasion which, he, it 
seems, had witnessed. According to Bughra Khan's secretary, 
Abul-Fath Ahmad b. Yusuf who informed Thaalibi the sudden 
illness was caused by Bughra Khan's excessive eating of Bukhara 
1 Ibn al-AthIr, al-Kamil, IX, 95; W.Barthold, Turkestan, 
252 ff. 
2 Al-Kamil, IX, 99; al-Utbi, Tarikh al-Yamlnl, I, 173-4; 
Hilal al-Sabi, Tarlkjh, ed. H.F.Amedroz (Leiden-Beirut, 
1904), 402; Ibn al-Ath,ir, al-Kamil, ed. C.J.Torenberg 
(Leiden, 1851-76), IX, 68-70; Ibn al-Imrani, al-Inba fi 
5 « Bi 1 r I 1 I I 
Tarikh al-Kllulafa, ed. Qasim al-Samarral , (Leiden-Cairo, 
1973), 183. 
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fruits and the unwholesomeness of its water and alr.^ The 
unfortunate Bughra Kjban died on his way home. Prom a purely 
historical point of view, it may be noted, Tha*alibl«s report 
is of particular value, as it is generally held that Bughra 
^an was incited by a faithless Saraanid subject, named Abu 
*A1I b, Slmjur, to invade Btilchara and put an end to the Samanid 
2 
rule in the city. Bosworth mentions that, "Bughra Khan was 
attracted southwards by the vacuum of power caused by the 
- - 3 t 
decline of the Samanids." But according to Thaalibi's 
account it was al-Wathiql, a descendant of the *Abbasid Caliph 
al-Wathiq (d. 232/846), who was disappointed with Nuh II b. 
Mansur (d. 387/997) because the latter did not appoint him 
al-Sahib al-Barid or al-Mazalim (controller of the royal mail 
or of the office of justice), and who subsequently went to 
the court of the Turkish Qarakhan where he was more successful. 
Wathiqi was left alone to meet his own fate despairing because 
he could not realize his old dream to declare himself an 
'Abbasid Caliph in the eastern region of the Islamic world. 
Thaalibi did not conceal his profound disguist at the unsemly 
act of Wathiqi which led to the "breach of veneration and 
4 
decency" and showed sympathy towards the efforts of the 
1 Yatima, IV, 192. 
2 Buchner, Bncyclopeadia of Islam, 1st edition, art. "Samanids", 
3 C.E. Bosworth, Islamic Dynasties (Islamic Survey-5), 
Edinburgh, 1967, 112. 
4 Yatima, I, 192. 
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Samanid Amir al-Rida to regain control of Bukhara. On the 
other hand, although Thaalibi frequently quoted anecdotes 
relating to Samanid Amirs, nothing is known of any work of his 
being dedicated to any of them, which seems rather curious. 
Due to these series of political events Tha'alibI did not find 
an opportunity to get a congenial atmosphere in the course of 
the samanid prince and his vizier. He, therefore, being empty-
handed, returned to Nishapur, his native tov/n, in the last 
days of the year 382/991 or in the beginning of the following 
year, giving farewell to his friend Abu Jafar Muhammad b. 
Musa al-MusuwI, who gave the former a good shelter and 
offered him a cordial hospitality during this crisis. As 
Thaalibi in the biography of al-Mamuni says,^ "When I (Tha^ alibi) 
departed from him (al-Marauni), he did not live long after that, 
but was attacked with a certain disease called dropsy and 
died in 383 A.M.", hence it appears that al-Mamuni must have 
died at Bukhara when Tha'alibI had departed frcro him before 
passing a long period of the year 382/991. 
Thaalibi appears to have visited the city of Bukhara 
3 
more than once. The first half of his life until 389/999 
fell within the period when the AmTrs of the Samanid empire 
were firmly in control of Bukhara and Nishapur and when 
1 Ttia'alibi mentioned him in Yatlma, IV, 101 and ^imar al-
Qulub, 515. 
2 Yatlma, IV, 172. 
3 Yaqut, Irstiad al-ArIb fi-Marifa al~Adib, ed. Margoliouth, 
G.M.S. (London-Cairo, 1923-25), I I , 20; Yatlma, IV, 157. 
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learning and literature flourished under their enlightened 
patronage. During this period Tha'alibI could have travelled 
freely within the Samanid dominions/ visiting the various 
centres of learning and meeting fellow scholars. Thus much 
more important to us than the political history of Bukhara 
is the climate of intellectual thoughts and ideas which 
flourished under the Samanids. It is, therefore, not 
surprising to see Tha'alibi frequenting Bukhara in order to 
meet scholars and to collect materials, either directly or 
through inteirmediaries, for his anthologies. Most of his 
books, and in particular the Yatlma are full of information 
gathered from scholars he met in the city and elsewhere. The 
fourth qism ( section)of the Yatlmat al-Dahr is devoted to 
the poets and writers of Khurasan and Transoxania, with special 
sub-sections on those of Bukhara, Khwarizm and Nlshapur. The 
whole section gives a rich and manysided picture of the 
flourishing cultural state of the region, with not unimportant 
sidelights on social and political affairs. Thaalibi's praise 
of Bukhara at this time has often been quoted, "In the time 
of the Samanids, Bukhara was the meeting-place of all nobility, 
the centre of all authority, the place where the outstanding 
people of the age congregated, the rising-place of the stars 
of the learned scholars of all the earth and the place of 
pilgrimage for all the brilliant men of the time." Consequently, 
1 Yatlma, IV, 101, tr. Barbier de Meynard in Jour.Asiatique, 
Ser.5, III (1953), 291-2; Cf. E.G.Browne, Literary History 
of Persia (London and Cambridge, 1902-24), I, 365-6, 
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we have an excellent first-hand collection of material in 
Thaalibi's works which has attracted very little attention up 
till now since Rescher's work on some of his texts in the early 
1 e-
20th century/ and more recently, Bosworth touched Thaalibi's 
life in his introduction to his translation of the Lataif al-
Ma'arif. Thus, although ThaalibI could not materially gain by 
his first visit to Bukhara before the year 382/991, he rather 
gained intellectually by meeting eminent scholars and litera-
teurs at Bukhara like al-Mainuni, Abu Mansur Said b. Ahmad al-
Barldl, Abu Bakr Muhammad b.'trthman al-Naysaburi al-Khazin and 
' 3 -
Abul-Hasan Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Ifriqi al-Mutayyim. 
Another evidence for Tha'alibl's first visit to Bukhara that 
occurred before 382/991, is that while ThaalibI was at Bukhara 
he failed to witness the historical debate held in Nishapur 
between his teacher Abu Bakr al-Khwarazml (d. 383/993) and 
1 Bosworth, The Lataif al-Ma'arif of Tha'alibI, (translated with 
Introduction & Notes),Edinburgh (1968); Introduction,VIII,3-4. 
2 Ibid., 3-4. 
3 Yatlma, II, 243; IV, 84, 157, 171; Al-^^azin means the 
librarian or an official of the chancery department. Abu 
Mansur al-Baridi is mentioned by Thaalibi in Yatlma, II, 
243, in the section on Abu Ishaq Ibrahim al-Sabairt,where 
'Elja'alibl says that he met Abu Mansur Ssffd in Bukhara. He 
was thus one of the five sons of Abu "Abdallah Ahmad al-
Barldl of the well-known Barldf family influential in Basra 
and Ahwaz in the second quarter of the 4th/10th century;' 
Cf. Sourdel, Ency. of Islam (N.E.), S.V,; Bosworth, tr. 
Lataif al-Ma'arif of ThaalibI, 83, n. 20. 
4 Abu Bakr Muhammad b. al-Abbas al-Khwarazml, famed poet and 
literary stylist and one of the 'Eha'alibi's friends and 
teachers; died at Nlgijapur in 383/993. Cf. Ibn Khallikan, 
tr. De Slane, III, 108-10 and Yatlma, IV, 194-241. 
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Badiuzzaman al-Hamadani (d. 398/1007)^ in the year 382/991.'^ 
For this reason, when ThaalibI was asked for his comment about 
the result of this debate, he simply remarked, "A group of 
people said that al-Khwarazmi achieved supremacy and other 
group said that Badiuzzaman achieved supronacy." Although 
ThaalibI could not attend the debate he lost no opportunity 
to be acquainted with al-Hamadhani who already occupied a 
prominent place in his mind. ThaalibI was closely connected 
with him and found him designing a new school of Arabic litera-
ture about which the former had no knowledge. He observed 
al-HaraadhanI closely, earned literary benefit from him and 
considered him as his mentor in place of his departed teacher 
al-Khwarazml who shortly after this debate died at Nishapur 
in 383/992. If al-Hamadhanl stayed at Nishapur for a long 
time he could cast a great influence on Tba'alibl's personality 
as well as the literature and criticism written by him. But 
as he was in love with travelling he was not pleased to stay 
at a particular place. He soon travelled leaving high admira-
tion for his friend ThaalibI who wrote his biography extensively 
4 
and praised him elegantly as: 
1 Abu |il-Padl Al:miad b, al-Husayn b. Yahya b. Sa'ld b. Bishr 
Badiuzzamin was an Arabic poet and writer whose reputation 
is based on his letters and Maqamat in rhymed prose. Cf. 
Ibn Khallikan, I, 109; Yaqut, II, 161; S^aO^rat, II, 150. 
Yatlma, IV, 256. 
2 This debate happened in 382 A.H. as Thallibl told in the 
biography of al-Khwarazraf that before passing a complete 
year after this occurrence, al-Khwarazml died in the month 
of Sljawwal, 383,A.H. Cf. YatTma, IV, 209. 
3 Yatlma, IV, 258. 
4 Ibid., 256. 
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(He is Ahmad b. al-Husayn/ the wonder of 
the age, miracle of Hamadhan, unparallel of 
the sky, unique of Mercury, uncomparable of 
the time and the most excellent of the 
century. His likeness is not seen in the 
brightness of talent." 
Badiuzzaman, therefore, composed at Nlshapur his maqamat, 
which, as stated by Tha^ ilibl, originally amounted to four 
hundred. He brought in his epistolographies and maqamat the 
artistic style to its maturity and specially he adorned the 
maqamat writings with ornaments and perfections. After 
HaraadhanT's departure, ThaalibI met another literateur at 
Nlghapur during the same period, Abul-Fath *Ali b, Muhammad al-
Bustl (d. 400/1010) who was a bilingual poet and writer having 
two diwans to his credit, one in Arabic and the other in 
Persian. He passed his early career as a secretary of the 
city of Bust from its ruler Baytuz, He was carried off by 
Sultan Mahmud's father Subuktigin of Ghazna when the latter 
captured the city of Bust in 367/978. He was celebrated for 
his skill in Arabic verse and prose composition. Now he 
became chief of Subuktigin's Piwan al-Rasail, with the duty, 
1 Yaqut, Muj'am al~udaba, II, 161-202; Yatima, IV, 168-9, 
179. 
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among other things, of composing his master's fath-namah, and 
remained in this post until early in Mahmud's reign. As a 
2 
famous poet and stylist, al-BustI was renowned for his use of 
paronomasia and hence called the '^ahib al-Tajnls'. Tha'alibi 
was a great friend of al-BustI for whom the former composed his 
Ahsan ma Sami'tu, made a selection of his poetry and devoted to 
him a long section in the Yatlmat al-Dahr. Earlier Tha'alibI 
heard his name and fame for his using the method of paroncxnasia 
(Tajnis al-QawafI) which al-Tha'alibi called • al~Mutashabih . For 
long Thaalibi was eager to meet him who later on visited 
Nigjiapur three times successively where Tha'alibl met him on all 
t- 4 
occasions. Thaalibi giving his biography said: 
• » . • J . , , . 
(The relation of literature which is stronger 
than that of kinship had united him and me together. 
I was still between happiness and lasting friendship 
on his arrival at Nishjapur for three occasions) . 
Bosworth, The QJiaznawids, 42-3; JRAS (1933), 605-7; 
Yatlma, IV, 204-31, 302; al-Utbl, I, 67-72, Tr. Jurbadh-
qani, 29-33. 
Bust is a city situated between Sijistan, Ghazna and Hirat, 
Mu'jamal-Buldan of Yaqut al-HamawI (d. 626 A.H.) , Dar Sadir 
(Beirut, 1957), I, 612. 
Yatlma, IV, 303-34; Bosworth, tr. Lataif al-MaVrif of 
Saalibl, 10, 135-6, 144; Cf. J.W. Fiick, Encv. of Islam 
(N.E.), S.V.; Wafayat, III, 58. ' 
Yatlma, IV, 302. 
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The poetical letters strengthened the already existing 
friendship between these two literateur friends. Tha'alibl 
said that he wrote Al^ san ma Samitu at the request of his friend 
Abul-Fath al-Busti. A friend and contemporary of Tha'alibi, 
he was a secretary and official in Ghaznavid service and 
universally famous in the eastern Islamic literary and adminis-
trative world for his dazzling epistolary style, Tha'alibi 
quoted him thrice in the Lataif/ and also made a collection of 
the outstanding parts of his poetry, al-Zarf (al-turaf) min Shi'r 
•J 
al-Bustl (Book of the elegancies in al-Busti's poetry). Due 
to the influences of those scholarly writers and poets mentioned 
above, ThaalibI already acquired the style and method of writing 
books and, according to YatTma al-Dahr, himself mentioned four 
books which he apparently wrote before the YatTma such as 
_ 4 
Sihr al-Balaqha, 
Ahsan ma Samitu. 
- 4 5 - 6 
Sihr al-Balaqha, Fadl man Ismuhu al-Fadl, al-lqtibas and 
In the year 384/994, Tha'alibi started, according to himself, 
the first version of his Yatima al-Dahr fl Mahasin ahl al-Asr 
T it 
1 I b i d . , IV, 320; Allsan ma Samitu, 43; Lai;aif al-Maarif, 206; 
Khass al-Kijass, 42. 
2 Yatima, I I I , 369. 
3 Bosworth, Lata'if, t r . , 10, 135-6, 144. 
4 Yatima, I I , 234. 
5 I b i d . , IV, 265. 
6 I b i d . , I I , 242. 
7 I b i d . , I l l , 265; Qasim al-Samarrai , Bib. Or i en t . , 32 (1975), 
177. 
8 I b i d . , I , 4 -7 . 
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(the unique pearl concerning the elegant achievements of 
contemporary people) at Nishapur in order to dedicate it to 
one of the viziers. The author rewrote and re-arranged its 
final version in 403/1012. Tha'alibI did not mention the 
name of the vizier to whom he had to dedicate it^ who most 
likely, was AbQl-Husayn Muhammad b. Kathir, the vizier of Abu 
'All Muhammad b. Muhammad b. Simjur (d. 387/997), a rebel 
governor and general of the Samanid Amir Nuh II b, Mansur I 
(re. 365-87/976-997), and who died in prison.^ 
In 383/993 the Amir faced with Fa'iq al-lCfaassa and Abu 
'All Sfmjuri who united against him in rebellion, and summoned 
the faithful Subuktigin to Transoxania. Subaktigin, with his 
son Mahmud, quickly responded to the call and timely intervened 
in Khurasan against Abu 'All and Fa'iq, defeated them in a war in 
384/994 and had been rewarded with the governorship of Balkh, 
Tukharistan, Bamlyan,Ghur and Gtiarchistan and Mahmud with Abu 
'All's old job as commander of the army of Khurasan. Mahmud 
had then made Nishapur his headquarter, and in spite of 
external pressure on the whole upper and middle Syar Darya 
3 
basin, was able to strengthen his hold on Khurasan. Hence the 
reason for Thaalibi's silence about name of the dedicatee 
vizier appears that he wrote the second and final version of 
the Yatlma during the early Ghaznavids who were the most ardent 
1 Tatimma, I , 1 4 4 - 5 . 
2 Bor tho ld , Turkes tan , 264; a l - U t b l , Tarljch a l -Yamln l , 6 8 . 
3 Bosworth, The (^taaznawids, 4 1 , 44; M. Nazim, L i f e and t imes 
of Sul tan Mabmud (Cambridge, 1931) , 30 -31 , 
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foes of Pihn All Sirajuri and his vizier. The author conveniently 
found it reasonable not to mention the names of the former 
rulers after their power passed to their rivals, the Ghaznavids. 
After the compilation of Yatlma al-Dahr» Tha'alibi's 
reputation went to the horizon faster than an arrow. Realising 
that the work greatly influenced the people and created much 
sensation/ the author was quite happy and his joy knew no 
bounds. He thus rearranged its final version about 20 years 
later when he expressed in its preface: 
Hearing Thaalibi's name and fame spread far and wide, it 
is apparent that his friend, the famous contemporary historian, 
Abu Nasr Muhammad b. ^Abd al-Jabbar al-Utbi (d. 427/10 36 or 
431/1039-40) , the deputy of the Ziyarid prince Shams al-Maali 
Qabus b. Waghmgir (d, 403/1012) in Khurasan, invited him to 
the court of the latter in Jurjan. This al-Utbi served as 
secretary first to Abu %li Simjurl (d. 387/997), the commander 
of the army of Khurasan from 378/988 to 383/993, Then for a 
short time he served as secretary and deputy to Qabus who was 
1 Yatlma, I, 18. 
2 Tbaalibl gave his biography in Yatlma, IV, 397; Yaqut, 
Mif3am al~Udab5, VI, 143; M, Nazim, Ency, of Islam, IV, 
159-60, 
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living as an exile for about 18 years since 371/981 in 
Khurasan and finally entered Jurjan in 388/998. Th^ ^^ l^ t)! 
gladly accepted this invitation and consequently he travelled 
to Jurjan in 391/1001 with the same hopes and aspirations which 
he had borne before his visit to Bukhara. This information is 
given by Tha'alibI himself who stayed with Qadi Aba Bashr al-
Fadl b. Muhammad in Jurjan in the same year. ThaalibI was 
closely associated with this prince during the latter's long 
stay at Nlshapur who was himself a renowned poet and writer had 
already read the Yatlma and was much impressed by the scholaur-
3 
ship of the author. 
Judging from frequent references to Shams al-Ma*ali Qabus 
b. Was]}mglr in several of his books, ThaalibI must have been 
in close association with him from an early stage. In 371/981 
the prince was driven out of Jurjan by the Buwayhid'Adud al-
Dawlah and went to Nishapur where he recruited an army to 
liberate his capital but was again defeated through a treacherous 
act of Fa'iq al-Khassa (d. 389/999) . He regained control of 
his capital only with the help of his vizier Abu 'Ali al-Hasan 
and ten thousand skilled soldiers of different rulers in 388/ 
998, Tha'alibi was deeply Impressed by the victory of Qabus and 
1 Yatima, I , 252. 
2 Ibn a l -At&i r , a l -Kamil f i ^ l - t a r l k h , IX, 139; Al-Rudhrawarl 
(d, 488 A.H.) in Sbayl T a j a r i b al-Umam, says t h a t Qabus 
r e t u r n e d t o J u r j a n in 387/997, 17, 297, and a l - U t b f _ i n h i s 
Tarijch mentions t h a t Qabus l i v e d in e x i l e in Khurasan fo r 
18 yea r s 
3 Al -Utb i , Tarljch a l -Yamlnl , I , 137. 
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recorded his feelings in a qaslda congratulating the prince, 
his friend, while visiting his court at Jurjan in 391/1001. The 
beginning of the qasida is: 
(The victory is steady and the age is smiling; 
All the shadows of Shams al-Ma'ali are blessings) . 
- - 2 
Qabus was eventually murdered by his slaves in 403/1012. 
It is obvious that during his long period in exile at Nlshapur, 
Qabus b. Wastimgir must have established a profound friendship 
with Tha'^ alibl who was so proud of this relationship that he 
boasted in two of his books that "Qabus b.Wasljmglr has singled 
out those words of mine from my book al-Mubhij which was 
dedicated to him, and started to learn them by heart out of 
3 
admiration and appreciation." Moreover, Thaalibi duly showed 
pride at what Qabus had singled out and incorporated this 
selection in his other book, al-Tamthll wa^-Muhadara, which he 
dedicated to Qabus b. Washmglr as well. According to Ibn al-Athir, 
"Qabus was a scholar of high literary ability, a man of letters 
4 
and poetry". 
1 Ibid., I, 78, 379-412; II, 1-7. 
2 Ibn a l -Ath i r , al-Kamil f f l - t a r i k h , IX, 8-9, 99, 167-8; 
a l -Utb l , I , 105, 289; I I , 172; Jamal al-Din Yusuf b . 
Taghrl-Bardi a l -AtabikI , al-Nujum al-Zahira (Cairo, 1352/ 
1933), IV, 233. 
3 Th^alibr, Ahasln Kalim al~Nabi, f o l . 106b; idem, al-I^jaz wal-
>Ija2, 122. 
4 Ibn a l -Ath i r , al-Kamil fi^l-Tarijchi, IX, 169; Yaqut, Irgbad, 
VI, 144. 
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Then Thaalibi dedicated the first copy of one of his 
earliest books, al-Mubhij to Qabus b. Washm'glr at Jurjan. The 
prince honoured Thaalibi and bestowed upon him many bounties 
which he remembered for long time. He expressed in the preface 
of the second copy of the Mubhij thus: 
(When I came to the presence of the Amir Shams 
al-Ma'ali, I was serving by it (al~Mubhij) his 
assembly — may Allah protect him and make him 
happy. Then he (the Amir) read it at a glance, 
rewarded duly and paid its dowry). 
Soon after that Thaalibi returned to Nishapur loaded with 
the Amir's presents which he regarded as "clouds of favour and 
2 
offspring of honour while taking a long security of the time." 
Evidently Tha*alibi was now drawn into the new Ghaznavid 
sphere. Nishapur, his native town, again became the seat of 
the Ghaznavid governor of Khurasan. During this period (389-429 
A.H.), Thaalibi compiled most of the works known to us. When 
Subuktigin died in 387/997 his son Mahmud, the commander of the 
army of Khurasan, won over his brother Abul- Mazaffar Nasr, ruler 
of Bust for the struggle of the throne of Ghazna, Mahmud later 
on made him military governor of Khurasan since 389/999 in his 
own place after the former's great victory in 389/999 over the 
1 MS at Maktaba al-Awqaf al-Amraa, Musil, No. 10/8, Hasan Baslja,2 
2 Tha'alibI, al-Tamfchll wal-Muhac^ara, ed. Muhammad'Abd al-Fattah 
al-Halu (Egypt, 1965), 4, 
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combined forces of the Amir *Abd al-Malik II b. Nuh II 
(d. 390/1000) and his generals Abul-Qasim Simjuri, Palq al-
Khassa and Bigtuzun. According to fhaallbl, Abul-Muzaffar 
Nasr b. Nasir al-Dln was military governor of Khurasan and 
Sistan until his death in 412/1021. He is depicted as a highly 
intelligent and erudite man as well as an excellent administrator 
who gained a great reputation in Nishapur by his charitable 
works and benevolent rule. Since then Nasr faced a great 
difficulty which originated from the Samanid Amir Ismail b. Nuh 
called al-Muntasir (d, 395/1005) who has already lost some 
parts of his own empire. The Amir Nasr marched to fight against 
the Samanid Ismail and both of them met in Sarakhs where IsmlTil 
al-Muntasir received a crushing defeat and his right hand Abu'l-
Qasim b, Simjur along with a group of skilled soldiers were 
imprisoned in 392/1002, Tha'alibi lost no opportunity in 
felicitating the Amir Abul-Muzaffar for his victory over the 
Samanid with a qasida beginning with: 
(The days appeared frc»n the brightness of the age; 
and the breaking of back happened to the oppressors). 
The Amir was deeply impressed by this praise and welcomed the 
poet to his court at Nishapur and duly honoured him. ThaalibI 
1 Tarikh al-Yamlni, I, 332-5. 
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even must have derived scMne financial prosperity from his 
affiliation to this Ghaznavid Amir which enabled him to devote 
much of his time to literary pursuits. Undoubtedly, Thaalibi 
was intimately associated with him, for he quoted his sayings 
and comments in almost all his works compiled between 390 A.H, 
and 429 A.H, including those dedicated to others, like Thlmar 
al-Qulub, ^ass al~Khass and al-lfjaz wa^l-IJaz. Several of 
Xtiaalibi's books contain literary and personal conversations 
with this Gfaaznawid Amxr. To this Amir Nasr, Thaalibi dedicated 
at least five books including al~lqtibas and al-Mutashabih. 
Tha'alibi after returning from the Ziyarid Court at Jurjan 
in 391/1001 had lived several years happily at Nishapur under 
the patronage and benevolent administration of the Amir Nasr 
b. Subuktigin. But the Amir left Nishapur in 396/1006 as the 
Turks and their king SubashI entered it on behalf of the 
Qarakhanid Ilak Khan in the same year. Abul-Muzaffar Nasr 
did not come back to Nishapur until his brother Mahmud Yamln 
al-Dawlah captured it again from the Turks. Thus Nasr stayed 
— 2 
a t Nfshapur fo r about seven y e a r s s i n c e 389/999. A f t e r t h e 
1 E.de Zambaur, Mu^am al-Ansab wal-Usra al-Hakima f i l -Tar l j ch 
a l ~ I s l a m l , ed . and t r , Zaki Muhammad Hasan Beg and Hasan 
Ahmad Mahmud, Matba'k Jami'a Fuad al-Awwal (Ca i ro , 1951) , 80; 
Ibn a l - A t h i r , a l -Kamil ffl-TarlJsh^ IX, 188 . Cf. Bosworth, 
The Gt^aznavids, 2 2 0 - 1 . 
2 A l - U t b l , Tar ikh a l -Yara ln l ,1 ,104, 133, 331 . 
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departure of the prince, Tha'alibl was actively engaged in 
compiling Sihr al-Balagha in order to dedicate it to Abu Musa 
b.*'Imran al-Kurdi, the military governor of Khurasan at that 
time and also to dedicate its second copy to Abu Sahl al-
Hamdunl who later on became Amir of Nl§hapur in 422 A.H. 
In 401/1010 the great famine broke out in Khurasan. Food-
stuffs disappeared till the people were to eat each other. 
They were crying for food and bread and were dying of starva-
tion. Then an epidemic (plague) followed it till the people 
became unable to bury the dead-bodies. Thdialibi could not 
bear the painful sights of the people who became victims of 
hunger and plague while he himself possessed nothing by which 
he could save himself from that devastation. Evidently, 
Tha'alibI had by this time left Nlshapur for another city of 
Khurasan where he stayed for two years before emerging in Jurjan 
3 
in 40 3/1012. Moreover, when he explicitely referred to the 
misfortune as "wa kanat al-naiba", he might have meant "the great 
famine" that befell him. Thaalibi was therefore, compelled to 
leave Nfshapur for Isfarain, an important city on the northern 
edge of Khurasan in 401/1010. There he became a guest of Abul-
'Abbas al-Fadl b. 'All, the local leader of the city. Th^^libi 
in Yatlma al-Dahr gave his biography as: 
1 Tha'alibI, Sihr al-Balagha, 5; idem, Tatimma al-Yatlma, II, 60 
2 Ibn al-AthIr, al-Kamil ffl-Tari^/ IX, 225; al-Utbi, Tarljsb 
al-YaminI (Cairo, 1288/1869), I, 125. 
3 Tatimma, I, 144. 
4 Yatlmat al-Dahr, IV, 437. 
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(Due to his good signs and successful 
activities, certainly the city of Isfarain 
is a peaceful/ heavenly prosperous garden 
while destmaction and disorder are pre-
vailing over the whole regions of NIshapur), 
Tha*alibi thus saved his breath which was nearly to becOTie 
separated from his body due to hunger and sorrow. 
—' * — The house of Abul-Abbas was the meeting place of litera-
teurs with whcan Ttjaalibi got acquainted. He derived from them 
literary benefits and gave in his Yatima the biographies of 
Abul-Husayn Muhammad b. al-Husayn al-FarisI, the grammarian 
and the son of sister of Abu ^ 11 al-Hasan b. Ahmad al-Farisi; 
Abul-"Abbas Ahmad b. Ishaq al-Jarmaqi, the poet-philosopher 
and engineer; and^Imlaq b. Qhaydaq al-Uthmanl. Tha^libl did 
not stay for long in Isfarain. He prepared for his journey 
from NIshapur to Jurjan in order to meet again with Shams al-
Maall Qabus b. Washmglr and present his book al-Tarathil wa'l-
4 c 
Mui:>aQLara to the prince. According to al-Utbl, this was the 
5 
time when the Karramiyyah sect was very powerful in NIshapur 
1 Tbaalibi referred his meeting with him and gave his biography 
In Yatima, IV, 384. 
2 His biography is given in Yatima, IV, 341. 
3 Ibid., 411. 
4 Tha 'a l ib l , a l -Tara tb l l wa'l-Muhadara, 6 . 
5 Cf. Bosworth, "The Rise of^ the Karamiyyah in Khurasan" , Muslim 
World, 50 (1960), 5-14; Tar ikh BayhaqI, ed . Sa*Id N a f l s l (Tehran 
1319-32 A.H. ) , I I , 915-6H7 M a r g o l i o u t h ' s a r t . "Karramiyyah" 
in Encyclopeadia of I s l am, 1 s t Edn. , a l - U t b l , TarlJsb a l -
Yamrnl, t r . Ju rbadhgan l , 190-254. 
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under their leadership of Abu Bakr Muhanunad b. Ishaq b. 
Mahmashadh (d. 421/1030) . Sultan Mahmud (40'0-21/1009-30) 
wanted to suppress them. He appointed Hasanak al-Mlkali 
(d. 422/1031) as rals of Nighapur in 402/1011. Hasnak took 
stern measures against the Karramiyya in Nishapur in 403/1010. 
He sent the most tyrannical ones to the jails in fortresses and 
drove away the rests. It seems that Tha'alibi was compelled 
to leave Nishapur for Jurjan on this occasion out of fear for 
life and prestige. 
Tha'alibi's visit to Jurjan for second time after about 
12 years took place in 403/1012. The author described this 
journey under the biography of Abul-Mahasin Sa^ ad b. Muhammad 
b. Mansur. Hence in a unique reference to himself in the 
Tatimmat al-Yatlma, ThaalibI said that when misfortune befell 
him, he undertook a journey to Jurjan in 40 3 A.H. and Abu Sad 
Muhammad b. Mansur, the rais of Jurjan welcomed him at his own 
house. This Abu Sa*d was the ra^s of Jurjan as well as an 
2 important adviser of the prince Qabus b. Washmgir, who always 
encouraged literature and literateurs. Once Badluzzaman al-
Hamadani visited him who honoured him and was closely connected 
3 o 
with him. Further this Abu Sad appears in early Ghaznavid 
history as one of the envoys to Ghazna sent by the Ziyarid 
1 idem, Tatimmat al-Yatlma, I, 144. 
2 Yatlma, IV, 249. 
3 Ibid., 257. 
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Manuchihr b. Qabus (403-420/1012^1029) to seek the hand in 
marriage of Mahmud's daughter. Abu Sail is also mentioned in 
the biography of his son Abul-Mahasin, also ra^ Is of Jurjan 
during Masud of Ghazna's time (421-32/1030-41). Thaalibi thus 
sheltered himself under the generosity of the prince Qabus and 
cordial hospitality of the r^is Abu Sacl. In this opportunity 
he finished the compilation of Yatima al-Dahr. Abul-Mahasin/ 
the son of Abu Sa*d was the first one to read it and memorize a 
great part of it. Thaalibi further added that there was 
nothing to separate them until he was urgently invited by the 
Amxr Abul-Abbas Mamun b. Mamun Khwarazmshah to Jurjaniyya 
2 (Gurganj). This was Thaalibi's first visit to Jurjaniyya 
which took place at the end of 403/1012. 
Thaalibi then came to the court of Abul-"Abbas Mamun b. 
Mamun Khwarazmshah (390-407/1000-1016) at the end of 403/1012."^ 
This is clear from the Yatima which contains no mention of 
Khwaraanahah or his vizier al-Suhaili in the passage devoted to 
the outstanding contemporary writers and men of letters of 
IChwarizm/ except for a casual remark made by al-Hamidi al-
Khwarazml who in 402/1011, wrote to Suhayll (d. 418/1012) 
asking him to choose a name for his newly born son. According 
1 yaraza b. Yusuf al-Sahmi, Tarljcfa Jurjan (Hyderabad, 1369/ 
1950), 411. 
2 Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil fi'l-Tirilcii, 1,132, 264, 422; Thaalibi, 
Tatimma al-Yatlma, I, 144-5. 
3 Ibid., I, 145. 
4 Yattma, IV, 254. 
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to Ibn al-Athir, Abu 'All Mamun b. Muhammad died in 387/997 and 
his son Abul-Hasan 'All reigned until his death in 390/1000. 
His brother Abul-^bas Mamun II b, Mamun I succeeded him and 
reigned until he was murdered in 407/1016 by his generals 
(Umara) . But C.E.Bosworth mentions the duration of Abul-'Abbas's 
reign from 399/1009 to 407/1016. Any way only one year later 
in 408/1017 Mahmud of Ghazna's troops defeated Alptakin of 
Bukhara and the rest of the conspirators by crucifying them 
on trees near the grave of Mamun (Mahmud's brother-in-law). 
Thus, Mahmud put an end to the political turmoil in Khwarazm 
and consequently added the province to the existing Ghaznavid 
- - - 3 
territories of Khurasan/ Afghanistan and northern India. It 
was not, "a brutal act of aggression" as Bosworth likes to 
4 - 5 
terra it* as Ibn al-Athir and other historians term It as an 
act actuated by the motives of revenge directed against the 
brutal, cold-blooded assassination of Mahmud's brother-in-law. 
It may well be true that the fall of Abul-^bas Mamun "may have 
ended one of the most pleasant periods of Th^^liti^'s life, one 
spent in a congenial atmosphere of scholarship and encouragement." 
1 Al-Kamil fil-Tarlkfa, IX, 93, 184-5. 
2 Survey of Islamic Dynasties (Series No. 5), (Edinburgh, 
1967), 107-9. 
3 Cf. Barthold, Turkistan, 275-9 and M. Nazmi, Life and Times, 
56-60. 
4 Bosworth, The (Siaaznavids, 237; idem, the Lataif of Thaalibl, 
tr. 5. ' 
5 Ibn al-AthIr, al-Karnil flJ-Tarikh, IX, al-Utbi, 391. 
6 Bosworth, Lataif, tr.5. 
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Contemporary with the fall of the Samanids of Bukhara at 
the end of the 4th/10th century came changes in the adjacent 
region of Khwarazm on the lower Oxus, a province connected 
culturally and economically with the provinces under direct 
Samanid rule, Transoxania and Khurasan. In 385/995 the ancient 
line of Afrlghid Khwarazmshahs of Kath was overthrown by a 
local family of Gurganj (Jurjaniyya), the ccsnmercial rival of 
Kath. This family, the Mamunids, assumed the traditional title 
of Khwarazmshahs and reigned for twentytwo years until they 
were overthrown by Mahmud of Ghazna. Art and learning 
flourished at the M&nunid court of Jurjaniyya. The Sliah Abul-
'Abbas Mamun II b. Mamun I (390-407/1000-16) and his vizier Abul-
Husayn Ahmad al-Suhayli (d. 418/1027) were both scholars them-
selves and the friends of scholars. 
Although the rule of the Mamunids was brief, scholars of 
every shade of learning, such as the philosopher Ibn SXna 
(d. 429/1037), the polymath al-Birunl (d. 440/1048), the 
mathematician Abu Nasr al-Arraq, the physician Abul-^ayr b. 
al-Khammar, the other philosopher Abu Sahl al-Masihl and many 
other scholars including Tha'alibi himself lived in an atmosphere 
of prosperity and encouragement. Thus TJiaalibi's presence in 
the court of Abul-^bas is like a new pearl strung in the 
9 f-» 
1 Bosworth, Lata i f al-Maarif, t r . , 4 . 
2 Al-Baihaqi, Tarllsb Ijlukama* a l - I s lam, ed. J . L ipper t 
(Leipzig, 1320/1903), -26-8, 95; I b i d . , 4 . 
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necklace of the scholars gathered around the Shah and his 
viziers. It was to the last Mimunid, Abui-^bas Maraun b. Maroun, 
that Thaalibi dedicated several of his works. The Shah already 
acknowledged the scholarship of Thaalibi through some of his 
books which the former came to know earlier. Among these books 
was al-Hihaya fi^ l-Kinaya which was admired by the SJjah who 
requested Tlia'alibi for sending a copy of the same for his 
personal library at Jurjaniyya. Tha'alibI composed the first 
version of this book at Nlgliapur in 400/1009 and then at the 
request of Abul- Abbas he rewrote and rearranged and consequently 
dedicated it to the former at Jurjaniyya with the title 
al-Kinaya wil-Tsorid. 
Tha'alibI composed many eulogies addressed to his patron 
J J-
Abul-Abbas, which the former repeated in at least six of his 
3 -
works. To this Shah, Tijaalibl also dedicated his books 
Adab al-Muluk al-Khwarasro Shahi» al-Lataif wal-Zaralf fl madh 
al-ashya wa addadihi, Ka-yir al-Nazm wa hall al-<iqd, Lubab al-
Adab, (jhurar al-Balaaha wa durar al~fasaha, al-Maghriq and 
1 Al-Kinaya wal-tarld (Mecca, 1301/1884), 2. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Thaalibi, al-Lataif wal-2araif (Cairo, 1324/1906), 68; 
al-Kinaya wafl-t^ rld/ 247 Ahsan mi Sami%u, ed, Muhammad 
Sadiq Anbar, Matba^ a al-Jamhur (Cairo, 1324/1906) ,* 188; 
idem, Man ghaba ^ anhul-Mutrib (Bairut, 1309/1891-92), 75; 
idem, Lublb al-Rdab (IstlnbQl, 1301/1884), 111; idem, 
Thimar al-Qulub, 203, 228. 
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al-Anwar al~Bahlyya fi Tarif Maqamat fagaha al-Bariyya. Prom 
his Nathr al-Nazm we quote some passages where Tha'alibI speaks 
extensively of himself, not only as a man of high literary 
abilities but also as an able man who could manage whatever 
assignment Khwarazmshah might find fit to entrust him with. 
He spoke of the merits and qualities which the Shah must make 
use of in his administration. Tha'alibI addresses the Shah as 
2 
follows: "I have acquired the qualities which royal service 
requires; my hand in writing is like lightning (in speed) 
and my pen moves (as fast) as the celestial star; my hand 
writing is like a garden after a shower; my eloquence is 
fluent (so it is easy) to grasp but hard to imitate. As for 
mathematics,my ability to solve ambiguous problems is unequalled, 
my talent in composing poetry is not blunt and above all my 
loyalty and devotion bear up against treachery and perfidy, I 
am of a well-proportioned body and pleasant face. My noble 
character and good nature, though (iCljafffa, lit, light) pleasant, 
are of significant value in the scales of virtue. I am neither 
of an emaciated skilly body nor of a large bulky one. I am not 
exceedingly tall nor am I unfavourably short. I am neither a 
dullish recluse nor an unruly recalcitrant, neither an ardent 
ascetic nor an openly profligate person. I blend sagacity with 
1 Cf. Leiden MS of this work (Or.1527) fol.lb, 12a, 14b, 35a-b, 
etc., and the printed edition (Cairo, 1317/1890), 2,8,10,16, 
18,51 ff, as quoted by Qasim al-s5marr^. Bib, Orient., 32 
(1975), 179-80. 
2 Qasim al-Samarral, "Some Biographical Notes on al-Thaalibl", 
BibliothecaOrientalis, 32(1975), 314, 179-80, quoted from 
Leiden MSS (Or. 1527) of this work, fol. 9b-10b. 
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elegance,., and ardent eloquence with beauty, I combine the 
assiduity of scholars and that of sages with the fun of wags and 
witty men," 
In the same book Thaalibl also goes on enumerating his 
highly deserving merits whether as a warrior or as a courtier 
(nadim) in this manner, "If you so wish, you can take me into 
your confidence and share with me your amusement and seriousness, 
or, if you so wish, you can take rae as your benevolent boon 
companion or send me to quell a revolt in any part of your 
dominion, or, if you so wish, you can favour me with keeping 
you ccxnpany, or assign me to manage any part of your territories. 
If you so wish, put me in charge of organising your royal 
affairs and improving your royal revenue, or, put me in command 
of your army to unsheath the striking sword and lead the charge 
(lit.: to lead forward the lion of the cavalry),** 
The only hint of his having children can be found in his 
letter or rather petition (or: supplication) in which he 
- - 2 
obsequiously begged Khwarazmshah in these words: "My griev-
ances I display to the Amir, may God guide him rightly, concern-
ing my bad situjation and want of money (because I have) numerous 
children, some of whom are still like fuzzy birds. The grown 
1 Natlar al-Nazto wa hall al-*Aqd, Leiden MS (Or, 1527), fol. 
Ila-llb quotqd by Qasira al-SSnarra'f, Bibliotheca Orientalis, 
Leiden, 32,(1975), No,3/4, 179-80. 
2 Ibid., fol. 15b-16a. 
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ones of them (as a result of poverty) are small. Time 
brought only vicissitudes upon them^ depriving them of what 
is left of prosperity and thrift... they set me upon the road 
to you from afar and waited hopefully for me to return with 
boasts laden and bagsfull (of gifts). If you so wish, you can 
fulfil their hopes and let their dreams come true". 
It is most likely that ThaalibI stayed for a considerable 
length of time at Abul-^bas' court where he wrote most of the 
books dedicated to the Shah, using the latter's library. Hence 
we can safely assume that ThaalibI wrote more than five of his 
books during his stay in Jurjanlyya between 403/1012 and 
407/1016, including Latalf al-Ma'arif. 
Frcxn the frequent references to Khwarazmshah and from 
many quotations of his sayings in several of his works, we 
infer that TJja'alibl must have been intimately associated with 
- — ' -r 
Khwarazmsiiah and his vizier Abul- Husayn Ahmad al-Suhayli 
(d. 418/1027) . Thus in the Lataif al-Ma'arif ThaalibI states 
that amongst all the countries of the world, Kljwarazm has the 
coldest climate, so that even the Oxus freezes over in winter 
and elephants, caravans and armies can pass over it. It 
remains thus frozen for a period of forty days to two months. 
The Khwarazmshah Mamun b. Mamuh requested Tha'alibi to extem-
porise some verses about the excessive cold of Khwarazmian 
1 Tha'alibi, Lataif al-Maarif, ed. Ibrahim al-Abyarl and Hasan 
Kamil al-Sayrafi (Egypt, 1379/1960), Chapter 10, 227. 
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w i n t e r . Thaa l i b i promptly r e c i t e d : 
•\ ,^  
(How appalling is the cold of ^warazm, when it 
bares iits fangs and makes our bodies tremble and 
shake; 
The sun is hidden there, and the wind makes 
people'Is skin chapped and bleeding, so that they 
lose all powers of endurance and strength; 
The water freezes like stone, the dogs cower 
in holes and the biting cold wind drives on the 
icy weather; 
If yqu were to steal only a fleeting kiss from 
your beloved, you would see your own mouth frozen 
fast to his). 
- ' t Thaalibi also states in the same Lataif al-Maarif that, 
"One day, I discussed these names (names repeated in series in 
the lines of kings and chiefs) with Khwarazmshah Abifl- ^ bas 
Hamun b. Mamun, and the author suggested the prince to name one 
of his sons as Mamun, at that time in Sijistan and hence the 
— — - - — 2 
son was called, "Mamun b. Mamun b. Mamun." The Shah also used 
to recite verses to Thaalibi whatever poetry the former 
3 
memorised. Due t o h i s c l o s e a s s o c i a t i o n with t h e Shah, Tha'al ibi 
1 I b i d . , idem, jChass al-icjias?, ed , Mahmud a l -Samakr i (Cai ro , 
1326/1908) , 188. 
2 L a t a i f al-M^'arif, 86 , 
3 Tatimma, I I , 33 . 
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was regarded as one of the boon-companions of the prince in 
his evening assemblies. 
Tha'alibi's relations also extended to the viziers of the 
Khwarazmshah Abul-^bas Mamun during the former's stay in the 
royal court at Jurjaniyya from 403/1012 to 407/1016. Of 
Khwarazmshah's vizier, Abul-Husayn Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Suhayli 
(d. 418/1027), Tha'alibi says in one of his lost works quoted 
2 
by Yaqut, "He was a vizier and a son of a vizier, an 
accomplished man both as a noble and as a vizier; of a high 
standard in literature and science. He is the author of 
al-Raw<^ a al-Suhayliyya. Continuing his account of the vizier, 
Tha'alibi speaks about a literary discourse in which the vizier 
requested from another scholar that he could improvise 
literary composition in imitation of Thaalibl's style, to which 
this scholar complied with enthusiasm". In the same account we 
are told that the vizier, out of extreme fear of Khwarazmstjah, 
the reason is xinknown, left |<hjwarazm and settled in Baghdad 
in 404/1013 and died in Samarra in 418/1027. As for Khwarazm-
shah' s second vizier named Abu *Abdallah Muhammad b, Hamid 
al-HamidI al-Khwarazml, Tha'alibi devoted seven pages of the 
> ^ _ » , _ ? , 
1 Abul- Fadl a l -Bayhaq i , Tarijsla a l -Bayhaq i , c a l l e d Tar ikh a l -
MasAJdi, t r . Yahya al-IChasiJshab and Sadiq Nashat , Matbaa a l -
I n j l a ; a l -Mi s r i yya (1375/1956), 736." 
2 Yaqut, Abu'Abdallah Yaqub b . 'Abdallah al-Hamawi (d. 626 A .H. ) , 
I r s b a d a l - A r i b l i mar i fa a l - a d i b / ed . Margo l iou th , CMS (London, 
1907-26) , I I , 96 -7 , 102-3; E F a l i l Beg Aybak a l - S a f a d i (d.764 
A.H. ) , al-Wafi bi^l-Wafayat, ed . M.Y.Najm (Beirut^ 1971),VIII, 
147. 
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Yatima to speak about hini/ and composed a few lines of poetry 
in his praise. Tha*alibi also quoted from him several 
2 
narrations in the Yatima al~Dahr, In the introduction of 
Tha'alibl's Tuhfa al-Wuzara^ the author himself unequivocally 
states that he dedicated this book to the Shah's "great vizier 
and illustrious counsellor Abu*Abdallah al-HamdunI", who, 
most probably, can be identified with Abu *Abdallah Muhammad b. 
Kamid al-Hamidi al-Khwarazml, a contemporary and friend of the 
author and al-Busti (d. 400/1010). Thus the name of al-Hamdunl 
can easily be a scribal mistake for al-Hamidi. This Hamidi 
was employed as a diplomatic envoy to Baghdad, to Balkh, to 
Sultan Mahmud, and to the court of Qabus b. Washamgxr in 
Jurjan. Qabus was impressed so much by his qualities that he 
offered him a place in his service, but which Hamidi refused 
- - 3 — 
out of loyalty to his king, Khwarazmshah. At first al-Hamidi 
began his careier as secretary to Abu Sa*fd al-Shablbl, the 
commander of the army of Khwarazm. Then he associated with 
Sahib b. "Abbad^who made him the postmaster of Qum. Thereafter 
he returned to Khwarazm where the Shah made him vizier of the 
Suhayll in 404/1013. Tha^ alibi also dedicated his book Ahsan 
ma Samitu to this vizier which he composed at Nishapur with the 
1 Yatima, IV, 248-9; Kha?s al-^as? (Tunis, 1293/1876), 45; 
al-I'jaz wai-'^ jaz (Istanbul, 1301/1881), 37; Man Qfeaba ^anhiil-
Mutrib, 12. 
2 Yatima II, 353, 195, 330; IV, 242. 
3 Ibid., 245-50. 
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instruction of his friend Abul-Path al-Busti. Loaded with 
abundant grants and endowments offered by the Shah and his 
vizier al-Hamidf, Tha*5libl left Jurjaniyya for Ghazna in 407/ 
1016 before the murder of Abul-^bas. It should be mentioned 
here that Dr. Mrs. Ibtisam Marhun al-9affar and Habib *Ali 
al-RawI recently edited the book Tuhfat al-wuzara^ and rightly 
identified its author as Thefalibi providing numerous evidences. 
Before the murder of Abul-Abbas Khwarazmshah Thaalibi left 
Jurjaniyya in 407/1016 and reached Ghjazna which was then the 
capital city of the Ghaznavids, a great empire in the Islamic 
East. Thaalibr was now drawn into the sphere of the Ghaznavids, 
who were creating a vast cosmopolitan empire in the Islamic 
East/ the greatest known since the decline of the Baghdad 
Caliphate. As a well-known author and scholar, Tha'alibi could 
be sure of an audience of students and pupils, and the last 
decades or so of his life were probably spent teaching in 
Nishapur once more, interpersed with visits to the Sultan's 
court or to the circles which gathered around provincial 
governors and officials. Like the Mamunids, the Ghaznavids 
were much eager to act as Maecenases and their court nurtured 
a brilliant group of Persian and Arabic poets. Arberry has 
1 Tuhfa al-Wuzara, attributed to Thaalibi, ed. Dr. Ibtisam 
Marhtin al-SaffSr and Hablb'All al-RSwI (Baghdad, 1977), 
22-36. 
2 Cf. Barthold, Turkistan, 275-9, and M. Nazim, The Life 
and Times of Sultan Ma^mud of Qljazna, 56-60. 
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noted the greater receptiveness of the courts of Mahmud and 
his son Mas^ ud, with their strongly Sunni policy and cultivation 
of links with the *Abbasid Caliphate, to Arabic influences in 
learning and literature. Those influences brought about an 
increased elaboration and euphuism in literary style, and set 
the pattern for the ornate poetry and prose which became 
increasingly popular in later Ghazanavid and Seljuq times. 
Thus Arberry concludes that Ghazna developed into a greater 
centre of Arabic learning than Bukhara had ever seen. During 
this period (389-429 A.H.), Thaalibi compiled most of the works 
known to us. Besides the dedications of a few works to Qabus 
b. Waghmglr and Khwarazmshah, the names of the high officials 
and dignitaries living under the Ghaznavids appear in many of 
his works. 
The rulers of Jurjan, Jurjaniyya, Nishapur and other 
provinces under the Gjiaznavids including Ghazna itself were 
vying with one another to attract men of skill to their courts 
in order to make them "the centres of all brilliance and 
2 
distinction." It was the "mode" of that age to collect not 
only books but also men of skill in order to derive prestige 
from their presence. Poets and writers were the publicity men 
of the age. Rulers glowed in the warmth of eulogists* effusions. 
1 Arberry, A.J,, Classical Persian Literature (London, 1958), 
54. 
2 Barthold, Turkestan, 289. 
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and they retained thein with this practical consideration in 
mind. To compose a qaslda or dedicate a book was usually to 
achieve the same purpose: a financial reward to keep the 
poet or the writer alive and in 'business'. Against the 
background of this culture of the elite, resting on royal 
and aristocratic bases, Tha'alibI was bred and educated. As a 
tradesman would offer his merchandise to whomsoever was 
interested in buying,so did the poet or the writer of that age. 
Tha'alibI was no exception. Al-BlrunI pointed out implicitly 
the necessity of such unwritten bargains between the two 
parties when he said that, "to do this (sc. to honour learning 
and its representatives) is... the duty of those who rule over 
them, of kings and princes. For they alone can free the minds 
of scholars from daily anxieties for the necessities of life, 
and stimulate their energies to earn more fame and favour, the 
2 
yearning for which is the pith and marrow of human nature." 
Patronage, therefore, was in fact inevitable in such a political 
and social structure for any poet or writer who wished to 
-' < -
survive. The brilliance of Abu 1-Abbas Mamun's court is said to 
have been such that Sultan Mahmud, himself desirous of adorning 
his court with leading lights of the age, sent to the Khwarazmshah 
a polite ultimatiim demanding that these prominant scholars be 1 Bosworth, The GJaaznavlds, 133. 
2 E. Sachau, Alberuni's India (Tahqiq ma lil-Hind), GMS 
(London, 1910), I, 152, Cf. Bosworth, The GJjaznawids, 
132-3. 
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despatched forthwith to Ghazna, Accordingly, the great 
scholars and literateurs of the time like Abul- Rayhan al-
Birunl, Abul-K|}ayr al-Kharomar, Abu Nasr al-'Arraq* the author 
of Sijahnama, Firdausl, the Persian poets al-Unsurl, al-Furrukhl 
and Abu Mansur b. Mushkan (d, 431/1039)/ the chief secretary of 
the correspondence department, other renowned poets and writers 
including Tha'alibi himself, adorned the royal court of the 
Ghaznavid Sultan Mahmud (reg. 388-421/998-1030). 
Tha*alibi was not unknown to Sultan Mahmud. The king 
overthrew the house of Saman at Bukhara, annexed Transoxania, 
captured Mamunids court of Jurjaniyya at Khwarazam, reduced 
Qiiur, struck a death-blow at the house of Buwayh in Isfahan, 
absorbed the Ziyarid Tabaristan and Jurjan, brought the §affarid 
Slstan (Sijistan) under his control, invaded India in twelve 
separate compaigns (392-415/1001-1024), wherein he slew innu-
merable 'idolaters', destroyed many idol-temples including 
Sumnath, made from its rock a threshhold for the mosque built 
in Ghazna, brought Indian treasures to his capital, permanently 
annexed the Panjab and thus extended his small kingdom of 
Ghazna from Bukhara and Samarqand to Gujrat and Qlnowj and 
ultimately included Afghanistan, Transoxania, Khurasan, Tabaris-
tan, Slstan, Kashmir and a large part of North Western India, 
In Sistan, Mahmud's suzerainty was first acknowledged, on the 
1 Ibn al-Athir, al-Kimil fil-TariJsb (Beirut, 1966), IX, 345, 
401. 
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evidence of coins, in 392/1002. In the following year, the 
Saffarid Amir Khalaf b. Ahmad (d. 399/1009) was deposed and 
Mahmud of GJjazna over-ran the province in 393/1003 and incor-
porated it in his empire. When the victorious king returned to 
Nxshapur in the same year, Thaalibi lost no opportunity to 
attract the former's attention to him by eulogising him with 
2 
a qaslda which begins thus: 
(Oi the signet-ring of the kingdom, 01 the 
conqueror of kingdoms (showing moderation) 
between punishment and forgiveness...). 
Now when Tha*alibi visited Ghazna in 407/1016, Mahmud 
employed him as a diplomatic envoy to the caliph al-Qadir 
Billah (381-422/991-1030) of Baghdad sometimes between 407/1016 
and 412/1021. On the authority of Taj al-Futuh,^ the 9th/15th 
century Persian literary biographer Daulatshah Samarqandi 
4 (d. 900/1495) in his Ta^kira al-£liuara» writes that when 
1 Bosworth, The Survey of Islamic Dynasties, Series, 5, 
(Edinl^ urgh, 1967), 99-105. 
2 Tha'alibi, Tjiimar al-QulGb fi^ l-Mudaf wal-Mansub, 25, Cf. 
al-Utbi, TairlJsb al-YamJnl. 
3 It is a poetic romance by the poet "Unsurl, woven around 
Mahmud's conquests, or it is a part of Baihaqi's Tarikb 
al-Subuktigin which deals with Sultan Mahmud only. Cf. Urdu 
Encyclopeadia of Islam (Lahore, 1959), IV, 1017 and Bosworth, 
The Gt^aznavids, 18. 
4 Ed. M.'Abbasi (Tehran, 1337/1958), 40 and ed. Browne (London, 
1901), 34, 617; Cf. Zotenberg, Qburar al-Siyar's translation. 
Preface, X-XII; Bosworth, "The titulature of the Early 
Ghaznavids", Oriens, XV (1962), 218. 
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Sultan Yamin al-Dawlah wa Amin al-Millah Abul- Qasim Mahmud 
became the king of Ghazna and Khurasan> consolidated his power 
over the conquered lands and duly showed honour to the scholars, 
literateurs and pious men in the royal court, he intended to 
earn a good honorific title from the "Abbasid Caliph of Baghdad. 
For this purpose, he found Imam Tha'alibl the fittest person to 
be an emissary and sent him as such to the Caliph at Baghdad 
with a letter praying for a title. Tha'alibI stayed in Baghdad 
for about a year and through persistent efforts succeeded in 
presenting to the Caliph the letter from Sultan Mahmud. Thaalibi 
advocated that the Sultan was a great king v;ith pomp and 
grandeur, who always tried to preach Islam and that such a 
powerful and pious king and soldier of Islam should not be 
deprived of a suitable title. He also pleaded that due to this 
king thousands of idol-temples were converted to Mosques and 
thousands of infidels came under the fold of Islam and now his 
case should be favourably considered. Although the caliph was 
much impressed by Thaalibi's advocacy and supplication, he 
thought that Sultan Mahmud, who was the son of a slave, did not 
deserve a royal title. Actuated by political expediency the 
Caliph consulting his courtiers and nobles decided that Mahmud 
al-GhaznavI should be given a title carrying the meaning of 
both praise and blame. Hence the title of "Sultan Yamin al-
Dawlah wall Amir al-Muminin" was selected for him.Etymologically, 
108 
the word wall means friend and also slave and servant,"^ 
When this title was announced from the caliphate court of 
Baghdad, Tha'alibi rushed to Sultan Mahraud at Ghazna and explained 
to him the meaning and nature of the title. The Sultan deeply 
thought over the title and realised its implications. He at 
once sent Thaalibi with one thousand dirhams to the Caliph and 
also a letter, in which he stated that Mahmud of Ghazna had been 
fighting for about 30 years against the idolaters and lanbelievers 
with a view to establish the rule of Islam and the religion of 
the Prophet and that the Sultan wanted to purchase only one 
•Alif' in lieu of one thousand dirham which the good hearted 
Caliph should not hesistate to give. The Caliph admired the 
intelligence and scholarship of the Sultan and agreed to grant 
his supplication. The title, therefore, was announced as 
- — 2 
"Sultan Yamin al-Dawlah Wall Amzr al-Muminin." 
Although Thaalibi did not find all his aspirations fulfilled 
from Sultan Mahmud at Ghazna, he got a good return from Mahmud's 
brother Abul-Muzaffar Nasr for their old friendship while at 
-. - 3 _ 
Nishapur. Amir Nasr was now accompanying Mahmud for his 
expeditions to India and elsewhere. This time also Tha'alibl 
1 Ibid. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Thaalibi, Mirat al-Muruat, '^ Ala nafqa Ahmad Afindi, al-
Taraqqi (Cairo, 1898), 5; idem, Khass al-Kjiass, 49; idem, 
Tahsin al-Qablh wa Tagbih al-Hasan, MS. f. 16a. 
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presented his books Yawaqit al-Mawaqlt and GJ:}urar AJ^bar Muluk 
al-Furs to Nasr. TJja'alibi's relation was not confined to this 
Amir only but he was acquainted and closely connected with a 
group of high officials and statesmen at Ghazna, like the 
vizier Shams al-Kufat Abul-Qasim Ahmad b. Hasan al-Maimandi 
(d. 424/1033), the Chief Secretary Abu Nasr Mansur b. Mishkan 
2 ' <r-
(d. 431/1039), Shaykh Abul-Hasan Muhammad b. Isa al-Karaji 
(d. 431/1940) and Qadl Abui-Hasan al-Mukmrnil b. Khalil b. 
Ahmad. Thaalibi dedicated his Lataif al-Maarif to the great 
Gljaznavid vizier Ahmad b. Hasan al-Maimandi, called Shams 
al-Kufat (Sun of the Capable ones) for his secretarial and 
administrative expertise, and himself famous for his Arabic 
scholarship; whereas the previous, less-educated vizier Abul-
"Abbas Fadl b. Ahmad (d. 404/1013), had changed the language of 
1 Cf, M. Nazim, art. "Al-Maimandi", Ency. of Islam^ 1st 
ed., 111/146; Bosworth, The (Sliaznavids, 71-3; idem. 
Lataif al-Ma'arif, tr. 6, 18, 35, 136; M. Nazim, The 
life and times of Sultan Mafamud, 135-6; al-Utbl, Kitab 
al-Yamlni (Lahore, n.d.), 266-74; Afehar al-Wuzara'o^ 
Fadli, Saif al-Din (India Office Ms, 1569^ Ethe 621)_. 
foi. 89b-106a and scattered notices in Tarikh-i-Mas'udI of 
Bayhaqi, 
2 Cf. Bosworth, The Obaznavids, 60-1, 63-4, 70, 88, 92, 97, 
160, 228, 246, 247, 266; Dr. Dhabihullah Safa, TariKh 
Adabiyyat dar'jran, 3rd edition (Tehran, 1338 A.H.), I, 
634; Tatimma, II, 62. 
_ _ j 
3 Cf. Tatimma al-Yatima, I, 1; II, 67; Abul-Fadl Bayhaqi, 
Tarikh Bayhaqi, ed. Gfaani and Fayyad (Tehran, 1324 A.H.), 
1-3; 693-706; Tatimma, II, 67. 
4 Ibid., II, 75. 
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the administrationin Ghazna from Arabic to Persian, one of 
Maimandi's first acts on taking over the office was to restore 
the primacy of Arabic. He had begun his career as an official 
for the Ghaznavids in Khurasan/ had been for a brief spell civil 
governor of Khurasan, and then in 404/1013 became Mahmud's 
vizier till his fall in 415/1024. He later became vizier to 
Mahmud's son Mas'ud, but died early in the new reign in 424/1032. 
Clearly, the paths of Tha*alibx and Maimandi could have crossed 
at several points, but exact information is lacking. Thaalibi 
mentioned Maimandi's patronymic in the Lataif under the des-
cription of Bust as "But the proudest boast vrhich Bust can make 
is that it has brought forth the unique figure of the age, the 
crown of the epoch, the outstanding figure of both this inferior 
world and the superior one, the Sahib Shams al-Kufat (Ahmad b. 
Hasan al~Maimandi). Maimandi is considered to be one of the 
greatest of the oriental viziers and as a learned man he encouraged 
scholars and showed respect to them. 
Abu Nasr Mansur b. Mishkan was the chief secretary of the 
Dlwan al-Rasail of Mahmud since 404/1013 and continued as such 
till his death in 431/1039, during Mas'ud's reign. Although 
Thaalibi did not clearly mention his relation with Abu Nasr 
Mishkan his biography of him and description of his style of 
his writings in Tatimma al-Yatlma certainly indicate that 
Thaalibi was closely connected with him. 
1 Lataif al-Maarif, Chapter 10, 206, tr. 136. 
2 Tatimma, II, 62. 
Ill 
Abul-Hasan Muhananad b.'Isa al-Karaji (apparently related 
to Karaj Abu Dulaf) was a permanent courtier (nadim) at Mahmud's 
and Masud's courts. Sometimes he was appointed as dabir or 
secretary of the Dlwan al~Rasail of Rayy during Mas'ud' s reign 
when he was also appointed as Khazin of Hirat. He was one of 
Mahmud's closest advisers and was perhaps killed in the 
Dandanqin war in 431/1040, Tha'alibI gave his biography and 
praised him in Tatimma al-Yatima which he dedicated to him 
along with Tahsin al-Qabl^ wa Taqblh al~Hasan. 
Thaalibi met several times Qadi Abui-Hasan al-Mu*ammil b. 
Khalil b. Ahmad at Ghazna. He gave his biography extensively 
2 
in Tatimma. Besides thera, Thaalibi was acquainted at Ghazna 
with a group of literateurs, scholars, notables and qadls from 
whom he narrated and of whom he gave biography in his Tatimma 
al-Yatima. 
Tha'alibi stayed at Ghazna for about five years. His old 
friend and the great patron Amir Abul- Muzaffar died in 412/ 
3 
1021. Then he left Ghazna for Hirat where he became the 
guest of QadI Abu Ahmad Mansur b. Muhammad al-Harawx al-Azdi. 
Tha'alibi mentions that he met him while both of them were away 
1 Ibid., I, 1, 131, 133; II, 67; Abul-Padl al-Bayhaqi, 
Tgrikh al-Bayhaqi, 1-3, 694, 611, 627. 
2 Tatimma, II, 75. 
3 Sburar al-Siyar, Preface, 6; Dairat al-Maarif al-Islimiyya, 
tr. (Egypt, 1933), VI, 198. 
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from home and became close friends. Thaalibi dedicated his 
al-Ijaz wa\-Iiaz and al-LatIf fi'l-tlb to this Qadi who offered 
2 
the former his great favour and bounties, and showed a great 
respect. 
But Thaalibi soon left Hirat for NlshapiSr while he was more 
than sixty years old. He already passed forty years of his age 
at that time in travelling to various cities and countries. 
According to his own account, Th^ '^ l^it'i returned to Nishapur 
long before 420/10 29, where the people offered him a warm 
welcome as is indicated by a qaslda of his friend Abu Muhammad 
al-Hasan b, al-Muammil al~HarawI who welcomed his friend Tha'alibi 
4 
thus; j> 
(with the return of our lord, Abu Mansur 
the horizons of Nishapur were enlightened 
and the signs of happiness already appeared 
while still he remained with honour, happi-
ness and good fortune (wealth) which will 
continue for a long time). 
Apparently, Tha'a'libl came back to Nighapur from Ghazna with 
much wealth and richness that enabled him to purchase an estate 
1 Tatimma, II, 46. 
2 Ibid., II, 47. 
3 Ibid., I, 63. 
4 Ibid., II, 23, where Thaalibi gave his biography. 
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with the hope for passing the rest of his life in prosperity 
and devoting himself to compilation. Since his return to 
Nishapur, Tha'alibi again visited the house of his old friend 
and patron Amir Abul- Fadl al-Mxkali in order to renew their 
old relation and thus compiled for him Thimar al-QulQb fil-
•Mudaf wa*l-Mansub. In this opportunity Tha'alibi was connected 
with Abui -Fadl's brother Abu Ibrahim Nasr b. Ahmad al—Mikali 
and a group of eminent scholars and notables of the time who 
were frequenting the house of the Mikali family, such as, Abu 
- - - 3 
Mansur Yahya al-Katib, his two sons, Abu-Wafa and Abu Salama, 
- « _ _ 4 
and Abu Yala Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-Sufi al-BasrI. This 
Abul-Fadl al-Mlkali also repeatedly requested ThacTlibf to 
compile a book on philology for which he had already instructed 
a method to him. As already mentioned, ThaalibI then took leave 
of Mikair to withdraw to his own country estate which appears 
to have been located in the vicinity of Kirman some thousand 
kilometers from Nishapur. For this purpose MXkall gave an 
order to the effect that Tha'alibI was to be supplied from his 
5 «• 
own library with whatever sources he might need. Thaalibi 
remained isolated from the city of NTshapur proper for a long 
time concentrating in his own estate on the study of books 
1 Tha'alibf, Fiqh al-Lugha wa Sirr al-'Xrabiyya, al-Matba'a al-
Tujjariyya (Egypt, 1959), 15. 
2 ThaalibI gave his biography in his Tatimma al-Yatima, 11,6. 
3 Ibid., II, 14-6. 
4 Ibid., I, 89. 
5 Fiqh al-Lugha, 16. 
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supplied by Mikali from among which the former chose, selected 
and classified the texts necessary for Fiqh al-Luaha. We, 
however, do not know how long Tha'alibi stayed in his country 
estate where he was stranded as because it was ransacked and 
fell a prey to attacks by the Qufs, of whom al-Azharl"^ said, 
"They are bandits and robbers living in the mountains of 
Kirman, well-experienced in warfare." According to Ibn al-
Athlr, "A group of Turkish warriors attacks Khurasan. They 
ransacked the province and plundered the food-stuffs of the 
.,2 year." 
Describing his misfortunes, Tlia'alibl says, "many reasons 
and circximstances prolonged my absence and hindred me from 
being at Mikali's court, namely Safatlj al-Ahzan (which 
probably means payment of extortion which the Qufs demanded 
from ThaalibI) and the destruction and tyranny of the Qufs. 
"It seems very likely that Mikali hurried to help his friend 
by paying the alloted extortion money until they were driven 
away. We learn from Thaalibi himself that "darkness of anxiety 
was soon dispersed and the road opened, "Thus Thaalibi was 
able to join his friena al-Mikali at Nlshapur and presented him 
1 al-Azharl Ibn Manzur, Lisin_al-Arab (Beirut, 1375/1957), 
VII, 79, art., "Qafapa", Yaqut, al-Mualitarik wadan wal-
Muftariq Suq'kn, 356; Ibn Miskaway, Tajarib al-Umam (Cairo, 
1333/1914),11, 298-301, and his continuator al-Rudhrawari, 
Dhyl Tajarib al-Umam (Cairo, 1334/1916), 58. 
2 Ibn al-AthIr, al-Kamil fi'l-Tarlkh, Dar Sadir (Beirut, 1966), 
IX, 377; Thaalibi, Fiqh al-Lugha, 22. 
3 Fiqh al-Lugfaa, 7. 
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in 421/1030 or soon after with the Fiqh al-Lugha ff Sirr al-
"Arabiyya and earned from the Amir much favour which enabled 
him to improve his economic conditions. 
In the year 422/10 31 Abu Sahl b, al-Hasan al-Hamduni or 
al-Hamdawi took over the government of Khurasan from the 
Ghaznavid Sultan Mas'ud b. Sultan Mahmud (reg. 421-32/1030-41) . 
Abu Sahl was a notable of NIshapur who acted first as an"Arid 
after the year 396/1006 when Abu Musa b. 'imran al-Kurdi was 
the commander of the array of |Churasan. The duty of the 
'Arid was to look after the well-being of the soldiers in the 
Khurasan province and to see that the army was maintained at 
a high standard of efficiency; at that time Thaalibi dedicated 
to him, as mentioned before, a copy of Sihr al-Balagha wa 
Sirr al-Baraa. According to al-Imad al-Isfahani,-Abu Sahl 
al-HamdawI was the 'Arid or civil governor of Khurasan for 
Sultan Mahmud (d. 421/1030) after whose death he acted as 
Prime-Minister to Muhammad b. Mahmud during his short Sultanate 
of seven months. When Masud ascended the throne after defeating 
1 Tatimma, II, 60-1; Sihr al-Balagha, 5? Zambaur, Mu'jam 
al-Ansab, ed. Zakr Muhammad, Muhammad Hasan and Hasan 
Ahmad Mahmud, Matba*a Jamia Fuwad al-Awwal, 1951, 80,where 
is an indication that al-Hamdawl remained as governor of 
IChurasan till 428/1037. About al-Hamduni see; Ibn al-AthIr, 
al-Kamil fil-tarllsh, IX, 379, 381^ 428-9, 435-6, 446, 458. 
2 Al-Imad al-I?fahani (d. 597 A.H.), jOiarida al-Qagr wa Jarlda 
al-'Xgr. The'Iraqi division, ed. Muhammad Bahja al-AthaH 
and Dr. Jamil Sa'Td, Matba'a al-Majma' al-^ Elmi al-Iraqi, 
1375/1955, and 1964; al-Bundari, Zubda al-Nusra wa Nujchba 
al-Usra, ed. M. Th. Houtsma (Leiden, 1889), 5-7. 
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his brother Muhammad, al-HamdawI was honoured with further 
important offices, such as the governorship of Rayy and Jibal 
in 424/1033. 
In 422/1031 Masud sent his general Tash Farrash as governor 
to Rayy who imposed levies and duties to such an extent that 
many of the inhabitants of Rayy fled from the city because 
Tash Farrash, "filled the land with injustice and tyranny, 
until the people prayed for deliverance from them (the Ghazna-
vids) and their rule". But when al-Hamdawi was appointed 
civil governor of Rayy in 424/1033, he abolished all the evil 
2 practices of his predecessor and the province again flourished. 
During the following seven years al-Hamdawi found himself 
fighting Kakuyid of the Daylamite'^Ala al-Dawla, Muhammad, known 
as Ibn Ka Kuyah (reg. 398-433/1008-1042), the governor of 
Isfahan, who was able to occupy Rayy for a while but then lost 
his own capital to al-HaradawI in 425/1034. But Ibn Kakuyah 
recruited some of the Turkumen and in 428/1037 he was able to 
occupy Rayy itself, compelling al-Hamdawi to retreat to 
- 3 Nishapur. From the account of Ibn al-AthIr, we learn that 
al-HamdawT had to relinquish NTshapur at the approach of the 
Saljuqs in 429/1038, but that he returned to the city in 431/ 
10 39-40, when the Saljuqs were driven away for a while by 
1 Cf. Bosworth, The Ghaznavids, 71, 85-6, quoting Bayhaqi, 
158j Tatimma#li, 60-2. 
^ 5 
2 Ibn a l - A t h i r , a l-Kamil f i a l -Tar lkJa , IX, 291-2 . 
3 I b i d . , IX, 279, 304. 
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Masud. In the same year the city of Nfshapur was finally 
reoccupied by the Seljuqs for good. Now when al-^ aradawi 
became governor of Khurasan and then of Rayy and Jibitl, 
Thaalibi was again closely connected with this old friend in 
whose house he found a good place for his aspirations. In 
this opportunity he dedicated to this new governor also the 
^°°^s Lataif al-Zurafa'min Tabaqat al-Fudla^ al-Baraa fi al-
takallum min al-Sinaa (mentioned in the introduction of La1:alf 
2 
al-gahaba» etc.) and an anonymous work on Adab. Through 
this Hamdawi, Tha'alibl was introduced to his adviser Abul-
A^la Muhammad b. %1I b. al-Husayn Safi al-Hadratayn from whose 
ocean of learning he deeply acquired the knowledge of literature,' 
In 424/1033 Sultan Mas'ud on his way to Baghdad arrived at 
Khurasan and stayed for a while at Nl§hapur accompanied by 
high ranking officials of the empire. In this opportunity, 
Thaalibi eulogised the Sultan and his vizier Abu Nasr Ahmad 
<- 4 b. Muhammad with some poems. He thus praised the king Masud. 
1 Ibid., IX, 312-6, 
2 Thaalibi, Lata'if al-Zurafa^ ed. Qasim al-Samarrat (E.J. 
Brill, Leiden, 1978), in facsimile form from the 
Leiden manuscript with an introduction and annotation. 
Introduction, VII-XI; Qasim al-Simarra'f, art., "Some 
Biographical notes on al-Thaalibl", Bibliotheca Orlentalis 
32 (1975), No. 3/4, 182-3. 
3 Tha'alibl gave his biography in Tatimma, I, 107. 
4 Khass al-aiass, 237. 
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(Leave aside the legends and news, and 
look at the victorious king Masud; 
Observe (in him) all notables and kings 
together, and Rustam and Sulayman b. 
Dawd) . 
He also praised the same king: 
(Then heaven spread over you its innumerable 
stars and the kings became submissive to 
your might and power; 
You joined with the workd as you were fit 
for it. Be happy with it and the kings 
should congratulate you). 
ThaalibI praised the Shaykh Abu Nasr Ahmad b. Muhammad, 
the Vizier: 
oy^^6}r*^\J>6\c^ ^\ 
(You are the moon which awarded its mantle 
to the age, so it travelled by night and 
led the tongues of the biting insects; 
You are the Prime Minister in whose office 
appear Jupiter and Venus, Sun and Moon and 
'Umar I and'Umar II) . 
1 Ibid., 185, 238, 
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ThaaTlibi had many literary assemblies .and conversations 
' - <- - 1 
with Abul-Qasim Abd al-Wahid b, al-Harish al-Isfahani who 
first lived under Sahib b. al-^ Abbad, the Buwayhid Wazlr and 
then flourished under the Gljaznawid rule. He had also the 
-' 2 
same relation with Abul-Fath Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Danbawandl. 
Thaalibl's relation with Shaikh Badr al-Sudur Abul-Hasan 
Musafir b. al-Hasan, the^Arid, was closer than with others 
mentioned before. He was first acquainted with this '^ Arid at 
Ghazna, V^ hen Abu Sahl b. al-Hasan al-Hamdawi was sent as a 
civil governor of Rayy with the title al-Shaikh al-AmId, the 
- 4 _ _ 
office of *Arid in the province of Khurasan seems to have 
been given to this Abul-Hasan Musafir who arrived at Nishapur 
probably in 424/10 33 and took over the charge of "^ Ari^ . Tha'alibi 
dedicated his book Kbass al-Kbass to him. In this work Tha'^ alibi 
for the first time, mentions al-Hamdawi's name together with 
5 
quotations of some of his poetry which he repeats in the 
» _^, 
Latlif al-Zurafa/ and in the Tatimma. The Tatimma, as mentioned 
before, was dedicated to another Ghaznavid high official, Abul-
Hasan Muhammad b.*isa al-Karaji, one of Mahmud's closest 1 Tha'alibi/gave his biography in Tatimma, I, 122. 
2 Ibid., 133. 
3 Ibid., II, 68. 
4 For s t a t u s and d u t i e s of an 'Ari(^, s e e : M. Nazim, The L i fe 
and t imes of Sul tan Mahmud, 137-42. 
5 jCitass al-Kl?ass, 170-2 . 
5 Tatimma, I I , 67, 6 0 - 1 . 
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advisers. Hence, we can safely assume tha't these three works 
were the last of Thaa"libl's output and written in the period 
between 424/10 33 and 429/1038. The fact can be established 
by circumstantial evidence in the works themselves. But KJa^ ss 
al-Kjjass seems to have been compiled before the Tatimma and 
Lataif al-Zurafa, ThaalibI praised this priest'Arid profusely 
in prose and verse. He also narrated that this r^Is a 
literateur and generous scholar helped him at the time of his 
misfortune. A friendly correspondence was also held between 
2 
these two friends. 
Tha'alibI was also connected with a high-ranking Ghaznavid 
official named Abifl-Fath al-Hasan b. Ibrahim al-Saimarl who 
accompanied Sultan MasMd at Nishapur in 4 24/10 33 when the king 
was on his way to Baghdad. When al-Saimarl looked into the 
Fiqh al-Lugjha of Tha'alibI he admired it while the author 
quickly abridged the book and named it Khasai? al-Lugha and 
3 
dedicated it to him. 
Evidently, ThaalibI was now writing an appendix of his 
Yatlm:^, al-Dahr at Nishapur named Tatimma al-Yatlma in order 
1 Kbass a l -Ki iass , P re face , 186, 191 
2 I b i d . , 228; Tatimma, I I , 69-70. 
3 Tlia''alibi, miagais al-Lugha, Zahiriyya, MS, 206 of MS 
at Mahad Ihya. al-Makhtutat, Jami'a al-Dual al-Arabiyya, 
f l a . • 
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to dedicate it to his old friend Shaijch Abul-Hasan Muhammad 
b. 'Isa al-Karaji who was most likely killed in the desert of 
Dandanqan war held in 431/1040. But when al-Karaji was in a 
hurry to travel Tha'alibi dedicated to him the draft of the 
book which was undoubtedly written sometime after the death 
of al-Maimandi (d. 424/1033)/ presumably after al-Hamdawi 
took over the charge of the governorship of Rayy and Jibal 
(424/1033-428/1037) . 
But Sultan Mas'ud gave up his idea of visiting Baghdad and 
hurriedly came back to Gfiazna for an important campaign against 
his rebel deputy of India, Ahmad Yanaltigin in 424/1033. Ahmad 
was the Turkian commander of the army in India, whose office 
ranked next in importance only to that of the commander-in-
chief, the Hajib-i-Buzurg. V^ hen Ahmad rebelled, Mas'ud gave 
his post to a Hindu slave, one Tilak and thus the rebellion 
was suppressed. At that time Thaalibi devoted himself to 
revising his Tatimma al-Yatima and mentioned in it the bio-
graphies of many literateurs of the court circle of Sultan 
Mas'ud with whom he was closely associated. Hence, it appears 
that Tha'alibl engaged the last years of his life in revising 
Tatimma. This was the time when he became so old that 
forgetfulness was found predominantly on him as evident from 
1 Tatimma, I , 1 . 
2 Ibn a l - A t h i r , a l-Kamil f l \ - T a r i k h , IX, 428; Cf. Bosworth, 
The QJQaznavids, 7 6 - 7 . 
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many places of this work and which he could hardly avoid. But 
according to Bosworth, the last years of Thaalibl's life are 
wholly obscure. There is extant a work by him on adab, without 
a title, written for the library of another great Ghaznavid 
official, Abu" Sahl Hamdanl or Hamdawi/ who acted as vizier for 
Sultan Muhammad b. Hahmud during his first brief Sultanate of 
421/10 30 and thereafter held high office under Masud; this 
work probably, therefore, dates from the last years of Thaalibl's 
life. In the year of his death, 429/10 38, the Seljuq Turkmen 
bands, from whose depredations the province of Khurasan had 
for some years past been suffering, actually appeared in 
Nishapur, and within two years of Tha'alibi's death, Khurasan 
passed finally from the control of the Gcjaznavids into that of 
_ 2 
the Seljuqs. Thaalibl in this Tatimma mentioned his two other 
books, namely, Sirr al-Sinaa and al-Gijilman that were about to be 
3 
completed, but we do not know whether the compilation of these 
books was completed or not and hence these two books are still 
missing. 
(V) His Teachers 
An extensive study of Tha'alibi's works will certainly 
provide us with an information that the author learned mostly 
1 Tatimma, I, 26, 28, 31, 45 and 73. 
2 Latalf al-Ma'arif, ed. and tr. Bosworth (Edinburgh, 1968), 
Introduction, 7; Cf. Bosworth, The gj^aznavids, 71, 85-6; 
For our evidence that Tatimma was the last work of Thaalibl, 
See: Qasim al-Samaira'i, Bibliotheca Orientalis, 32 (1975),183, 
3 Tatimma, II, 85. 
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by hearing from the eminent and leading scholars of his own 
time. Probably, the very little of his book Ahsan ma Sami'tu 
bears a testimony to our assumption that ThaalibI used to 
hear more than he used to read. According to his biographer 
•*• m v Ibn al-Anbarl, Thaalibi studied adab under the well-known 
Abu Bakr al-Khwarazmi (d. 383/993) who, in most of the former's 
V70rks, appears as one of his main sources of information. All 
thallibl's predecessors, including his own contemporaries, were 
completely silent about mentioning his other teachers, the 
reason may be his short-biography. But most likely Thaalibi 
was not himself distinguished, except al-KhwarazmI,by other 
specified teachers. His non-specialization in particular 
branch of sciences clearly advocates this opinion. Tiiaalibi 
was a self-taught scholar who received something unique from 
different colours of education and then left it for another 
one. It is not unlikely that Th_a'alibi' s becoming a pupil of 
al-Khwarazml made an impression on the former's special 
attention to philology and literature. 
Obviously, if we study Thaalibi's books we shall definitely 
find him narrating mostly from a group of eminent personalities. 
There are some such scholars whom it may be unjust to consider 
as his teachers. Nevertheless, some of their names may 
1 Al-Anbari (d. 557 A.H.), Nuzhat al-Alibba fi Tabagat al-
Udaba', ed. Ibrahim al-SamarraT, al-Maarif (Baghdad, 1959) , 
249; M. Kurd 'All quoted it in Kunuz al-Ajdad, 233 and 
Yusuf Aliyan Sarkis in his Mu'jara al-Matbuat al-Arabiyya, 
656. 
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conveniently be mentioned here. Although not his teachers, they 
had an immense effect on his narrations from them. Namely, Abul-
Path ^ 11 b. Muhammad al-Bustl, Abu 1^ 11 Muhammad b. *Umar al-
- 1 -. - ? 
Zahir, Abu Tahir Maymun b. Sahl al-Wasitl, Abu al-Nasr 
I>!uhammad b. lAbd al-Jabbar alAjtbt, A^wn b. al-Husayn al-
_ 4 ^ ^ 
Haraadhani, Shaykh Abu Bakr'All b. al-Hasan al-Quhistanl, 
etc. But due to numerousness, Tha'alibl's narrations from 
- ». 6 
al-Khwarazmi surpassed all his narrations from the other 
scholars mentioned above. Moreover, in course of his narrating 
from al-IC]awarazmi, £ha'alibl, designated him as "al-Ustadij al-
Tabari" in his al-Kinayah wal-tafjd and al-Zaraif Wafl-lataif, 
and referred to his Taliqat (a Persian style of writing 
commonly called Taliq) and narrations which he quoted and 
1 XhaalibI narrated from him in Yatlmma al-Dahr, I, 106, 116, 
119,200,206, 307, 420, 432, 423; II, 217,372; III, 358; 
IV, 415 and his biography is given in the YatTma, IV, 415. 
2 Slia'alibi narrated from him in Yatimma, II, 372-3; III, 3, 
40; in al-Lutf wal-Zara*if, 40; in Taijsin al-Qablh wa 
taqbih al-Hasan, f. 7a. 
3 Thaalibi narrated from him in YatXmma, II, 199, 20 2; III, 
325; IV, 50, 303; in al-Kinaya w^l-Tarld, 6, 48; in Tt^ imar 
al-Qulub, 372, '~~ 
4 Thaalibi narrated from him in YatBcia, 111,194,20 2,203,206. 
5 Thaalibi narrated from him in Tatimma, I, 5,6,30,31,35,48, 
87; II, 96,100,101. His biography is given in Tatimma, II, 
73; in Mu'jam al-Udaba of Yaqut, V, 116. 
6 Tha'alibi narrated from al-Khwarazml in Yatlma, I, 45,105, 
217, 248,288,289,298,305; II, 119,217,224,363; III, 194, 
207,213,256,260,265,302,323,329,330,340,343,356; IV, 102, 
150,242; in al-Kinaya wal-Tarld, 7,19,34,36,41,54; in al-
Lat-a'if wa^l-Zaralf, 69; in Man ghaba 'anhul-Mutrib, 249; in 
Tahsin al-Qablh wa Taqbih al-Hasan, f.5b, 15b; in Thimar 
al-i^ulub, 36, 495; in Figh al-Lugha, 40, 42, 47. 
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transcribed in his other books. These are indicating to 
Thaalibi's becoming a pupil of al-Khwarazmf, which are not 
available in his other narrations from the other scholars. 
Evidently, Abul-Fath al-BustI too occupied a special place to 
ThaalibT who apparently gave his biography and praised him 
thus: 
(I have become a great lover of liberality, 
for it is your own nature, and I have kissed 
the earth of Bust, for it is your encampment 
ground; 
This present age has no desire to reap and 
harvest me, for amongst the circles of those 
with the polish of polite learning, I am your see 
seed) 
As Thaalibi considering himself here to be the seed of Bust, 
he indistinctly indicates to his avowing al-BustI as his only 
teacher, for Tha'alibI does not narrate to us his association 
with any other people of ^^ u^st except Abul-Fath al-Bustl. 
Thaalibi's learning was not confined to his youth but he 
benefitted much from those scholars who came to NIshapur after 
4 20/10 29 while he was at the age of more than seventy years. 
_' c 2 
Among them, Abul-Fadl Muhammad b. Abd al-Wahid al-Tamiml and 
1 LatSif al-Maarif, 206. 
2 Tatimma al-Yatlma, I, 63, where his biography is also given. 
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and Abu Yala Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-BasrI are famous. Thaalibi 
was a humble and scholarly student who was fond of acquiring 
knowledge and scholars in his youth, as well as in old age 
receiving from every one possessed to even a little knowledge 
useful to him. This is the quality of a scholar who believes 
2 
that whoever thinks that he knows he becomes ignorant. 
(VI) His students 
Describing Thaalibi's reputation as a profound scholar and 
genius of Arabic literature, Ibn Bassam (d. 542/1147) indicated 
to people's inclination to satiate their thirst of knowledge 
3 
by travelling to him from every direction. Explaining his 
study under Tha'alibl, al-BakharzI expressed his eagerness to 
4 
receive light from the former. Hence we have to consider 
Bakharzi's Dumyat al Qa?r as the product of his study under 
Thaalibi. In the YatTma al-Dahr there is an indication that 
1 Ibid., I, 89, with his biography. 
2 In the preface, the editor of al-Ijaz wal-'ljaz in his study 
about Thaalibi indicated that the later received knowledge 
from the distinguished and reliable scholars like Ibn al-
Sikklt, Abu*^Ubaida, al-Asmai, al-Khwarazml, Sibawayh al-
Sayrafi, al-Mubarrad, Ibn JinnI, etc. By this the editor 
perhaps intended Thaalibi's quoting from the books of these 
scholars who mostly died before that Tha'alibi saw them. 
3 Ibn Bassam, al-QliaKi}ira fi mahasin ahl al^JazTra, quoted by 
Ibn Khallikan in Wafayat al-A'yan, II, 35"! 
4 Al-Bakharzl, Dumyat al-Qa?r, II, 262. 
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"some students" read it before Thaallbl. Yaqut al-Hamawi 
mentioned that he saw a copy of Yatlma al-Dahr on which a hand 
- - 2 
writing of Yaqub b. Ahmad b. Muhammad was found with a mark 
of its being read before Tha'alibl. This Yaqut composed some 
verses praising Tha'alibl for his accomplishment in such a 
manner by which the former was understood to be his student/ 
for he says: 
(My Lordl Although, you raised my status, 
elevated my position and bequested to me the 
glory; 
I fell behind in thanking you, while my 
excuse is evident, and is the lord is thanked 
if he favours the servant?) 
Talking about the good hand-writing of Muhammad b, 
_ 5 - -
Ishaq al-Bahhathi, Yaqut indicated to another manuscript-
copy of the Yatlma scribed by the former, but Yaqut did not 
refer to his reading the Yatlma before Thaa'libl. But Thaalibl 
described the reading of Yatlma before him by Abu al-Mahasin 
1 Thaalibl, Yatlma, IV, 450, 
2 Tha'alibi gave his biography in Tatimma al-YatTma, II, 20. 
3 YaqQt, Mujam al-Udabi; II, 319. 
4 Tatimma al-Yatlma, II, 319. 
5 Thaalibl gave his biography in Tatimma, II, 30, but he did 
not indicate to him to be his student. 
6 Yaqut, Mujam al-Udaba, VI, 410. 
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i - y - 1 ' 
Sad b, Muhammad b. r4ansur, rais of Jurian. - Abul-Fadl al-
Bayhaqi (d. 470/1077-78) admits that he benefitted much by 
c_ , 2 
hearing from Thaalibi when the latter was at Nish§pur. 
A few texts narrated in Tha'alibi's books were also quoted 
in the books written in the later ages. A number of chains 
of these narrations already ended with those scholars who 
directly heard these texts from Thaalibi. For example, *A1I 
b. '^ afir al-Azdi quoted in his book a number of texts narrated 
by Abu Muhammad Ismail b. Muhammad al-Naysaburl who narrated 
them from Thaalibi. In this way Ibn Khalifa al-Ishbill 
(d. 515 A.H.) mentioned for al-Mubhij and Fiqh al~Lugha a 
chain which ended with Abu Muhammad al-Husayn b. Muhammad b, 
- _ 4 ,r-
Ahmad al-Naysaburi who narrated from Thaalibi. He also 
mentioned for Ajnas al-Tajnis two sanads, one of which ended 
with the said Abu Muhammad who narrated from 'Pha'alibl and the 
other ended with Abu Nasr Muhammad b. al-Fadl b. Muhammad 
al-Sarakhsi who also narrated from Thaalibi. 
1 Tatimma, I, 144, where his biography is given. 
2 Bayhaqi's biography is given in al~Wafi bil-Wafayat, Damascus 
edition, II, 20: Bayhaqi, Tariklx al-BayhaqI, 735. 
3 'All b. Zafir al-Azdi (d. 613 A.H.), Bada'i al-Badaih, ed. 
Muhammad Abtfl-Fadl Ibrahim (Egypt, 1957), 130. Thaalibi 
narrated for Abu Muhammad some of his poetry in the 
Yatima al-Dahr, IV,'470 and Tjiimar al-Qulub, 419. 
4 Fihrist ma rawahu "^an Shuyukhi Ibn C^hallfa al-IshbilT 
under the supervision of Zahir Fathullah, 2nd ed. 1963, 
368, 370. 
5 Ibid., 389. 
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Undoubtedly, Thaalibi had many students, but perhaps 
due to their unfamiliarity, most of their names disappeared 
and consequently we know no more about his school. But the 
impression of Bakharzi's study under Thaalibi always remained 
a source of encouragement for the writers of the later 
periods to compile their books in imitation of Yatlma's style 
for long till the 7th/13th century."'• 
(VII) His death 
Abu Ishaq al-Qayrawani al-Husari (d. 453/1061) mentioned 
a fact established on more conjecture that Abu Mansur Thaalibi 
was still alive when the former was writing the latter's 
2 
biography. This statement given by al-Husari was not 
sufficient to ascertain the date of Thaalibi's death, though 
it enabled us to find a definite time for writing his own 
book gahr al-Adab. Al-Bakharzl (d. 467/1075) and Ibn al-Anbari 
(d. 557/1162) did not give the date for his death in their 
biographical books. The 7th/13th century biographer Ibn 
JChallikan (d. 681/1282), however, was the first to give the 
1 Cf. *lmad al-Din al-Isfahani (d. 597 A.H.), lOiarlda al-
qasr, al-Qism al-Iraqi, ed. Muhammad Bahza al-Atharl and 
J^ rifl said, Matbaa al-Majma'al-^lml al-Iraql, 1955,1964, 
Preface of the editor, I. 87. 
2 Al-Husarl, Zahr al-Adab wa Xbamar al-Albab, Ed. Muhammad 
*Ali'ai-Bajiwi, al-Babi al-Halabi (Egypt, 1372/1953), 1,27. 
•^  Puinyat al-Qasr (Aleppo, 1349/1930), 183-5 and Nuzhat al-
Alibba fi Tabaqat al-Udaba', ed. Ibrahim al-SamarraT 
(Baghdad, 1959), 249 respectively. 
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date of his death as 429/1038.-^ Following-Ibn Khallikan, 
the 8th/14th century biographers Abu'l- Fida (d. 732/1332) and 
Ibn Kathir^ (d. 774/1372)said that Thaalibi died in 429/1038. 
In this way the 10th/16th century writer 'Abd al-RahIm al-
'AbbasI (d. 963/1556) mentioned Tha'alibi' s death under the 
events of the year 429/10 38. But another prolific writer and 
historian of the 8th/14th century al-Hafiz al-Dhahabl (d. 748/ 
1347) gave the date for Thaalibi's death as 4 30/10 39^ while 
he said that Thaalibi lived for eight years. Perhaps, this 
statement caused his controversy with Ibn Kljallikan regarding 
the date of Xljaalibr's death. Al-Dtjahabi, therefore, counted 
the eighty years from the unanimous date of his birth which 
took place in 350/961. This opinion was followed by al-Yafil 
(d. 768/1367)^ and Ibn al-Imad al-Hanball (d. 1089/1678)'^ who 
mentioned Thaalibi under the dead of the year 430/1049. 
Accordingly, the 9th/15th century biographer Ibn QadI Shuhba 
1 Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-Ayan, II, 352. 
2 'Imad al-DTn Abui- Fida, al-Mu|£]3ta^ ar ff AJsjibar al-Ba&har, 
Dar al-Kitab al-Lubnani (Cairo, 1375/1959), II, 162 
(Part IV). 
3 Abu 1-Fida Ismail b. Kathjir, al-Bidaya wal-Nihaya fil-
tarikh (Cairo, 1251-8/1932-9), XII, 44, 
4 'Abd al-Rahim al-'Abbasi, Ma'ahid al-TansIs, ed. Ibrahim 
al-Dusuqr, Dar al-TebSa (Egypt, 1274/1858), 473; Cairo 
edition, 1316 A.H., II, 91-3. 
5 Al-Hafiz al-Dhahabi, al-Ibar fi Kh^ abr man qhabar (Kuwait, 
196i), III, 172. 
6 "^ Abdallah b. Asad al-Yafii, Mirat al-Janan wa^Ibra al-
Yaqdhan (Hyderabad, 1338/1920), III, 53-4. 
7 Ibnal-Imad al-Hanball, Sj^ adhrat al-Dhahab, Maktaba al-
Qudsi (Cairo, 1350/1931-2), III, 264-5. 
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al-Asada (d. 851/1447) also said that Tha'alibl died in 4 30/ 
1039 at the age of eighty. Al-Safadi (d. 764/1363) hesitated 
between two opinions and said that Thaalibi died either in 
429/1038 or in 430/10 39^ which was followed by al-Damirl 
(d. 808/1405). The other writers and biographers followed 
either the first or the second opinion. Thus the difference 
between two opinions is only one year for Tha'alibl's age who, 
in fact, lived about eighty years. Most likely, Tha*alibi 
died in 429/1038 and hence it was known of him that he lived 
eighty years. Unfortunately, there happened a contradiction 
to ascertain the date for Thaalibi's death which, being a 
trifling matter, has less importance for study of his life. 
But we may not be unjustified in saying that Thaalibi's 
death occurred in 429/1038, for two reasons. Firstly, 
Tha'alibl's biographer Ibn Khallikan (d. 681/1282), who was 
nearer to his age than the others, mentioned this date. 
Obviously hid proximity to 2l2.aa'libl has got a definite bearing 
on evaluating the judgements in such a case. Secondly, the 
Turkman Seljuqs, as stated by the contemporary and other 
historians, first appeared in Nishapur in Ramadan (429/10 38) 
1 Ibn QadI Shuhba al-AsadI, MS, II, 387, quoted. 
2 Khalil Beg Aybak al-Safadl, al-WafI bi'l-Wafayat, MS, 15-17, 
Q2, f. 269a, quoted-
3 Kamal al-Dln al-DamrrI, Hayat al-Hayawan al-Kubra, Dar 
al-Tabaa (Egypt, 1392/1972), I, 203. 
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when the Ghaznavids left Nishapur. Then the people of 
Nighapur revolted against the Seljuqs in Shaban 430/1039) ."'• 
If ThaalibI had observed those events, he would not remain 
silent, and/ therefore, we should find either in his poetry 
or in his last book Tatimma al-Yatima at least an evidence 
indicating those momentous events. Hence it may be safely 
concluded that the opinion of Ibn Khallikan who said ThaalibI 
died at NTshapur in 429/1038 is correct. At his sad demise, 
Tiia'alibi's circle of friends was deeply shocked. One of his 
old friends Abu Sad 'Abd al-Rahman b. Dust, the ruler and the 
famous poet of Nishapur, elegized him with the following 
2 
verses: 
(Abu Man^ur al-Tha'alibI was more proficient 
in literature than Thalab; 
Had the death taken me before him, but it 
(i.e., death) is more insidious than the fox; 
Whomsoever of the people it intends, it 
pierces him with death like the piercing of 
spear with alopecia) 
1 Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil fi'l-Tarlkhy IX, 458, 463. Cf. 
Bosworth, The atxaznavids, 252. 
2 Al-SafadI, al-WafI bil-Wafayat, MS, 15-17, Q.2, f. 
270a, quoted in al-Tamthll waU-Muhiadarat of Tha'alibi 
ed,'Abd al-Fattah Muhammad al-Halu (Cairo, 1381/1961), 
Preface, 3-32. 
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(VIII) His Personality and Character 
Tha'alibI' s was not a uniform life. In youth he was 
ambitious enough for fulfilling hopes and aspirations and 
firmly determined to achieve what he wanted. This ambitious 
character was practically reflected in his own books where we 
find him receiving entertaining curiosities and witty maxims 
with an open heart and transparent spirit. As Thaalibi said, 
"One day a witty theologian came to rne and after long conversa-
tion he asked me, "VJhat precedes this Quranic verse'? 
(We have suffered much fatigue at this 
stage of our jurney). 
I replied, "^AOM-V^HBring our lunch)". He said, "Do it". I, 
therefore, appreciated this witticism and ordered for his 
food. At this early stage of his life numerous wine and 
erotic poems related to boys and girls were found in Tha'alibI' s 
literature. But ir, the old age when he intended to mention 
some of those poems in his other books, he usually started 
them with saying: " C5WC3SCA»^(I said in my boyhood)" as if he 
was apologizing by it for the slip of youth. His hopes and 
aspirations were not fulfilled and in the fifty years of his 
1 al-Kinaya wa'l-Tarld (Mecca, 1301/1884), 39. 
2. j^agg al-Khia^s, 249. Man Qhaba "anhul-ilutrib, 77/ Tatimma' 
al-Yatima/ I, 90; Makarim al-Akhlaq, fol. 44b, quoted. 
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dedicated life he earned little benefit, A great famine which 
broke out at Nishapur snatched away his morsel of food by which 
he could survive while other rich people were enjoying a happy 
and prosperous life. Then he sighed a groaning sound which 
tore his heart and thus he composed: 
(Do not you see the time and days in life 
like the fire in the woirmwood? 
They are passing by like the wind and 
nothing remains in ray hand after their 
passing except pity). 
Thaalibi faced many troubles in his old age. He began 
to live a poor life possessed only of an agricultural farm 
outside the city of Nr^hapur, where the mountainous Qufs 
plundered its crops and demanded a heavy tax. Then he became 
unable to irrigate the farm and was compelled to sell his 
servant to his utter regret which no wonder made him a passimist 
and desperate. This sadness practically dominated his litera-
ture and compositions. In spite of that Thaalibi was a true 
Muslim having a strong faith in Allah in both the conditions 
of happiness and adversity. His strong personality and 
religious faith never allowed him to go astray from religious 
1 Tliaalibi, al-Amthal# MS, fol. 10b, quoted. 
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boundaries prescribed by Islam which he exhibited in many of 
his writings. 
Most likely, Thaalibi lived happily with his family and 
duly honoured his conjugal relation as expressed in his 
2 following saying: 
(You must have a house (i.e., family) by 
which the intellect finds pleasure as the 
v/rist is beautified with its bracelet; 
If a man has not in his house a wife 
who organises it, his household affairs 
will perish). 
But, probably due to the trend and taste of the age, as 
well as the nature of the environment, Tha^ alibi composed 
erotic poetry related to boys and selected numerous such 
poetry in his books. Certainly, Thaalibi acquired a high 
position at the courts of the Amirs, viziers and notables of 
different empires. His encyclopedic scholarship and refined 
literature combined with knov/ledge of good manners to address 
the kings and rulers, enabled him to earn such status. Thus 
he proudly spoke of his frequent meetings with the eminent 
^ ^atlma al-Dahr, II, 113; III, 241; Ihimar al~Qulub, 53; 
Fiqh al-Lugba, 118; Tatimma al-Yatlma, II, 111^ 
2 Th_aalibl, Mirat al-Murifat, al-Taraqql (Egypt, 1898), 23. 
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scholars, great personalities of the age and the distinguished 
priests. His large number of friends was more pround for 
their friendship with him and paid him his due honour. Tha'alibi 
in his books mentioned a large number of his friends with high 
admirations. *Abd al-Fattah Muhammad al-Halu gave a comprehen-
sive list of the great personalities of Thaalibi' s age v;ith 
2 
whom the latter was closely connected. 
1 Tatimma al-Yatima, II, 68. 
2 'Abd al-Fattah Muhammad Halu, art. "Sjiir al-Tha'alibl", 
Majalla al-Mawrid, 6, (Baghdad, 1397/1977), No. 1 
CHAPTER I I 
TH/SLIBI 'S WORKS 
Abu Mansur Abd al-Malik b. Muhairanad b. Ismail al-Thaalibl 
(350-429/961-1038)^ a scholar, writer, poet and teacher was the 
author of many important literary works, specially on the 
literary history of the Islamic lands, and the central and eastern 
regions in particular, during the 4th-5th/10th-llth centuries. As 
he was born at Nishapur in eastern Persia, Thaalibl acquired a 
reputation quite early in his life, as a man of profound learn-
ing at the court of Khurasan, then a great centre for the culti-
vation of such Arab sciences as history, grammar, philology, 
poetry, and belles-letters — a kind of Islamic Weimar. A 
prolific author, he wrote both in prose and poetry more than a 
hundred books and brochures on different branches of Arabic 
language and literature, namely, grammar, philology, rhetoric, 
prosody, history, literary history and criticism, biography, 
anthology, poetry and belles-letters including a few encyclo-
pedic works which embraced all the traditional, linguistic, 
religious and legal sciences, together with the whole span of 
human history as it was known to the Muslims, 
1 '^ issa J. Boullata, Review of Lataif al-Ma'Srif of Tiiaalibl, tr. 
C.E.Bosworth, The Muslim World,' 59 (1969), 159-60; SEialibl 
Tuhfa al-wuzara, ed. Ibtlsam Marhun al-Saffar and HabIb*AlI al-
RSwI (Baghdad, 1977), Preface, 3-11; idem, La-^ a*if'al-Maarif, 
ed. Ibrahim al-Abyari and ^ asan Kamil al-Sayrafi (Ciairo, 
1379/1960), Preface, 3-30. 
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Thaalibi's biographers differed in mentioning the names 
of his books. Some of them mentioned only his famous books, 
others only those books which they have seen while some others 
mentioned those which they saw or heard or read about. As if 
Thaalibi realized that the future readers would be confused 
with the names of his books, he, therefore, mentioned 24 titles 
of them in his various works and explained only the methods 
and styles of other books befitting them. His students and 
contemporary biographers, except mentioning the names of one 
or two books, did not give a comprehensive list of his books. 
In the Islamic East the 6th/12th century biographer Ibn al-
Anbari mentioned only four titles of Tha'alibi's books while the 
7th/13th century biographer Ibn Khallikan mentioned only 
eight books for him. In the Islamic west, on the authority 
of Ibn Bassam, the 6th/12th century Spanish biographer al-Kalal 
in his Ahkam San'k al-Kalim gave for the first time a compre-
hensive list of Thaalibi' s books nxombering twentyone titles 
4 -S. 
only. We do not know whether a l -Kalai found these t i t l e s in 
the Dhalshlra of Ibn Bassam or in h i s other books. The 8th/14th 
1 Al-Husarl in h is 2ahr al-Adab quoted from T h a a l i b i ' s Sibr 
al-Baiaqha and mentioned the name of the book while he quoted 
^ a ' a l i b P s al-Tamtljil w^-Muhadara without mentioning i t s name. 
Cf. Zahr al-Sdab, 12'), 3 6 F t 7 — 
2 Nuzhat al-Alibba^ 250. 
^ Wafayat al-iCyan, I , 31, 35; I I , 105, 352. 
4 Al-Kalai , Al>kam gan'a al-Kalam, ed. Muhammad Ridwan, Dar 
al-Thaqafa (Beirut, 1966), 232. 
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century biographer JChalll b. Aybak al-Safadl presented a list 
of eighty-six books for Thaalibl and the 9th/15th century 
author Ibn Qadi Shuhba al-Asadl quoted them all in his Tabaqat 
al-Nuhat wa\-LughawiIn. No other early writer gave such 
comprehensive list of Thaalibl's books. 
Of the later biographers the orientalists and the Arabs 
c- 3 
were greatly interested in Thaalibl's works. Carl Brockelmann 
gave a comprehensive list of Thaalibl's total works numbering 
fifty-only only. Haji Khalifa mentioned about twenty books in 
- 4 » « • _ _ -different places of his KasJjf al-Zunun while Ismaxl Basha 
5 
a l -Baghdad i added f i v e more books and mentioned f o r T h a a l i b l 
25 books . J u r j i Zaydan mentioned fo r Tha 'a l ibi t h i r t y - s i x books 
a v a i l a b l e e i t h e r i n p r i n t e d o r manusc r ip t form. Khayr a l -Din 
A l - S a f a d i , al-WafI bi^-Wafayat^ MS^  15-17, Q.2: f o l . 2 6 9 a -
269b/ quoted by a l - H a l d , and Abyarl and S a y r a f l . 
Ibn Qadi Shuhba a l - A s a d I , Tabaqat a l -Nuha t wa^-Lughawiln, 
MS, 11^ 387-8, as quoted by a l -Ha lu a n d A b y a r i and 9 a y r a f l . 
C. Brockelmann, a r t . , "a l -Tl ja ' a l ib i" i n Arabic and Eng l i sh , 
t r . D a l r a t a l -Maar i f a l - I s l a m i y y a h (Egypt, 1933), V I , 1 9 3 - 8 ; 
Encyclopaedia of Is lSm (Leiden, 1934) , IV, 730-3 ; Gesch ich te 
de Arabischen L i t t e r e u r (GAL), Leiden , E . J . B , 1943, I , 337, 
284, GAL Supp. , (Leiden, 1937), I , 499-504; Urdu E . i . ed . 
Muhammad StjafI' (Lahore, 1959), IV, 1009-17. 
Hajjl Kt ia l i fa , Kaghf al-Zuniim %n Asainl a l -Kutub wa*l-Funiin 
(Tehran, 1378/1958) , No. 14, 120, 238, 483, 523, 981 , 985, 
1016, 1103, 1288, 1445, 1488, 1535, 1554, 1582, 1583, 1911, 
1989, 2049. 
I s m a i l Basha, a l -Baghdad i , Hadyatal- 'Arif 1 n ( I s t a n b u l , 1951) , 
w i th o f f s e t p r i n t , Tehran, 1387 A .H . ) , I , 625 . 
J u r j i Zaydan, Tarijch Adab al-Luc[ha al^jiVrabiyyah, Maktaba 
a l - H a y a t (Be i ru t , 1967) , I I , 595 . 
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al-Zirikli mentioned Th^ aalibl's 34 books both in published and 
manuscript form. The editors of Tha'alibi's different books 
already presented different lists of his works. Ahmad"^Ubaid, 
the editor of Sihr al-Balagha mentioned for Thaalibl's 36 
books. "T^bd al-Fattah al-Halu, relying upon a list of Ibn 
Shakir al-Kutubl' s '^ Uyun al-TawarIkh, presented a comprehensive 
list of Thaalibl's books numbering 86 titles. To al-Safadi's 
list of Thaalibl's works, which contains 86 titles, the editors 
of Lataif al-Maarif Ibrahim al-Abyari and Hasan Kamil al-
Sayrafl were able to add only seven more counting in all 93 
here a few works being falsely attributed to Thaalibl. Although 
it is difficult to determine how many of those titles are 
erroneous attributions, it is certain that we have in Safadi's 
list many duplications. Recently, the editors of Thaalibl's 
Tuhfat al-Wuzara, Ibtisam al-Saffar and Hablb^iMl al-Rawi^ 
1 Khayr al-Din al-Zirikli, al-Alam, Matba'a Kustatsumas (Cairo, 
1955-9), IV, 311. 
2 Tha'alibi, Sihr al-Balagha wa Sirr al-Baria, ed. Ahmad 
''Ubayd, Matb^ al-Taraqqi (Cairo and Damascus, n.d.). Preface 
of the editor, dal, 2. 
3 Thaalibl, al-Tamtb^l wal-Muhadara, ed. Muhammad Xbd al-Fattah 
al-Halu, Matba'a 'Isa al-BabI al-HalabI (Cairo, 1381/1961), 
Preface of tne Publisher, 21-30.' 
4 idem, Lataif al-Maarif, ed. Ibrahim al-Abyari and Hasan 
Kamil al-Sayrafi, Dar Itiya al-Kutub al-Arabiyyah, 'Isa al-
Babi al-HalabI (Cairo, 1379/1960), Preface of the publishers, 
10-7. 
5 idem, Tuhfat al-Wuzara, ed. Ibtisam Marhun al-Saffar and 
Habib 'Ali al-Kawi, Ihya al-Turath al-Islami, Series_24, 
Wuzarat al-Awqaf, al-Jamhuriyyat al-Iraqiyya (Baghdad, 1977), 
Preface of the editors, 3-11. 
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presented a more comprehensive list of Thaalibl's books, 
pviblished or manuscript, numbering 102 titles including 
Tuhfat al-Wuzara itself. Muhammad Sadiq al-Naqawl furnished 
a brief list of Thaalibl's books consisting of 125 in three 
categories of published, manuscript and missing. The other 
biographers and editors followed the sources mentioned above. 
Thaalibl was a prolific as well as an indefatigable 
compiler of works. Although he reproduced time and again the 
same metaphors and hyperboles, the same tales and anecdotes; 
his presentation is somehow different in every work. The 
reader, however, can hardly fail to notice that he draws his 
materials from one stock of collections. Zotenberg has already 
drawn attention to Thaalibl's tendency towards repetition and 
his practice of utilizing material from one work in another. 
This tendency of repetition is noted by almost every scholar 
dealing with Tha'alibI. Thus Carl Brockelmann remarks. "His 
numerous compilations, in which he deals by no means scrupul-
ously with the intellectual property of his predecessors and 
repeats himself frequently, deal mainly with the poetry of his 
3 
time but also with lexicology and rhetoric." 
1 Muhammad Sadiq al-NaqawI, "al-Thaalibi: Hayatuhu wa Atharuhu, 
Majalia aJ-Majma'' al-Ilml al-Hindi, Department of Arabic, 
Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh (India, 1397/1977^,11, 
No.1/2, 49-74. The same author was the editor of liiaalibi's 
IChass al-Khass, a doctoral dissertation in MS, Cf.Preface, 1-30. 
2 Ghurar al-Siyar, tr. Zotenberg (Paris, 1900), Preface, XII ft. 
3 Brockelmann, art., "al-Tha*^ ilibi", Ency.of Islam, Old ed.,730, 
Ghurar al-Siyar,tr. Zotenberg, Preface, XII, Lataif al-Maarif 
ti-. Bosworth, «, 14, 20. * 
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-'•r-, J ,.T Thaalibi's range of interest was not j-ust confined to 
assembling anecdotes and bons mots but in Ibn Khallikan's 
v7ords, "he composed many other works besides, containing 
anecdotes of eminent man, notices on their lives, and extracts 
from their poetry and epistles; all these productions are 
indicative of vast information in the author." Apart from 
this assembling process, Tha^libl was also a versatile and 
creative scholar. He was concerned above all with those 
branches of traditional Arabic lore which dealt with the 
handling of words in the widest possible sense. Prominent 
amongst his works are those dealing with Arabic language in 
all its rich and manifold aspects. He wrote copiously on 
2 
grammar and philology, on balagha or rhetoric, and composed 
a great deal of poetry which he mentioned himself or which was 
quoted by others. Baliiiarza says that a mujallada of Tha'alibl's 
poetry found its way in to his hands after the author's death. 
•Eha'alibi's interest does not include theology, philosophy, 
tradition or iJuiTanic exegesis, although he was not ignorant 
of these fields of learning. This is in fact natural in a 
man who was primarily interested in literature and language in 
its various aspects, which in particular gained him a wide 
popularity among later generations of scholars. Th^ '^ alibl' s 
1 Wafayat al-Ayan, tr. De Slane, II, 130. 
2 Bosworth's Introduction to Lataif, 8. 
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literary influence upon later scholars is beyond the scope 
of this chapter. Suffice it to say that after his death, his 
works were quoted extensively by numerous authorities such as 
al-Husari (d. 453/1061), Ibn al-Jawzl (d. 597/1201), Yaqiat 
(d. 626/1229), Ibn Zafir (d. 576/1180), the historians 
al-Hamadanx (d. 521/1127), Ibn al-FuwatX (d. 723/1323), Ibn 
Khallikan (d. 681/1282), al-Safadi (d. 764/1363), Ibn Shakir 
al-Kutubl (d. 764/1363), al-Hafiz al-Dhahabl (d. 748/1347), 
al-Suyuti (d. 911/1505) and many others. No study has yet 
been undertaken to determine how far Tha'alibI influenced later 
generations of literary men or scholars in general. Never-
theless, we are certain that his works were popular and this 
popularity ensured that they should be widely copied, quoted, 
imitated, or even learned by heart, or put into verse. 
Bosworth has already noted Thsi'alibl's practice of drawing 
extensively upon previous works of similar nature which he 
included in his own work Lataif al-Maarif. Moreover, Tija'alibi's 
other works are repleted with citations from works unknown or 
little known apart from Thsialibl's quotations such as: (1) Nutaf 
al-Turaf by al-SallamI, (2) al-Suli's ^ uara Misr and Pa<?l 
Cf. Brockelman, GAL, Supp., I, 499 ff; Ttjaalibl, Tatimmat 
al-Yatlma, II, 81. The Turkish poet. Limit wrote a 
commentary on Kanz al-Kuttab,Cf.Ency.of Islam, 731a. Tha'alibl's 
Fiqh al-Lugtia was turned into verse by an anonymous author 
in 744/1343, of which a MS is preserved in Leiden, Or, 149, 
Cf, Qasim al-SamarrHSr, "Some biographical Notes on al-
Thaalibi", Bibliotheca Orientalis, 32 (1975), 184. 
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al-Skabab/ written for the'Abbasid Caliph al-Muqtadi, (3) 
Mathalib al-'Xrab by Abtl'Ubayda, (4) Al-Alal wal-wala'im by 
al-Khalil b, Ahmad al-FarahidI, (5) Al-Tuhaf wal-Zuraf by Ibn 
Lablb, (6) Al-Wisata bayn al-Zunat wal-Lata by Ibn Hindu, 
(7) Astj^ r al-Nudama*by al-Mamshuq al-Shami, (8) Al-Ruasa*wa*l-
Julla by Qadi al-J\irjanI, and (9) Al-Masalik wal-Mamalik by 
al-Jaihani, and many others specially the works of al-Jahiz. 
He also quotes a considerable amount of poetry from PIwans 
which are lost or otherwise unknown to us. 
From the last work in the list, Kitab al~Masalik (the 
book of roads and provinces), Thaalibi quoted a passage in his 
Lataif al-Maarif, which Bosworth thought to have been taken 
from the lost work of the Saraanid vizier Abu 'Abdallah Muhammad 
b.Ahmad al-Jayhani (d. 330/938).-^ As it is Thaalibi's tendency 
to repeat material in more than one work or place, it is found 
that he has quoted al-Masalik wal'-Mamalik in four places of 
- - 2 3 
his work Ttjimar al-Qulub. One of the passages quoted deals 
with the permissibility of adultery and drinking in India and 
is to be found in a complete version in Ibn Khurradadhblh's 
» - 4 
al-Masalik wal-Mamalik. Ibn Rusta, who wrote his work 'Nicht 
vor 290/90 3 und nicht nach 300/912', seems to have quoted this 
1 Bosworth's tr. of Lataif al-Maarif, 30, 140, 
2 Ed. Abui-Fadl Ibrahim, Dar Nahda Misr lit-Tab* wa*l-nashr 
(Cairo, 1384/1965), 303, 306, 535, 543. ~ 
3 Ibid., 303 
4 Ed. M.J. de Goeje (Lieden, 1889), 66. 
5 Brockelraann, GAL, Supp., I, 486. 
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passage from a Masalik wal-Mamalik of a certain Muhammad b, 
Ishaq whom Ibn Khurradadhblh did not mention, Ibn al-Faqih 
(d. 289/902), however, quotes the work of Muhammad b. Ishaq 
twice in Kitab al-Buldan. The same passage, which appears 
-* «•- 2 
m Lataif al-Maarif, again appears in Thimar al-Qulub, 
which Bosworth seems to have overlooked. Moreover, Thaalibi, 
in his biographical notice of al-Sabi says, that al-Sabl 
(d. 384/994), while in prison, sent to the Buyhid*Adud al-
Dawla two Kilisrawani dirhams and al-Masalik w^l Mamalik. 
As matters stand now, it seems likely that the passage 
quoted in Lataif and ^imar was not taken from the lost work 
of al-JayhanI but from another lost work used by Ibn Rusta, 
Ibn Khurradadhbih and Ibn al-Wardi (d. 850/1446), who called 
_ 4 
the author "the historian Ibn Ishaq". 
Now we would like to present a descriptive list of 
Thaalibi's works, published or unpublished, with a critical 
appreciation of each book mentioning the dedicatees and the 
books wrongly attributed to him, as follows: 
1 Compendium Libri Kitab al-Buldan, ed, M.J. de Goeje, 
(Leiden, 1885), 227, 270. 
2 Shimar, 543. 
3 Yatlma, I I , 280; a l -Muntaha l , 30. 
4 Ibn a l -WardI , Kharida a l - A j a i b wa F a r i d a a l -g jbara lb 
(Cai ro , 1314/1896), 100,107. 
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SECTION - A 
PUBLISHED WORKS 
1. Ahasln Kalam [Kallm] al-NabI wal-Sahaba wa*l-TablIn wa 
Muluk al-Jahlllyya wa Muluk al-Islam wa'l~Wu2ara*wal-
Bulagha wal-Hukama'wal~Ulama^ (Finest examples of the 
sayings of the Prophet/ the Companions, the Successors, 
the pre-Islamic rulers, the Islamic rulers, the Viziers, 
the secretaries, the eloquent ones, the philosophers and 
the scholars). 
This work is Included in a large subdivision of Thaalibi's 
adab works which comprises collections of anecdotes, facetiae, 
curious occurrences and odd or striking pieces of information; 
the well-educated man was expected to have a good stock of 
these with which to season his style or speech. From this 
work is taken Talibii Syntagma dictorum brevium et acutarum, 
by the Dutch Scholar J.J. Ph. Valeton, Leyden, 1844. It was 
later included in the larger al-Ijaz wa^l-Ijaz, printed in 
* ~ ~ 1 -
Jiijams Rasail, Istanbul 1301 A.H. and Cairo 1897 A.D."^  Qasim 
al-Samarrai remarks that it is a separate and original work 
of Thaalibl. It is preserved in a majmua*among Arabic manus-
cripts in Leiden University Library: Cadex Orientalis 1042. 
1 Brockelmann, art. "al-^aalibi", Encyclopeadia of Islam 
(Leiden, 1934), IV, 730-3; Cat. Lugd., No. 453; Paris, 
No. 820 and 512. 'All Akbar Dihkhuda (1258-1334 A.H.), 
Tehran, 1326 A.H., under the letter THA. 
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The script and the quality of the paper indicate that the 
manuscript/ which is undated, belongs to the 7th/13th century. 
The Majmua"originally contained three texts* as appears from 
the table of contents of the title-page. The tree texts are: 
(a) Lataif al~$ahaba of al-'rhaaiibi. The text occupies 
foil, 3a-61b of the manuscript. 
(b) Ahasin Kalim al-NabT... of al-Tha'alibl. This text 
occupies foil. 62a-108b. Extracts were published by 
J. Ph. Valeton in Leiden in 1844 A.D. with Latin trans-
lation under the title Specimene litteris orientalibus 
exhibens Taalibii Syntagma dictorxmi brevium et acutorum. 
(c) Al-Ajwiba al-Muskita of Ibrahim b. Abi *^ Awn al-Katib 
(d. 322/934).^ 
Barthold is also of the same opinion that Thaalibl's 
Al^asin Kalam al-Nabl... is an individual and original work. 
3 
Thus Barthold says, "There is some interesting matter in 
another treatise of the same author, devoted to the apophthegms 
of famous rulers, ministers, and writers. This work was 
published in the original and a Latin translation by Valeton 
as Specimen and litteris orientalibus exhibens Taalibii 
1 yi\aalibl, Lat^aif al-Zurafa*min yabaqat al-Fudala, ed. 
Qasim al-Samarra'i in facsimile form from the Leiden MS 
(Leiden, E.J. Brill, 1978), Introduction, VII-XI. 
2 Cf. Brockelmann, GAL Supp. I, 189. 
3 W. Barthold, Turkestan Down to the Mongol Invasion, C.E. 
Bosworth's translation from the original Russian, 2nd ed. 
(London, 1928), 9, n.l. 
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Syntagma, Lugd. Batav. 1844). *Abd. al-Pattah Muhammad al-Halu, 
the editor of Thaalibi's al-Tamthll wa'l-Muhadara remarked that 
perhaps this book is an abridged form of Thaalibi's al~I^az 
wal-Ijaz. Imam Pakhr al-Dln al-RazI (d. 606/1209) abridged 
and named it so. 
2. Ahsan ma Samitu 
It is an anthology of prose and mostly contemporary 
poetry collected and arranged under different subject matters 
for literary purposes. It is much larger in the manuscript 
of the Koprulu library than in the printed edition of the 
manuscript in the Khedivial library in Cairo, translated by 
0. Rescher in Et-Tallibi, Heft 3, Leipzig, 1916. The Cairo 
manuscript of the book was edited by Muhammad Afindl Sadiq 
Anbar and published at Matba'a al-Jamhur in Cairo in 1324/1906 
which consists of 192 pages and twenty-four chapters. The 
name of the dedicatee is not actually mentioned in the work 
itself, but in the Yatlmat al-Dahr, Tha'alibl says that he 
1 Tlja'alibl, al-Tamtbll wal-Mul?a4arah, ed, 'Abd. al-Fattah 
al-Halu (Cairo, 1381/1951;, Preface, 3: Cf. Fihris al~Kut\ab 
al-Muwjuda bidar al-kutub al-Mi^riyya (Cairo, 1345/1927), 
III, 4; In the fihris it is mentioned that the book is 
arranged under eight chapters published in Leyden in 1844 
with an introduction and review in Laten presented by the 
publisher, the Orientalist Philip Yusuf Hanni, 67 and 
117. 
2 See: S.Rescher, M.S.O.S. As, IV, 164; GM., I, 339(21), 
S., I, 500 (23) . 
3 Yatlma, III, 368-9. 
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wrote it at the request of his friend Abul-Path al-Busti 
(d. 400/1009) and appears to have dedicated it to the 
Khwarazmshah' s vizier Abu *7UDdullah Muhanunad b. Hamid al-
Hamidi as he did not menton his name clearly but he indicated 
to him at the time when he quoted two verses of Abul-Path 
al-BustI beginning with, "And his saying about the dedicatee 
of this book." These two verses were quoted in the Yatima in 
the biography of Abu "i^ bdullah, the vizier of Khwarazmshah by 
ThaalibI as saying, "And about hira Abu*l-Path said." Moreover, 
Thaalibl at the end of Ahsan ma Samitu indicated to his 
3 
separation from the dedicatee of the book. 
« 4 
Al-Kalax and other predecessors mentioned this book with 
the same title, but Hajl Kt^ allfa mentioned it as al-Laali 
wal-Durar and said, "it is also known as Ahsan ma Sami'H:u." 
He was followed by latter writers till Jurji Zaidan named it 
« 6 Ahsan ma Samitu who in turn was followed by the editor of 
Stjtih nama of Thaalibi. It appears that the name of al-Laall 
wal-Durar is the title given by later writers the destruction 
of the title page and preface of a copy, because the author 
1 Absan ma Sami%u, ed. Muhammad Afindi, Sadiq Anbar (Cairo, 
1324/1906), 37. 
2 Yatima, IV, 294. 
3 Ahsan ma Sami^ tu, 192, 
4 Abkam Sana al-Kalam, 232. 
5 Kaabf al-Zunun, 1535. 
6 Jurjl Zaidan, Tsirlk^ Adab al-Lugha al-Arabiyya, Maktaba 
al-Hayat (Beirtit, 1567), ii, 557. 
7 QJyirar al-Siyar (Shahnama-i-Thaalibl), tr, Mahmud Hidayat 
(Tehran, 1328/1910), Preface of the Editor, Aiif. 
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in the original preface of the present book said/ "I confiirmed 
in this book of mine the title of Ahsan ma Sami'tu."^ 
» 2 3. Arba" Rasail 
It is a collection of ThaalibI* s four original books by 
an anonymous person. As the title shows, the collection 
comprises Tha'alibI' s four epistles as al-Tamthll w^l-Muhtadara/ 
al-Mubhij/ Sihr al-Balagha wa Sirr al-Bar§a and al-Nihaya fil-
Klnaya. The first epistle is a collection of proverbs, maxims, 
wise-sayings and discourses of pre-Islamic and Islamic periods 
including sacred scriptures, sayings of prophets, kings, phi-
losophers and celebrated scholars. The second epistle is a 
collection of ThaalibI's own sayings both in prose and poetry, 
his memories, moral discourses, thoughts and ideas belonging 
to the field of entertaining literature. The third epistle is 
a selection of elegant expressions of renowned Arabic 
scholars, rhetoricians, contemporary prose writers and the 
poems of prince-poets whom ThaalibI quotes and describes in 
his Yatlmat al-Dahr. The fourth epistle is a selection of 
things which are disliked to be described publicly and 
1 Ahsan ma Sam^tu, 4, 
2 Yusuf Alyan Sarkis, Mu^ jam al-Mat:buatal4Ajabiyya wal-Mua-
rraba Matbaa Sarkls (Egypt, 1346/192jB), 656. These are 
ThillTbi's'books and not literary Rasa'il. Two such 
collections of Jljaalibi's books are^  published under the 
title Arba*' Rasa'il and Rasa'il al-Tjia'alibl. 
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mentioning of which is a matter of shame. Therefore, by 
using acceptable words alluding to the desi-red objects orders 
may get pleasure with correct information. The Arba'Rasa'il 
was first published at Matba'a al-Jawa*ib in Constantinople in 
1301/1884 consisting of 210 pages. 
^ ' Al-Ijaz wa'l-^Ijaz 
It is an adab work belonging to the field of entertain-
ing literature/ compiled as several collections of proverbs 
and sentiments. It also contains useful discourses, admoni-
tions and wise sayings full of rhetorical beauties but far 
from the limit of admiration and miraculous uniqueness. 
1 - , 2 
Al-Safadi and Ibn Qadi Shuhba mentioned the book with the 
same title, but Haji Kl^ alifa gave its title I^ jaz al-I.jaz, and 
3 
in it he was followed by al-Baghdadi. 
A copy of its manuscript with the title al-Ij'az wal-^jaz 
is available in the Kjhedivial Library of Cairo, "No. F.1655" 
and another copy with the same title is available in the 
library of''Arif Hikma at Medina, No. 4 (Adab) . But the two 
copies of its manuscripts with the title I^ jaz al-f jaz are 
available in the Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya NQS. 407 (adab). 
1 Al-Wafi bi^l-Wafayat, 15-17, Q2: 269b quoted by the editors 
of al-TamtljIl wa^ .-Mutjadara and Lata'if al-Maarif in their 
Prefaces. 
2 Tabaqat al-Nuhat wa^-Lughawiln, II, 388. 
3 Hajjl Khalifa, Kashf al-2unun, 120; al-Baghdadi, Hadyat 
al-'Arifln, I, 625. 
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and 545 (adab) respectively; while another copy of the book 
with the title al-l'iaz fi'l-^ jjaz is available in the library of 
al-Awqaf al-%nma at MHsil, "No. 8/5 Hasan Basha""^. In Berlin 
manuscript No. 8340/1, Paris, No. 3305, 2, 5934, Bodl. 1, 338, 
11, 347, 3, Br. Mus. 724, 1074, etc., with the title-'jjaz al-
Ijaz. The book was published with the title al-l'jaz wa^l^jjaz 
edited by Iskandar Asaf, at Matbaa al-Umumiyya, Egypt, 1897 
and it consists of ten chapters and 304 pages of which the 
first nine chapters deal with quotations from the verses of 
tha Qur'an, maxims, proverbs, wise sayings and poetry resembling 
to some extent, to the method of al-Tamthll wa*l-Muha(^ ara, and 
the tenth chapter deals only with the poetry. The book under 
the title of al-l'jaz wal-=^ Ijaz was published from Constantinople 
in 1307/1889 in Khams Rasa*il where it is placed as the first 
Risala. Xkaalibl dedicated the book to Abu Ahmad Mansur b. 
2 
Muhammad al-Azdl al-Qadi. The author mentions that he met 
him while both of them were away from home and became close 
3 
friends. The name of the dedicatee does not appear in the 
- 4 
Cairo edition but it appears in the Istanbul edition. 
1 For other Manuscripts of the book see: Brockelmann, GAL, I, 
340(27), S. I, 501(29). When in the GM; the book is mentioned 
with the title-*fjaz al-l'jaz and in Supp. with the title 
al-I^ jaz wal-Ijaz. 
2 But it is wrongly mentioned in "A descriptive list of some 
rare manuscripts available in the A^ifiyyah Sarkar *A1I 
library, Hyderabad (Daccan,^  1357 A.H.) , I, 82", that the 
book was written for Abu Said Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Ghassan 
the Amir of Nlaijapur. 
3 Cf. Tatimmat al-Yatlma, II, 46. 
4 Al-I^ 1az wal-*I1az (Khams Rasall), p. 98. 
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In the Flhrls Par al-Kutub a book is mentioned under the 
title Muntajchab I^ jaz al-=^ ijaz for *A1 lama'Abd al-Latlf Muhyl 
al-Din al-Hanafi al-Damashql, consisting of ten chapters. 
5. Al-Iqtibas min al~Qur^ an al-Karlm (Book concerning the 
use of literary style of Quranic quotations). 
The Arabic science of rhetoric, drawing to some extent on 
Greek models, came to give inordinate importance to the 
figurative and allusive use of words and to their use alli-
teratively or assonantly. In this field ThaalibI's works 
include the works of literary theorists Ibn al-Mutazz and 
Qudama b. Ja'far such as al-Tajnls (book on paronomasia), Sihr 
al-Bayan (book on the charms of eloquent expression), Miftah 
al~Fagaha (key to correct usage), al-Iqtibas (book concerning 
2 
use in literary style of Quranic quotations), etc. 
ThaalibI mentioned this book with the title al-Iqtibas 
in his Yatlmat al-Dahr and in al-Kin ay a wa'l-T^ rld with the 
title al-Iqtibas min al-Quran. The book is preserved in 
manuscript form under the title al-Iqtibas min al-QurSn al-
- - 5 Karim in the library of Selim Agha, No, 38 or 113 and also in 
1 Fihris al-Kutub al-Maujuda bidar al-Kutub (Cairo, 1345/ 
1927), III, 388. 
2 Lata'if al-Maarif, tr. Bosworth, Introduction, 9. 
3 Vol.11, P.242, Cf. Far!da al-Asr, 711. It is also mentioned 
by al-Safadi and Ibn Qad£ Shuhba. 
4 Mecca Publication, 16. 
5 Brockelmann, GAL, Supp,, I, 502(36). 
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Mahad al-Makhtutat al-Musawwara bi Jamia al-Duwal al-*Arabiyya, 
photo copy. No.26 (al-Tafslr wa*Ilm al-Qur^n), which consists 
of 119 folios. Recently, the book is edited by Dr. Mrs, 
Ibtisain Marhun al-Saffar and published under the title al-
Iqtibas min al«QurSn al-KarIm from Matbaa al-Hukuma, Baghdad, 
in 1975. Thailibi wrote this book before 396/1006 during the 
Amirate of Abiii-Muzaffar Nasr at Nishapur to whom the former 
dedicated it being one of the projected series. 
The book comprises the Arabic science of rhetoric concern-
ing the use of Quranic quotations in literary style such as 
paronomasia, antithesis, allegory, metaphor, poetry, prose, 
anecdotes and silencing replies. Apparently the book consists 
of 25 chapters which are practically 23 only, the last two 
chapters being probably added by the later scribes, because, 
the very title of the 23rd chapter Fl funun al-Mulctitalifa 
al-TartIb is the concluding chapter of Thjaalibl's many books. 
But the 24th and 25th chapters FI al-Dcwat al-Mustajaba and 
Fl al-Ruqa wafl'-Ahraz respectively do not coincide with the 
heading and style that are familiar to Th.aalibl's books. 
1 Thaalibi, al-Mutaghabih, ed. Muhammad Shafi* in the 
supplement of the Oriental College Magazine (Lahore, 
1950), Introduction, 1. 
2 It is the heading of the last chapter of gctjaalibl's Afasan 
ma Samitu, Man ghlba 'anhul-Mutrib and al~Lat"a'if wal-
garalf. 
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6, Bard al-Akbad fl*l-A^ dad (The cooling refreshment of 
hearts concerning the use of the nximerals) . 
1 
ThaalibI gave this title in the introduction of the 
book" and other biographers stuck to it except al-Safadl and 
Ibn QadI Shuhba who named the book as al-/^ dad. A manuscript 
copy of the book under the title Bard al-Akbad ffl-i^ dad is 
preserved in Dar al-Kutub^ No. 17561 (Adab) and another manus-
cript copy is available with the same title in Maktaba'Arif 
Hikma at Medina, No. 177 (Majam!). A manuscript copy with 
the title Bard al-Akbad fi*l-A*dad is also present in the Chester 
Beatty Library,^ No. 4629(3), foil. 95-122 (a collection of 
sayings). Brockelmann also mentioned several manuscript copies 
of the book in his GAL, I, 284(13), GAL, S. I, 501(13). The 
book is published with the title Bard al-Akbad fi*l-jCdad from 
Matbaa al-Jawaib, Constantinople, in 1301/1884 in Kiiams 
Rasail as the second Risala. 
Ibaalibl did not mention the dedicatee of his Bard al-
- > f - 4 
Akbad fil-Adad, but he indicated to him by saying, "Alhamdu 
1 Khams Rasa'll (Constantinople, 1301/1884), 103. 
2 Al-Safadl, al-WafI bl*I Wafayat, 15-17, q.2, fol. 269b; 
Ibn Qadi Shuhba, Tabagat"U-Nuhat wal-Lughawiln, II, 387, 
as quoted. 
3 A.J. Arberry, A handlist of the Arabic MSS, Oxford Univ. 
Press, 1958, VI, 39. 
4 Bard al-Akbad in Kijams Rasail (Istanbul, 1301/1884), 
wr, 
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lillahl Idh'^ Ada mawlina Atalallahu baqa hu vraAdama 'Tllahu 11a 
maqarrl^Izzlhi." It is probable that Thaalibl dedicated the 
book either to Abu Sahl al-HamdunI who became Masud's Amir 
of Nrshapur in 522/1031 remained in it till 428/1037 and to 
whom the author also dedicated a copy of his Si^ ir al~Balagi>a 
some twenty years before, or to al-Maymandi or al-Mikall. 
Evidently, Abul-Fadl al-Mikall and his brother Abu Ibrahim 
suffered dispossession of their land and rights when their 
kinsman, Hasanak al-Mlkall (d. 422/1031) became rils of 
Nisijapur. In 421/1030, early in Masud's reign, at the inter-
cession of the Hanafx Qadi Abul-*Ala Said with his former pupil 
(Sultan Mas'ud); they regained their hereditary property, and 
2 
the revenues of the family awqaf. To commamorate this event, 
Thaalibl may well have compiled the book to rejoice with his 
friend and patron on his returning home. The work is dedicated 
to certain Mawlana (our lord) who, "returned back to his seat 
of glory and abode of nobleness". It may well be argued that 
this book could have been dedicated to the vizier al-Maymandi 
as well who was restored to office by Sultan Masud in 421/1030, 
but we cannot be sure because we do not have other evidence 
to prove whether by 'Mawlana' Mikall or Maymandi was meant. 
A quick glance at the introductions of both Bard al-Akbad and 
1 Tatimma_al-Yatrma, II, 93; M. Nazim, The Life and Times 
of Sultan Matimud of Gl^ azna (Cambridge, 1931), 137. 
2 Bosworth, The Ghaznavids, 176. 
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Fiqh al-Lugh^ a gives one the impression, however, that the 
works were written for the same person. Nevertheless, the fact 
remains that the work was compiled in the year 421/1030 or 
soon after. 
«•_ ^  Bard al-Akbad fil-Adad is a shorter adab work comprising 
five chapters. Every chapter is furnished with some enter-
taining and curious literary collections from prose and poetry 
based on the numerical division. Thus the first chapter is 
specially based on mentioning of two things; second, of 
three; third, of four; fourth, of five and the fifth, of 
six, till ten things. In collection of materials, the subject 
matter of the book does not mostly differ from that of his 
other books except presenting them with a new method and 
2 
style. Hence Bard al-Akbad is an evidence for the influence 
of teaching spirit of Thaalibi's books. 
A selection of this book under the title MuMitar Bard 
al-Akbad fi*l~Adad, is available in the Fihrist Nusalch Khafti, 
Kitab Sljana Milli (Hikam wa Athar), Vol.10, No. Aya/1946/1, 
p. 628. 
7. Tuhfat al-Wuzara^(Presentation to viziers) 
The book was not mentioned by any one of the early writers, 
1 Qasim al-Siunarral, "Some Biographical notes on Thaalibl", 
Bibliotheca Orientalis, 32 (1975), X78. 
2 Bard al-Akbad fil-Xciad in Khams Rasa*il (Istanbul, 1301/1884), 
103. 
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Brockelraann mentioned for it a number of manuscript copies 
available in the liberaries of Ghuta, No. 1886, Paydallah, 
No. 2133/4 (ZDMG 68, 386), Fatih, No.3724, Raghib, No.1473, 
Cairo 2 III, No.48 of which the first one was mentioned in the 
2 
Encyclopedia of Islam with the title al-Wuzara*with the same 
title of Tuhfat al-Wuzara*the book is found in manuscript form 
in Dar al-Kutub of Egypt, No.6333"' which was followed by 
almost all writers of the later periods and quoted as well by 
the editors of both the al~Tamthll wal-Muhadara and La^aif 
al-Maarif. Bosworth following D.Soubrel noted that the book 
Tuhfat al-Wuzara*must, on internal evidence, have been written 
for a later Kijwarazrashah, perhaps for*Ala al-Din Muhammad 
(596-617/1200-2120) or his son Jalal al-Din Mingburnee (617-28/ 
1220-31).^ 
Ibtisam Marhun al-Saffar and Habib *Ali al-RawI edited and 
published the book with the title Tuhfa al-Wuzara J from Matba'a 
al-*Ani, Baghdad in 1977. It comprises 211 pages and five 
chapters dealing with the political conduct of the viziers. 
The book, for the first time, was edited by Rejina Hanika of 
the University of Frankfort and published in 1972 in the 
1 GAL, I, 338(18); GMJ, S.I. 501(19). 
2 Art. "al-^ha'alibl", IV, 730-3. 
3 Pihris al-Kutub al-Mawjuda (Egypt, 1927), VI, 196. 
4 Preface of the books, 10 and 9 respectively. 
5 Le Vizirat Abbaside de 749a 936 (132a 324 de I'Hegire), 
(Damascus, 1959/60), 1/13-14; LataJf, Introduction, 5. 
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Arabic journal al-Abhath of American Univers i ty , Beirut / No.1-4. 
This ed i t ion was p r a c t i c a l l y devoid of comments and annota t ions . 
2 
The editors of the Baghdad edition depended on four manuscript 
copies of the book available in different libraries, namely, 
(a) a manuscript copy in the library of Faydallah, No. 2133 
written in 1028/1619 from a copy written in 442/1050, that is, 
only about fifteen years after Thaalibl's death. From this 
copy a photo copy was presezrved in the Mahad al-Makhtutat 
al-Arabiyya which comprises 40 folios. The editors considered 
this manuscript copy as an original one in editing the book 
due to its nearness to Thaalibi's death; (b) a manuscript 
copy in the library of Raghib Pasha of Turkey, No.1473 written 
in 1112/1700 by Yusuf b. Muhammad b. al-Wakil al-Malwl, which 
was copied for them by Kamal Baha al-DIn; (c) a copy of 
manuscript in the library of Amanat Kljazina, No. 1726 written 
in 1131/1719 (or 1300/1883) by the same Yusuf b. Muhammad, 
known as Ibn al-Wakll al-MilawI which is bigger than the 
first(a). A photo copy of it is preserved in the Mahad al-
Makiitutat al-Arabiyya; (d) a copy of manuscript in the 
library of (Sljuta No. 1886 which was possessed by Ahmad al-
Siddiqi and after him his son. Apparently, these manuscripts 
are copied from one copy, because, generally the difference 
between them is little or minor with addition of one letter or 
1 Tuhfat al-Wuzara^ Baghdad edition. Editor's emendation, 201. 
2 Ibid., 16-17. 
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other omission except in one place of (a) and (b) where lies 
an addition which does not prevail in the original book. The 
copyist of (a) became aware of the addition which he noted 
in the foot as "there is an addition which is not found originally 
in the narration". After the end of the narration the second 
note is given as, "here is an addition which is not included in 
the original narration". The editors were not aware of the 
second (b) manuscript as an original but it was copied for 
them. So, they did not know whether the copyist wrote a note 
on addition in the foot or not. The copyist already wrote 
this addition in the manuscript (d) and then underlined it. The 
manuscript copy (c) is free from this edition. 
The editors al-Saffar and al-Rawl rightly identified 
ThaalibI as the author of the present book and justified their 
argxMnents with sufficient evidences which were classified into 
two headings. Firstly, they studied the manuscripts of the 
book extensively and alphabetically, and ultimately found them 
harmonious with the writing method and style of ThaalibI. 
Secondly, they found a few texts mentioned in the book which 
were not written by ThaalibI, rather these were added by some 
later copyists who clearly mentioned them as an addition to the 
2 
original texts. The editors, thus noted the following facts: 
1 Tuhfat al-Wuzari", ed. Ibtisam Marhun and Habib 'All al-Rawl 
(Baghdad, 1977), 16-17. 
2 Ibid., 22-38, Cf. Qasim al-Samarral, "Some Biographical Notes 
on al-2tiaalibi," Bibliotheca Orientalis, 32 (1975), 180-1. 
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On page No.38 (fol. 2a), the author says, "I composed 
kltab al~MulukI and presented it to Abii'l-Abbas Mamun b. Mamun 
Khwarazmshah". 
On page No.59 (fol. 8b) at the end of second chapter, the 
name of Sultan Malikshah (d. 485/1092), the Seljuqid and his 
vizier Nizam al-Mulk (d. 485/1092) are mentioned. We know 
that both 6f them came into power many years after Thaalibl's 
death. 
On page No.60 (fol. 9b), the author quoted some verses of 
the poet Ibn al-Musilaya (d. 497/1104) which he composed in 
praise of the said Nizam al-Mulk. The poet was a great 
stylistic writer during the^Abbasid period and commonly known 
as "Munstji Dar al-Khil'&fa". He served the *Abbasid Caliphs for 
65 years beginning from al-Qaim Biamrillah in 432/1040-1i 
Furthermore, on the page 74 (fol. 8b) at the end of the third 
chapter, the author mentioned the name of*Awn al-Dln b. Hubayra, 
the vizier of the ^ Abbasid Caliphs al-Muqtafi and al-Mustanjid. 
This vizier died in 560/1165. The author also mentioned in 
page No.90 (fol. 17a) that he heard Qadi Majld al-Din Abu *All 
A^bd al-RahIm composing two verses, who was the vizier of 
Salah al-Din al-Ayyubl and his secretary and died in 596/1200-1. 
1 Tuhfat al-Wuzara* Introduction of the Author, 38. 
2 Tuhfat al-Wuzara', Baghdad edition. Preface of the Editors, 
23. Cf. Ibn Kjiallikan, Wafayat al-^ Tyan, ed. Muhammad 
Muhyi al-Din'Abd al-Hamld (Cairo, 1948), 11,128-31. 
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On the same folio the name of a Zaydl Imam of Yeman 'TUsdallah 
b. Hamza al-AlawI who died in 614/1217 is mentioned amongst 
1 other names. 
On the page 117 (fol. 25a) iinder the 5th chapter, the 
author mentioned the names of a few viziers of Persia, Spain, 
Egypt and al-Maghrib including Banu Jahir and Banu R^ lis al-
Ruasa'who flourished and came to power after Thaalibi's death. 
The same author also mentioned on the page 157 (fol. 36a), the 
name of the Persian vizier-secretary (calligraphist) Abu 
Ismail al-Tughrai, the composer of the famous Qaslda, Lamiai 
al-Ajam, who died in 513/1119. In spite of these facts which 
compel us to deny Tha'alibl's authorship of Tuhfat al-Wuzara' 
there are sufficient evidences and indications that a great 
part of the work must have cane from the pen of Thaalibl 
which are as follows: 
For example, in his introduction to the Tuhfat al-Wuzafi; 
page No, 38 (fol. 2a), the author unequivocally states that 
this book is dedicated to Khwarazmshiah' s great vizier and 
illustrious counsellor Abu*Abdallah al-HamdJ>.ni, who most 
probably can be identified with Abu *Abdallah Muhammad b. Hamid 
al-Hamidi al-^waraznii, a contemporary and friend of Tha^ alibl 
1 Ibid., Preface of the Editors, 23-5. Cf, ai-Muntagam, 
IX, 141; Wafayat al-^ Tyan, III, 248; VI, 230-44; al-
Fakhrl Fi*L-Adab al-Stdtaniyya of Ibn al-Taqtaqi (Cairo, 
1938), 229. 
2 Tuhfa, Preface, 25-28. 
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and Bustr. ThaalibI devoted seven pages of the YatJma to 
speak about him and composed a few lines of poetry in his 
praise. The name of al-Hamdiinl thus can easily be a scribal 
mistake for al-Hamidi, who became the second vizier of the 
Sijah after the first vizier al-Suhayll (d. 418/1027) left 
Khwarazm and settled at Bac[hdad in 404/1013. From the frequent 
references to Khwarizmsjiah Mamun and from many quotations of 
his sayings in several of his works, we infer that ThaalibI 
must have been intimately associated with this Shah and his 
vizier Hamidi. 
2 
On the pages 45-7 (fol. 4a), the author says: 
On the page 47 (fol. 5a) the author also says: "Abul-Fath al-
Busti, in a conversation, told me one day in NigJjapur: How 
much the Aihlr Sayf al-Dawla wa Amir al-Milla (Sultan Mahmud), 
may God dignify his supporters, as he was still then Sahib 
al-Jaysb (commander of the army of jy^urasan) to the Amir al-
Rida Nuh b. Mansur, is in need of a vizier as the one you 
described in your verses..." Evidently, this Abai-Path al-
Bust! was ThaalibI's friend and contemporary who acted as a 
1 Ibid., Preface, 30-1; al-Kinaya wal-Tarld, 1; Tarikh 
al-Bayhaqi/ 734; Kt)ass al-Khassi 241-2; Yatlmat al-Dahr, 
IV, 303-46; Bib. Orient., 180-i. 
2 Tuhfa, Preface, 32-3. Cf. Bosworth, Lataif, Introduction 
Vlil, 10, 135-6. 
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secretary and official in Ghaznavid service and universally 
famed in the eastern Islamic literary and administrative world 
for his dazzling epistolary style and who died in exile at 
Bukhara in 400/1009-1. ThaalibI was also closely associated 
with this Samanid Amir of Transoxania, Nuh b. Mansur who died 
at Bukhara in 387/997. In this connection ThaalibI also 
mentioned a few names of his contemporary poets and literateurs 
from whom he quoted prose and verses in his books. On the 
page 55/ the author says: 
This Abu "All Simjurl was one of the Amirs of the Samanid empire 
of Bukhara. Nuh b. Mansur first appointed him as the Amir of 
Khurasan and later on replaced him by Sabuktigin. Abu*Ali 
Simjurl was killed in 387/997 at Bukhara. Tha'alibT witnessed 
these events as he expressed them in the above passage. 
The author of the Tuhfat al-Wuzari on the page 150 (fol. 
2 
340) says: ^ ^ • . • ' s^ 
1 Tul?fat a l -Wuzara/ P re face of the E d i t o r s , 3 4 - 5 . Cf. TarIkJ2 
a l -Bukharg , 144, 147, 148, 149; Lata ' i f al-Ma'arif , 90l " ^ 
T^rlkh Ibn lOialdun, IV, 762. 
2 Tuhfa, P re face , 35. 
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It has already been mentioned that ThaalibI had a close 
relation with Khwarazmshah Mamun b. Mamun to whom he dedicated 
his Kitab al-Muluki, 
Moreover, the author mentioned in the work many maxims 
and proverbs quoted from the holy Quran, commoners and elite 
of the society, which were also quoted in Tha'alibl's other 
books. Thus mentioning administrative disorder due to more 
than one vizier being appointed at a time, the author says: 
Prom all these evidences we may rightly conclude that the 
author of Tuhfat al-Wuzara is none but ThaalibI himself. The 
few personalities and historical facts, as mentioned before, 
which are contrary to our evidences in favour of Tha*alibl, 
may be treated as additions to the original texts of the book 
by the copyists themselves. To these additions, the editors 
of the present book clearly referred in the foot-notes in the 
respective places as they indicated in the manuscripts (a) and 
(d). Since al-SafadI, Ibn Shikir al-Kutubl and Ibn QadI Shuhba 
mentioned among Thaalibi's works a book Sirr al-Wuzara, this 
work might have well been inserted in Tuhfat al-Wuzara'by yet an un 
2 
known 7th/13th century author. 
1 Ibid., 53; Cf. Khas? al-Khas? (Cairo, 1326/1908), 11. 
2 Gf. Qasim al-Samarrai, art. "Some Biographical Notes on 
al-ThaalibI, Bibliotheca Orientalis, 32 (1975), 180-1. 
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8 . Tatimmat al<-YatIma (Canplet ion of the Yatlma) . 
Yaqut mentioned t h e book wi th t h i s t i t l e and quoted some 
of i t s b i o g r a p h i e s and named i t in the l a s t p l a c e as Tatimma 
Yatlma al-Dahr."^ Al-Kala i in t h e l i s t of T h a a l i b l ' s book f i r s t 
mentioned Yat lmat a l -Dahr and then in t h e l a s t of t h e l i s t 
mentioned Yatlma fo r the second t ime . Hence t h e e d i t o r of 
K a l a l ' s book c l e a r l y i n d i c a t e d t h a t t he second book might be 
-T> 2 T 
Tatimmat al-YatTma. Al-SafadI and al-SubkT also mentioned it 
with the same title. But Ibn Qadl Shuhba, although quoted 
Safadl's list, read the book with the title of YatTmat al 
3 -Yatlma. Hajl Khalifa in his talk about the Supplements of 
Yatlmat al-Dahr, mentioned the book as Yatlmat al-Yatlma. 
Thaalibl in the biography of Abul-Qasim Ghanim b. Muhammad 
al-Isfahanl says, "Little of his poetry was included in 
al-Yatlma, but I repeatedly mentioned him in the Tatimma due 
to prevailing excuse in him." In the biography of Abu Sad 
Muhammad b. Khalaf al-HamadanI, he also says, "He was mentioned 
1 Yaqut, Mujam al-Udaba^, I I I , 219; V, 175; VI, 4 1 1 . 
«_ — « — 
2 A l - K a l a i , Ahkam Sana al-Kalam, ed . iMuhammad Ridwan, Dar 
a l -Thaqafa (BeirQt, 1966) , 233, n . l . 
3 AX-SafadI,al~WafI bi ' l -Wafayat , v o l . 15-17, 22, 269; a l -
Subicl, Tabaqat a l -S^af iVya a l -Kubra , a l -Bab i a l - H a l a b l 
( E g y p t , ' 1 9 6 5 ) , i v r 285; Ibn QSdi Shuhba, Tabaq5t 
a l -Nuha t wal-Lughawiln, I I , 287, as quoted."* 
4 Haj i K h a l i f a , Kashf al-Zunun '^ an AsamI a l -Kutub wal-Funun 
(Tehran, 1378/1958), 2049. 
5 Tatimmat a l -Yat lma, I , 119. 
6 I b i d . , 126. 
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in the Yatlma and repented in the Tatimma"» These two texts 
clearly indicate that the correct name of the book is Tatimmat 
al-Yatlma and not Yatlmat al-Yatlma. 
Al-Khurl Jurjas Mansh presented a scholarly article on the 
study of several manuscripts of Tatimmat al-Yatlma of Thaalibl 
in which the scholar indicated that the author compiled this 
book giving biographies of those poets who patronized him. 
Brockelmann also mentioned several manuscripts of the book 
available in different libraries under the title Dbyl al-Yatlma 
such as MSS of Berlin, No. 7407, Maktaba al-Badr, Tunis, 1340 
A.H., No.1/2, 38 ff, Paris, No. 3308, etc.^ 
The book was edited by*Abbas Iqbal and published from Tehran 
in 1353/1934 under the title Tatimmat al-Yatlma. Thaalibl in the 
introduction of the book explained that he twice wrote the book. 
The first copy of the book he dedicated to Abtll-Hasan Muhammad 
b.'isa al-Karaji, a Ghaznavid high official and one of Mahmud's 
closest advisors when the latter was in a hurry to travel. Then 
he rewrote and rearranged its second version after 424/10 33 
presumably after Abu Sahl al-HamdawI took charge of the governor-
ship of Rayy and Jibal in 424/10 33, as some events of that year 
3 
were mentioned in the book. The popularity of the Yatlma and 
its usefulness to contemporaries ensured firstly that it would be 
1 Majalla Lughat al-Arab, 12 (1920), 530-1. 
2 GMi, S. I, 499-500. 
3 Tatimmat a l -Yat lma, I , l , 114, 145; I I , 6 6 - 7 . 
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widely copied and secondly that continuations of it would be 
undertaken. Under these circumstances, Th.aVlibI himself led 
the way with his own Tatimmat al-Yatlma written in the last 
years of his life between 424/1033 and his death five years 
later. Continuing in it the geographical arrangement of the 
parent work, he was now able to include many of the scholars and 
literary men who had risen to fame under Ghaznavid patronage 
in the twenty-five years or so since the Yatlma haa been 
completed. To this Tatimmat al-Yatima TbaalibI added another 
Tatimma which he called "an epilogue for the Tatimma". In this 
epilogue or concluding section he did not follow the method of 
geographical arrangement and thus concluded it with the biography 
of al-SabunI/ as Thaalibi says, "And this is an end of the 
2 
epilogue". The main features by which Tatimmat al-Yatlma was 
discriminated are that the biographies given in Tatimma are 
shorter and the pieces of information are meagre when the book 
itself is far from critical analysis. 
9. Al-Tamthll wal-Muhadara (The use of proverbial sayings 
and elegant conversation). 
Thaalibi mentioned the book with this title in his book 
Thimar al-Qulub fil-Mudaf wa'l-Mansub, Al-Husari quoted some 
1 Lataif al-Ma^ arif, tr. Bosworth, 10. 
2 Tatimmat al-Yatima, II, 88-116, 115. 
3 Ed, Abui-Padl Ibrahim, Matbaa Nahda (Egypt, 1965), 33, 
119, 578, 619. 
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texts from this book and attributed them to one of Thaalibl's 
book without mentioning its name. All the early and later 
writers mentioned the book with the same title including Hajl 
Khalifa,^ Yusuf Ilyan Sarkis,^ al-Zirikli,* al-Baghdadl,^ 
Muhammad Taql Danish Puzwah and others. But Brockelmann and 
Jurji Zaydan are in hesitation between this title and the 
other as al-Tamaththul wal-Mut^ tadara. in the Fihris al~Khazana 
9 
al-Taymuriyya the book is mentioned with the title al-Tamthll 
wal-Muhadara. 
Tevfik Rustu Topuzoglu mentioned nine Istanbul manuscripts 
of the book with the title al"Tarathil (V. 1. Tamaththul) wal-
Muhadara. In the Fihris of Mahad Ihya al-Makhtutat bi Jami'a 
al-Duwal al-Arabiyya five manuscripts of the book are mentioned 
under the same title of al-Tarathil wal«'Muhadara. But a copy of 
manuscript is available in the Fihris of Dar al-Kutub al-Muwjuda 
1 Zahr al-Adab, 360-1. 
2 Ka§lif al-2\inun (Istanbul, 1360/1941), I, 483. 
3 Mu'^ am al-Matbuat al-Arabiyya wal-Muarraba(Egypt, 1346/1928), 657, 
4 Al-Alam, Matba'a Kustatumas (Cairo, 1955-59), IV, 311. 
^ Hadya al-ArifIn (Istanbul, 1951), I, 625. 
6 Fihrist Microfilmha, Kitab Khana-i-Markazi Danishgah (Tehran, 
1348 A.H.), 311. 
7 GAL, I, 238(16), GAL. S. I, 502(17. 
8 Tarllch Adab al-Lugha al-'Arablyya, Matkaba al-Hayat (Beirut, 
1967), II, 597. 
9 Matbaa Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyyah (Cairo, 1948), III, 52. 
10 T.R. Topuzoglu, The Islamic Quarterly, XVII (1973), 64-74. 
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under Majmua, No. 492 with the title al-Tamthll wal-Muhadara 
fil-Hukm wal-Munazara and also are the Nos. 600 (Adab) and 
• — — > » • 
2082 (adab) with the same title. Probably, the last name/ is 
given with an addition by one of the copyists who is much eager 
to the rhymed-prose. 
A selection of the book under the title Muntakhabat al-
Tamthil wal-Muhadara was published in Arba^ Rasail from Constan-
tinople in 1302/1885. The complete book was edited by'Abd al-
Pattah Muhammad al-Halu and p\iblished from Cairo in 1381/1961 
under the title al-Tamthll wa'l-Muhadara. Thaalibl himself 
expressed that he dedicated the book to the Ziyarid prince of 
Jibal, Jurjan and Tabaristan, Shams al-Maall Qabus b. Washmglr 
during his second visit to the latter in 400/1010. Hence it is 
most likely that Thaalibl compiled the book between 400/1010 
and 403/1012 in which the prince was killed. To this dedicatee 
Tfaa'alibl refers in the preface as "Hadrat Mowlana al-Amlr". 
This extensive work is a collection of aphorisms, often cited 
lines of verse, etc., classified under subject-matter for easy 
use, Zaki Mubarak calls the whole work, "Sans reserves, un 
3 
chef d'oeuvre rar dans notre litterature." 
Tha'allbl informs us that in this al-Tamthll wal-Muhadara he 
1 Fihris al-MaJchtutat al-Musawwara, ed. Fuwad Syed (Cairo, 1954), 
I, 429, 
2 Al-Tamthll wal-Muhadara, Introduction, 3. 
3 Tha'alibi, Lataif al-Maarif, tr. Bosworth, Introduction, 9. 
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culled aphorisms from the Qu/an, the Old and New Testaments and 
the Psalms of David (Zabur). He has also included the aphorisms 
of Prophets (rusul), and others — aphorisms which became popular 
proverbs. The nature of the work can in fact be deduced from 
the title since Tamthll signifies, "the making of proverbial 
comparisons", "the quoting of proverbs, parables, fables, etc.," 
on some occasion or other, and muhadara means, "the presentation 
of material in Lecture form". In addition to the material from 
the religious sources indicated, Tha'^ alibl also introduced animal 
fables. It is thus a collection of proverbs, maxims, wise-
sayings and discourses of pre-Islamic and Islamic periods includ-
ing sacred scriptures, sayings of prophets, kings, philosophers 
and celebrated scholars. 
The book comprises 600 pages and four sections classified 
under different subject-matters. The fourth section is also 
divided into four sub-sections similarly. A special feature 
which discriminates this book from other books of the kind is 
the unique method of its classification into these sections 
under subject-matter. *Abd al-Jabbar*Abd al-Rahman mentioning 
Thaalibi's al-Tamthll wal-Muhadara as the fourth of seven books 
on al-Amthal says that all books are arranged alphabetically 
2 
except this book. 
1 Cf, Al-Tarathll wal-Muhadra, Preface. 
* 
2 Thimar al-Qulub fil-Mudaf wal-MansOb, ed. Muhammad Abul-Padl 
Ibrahim, Dar Nahda (Cairo, 1384/1965), Preface, 3. 
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36. Thlmar al-Qulub fil-Mudif wal-Mansub (The fruits of 
the hearts concerning expressions used in the genitival 
relationship and relative adjectival forms). 
ThaalibI mentioned the book with this title in the preface 
of it which was followed by al-Kalai. But al-Safadl counted 
it as two separate books namely, ^imar al-QulTIb and al-Mudaf 
wal Mansub. Ibn Qadi Shuhba quoted it from SafadI with reading 
or scribal mistake when he wrote the name of the first book with 
the title Shahada al-Qulub and the second with al-Mudaf fi*L-
3 Manthilr. In the Fihris al-Khizana al-Taymuriyya the book is 
_ , _ , - 4 
mentioned with the title Thimar al~Qulub fil-Mu^af wal-Mansub. 
5 ' *•- 9 
The editors of Lataif al-Maarif and al-Tamthil wal-Muhadara 
mentioned it with the same title of Ttiimar al-Qulub fi*! Mudaf 
wa*l-Mansub. *Ali Akbar Dihkhuda (d. 1334/1915) mentioned the 
book with the title Thimar al-Qulub (or Thamar al-Qulub) fi'l-
Mu^af wa*l-Mansub« In Urdu Encyclopeadia of Islam the book is 
mentioned with the title Tfaimar (Ibamar) al-Qulub (fi) al-Mudaf 
wa'l-Mansub. 
1 Ahkan Sana al-Kalam» 232. 
2 Al-Wafi bil-Wafayat, 15-17, Q2:369b, as quoted. 
3 Tabaqat al-Nuhat wai-Lughawiin, II, 387, as quoted. 
4 Fihris al-Khizana al-Taymuriyya, Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya, 
(Cairo, 1948), III, 52. 
5 TJjaalibl, Lataif al-Maarif, ed.lbrahim al-Abyarl and Hasan 
Kamil al-Sairafi (Cairo, 1379/1960), Preface, 14(21);* idem, 
al-Tamthll wal-Muhadara ed, *Abd al-PattSh Muhammad al-Halu 
(Cairo,i:381/1961); l^ reface, 9(25). 
6 Lughat nama (Tehran, 1326/1908), under the letter TJja. 
7 Muhammad Sbafi', Art., "Al-ThaalibI", Urdu Encyclopaedia of 
Islam (Lahore, 1959), IV, 1009-1017. 
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Tevfik Rustu Topuzoglu mentioned at least fourteen manus-
cripts of the book available in Istanbul under the title 
_ » _ » 1 
Thimar al-Qulub fil-MutiLaf wal-Mansub« Brockelmann mentioned 
several manuscripts of the book found in various libraries 
xander the title Thimar al-Qul\Sb fi\~Mudaf wal-Mansub/ such as 
Paris No. 5942, Cambridge Cat. Suppl« No. 354, Patih 3726, 
2 
Brussa B.K.O. VII, 81, etc, A manuscript of the same book is 
also available in the Chester Beatty Library No. 4744 (a treatise 
on the genitive construction) under the title Ihjmar al-Qulub 
> - # - 3 
fil-Mudlaf wal-Mansub. 
» 
The book is edited by Muhammad Abul Padl Ibrahim and 
published from Cairo in 1384/1965 which consists of 820 pages 
and 61 chapters. It was also edited by Muhammad Beg Abu Shadi 
4 
and published in Cairo in 1326/1908. In the Majalla al-Mashriq 
the introduction of the book with its fourth chapter was published 
in Beirut in 1900, TbaalibI dedicated the book to his friena 
and patron Abul-Fadl*Ubaydallah b. Ahmad al-Mlkall (d. 436/1044), 
a noted Maecenas of the age. The author explained in the 
introduction of the book that he presented it to the personal 
1 The Islamic Quarterly, 15 (1971), 62-5. Cf. C.E.Bosworth, 
Journal of Semitic"studies, XVI (1971), 41-9. 
2 Cf. QMJ,, I, 285(9); GAL.Sup., I, 500(9). 
3 A.J.Arberry, A hand list of the Arabic Manuscripts (Oxford, 
1958), VI, 771 " 
4 In connection to this edition a nximber of articles were pub-
lished in the Journal of Lughat al-'Arab, 1928, No.6, 371| No. 
10, 762; 1929, No.2, 173. It was also published in Cairo 
in 1320/1902. 
5 Number 12, 552. 
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library of this Amir Abul-Fadl al-Mlkall who requested him for 
its compilation after 421/1030 when Sultan Mahmud al-GhaznawI 
died. Thaaiibl already composed some verses in Persian of the 
Sultan to which he referred in this book/ saying, "I praised the 
— 2 
late Sultan with a qaslda." But it is difficult to ascertain 
the exact date of compiling the book due to some reasons. The 
book indicates that the author was busy in its compilation 
for several years due to its bulk and extent of subject matter. 
Apparently* Thaaiibl sometimes forgot what he mentioned in the 
book itself as he, for instance, mentioned in the beginning of 
it a Risala of Abu Ishaq al-Sabl with its texts and then referring 
to it in other place he said, "I read a risala of Abu Ishaq which 
2 I cannot memorise", and then he quoted the meaning of the risala. 
It is generally observed that Tha^alibl's compositions show 
that his interests covered a fairly well-defined sector of Islamic 
learning. He was not primarily a theologian, traditionist, 
jurist or philosopher, although he was far from being ignorant 
of these sciences. It was not for nothing that he had been a 
disciple of the great grammarian and authority on Sibawaih's 
kitab, Ibn Paris (d. 390/1000 or 395/1004-5). He composed what 
we would call "classified vocabularies" of certain expressions 
or categories of words. His philological work Thimar al-Qulub 
1 Ibid., 35. 
2 Ibid., 154, 189. 
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thus lists and explains commonly used or proverbial phrases and 
names which consist of one word and a second dependent on it, 
and deals similarly with the relative adjectival forms frequently 
and proverbially used, e.g., ^ Azlz Misr (the mighty one of Egypt, 
Sc. in the Quranic story of Joseph), afal Sijistan (the vipers 
of Sistan), Kald al-Nisa-' (Women's wibs), Qljurab Nu^ > (the crow 
of Nuh), Nar Ibrahim (the fire of Ibrahim), etc.^ Evaluating 
2 this book ZakI Mxabarak says: "Without reservation we can say 
that the book is the most valuable one written in Arabic 
language". 
Due to the bulk of the book many supplements of it are 
written as Hajl Khalifa mentioned two under the titles Nafhat 
II II t !• 
al-Majlub min Thimar al-Qulub and Janj al~Mahb\lb al-»Muntakt|ab 
min Ti}Iroar al-Qulub and attributed them to certain literateurs. 
T.R. Topuzoglu mentioning a manuscript copy of the first supple-
ment available in Universite Arapcayazmalar, 1329/2 says that 
"strictly speaking, this is not a work by Tha'alibT, but it is 
worth including in this list because it is an abridged version 
of his Thimar• The identity of the author is not known, nor are 
there any details at all about the date of writing, copying, 
1 Lat^ 'if al-Ma'arif, tr. Bosworth, 8-9. Hajl iChallfa, Kagj)f 
al-ZunUn (Istambul, 1360/1941), I, 14. 
2 Al-Natt)r al-FannI fi*l-Qarn al-Rabl^al-Hiirl, al-Sa'ada (Egypt, 
1957), II, 183. 
^ Kasj][f al-Zunun (Tehran, 1378/1958) , 523 ( I s t a n b u l , 1360/1941) , 
I , 523 . 
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etc. A supplement namely al-Tadhyll al~Marghub mtn Tharoar 
al-Qulub is fo\ind in Paris manuscript No. 6029 which collects 
the names of famous men. A synopsis of the Thimar al-Qulub 
enti tied *Imid al-Balagha was composed by "Abd al-Rauf al-Munawi 
(d. 1031/1622), Cf. Codd. ar. bibl. reg. Hafu, No. 206; Revue 
de lac. ar de Damas, VII, 574; Fihris Par al«-Kutub al-Migriya» 
III, 3; ZDMG, 68, 855 (on a manuscript in Brussa). This book 
was put into alphabetical order by Muhammad Amir b. Padlullah 
al-MuhibbI (d. 1111/1619) entitled Ma Yuawwal (or Yutawwal) 
'^ alayhi fi*l~Mudaf wal-Mudaf ilaihi, the manuscripts of which are 
available in Cairo, Fihrist 2, III, 285; Topkapu, No. 2455; 
Atif, No. 2247 (RSO, IV, 727, MPOB., V. 496), Aya Sofia, No. 4136, 
MO, VII, 132.'^  
11. Kha§s al-Khass (Outstanding extracts from outstanding 
authors) . 
ThaalibI mentioned the book with this title in its intro-
4 
duction which was not denied by any 6ne of the old and modexm 
writers except Ibn Qadl Shuhba who named it as Khass al-Khawass 
1 Art. "Istanbul Manuscripts of works (other than Yatlmatal-
Dahr) by al-Thaalibl", The Islamic Quarterly, 17 (1973), 
64-74. 
2 Encyclopaedia of Islam (Leiden, 1934), IV, 732. 
3 Ibid., 733. 
4 Khass al-Khass, ed. Shaykh Mahmud al-SamakrI, Matba^ al-Saada 
(Egypt, 1326/1908), Introduction, 2. 
5 Tabaqat al-Nuhat wal-Lughawiln, II, 388. 
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which seems to be scribal mistake. A manuscript copy of the 
book is found in Dar al-Kut\ab al-Misriyya, No.447 (adab) . 
Brockelmann mentioned a number of manuscript copies of the book 
available in different libraries of Paris No,5934/3, Cairo 2, 
IVb, 46, etc.""" 
The book under the title Khags al-Khass was published from 
Tunis in 1293/1876. It was edited and published by al-Shaykh 
Mahmud al-Saraakrl from Matba'a al-Saada, Egypt in 1326/1908 and 
with an introduction of Hasan al-Aroiin from Dar Maktaba al-Hayat, 
Beirut in 1966, consisting of 278 pages and eight chapters. 
This last edition does not include the preface of the author in 
which the context of the chapters prevails. The book has been 
critically edited with annotation and a comprehensive preface 
by Muhammad Sadiq al-NaqawI for his doctoral degree, which is 
available in manuscript form in Maulana Azad Library of Aligarh 
Muslim University, Aligarh, India. The study has been carried 
out under the learned supervision of Professor MukJitir-ud-Din 
Ahmad, Chairman, Department of Arabic, Aligarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh, The book is going to be published by Dairat al-Maarif 
of Uttaiiniyya University, Hyderabad, India. 
In the introduction of the book, ThaalibI explains that he 
dedicated it to a certain Abul-Hasan Musafir b. al-Hasan, the 
1 GAL.Suppl., I , 502(33) . 
2 Al-SamakrI e d i t i o n , 2 . 
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'^ Arld when the latter arrived at Nishapur from Ghazna with Sultan 
Masud in 424/1033. It seems that when the former"Ari^ and vizier 
Abu Sahl al-^ aradawl was sent out by Sultan Mas'ud as civil 
governor of Rayy and Jibal (424/1033 - 428/1037) with the title 
of Shay)£b al-AmId, the office of''Arid in the province of 
Khurasan was given to this Musafir. It may be mentioned here 
that the main duty of an'Arid is to look after the well being 
of the soldiers in the Khurasan Province and to see that the 
army was maintained at a high standard of efficiency. The^Arid, 
either central or provincial, was generally an officer of 
distinction and proved merit. The qualifications requisite for 
this post were those of a civilian rather than a general, viz., 
capacity for organisation and executive work, and general 
familiarity with military affairs. Thus the*Arid or Saliib'-i-
Dlwan-i»Ar<^ is next to the Wazir (the Head of the Finance 
Department) in the Ghaznavid administration. In this book 
Thaalibl, for the first time, mentions al-HamdawI's name together 
2 
with quotat ions of scane of h i s poetry, which he repeats in the 
Lata i f al-Ziirafa and Tatimma. Hence Khiss al-Khags seems t o have 
1 C.E. Bosworth, The Gbaznavids, 71 ; M.Nazim, The l i f e and 
times of Sultan Mahmud, 130-8. Cf. Al-Bundari, Zubda a l -
Nusra wa Nukhba al-tJsra, ed. M. Th. Houtsma (Leiden, 1889), 
5-7; Bayhaqi, 159; Tatimma, I I , 60; al-Kamil fl-^L-Tarlkh, 
IX, 291-2, 279, 304, 312-6. ^ 
2 Khags al-Kjiass, 170-2 
3 Tatimma, I I , 60 -1 . 
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been compiled by Thaalibi before Tatlmma and Lataif al~Zurafa^ 
Al-Samakri's edition of the book comprises only 191 pages 
and seven chapters having proximity in the subject-matter which 
deals with the characteristic excerpts from the holy Quran, 
Hadith, proverbs and poems as well as from the great stylists. 
But the method of these chapters is different from that of 
scattered sections available in Thaalibi' s previous books'^  except 
the 3rd chapter of the present book, which includes a small 
epistle of Thaalibi who compiled it in proverbs under "Af^lu man 
2 
Kadh^" on request of a certain king. Perhaps, the author first 
intended to dedicate a book to this Abul-Hasan Musafir while he 
was in a hurry to travel with the Sultan. Finding no subject-
matter for this new book, Thaalibi produced for him this book 
collecting materials from various sections of his other books 
after arranging them and adding something to them. 
12. Sihr al-Balagha wa Sir al-Baraa (Magic of Eloquence and 
the Secret of Brilliance). 
Most of the manuscripts of the book are found with the title 
mentioned above. But Tasb Kubra Zadah(d.968/1560-1) counted this 
1 These scattered sections are in al-Tamthil wal-Mutia<^ ara, 
15-18; Bard al-Akbad, 112, 130 and al-rjaz wal^Ijaz, 136-278. 
2 Thaalibi indicated to it in the introduction of this 
chapter in Beirut edition of the book, 38. Cf. Fihrist 
Microfilraha, 417. 
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title for two books as Sihr al~Balagha and Nashr al~Baraa. 
Thaalibl mentioned the book with the title Sihr al-Balagha in 
2 
Yatimat al-Dahr^ which was followed by most of the early 
writers except al-Kalai who named the book al-Sihr wal»Balagha« 
4 
Brockelmann mentioned a nximber of MSS of the book found 
in different libraries under the title Sihr al-Balagha wa Sirr 
al Baraa» such as in the al-Maktaba al-Wataniyya (Bibliotheque 
Nationale), Paris, No.6724, Berlin, No.8339, Leiden, No.459, 
ESC2, No.504/8, Kopr, No.1283, Cairo, 111, 183, Laleli 1790 
(Mo, VII, 101), Damidzada, 1538, etc., from which extracts have 
been printed in Istanbul (Reuther, verz, I, 32/3). A copy of 
the book is also available in the library of al-Awqaf al-Amroa 
in Musil with MajmQa, No,8/10, Hasan Pasha, In the Mahad Ihya 
al-Makhtutat of Jamia al-Duwal al-Arabiyya a copy of the book is 
present in manuscript form. No. Khizna 656, which is wrongly 
attributed to Abu al-Barakit Muhammad b.*Isa b. Sa*d. Two copies 
of the same book are similarly found in the Maktaba al-Mathaf 
1 Miftah al-Saada wa Misbah al-Siyada, ed. Kamil BakrI and 
<iAbd ai-Wahh^ Abu al-Nilr,' Matb^a al-Istiqlal (Egypt, 1968),1,232, 
^ yat^ "»at al-Dahr, II, 225. 
3 At^am Sana al-Kalam, 233. 
4 GAL, I, 337(7), GAL, Suppl., I, 500(7); Encyclopaedia of 
Isl^ jn (Lleden, 1934), IV, 730-33, 
5 Fihris al-Makh^u^at al-Musawwara, ed. Fuwad Syed (Cairo, 1954), 
1,480-1. The compiler of the Fihris was not aware of between 
the date about which he thought that the author wrote the 
manuscript in 610 A.H. and the age in which lived those persons 
of 5th century A.H. to whom the three copies of the book were 
dedicated. 
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al-lraqi, Baghdad, Nos. 8345 and 11185 with Thaalibl's name. 
Jurjl Zaidan referred to some other copies of it available in 
Berlin, Vienna and Kopurili. Topuzoglu gave a descriptive list 
of five manuscript copies of the book available in various 
libraries of Istanbul under the title Sihr al~Balagha wa Sirr 
al-Baraa. 
A manuscript copy of a book is found in the Maktaba of 
al-Dirasat al-Islamiyya al-^lya at Baghdad, No.1217 under the 
title Lubab al-'Adab for Th/alibl, which is a selection from his 
Sihr al-Balagha. Perhaps, both the manuscripts found in the 
Sulaymaniyya Library, with the title Lubab al-Adab for Thaalibl, 
3 _ 
No. 2879 and the library of *Arif Hikma at-Medina with the title 
al-Adab, No.7 (Adab) are also the selections from this book. 
A selection of the book with the title Sihr al-Balagha was 
published with Arba*^  Rasail from Constantinople in 1302/1885. 
The book was completely published frcsn al-Maktaba al-Arabiyya, 
Damascus in 1350/1932 under the title Sihr al-Balagha wa Sirr 
al-Baraa, edited by Syed Ahmad'Ubayd from two manuscript copies 
comprising 14 chapters (books). 
1 Tarikh Adab al-Lugha al-Arabiyya, II, 597. 
2 Art., "Istanbul MSS of works (other than Yatlmat al-Dahr) by 
ThaalibI, The Islamic Quarterly, XVII (1973), 64-74. 
3 Salah al-Din Munajjid, al-Mukhtar min al-Makh<;utat al-
-Arabiyya ffl-Asitana (Beirutr~n.d.), 47. 
4 Yahya Saatf wa Zamila, Malshtiltat Jaroia al-Riyad, 1973, I, 7, 
5 The Preface of the editor, 2. The two manuscripts are those 
of Medinite and Paris. 
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Thaalibi describes that he dedicated the first copy of 
the book to rals Abu Sahl al-HaradunI, the second copy to Abu 
*Imran Musi b. Harun al-KurdI, the Commander of the Army of 
Khurasan and the third copy to Anilr Abui-Padl al-Mrkall."^ It 
seems that the book was compiled before 400/1010. Because, 
Thaalibi mentioned this book in the second version of the 
Yatlmat al-Dahr which he wrote in 403/1012 although there 
remains every possibility that the last version of the book 
was completed after 400/1010. The book comprises fourteen 
divisions and every division is set up for an individual and 
familiar literary purpose. Thaalibi himself writes in his 
introduction to this Magic book, "Part of this work consists of 
a collection of prose epigrams of aninent persons and the utte-
rances of contemporary notables. The rest is made up of the 
verses of those poets whose interesting verses I have already 
noted in my Yatlmat al-Dahr. It is by ordering and arranging 
material such as this that I have produced this book". Due to 
the fame of this book as mentioned in the YatTma Abu Yusuf 
Yaqub b. Ahmad b. Muhammad, Thaalibi's student and a contemporary 
as well as a renowned literateur and author of al-Bulgha fi^-
2 
Lugha, praised it thusj 
1 The Introduction of the author, 3. 
2 Tatimmat al-Yatlma, II, 20-1. Al-Safadl in his al-WafI 
bi^l-Wafayat quoted those verses, i5-;7, Q. 2, fol. 269 as 
quoted by*'Abd al-Fattah al-Halu. 
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(You enchanted the people by compiling your 
Sihr (magic, Sc. Sihr al-Balagha), so it occurred 
in the neck of your Dahr (time7"Sc. Yatlma al-Dahr) 
as a necklace; — — — — — — 
How many excellent rhetorical expressions you 
have possessed, which, in our opinion, bear 
testimony to your high position; 
You have been protected from all the calamities 
of the world and hence you are the Jahi^ of your 
age). 
13. Sirr al-Adab fl Majarl Kalam alArab. 
This book with the same title is mentioned by al-BaghdadI, 
Ibn Shakir al-Kutx:ibI, Ibn QadI Shuhba, ^  Ibn al-Anbarl,'^ Haji 
5 » fi *? 
Khalifa, the editors of Lataif al-Maarif and al-SafadI which 
was followed by most of the modern writers. In the Encyclopedia 
of Islaro, the book with the title Sirr al-Adab fl Majarl"ulum 
al-Arab is mentioned as a part of ThaalibI's another book named 
Shams al-Adab fl Istimal Kalam al-Arab which consists of two 
-'• Hadya al-ArifIn, II, 625. 
2 *Uyun al-Tawarikh, quoted by the editor of al-Tamthll wa*l-
Muhadara, Preface, 14-20. 
3 Tabaqat al-Nuhat wal-Lughawiln, II, 387. 
4 Nuzhat al-Alibba fi Tabaqat al-UdabaJ ed. Ibrahim al-Samarr3*f, 
al-Ma'arif (Baghdad, 1959), 436. 
5 Kasbf al"Zunun, 985. 
6 Ed. Ibrahim al-Abyari and Hasan Kamil al-Sairafl, Preface,3-30 
7 Al-Wafi bi'l-Wafayat, 15-17,Q2: fol.269b, quoted. 
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parts, synonyms in the narrower sense, entitled Asrar al-Lugha 
al-Arabiyya wa Kl^ asaisiha and notes on style entitled Majari 
kalam al-Arab bi~Rusumiha wa ma yatatallgu bi*l-Nahw wa?l~Irab 
minha wal-Istishad bil Qur^n*ala akthariha. The bulk of this 
second part is taken word for word from the Fiqh al-Lugha of 
Ahmad b. Paris (d. 395/1004-5). This second part is also 
entitled as the Sirr al-Adab fl Majari Kalam Tuium) al-Arab. 
This book is found separatly in the Paris manuscript No. 5989 
with the error in the title "Majazi" for "Majari" and also found 
elsewhere with the same error (e.g., Hajl Khalifa, ed. Plugel, 
2 
IV, 590). Brockelmann mentioned this work with the title 
Sirr al-Adab fl Majari Kalam al-Arab as one of the two parts of 
the original Shams al-Adab (al-adab) fl Istimal al-Arab of 
Thaalibi.^ 
The book includes a group of Thaalibi's works which comprises 
his philological works in the narrower sense. Ibn Paris first 
used the word Fiqh in connection with language which is very 
interesting. Thus a valuable philological treatise al-SahibI 
fl Fiqh al-Lu^a was written by this Ibn Paris who dedicated it 
to his patron. Sahib b.^Abbad. From this book Thaalibi has 
taken the principles of all aspects of philological study in 
1 Cf. John A. Haywood, Arabic Lexicography (Leiden, E.J. Brill, 
1965), 5. 
2 Art. "al-Tha'alibi", Ency. of Islam (Leiden, 1934), IV, 730-3. 
3 GMi, I, 338(3), GM., S. I, 501 (3). 
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his own philological works including Sirr al-Adab £1 Majarl 
Kalim a 1-"Arab, though the work is of a different type, being a 
classified vocabulairy. In the Fihris al-Kutub al-Mawjuda at 
Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya a book is found with the title Sirr 
al-Adab fl Majarl Kalam al-Arab which is devided into two 
parts, namely FI Asrar al-Lugha al-*Arabiyya wa Kbasa'igha and 
Fi Majari Kalam al-'Arab wa Rusumiha wa Sunaniha wa ma Yata'allaqu 
bi\ -Nahw wal-lrab wal-Ististjad bil-Quran al-Karim 'ala Aktljariha. 
The first part comprises 30 chapters while the second one deals 
with many sections together, in one manuscript volume. The book 
is printed along with Maidini's al-Saml fjfl-Asami lithographed 
in Tehran (Persia) in 1274/1857).^ 
14. Abu al-Tayyib al-MutanabbI wa ma Lahu wa ma ''Alaiyhi. 
The book with the same title is found in Dar al-Kutub of 
3 
Egypt, No,7877. Perhaps, the same book is mentioned by Ibn 
Shakir al-Kutubl and Ibn Qadi Shuhba with the title al-Tayyib,^ 
This book is, in fact, the 5th chapter of the first part of 
Thaalibl's Yatimat al-Dahr from pages 126 to 240. It was first 
1 J.A. Haywood, Arabic Lexicography, 99-100. 
2 Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya (Cairo, 1345/1927), II, 617, 255. 
Cf. Fihris al-Kjiizana al-Taymuriyya (Cairo, 1948), III, 52. 
3 Fihris al-Kutub al-Mawjudu bidar, VII (97877), III (4598),4,83, 
4 Quoted by*Abd al-Fattah Muhammad al-Halu, the editor of 
Tha'alibl's al-Tamthfl wa*l-Muhadara, Preface, 3-33. 
5 Ed. Muhyl al-Dln *Abd al-Hamld (Cairo, 1375/1955-6) . 
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edited by Muhammad *Ali 'Atiyya and published' separately under 
the title Abu al~Tayyib al~MatanabbI wa ma Lahu wa ma 'Alaiyhl^ 
from Matba*a al-Jamaliyya, Cairo in 1333/1915 and was also edited 
by Muhammad Muhyl al-Din *Abd al-Hamld and published for the 
second time with the same title from Cairo in 1948. 'The book 
consists of 111 pages dealing with critical study of the poetry 
of al-Mutanabbi (d. 354/965) with an account of the life and 
activities of the poet. It has been divided into several chapters 
of which the following may be mentioned; 
i. Mutanabbi's early life, 
ii. Mutanabbl as an encomiast, 
iii. Appreciation of his poetry, 
iv. Faults and blemishes of his poetry. 
Abu al-Tayylb Ahmad b. Husayn claimed that he was the first 
man graced with poetical divinity and hence he was called 
al-MutanabbI who was also considered as a worthy encomiast. As 
an extraordinary minstrel, he frequented different counts of 
the then rulers and princes including Sayf al-Dawla of Aleppo 
in order to receive their favours by composing eulogies. His 
patrons were treated as friends and comrades, whereby he raised 
himself high from the position of an ordinary encomiast. 
Thaalibi found that Mutanabbi's poetry was neither recited 
in any institution, nor was it followed by speakers, singers and 
essayists, though it attained popularity among all classes of the 
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society. He also deeply observed that his poetry was admired as 
well as criticised which he claimed to hold the balance evenly. 
TJja'alibi, therefore, brought a critical appreciation of Muta-
nabbi's poetry together with its faults and blemishes separately 
under this title, being requested by some of his friends. 
15. AloZaraif wal-Lataif (The amusing and curious stories)• 
All the early writers mentioned the book with the same title 
except al-Kalal who named it as al-^arajf wa\»Lata*if which 
seems to be a scribal mistake by dropping dot of 'Za' from 
"al-Zaraif". The editors of Thaalibi's Lataif al-Ma'arif-^  and 
» - 4 
al-Tamthil wal-Muhadara enlisted the book with the same title. 
In a Handlist of the Mubammadan Manuscripts preserved in the 
Cambridge University Library, Nos. 659 and 1225 the book is also 
found with the same title. 
Abu Nasr al-Maqdisi incorporated the book with Ttja'alibi's 
another work namely al-Yawaqlt wal-Mawaglt retaining both the 
1 Abu al-Tayyib al^Mutanabbl wa ma Lahu wa ma *Alayhi (Cairo, 
1533/15i5), 1-111. c£. particle, "Aba Man?ur'Abd al-Malik 
al-TbaalibI (350-429/961-1038)", Journal Asiatic Society of 
Bangladesh, 23 (1978), No.3, 158-66. 
2 Ahkam San'a al-Kalam, 233. 
3 Preface,17. 
4 Ibid., 15. 
5 Edward, G.Browne, A hand list of the Mubammadan MSS, Cambridge 
University Press, 1900, 117 (Qq. 9-^) . 
6 Little is known about his life in the biographical books except 
that he was a contemporary to Tha*alibi who narrated a saying 
for him. Cf. Lata'if al-Ma'arif, 205. 
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introductions of the author he entitled the collected one as 
al«-La1;:aif wal~2araif which was followed by almost all the modem 
1 2 
writers and biographers including Brockelmann, Bosworth, 
Qasim al-Samarrat, Jurjl Zaidin, Yusuf Iliyan Sarkfs, al-
ZiriXll/^ al-Shaykh'Abbas al-Qumml,^ Muhammad Kurd'All,® 
c 9 
All Akbar Dihkhuda, etc. 
Brockelmann enumerated the manuscripts of the book available 
in Berl. No. 8334/5, Leid, No.456, ESC.2 No. 531 and Cairo^ ill. 
No. 247. The two books are worked into one by an unknown hand in 
the Leyden manuscript. No. 456. Beside these manuscripts, the 
book has other manuscript copies available in Batavae, No.455, 
Paris, No. 5934, Petersburg No. 857, Nicholson, JRAS, 1899, 
p.913, Haupt, No, 368 and in the personal library of Amir Beg 
al-Jalill.at Musil. 
1 GAL, I, 339(23); GAL,S. I, 502(25). 
2 The Latalf al-»Ma*arif of ThaalibI, Introduction, 5. 
3 Art. "Some Biographical Notes on Tha^tlibl", Bibliotheca 
Orientalis, 32 (1975), 180. 
4 Tarllsj? Adab al~Lugha al^Arabiyya/ II, 598. He also 
mentioned the manuscript copies of this combined book 
available in different places. 
5 Mu*jam al-Matbuat al-'Arabiyya waiiiftuarraba(Egypt, 1928), 658. 
6 Al-j^ lam (Cairo, 1955-9), IV, 311. 
7 Al-Kuna wal-Algab (Baghdad, 1376/1956), I I , 116. 
8 Kunuz al-Ajdad, Matba'a al-Taraqqi (Damascus, 1370/1950), 236. 
9 Lugt?at Nama (Tehran, 1326/1908), under 'Tha ' a l ib l ' . 
10 Encyclopedia of Islam (Leiden, 1934), IV, 730-3. 
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The combined book under the title al-Lat^if wa*l"?aralf was 
published in Cairo in 1275/1858-9 and was lithographed under 
the same title at Baghdad in 1282/1865. The same combined book 
under the title Jamaa fl Ma bayna kitabai al-Xbaalibl^ etc., was 
printed at Bulaq in 1296/1879 and also in Cairo in 1307/1889-90, 
1324/1906 and 1310/1892. The combined book under the title 
al-garaif wal~Lataif fil-Mahasin wa'l-Addad is also published 
fran Tehran in 1286/1869 with Maqamat of SuyutI and from Tabriz 
in 1282/1865. •'• 
The title of the book al-Zaraif wal-Lataif is mentioned in 
the preface of Maqdisi's combined book where a description is 
found that ThaalibI was closely associated with the Khwarazmsh^ah 
Mannun b. Mamun to whom he dedicated the book and in return the 
2 
Shah rewarded him with much bounties. It is most likely that 
Xiia'alibi stayed for a considerable length of time, presumably 
from 403/1012 to 407/1016, in Abul-*Abbas Khwarizmshah's court at 
Jurjaniyya where he wrote most of the books dedicated to the 
Shah including al-Zaraif wal-La-^ aif while using the latter's 
fine library. Nevertheless, we know for certain that ThaalibI 
wrote the book after his Lataif al-Maarif which he also wrote 
at Shah's court sometimes between 404/1013 and 407/1016. There 
is one reference found in al-Lataif wal-Zaraif where ThaalibI 
1 Fihrist film NusJsJaaha-i-Kjjattl (Tehran, 1348 A.H.), 353. 
2 Bulaq edition of 1296/1879, 32. 
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mentions the *Abbasid Caliphs of free mothers, saying/ "I have 
mentioned them in Kitab Lataif al-Maarif which I have written 
in the library of al-Malik al-Muayyid". In fact, Latslf al-
Ma*arif was dedicated to the Ghaznavid vizier al-Maymandi 
(d. 424/1033) who became Sultan Mahmud's vizier in 404/1013. 
The manuscript form of the combined al-Lataif wa^l^ZaraJf 
consists of more than 60 folios and that of published form 128 
pages which deals with the curious and amusing stories concerning 
the praise and censure of the kings. As an- old topic of school 
adab, al-Zaraif wal-La^aif comprises a collection from the holy 
Quj/an, Haditt}, poetry, prose, proverbs, maxims as well as many 
poems composed by Thaalibi himself. 
16. Gtiurar AJchbar Muluk al-Furs wa Siyarihim 
No early writer indicated to this book with the same title, 
Hajl Kiiallfa ascribed to Abu Mansur *Abd al-Malik al-Thaalibi a 
2 
book with the title Sirat al-Muluk. Jurji Zaydan in one 
place of his book attributed this Ghurar Muluk al-Furs wa 
Siyarihim to Abu Mansur ^ b^d al-Malik al-ThaalibI and then in 
other place to Abu Mansur al-Husayn b. Muhammad al-Marashi who 
died in 421/1030 while he did not mention any other book for 
1 Al-Lataif wa*L-Zaraif (Cairo, 1324/1906), 68. 
2 Kashf al-Zunun (Istanbul, 1360/1941), II, 1016. 
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al-Marashi except this one. Gibb* Pranz Rosenthal and 
Ahmad Amin attributed the book with the same title to Tha'allbi 
without mentioning his name and patronymic. Bosworth rightly-
identified Abu Mansur 'Abd al-Malik al-Tiia'alibi al«NaysaburI as 
the author of the book and commented thus, "The obscurity surround-
ing the life of the man has even led certain western orientalists 
like Caetani and Brockelmann to deny the attribution to him of 
one of his most Important and lengthy works, the Tarllsl? Gjgurar 
al-Siyar (History of men with illustrious lives), universal 
history of which the latter part is now lost. Brockelmann in 
^^ GAL, Supplw I# 581-2 makes the author of the Gt^urar al-Siyar 
one Abu Mansur 'Abd al-Malik b. Muhammad b. Isma'kl al-Thaalibl 
al-Marghanl, but Franz Rosenthal has rightly rejected this name 
as an artificial construction from manuscript indications and 
has demonstrated from internal, stylistic correspondences that 
the author of the Gjaurar al-Siyar and of all the literary and 
philological works by ThaalibI must be one and the same person,"^ 
1 Tarlkt? Adab al-Lugha al-Arabiyya, II, 596, 627, 
2 Introduction to Arabic Literature, 103. 
3 A History of Muslim Historiography (Leiden, 1968), 142. 
4 Zuhr al-Islam, Maktaba al-Nahda (Egypt, 1945), I, 274. 
5 Lataif al-Ma'arif, tr.. Introduction, 2-3. Cf, Pranz 
Rosenthal, "From Arabic Books and Manuscripts, III. 
The author of the Ghurar al-Siyar, Journal of the 
American Oriental Society, 70 (1950), 181-2. 
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Only three manuscripts of the book are known to exist. 
The first of these, dated 597/1201 or 599/1203, is preserved 
in the library of Damad Ibrahim Pasha at Constantinople, in 
the printed catalogue of which (Constantinople 1312/1894) it is 
described, at p.64, No.916, as the Ghurar al-Siyar of Abu Mansur 
al-Husayn b. Muhammad al-Mar^anl al-Tha'alibl. Secondly, to 
this manuscript attention was originally drawn by that unfor-
tunate martyr of science, M.P.E. Schulz, in 1828, at which 
epoch it was erroneously classed by the Turkish custodians of 
the library as part of the great history of Ibn Kbaldun. Its 
real nature and interest having been signalized by Schulz, a 
transcript of it was made in 1836 for the Bibliotheque Nationale 
of Paris. This transcript (Fords arbe. No.1488), denoted 
Constantinople Codex. Thirdly, the other (Fords arabe. No.5053) 
appears to date from the 16th century, was brought at Musil in 
1891 and is denoted Musil Codex which is now practically present 
at Musil in the library of Yahya Pasha al-Jallli, No.953/tha, 
ayn, ta under the title Tarl^ al~Thaalibi which repeats the 
text 'ts!Ui)/Aai\v?v»J\dv.-i, These last two manuscripts are those on 
which M, Zotenberg's text is based. 
1 E.G. Browne, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of 
Great Britain and Ireland, New Series, January, 1901, 
161-4. Cf. Histaire Pes Rais Pes Perses par Abou 
Man sour'Abd al-Malik Ibn Mohammad Ibn Ismail al-Tt}aalibI: 
texte arabe public et tradiut par M. Zotenberg (Paris, 
1900), i-iii. 
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The first quarter of the book was edited and translated 
into French by M. Zotenberg and published for the first time 
from Imprimerie Nationale, Paris in 1900, and was again 
published as offset printing by Muhammad Husayn al-Asadi from 
Tehran in 1963, which consists of L, 758 and XLV, 76 pages 
respectively, Muhamud Hidayet translated the book into Persian 
with an introduction, which was pxiblished from Tehran with 
363 pages and introduction from Alif to Dal in 1369/1949 under 
the title gfaah Nama-i-^a'alibl, The same book was also trans-
lated into Persian under the title The Ray-i-Jahan Aray by 
Fakjtiruddin Muhaitimad b, Mahraud Bayan al-Haqq b. Ahmad al-Naysaburi 
who lived at the court of Bahramshah, the Ghaznavid (r. 511-52/ 
1117-57) , Apparently, this along with his other works, Tafslr-i-
BasSir-i-Yaminl and Sahifat al-Iqbal is lost. 
The original book comprises four volumes from the history 
of Adam to the Ghaznavid empire of Mahmud b. Subuktigin as 
2 
Hajl Kiialifa withnessed them exactly. Unfortunately, only a 
quarter of this great universal history of ThaalibT has come 
down to us, and much more interesting contemporary material is 
lost, as we can judge from the original preface of Thaalibi 
1 Introduction to the Jawami' al-^ikayat wa Lawami" al-Riwayat 
of Sadid al-Din Muhammad al-Awfi, by Muhammad Nizam al-DIn, 
Ph.D. (Cantab.), G'.M.S. (London, 1929),'68(22) . 
2 HSjt Khalifa, Ka§J3f al-Zunun, Plugel edition. No. 5292, IV, 
319. 
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(pp.XLVII-L), setting forth the grand scheme of the work. 
It was written, as shown by Zotenberg in his excellent preface, 
probably between 408/1017 and 412/1021 and was dedicated to the 
Prince Abtfl-Muzaffar Nasr b. SvibxiJctigin (d. 412/1021), the 
brother of the great Sultan Mahmud of Gtjazna. Tijaalibi^ thus 
states that he started this book with the history of the kings 
of 'Iran (Persia) beginning from the first ancient king Kayumarth 
to the last ancient one Yazdejurd b. Shahriyar; then the history 
of the prophets, Pharaohs of Egypt, kings of Hirayar, 'Arabia, Rome, 
India, Turkestan and China, therefore, the history of the 
Prophet Muhammad, four Caliphs, the Umayyads, 'Abbasids, Abu 
Muslim al-Khurasanl, Berraakids, !pahirids, Saffarids of 
Sistan, Samanids, Hamdanids and Buwayhids; and afterwards, 
the histojry of Nasir al-Din Abu Mansur Sabuktigin and his two 
sons Abui-Qasim Mahmud and Sahib al-Jaysli Nasr. Hence Gibb 
justly remarks about Thaalibi, "His importance for us rests 
mainly on two books. One is a general history (Sc, the Qburar 
al-Siyar), of which only the portion dealing with the early 
kings of Persia has come down to us, but which is of interest 
in that it presents the last independent prose version of the 
material which was simultaneously being worked up by the great 
•'• Al-Fihrist (the table of contents) given by Tha"alibl 
for this book, Cf. Zotenberg's edition of the book. 
Preface, XLVII-L; M, NizSn al-DIn, Introduction to 
the Jawami*, Pt. 1, Ch. iv, for all parallel references. 
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Persian poet Pirdowsi to its final expression in the famous 
Persian epic# the Sfaahnama. The other is a biographical anthology 
of poets and writers of the preceding century or so, presenting 
their most successful verses, literary "paragraphs", and meta-
phorical descriptions and Imagery, under the title of The 
Solitaire of the Age (Sc, Yatimat al-Dahr)"« Bosworth compares 
Tha'alibi's gfcurar al-Siyar only with his Yatimat al-Dahr fl 
Mahasin ahl al-'asr in its extensiveness. 
The authorship of the book is disputed. Following Zotenberg's 
preface, Browne aptly remarks that, as regards the authorship 
of the work, while it is ascribed in Musil Codex to the renowned 
al-Thaalibi, it is, as we have seen, attributed in Constantinople 
Codex to Husayn b. Muhammad al-Marghani. There actually existed 
a person of this name, a general in the service of the House of 
Qtjur, who died in 600/1203; but, as M. Zotenberge shows in his 
long and carefully reasoned preface, there is every reason to 
believe that, as indicated in the Musil Codex, the well-known 
and prolific writer Abu Mansur *Abd al-Malik al-5Pha*alibI, bom 
at Nishapur in 350/961, died in 429/1038, was the real author.^ 
Franz Rosenthal says that the authorship of a very valuable. 
1 H.A.R. Gibb, Arabic Literature (London, 1926), 103. 
2 Lataif al-Malarif, Tr. Introduction, 10. 
3 Journal of the Royal Asiatic. Society of Great Britain 
and Ireland, New Series, January,1901, 161-4. 
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partially preserved historical work from the beginning of the 
5th/llth century, entitled al-Ghurar fi Siyar al-Muliik wa-
Akhbarlhim» is disputed. Brockelmann has Abu Mansur al-Husayn 
b, Muhammad al-Marghanl al-Tha'alibI as the name of the author. 
At the same time, he denies his identity with Abu Mansur *Abd 
al-Malik b. Muhammad b. Ismail al-Tha'alibl, the famous author 
of numerous large and smaller compilations of varying quality. 
Among the scholars who dealt with the problem, Caetani had 
denied the identity, while Zotenberg and Gabrleli had tried to 
establish it. The publications of the indefatigable compiler 
were in general very well known to his literary contemporaries, 
such as al-Utbi and Husari, but there is comparatively little 
biographical information about him, and next to none in particular 
about the alleged author of the Gt}urar al-Siyar, Both lived at 
the same time, and both lived in the eastern region of the 
Muslim World. 
The name which Brockelman mentions as the author of G|:aurar 
appears to be an artificial construction. One manuscript of the 
Ghurar calls the author al-Husayn b, Muhammad al-MarcrhanI. 
Another manuscript, probably dating from the 16th century, 
inserts the name of Abu Mansur al-Thaalibi in several passages 
in which the author refers to himself. The combined form 
appears in a gloss to a manuscript of Haji Khalifa's Kasl^ f 
1 Journal of the American Oriental Society, 70(1950), Art. 
"From Arabic Books and Manuscripts III:The Author of the 
Qiiurar al-Siyar", 181-2. 
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al-Zunun. It is most likely a learned combination from manuscript 
indications similar to or identical with those which we find in 
the preserved manuscripts. If the author of the Q^urar, in 
addition to all other similarities, also would share the same 
kunyah and nisbah with the prolific compiler, the identity of 
the two could hardly be doubted — in spite of the many coinci-
dences in the similarity of names — of which Arabic literature 
bears witness. 
The only name of an author which is firmly anchored in the 
text of the Qlaurar itself is that of Abu Mansur al-Thaalibi. 
There cannot be the slightest doubt that he was intended to be 
no other than the well-known Tha'alibi. However, the insertion 
of his name might possibly be the result of someone's learned 
speculation as to the author of the work, unlikely though such 
an assumption would appear to be. In this case, the other 
manuscript which refers to an otherwise unknown al-Husayn b. 
Muhammad al-Marghani could conceivably have preserved the correct 
2 
tradition. Further proof is needed. 
Zotenberg, in the introduction of his edition, as well as 
Gabrieli, based his arg\iment for the identity of the two authors 
upon similarities in style and subject-matter. Their material, 
especially in view of its extent, cannot be brushed aside as 
lightly as was done by Caetani. However, it affords no decisive 
1 Ibid. 
2 JAQS, 70 (1950), 181-2, 
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proof. There^ however, exists, another apparently insignificant 
stylistic peculiarity which all but clinches the argument in 
favour of the identification of the author of the Gl}urar with 
Tha'alibi. This stylistic peculiarity can be observed both in 
Zotenberg's edition and in the part of the Ghurar which is 
preserved in the Bodelian manuscript D'Orv. X, 2 (542)=Uri 130."'" 
On ff. 177b-178a of the Bodleian manuscript, the author 
states that he was reporting a dubious story, because al-Thaalibl 
had mentioned it in his Annals, and he had also read it in 
other books: "Therefore, being free from the responsibility 
for the story, I am writing it down," An identical phrase is 
used on pp. 69 (Cf, also p.30) and 458 of Zotenberg's edition. 
On f. 7a of the Bodleian manuscript, we read: "... This took 
place before the death of Ibn al-Zubayr. Satan alone made me 
forget to mention it (in its proper place)." The first phrase 
also occurs in Thaalibi's Fiqh al-Lugha. It is comparatively 
rare in the literature of the 4th/10th and 5th/llth centuries. 
The second phrase, in the identical connection, is used in the 
same author's Tatimmat al~Yatima, and so far it is known only 
from that work. Considering the Quranic allusion it contains, 
it would seen rather flippant to use it in a context such as 
that of either the Tatimmat al-Yatlma or the Ghurar al-Siyar. 
Moreover, the use of such a colloquial foirm for the admission 
1 Ibid. 
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of the author's own mistake is quite unexpected in historical 
works. It would be an extremely strange coincidence, if works 
which were written at approximately the same time, which show 
the same, most remarkable stylistic features, and which have 
long been suspected to have been written by the same author, 
would turn out to have had two different authors. As matters 
now stand, the identity of the author of the GJjurar with ThaalibI 
appears to be established beyond any reasonable doubt. 
M, Nizam al-Din regarding the correct authorship of the 
Ghurar al-Siyar states that this lately discovered work of Abu 
Mansur'Abd al-Malik b. Muhammad b. Ismail al-Thaalibi (b. 350/ 
961, d. 429/1038), fully designated as the Gj^ urar A^ sbbar Muluk 
al-Purs wa Siyarihim, forms one of the acknowledged sources of 
the Jawami" for the chapter "On the Ancient Kings of Persia". 
Before 1900, it was believed that this work was written by 
another ThaalibI named Abu Mansur al-Husayn b. Muhammad al-Mar*ani 
or Maraghi. Probably, this mistake arose from the title-page 
of the Constantinople manuscript, and was perpecuated by H3jl 
Khalifa who ascribes it to the aforesaid MarashI and quotes the 
beginning line. Prior to him, even Ibn }$i}allikan was not aware 
of the existence of this work as that of the famous philologist 
ThaalibI, since he has omitted it fromthe list of his works and 
1 Ibid.; Cf. Fiqh al-Lugiia (Beruit, 1885), 328; Analecta 
Orientalia, 24, 42b, 62a (Rome , 1947), and al-KhatIb al-
Baghdadl, Tarl}cb al-Bagjjdad, I, 300; II, 48; IV, 42; VII, 
262; VIII, 89 (Cairo, 1349/1931) . Tatirarna, II, 88. 
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has praised his more famous anthology the Yatlmat al-Dahr only. 
It escaped the notice of Noldeke in his masterly works Geschichte 
der Perser und Araber zur Zeit der Sasaniden and Das iranische 
Nationalepos. It was Zutenberg who, for the first time, after 
examining the available material, established conclusively the 
claim of the great philologist, ThaalibI, as a historian also. 
Giving an account for the authorship of the work based on 
Zotenberg's preface Nizam al-Din also adds that unfortunately 
only a quarter of the great history of Thaalibi has come down 
to us, and much more interesting contemporary material is lost, 
as we can judge from the original preface ot ThaalibI (XLVII-L), 
setting forth the grand scheme of the work. It was written, as 
shown by Zotenberg in his excellent preface, probably between 
408/1017 and 412/1021 and is dedicated to the prince Abul-
Muzaffar Na^r, the brother of the great Sultan Mahmud of Gljazna. 
The importance of this source of information about the ancient 
kings of Persia and their early legends is well-established when 
we consider the period of the composition of the Shahnama of 
Firdawsi, as both these works were written under the patronage 
of the Ghaznavids, and from almost the same available sources, 
and even under identical circumstances — the difference being 
1 Introduction to Jawami% 89(30). Cf. Haji Khalifa, IV, 100, 
319, Nos. 8828, 8592, Jawami', Pt. 1, Ch. IV, Anecs. 119-92, 
Notice No.13, pp. 52, 54, The Noldeke, Das Iranische 
Nationalepos, in the Grundriss der Iranischen Philologie, 
1896, 
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that one is the highest expression of the epic in Persian, while 
the other is a systematic history in classical Arabic prose. 
All the resemblances to and divergences from the versions adopted 
by Tabari and put into verse by Firdawsl are analysed by Zotenberg 
in his preface (pp. XXV-XLI) which extends our knowledge about 
the sources of the gtjahnama beyond the researches of Noldeke. 
Quoting*Awfi's adaptation of the Ghurar in support of its 
authorship Nizam al-Din further adds that as regards the method 
of utilization adopted by'Awfi, it can be asserted on the basis 
of a textual comparison that either *Awfi has himself abridged 
the Ghurar al-Siyar in order to provide material for his 
anecdotes or has used its Persian Translation called the Ray-
2 Aray. Although he has omitted in this chapter the parallel 
accounts, detached pieces and episodes given by Thaalibi regard-
ing the king-prophets like Yusuf, Daud and Sulayman and others, 
the accounts of the Pharaohs, the rulers of Yemen and Syria, and 
the wise and pitty sayings of the Persian kings attached to 
almost every biographical account, and the different versions 
cited by Thaalibi, yet the order, the division of the larger 
accounts, the main course of the narrative, the exact literal 
1 Introduction to the Jawami", 89 (30). Cf, for a critical 
study of this work, Zotenberg's Preface to Hist, des Rois 
des Perses; and Browne's review in JRAS (1901), 161-4. 
2 Introduction to the Jawami', Notice No. 2 2, 68. Cf. Tha'alibl's 
table of contents. Pt. 1, Ch. IV, for all the parallel 
references. 
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rendering of certain expressions throughout the anecdotes, and 
the consistent fidelity with which he reproduces the original 
version of these traditions in a very abridged form, definitely 
indicate that *Awfi has entirely based this chapter on the Gljurar, 
though occasionally he has referred to either TabarT or 
Firdawsi or some other sources. The following analysis will 
perhaps illustrate his method precisely: In the very first 
account of Kayumarth, Tha'alibi (Glj, pp. 1-4) quotes Tabari and 
gives various opinions as to whether Adam and Kayumarth were 
the same person, and an episode as to who were the kings amongst 
the prophets, Awfi omits all. these details and gives in brief 
the story of Kayumarth (A. f47a, LIV, 119); and then in the 
account of Hushang (A. f47a, LIV, 120) he omits the Arabic 
verses of Mansur al-Faqih cited by ThaalibI and introduces a 
Persian couplet, the origin of which is uncertain; and further 
on in the account of Firdawsi (A. f.48a, LIV, 129) he omits 
the wise sayings recorded by T]}aalibi; *Awfi usually composes 
lengthy accounts, e.g., the legend of Rustum and Isfandiyar; 
which covers in the Qjaurar about 40 pages (338-78), is abridged 
in the Jawami' to two folios (A. ff, 62a-64a, LIV, 145); and 
very rarely he brings in a different version of the story, 
e.g., the account of Manes (A. f70a, LIV, 163), or enlarges an 
anecdote, e.g.^ , Firuz b. Yazdijird's struggle against Khushunwar 
(QJa. pp.579-84), Cf. (A. f73b, LIV, 178). At the end of this 
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chapter there are two anecdotes — one is a sketchy account of 
the kings of Rum or Byzantium (A. fSlb, LIV, 194), and the other 
about Heraclius' persistence in opening the locked chamber (A. 
fSlb, LIV, 195) — which are not traceable in the Gburar, and 
are probably drawn from the lost portion of the book or some 
other source. Thus, in short, this chapter is an epitomised 
Persian translation of the G|)urar. 
We may, therefore, rightly conclude that the author of the 
Gburar al-Siyar is none but 'Abd al-Malik al-Tha'alibi by the follow-
ing evidences besides others: 
i. Mahmud Hidayet, the translator of the Gj}urar into Persian 
version attributed it to the famous *Abd al-Malik al-Thaalibi 
under the title Shahnama-i-T]3a'alibI without dispute.^ 
ii, '^ Abd al-Malik al-Thaalibl dedicated the book to Amir Abul-
Muzaffar Na?r b. Nasir al-DIn (d. 412/1021) who died in the 
beginning of the 5th/llth century and hence al-Husayn b. Muhammad 
al-MarghanI who died in 600/1203 cannot be the author of the 
book. Nevertheless, al-MarghanI possibly possessed a manuscript 
copy of the book and consequently the copyise thought him the 
3 
author of the book. 
1 Introduction to Jawami^ 68(22), 89(30), 52-54(13). 
2 §hahnama-i-Tha'alibI, Preface of the Editor, Ba. 
3 Ibn al-Atiiir, al-Kamil fil-tarikji, XII, 186. 
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iii. Gabrieli furnishing a table of contents of the book 
Ghurar al-Siyar justified his argument that both Abul-Mansur 
al-Husayn al-Mar^ani and Abu Mansur 'Abd al-Malik al-Tha'alitii 
are same with an evidence which Thaalibi forwarded for two 
explanations regarding the title of Second Marwan of the 
Umayyads as al-Himar in the g]}urar al-Siyar^ which are exactly 
available in Tha'alibi' s other books namely, Tjiimar al-Qulub and 
Lataif al-Ma*arif,-^  
iv. Quoting a paragraph regarding the series of names repeated 
in the lines of the Khwarazmshah Abul-'Abbas Mamun b. Mamun from 
Thaalibi's Lataif al-Maarif, Bosworth states that the whole of 
this paragraph further appears in Thaalibi's Ghurar al~Siyar, 
in the portion not printed by Zotenberg. The latter suggested 
that the mention of the Shah's son as being in Sistan probably 
refers to the period after the Ghaznavid conquest of Khwarazm, 
when members of the Mamunid family were carried off into 
captivity in various provinces of the Ghaznavid empire; but 
-.* t — ^ — 
Abul-Abbas Mamun himself was killed in the civil strife in 
2 
Khwarazm which preceded the Ghaznavid invation in 408/1017. 
V, Thaalibi's books resemble each other in style of his writing, 
There is more resemblance between his Sbu^^r al-Siyar and 
1 Gabriele, RRAL, Continuation 5, 25, 1138 ff. Cf. Lataif al-
Maarif, tr. Bosworth, 61, 
2 Lataif al~Maarif, tr, Bosworth, 86. 
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al-Tamthil wa*L--Muhadara in method and style. He thus describes 
his Ghurar that it is "Kliasi'Ami Jahili Islam! *Arabi 'Ajami"-"-
while he already described al-Tamttjil as "I si ami Jahili, 'Arabi 
'AjamI, Muluki Suql, Kijasi'Ami."'^  A description of a horse is 
given in the Qburar as "Ka'annama analuhu bi*L-riyah al-arba*^ " in 
more than one place, which TJiaalibi purported in many of his 
books in prose and verse. For Abui-Padl al-Mlkali's presenting 
a horse to Tha'alibi, the latter thanked the former with the 
4 
following verse: 
• " " ^ • • •> 
(0, the bestower of the noble horse, as 
if they shod it with four kinds of airl) 
vi. The author of the Q^urar quoted in it two verses from Ibn 
Lankak which were preceded by his own saying as, "Abu Bakr 
al-Khwarazml recited to me." It may well be noted here that 
al-Khwarazmi being a teacher of Tha'alibi was an authority 
for many of his narrations. Now if al-MarghanI be supposed as 
the author of the Ghurar, then it will be reasonable to consider 
him as the twin brother of Tha'alibi in his literary style, taste 
1 Zotenberg's edition of the Ghurar, Preface of the author, 
XXiii. 
2 al-Tamtiij.1 wal-Muhacjarah, 5. 
3 (jburar al~Siyar, Zotenberg's edition, 220-310. 
4 ia)a$g al-|a)a?s, 238. 
5 Zotenberg's Introduction of the Ctjurar's edition, XIII ff. 
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in paronomasia (jtagjjblh), study under al-Khwarazmi and even 
choosing some of his other books with the titles al-Ghurar, 
such as Gl^ urar al-Ma<^ ahik and Ghurar al-Balagha. This is a 
strange similarity which cannot be expected to be found in two 
persons equally. 
vii. In his investigation of the sources of the Ghurar al-Siyar, 
Zotenburg concluded that Thaalibi must have drawn indirectly on 
Ibn al-MuqaffS's Arabic translation of the Middle Persian 
national epic, the j^ iuday-nama (Book of Kings) , Furthermore in 
two places in the part of the text edited by Zotenberg, Ttjaalibl 
mentions 'the author of the book of the Shah-nima', although 
this was probably not Firdawsi's masterpiece but one of the 
several works of this name known in Persia during the 4th/10th 
century. Yet on the whole, Thaalibi kept to the well-trodden 
Arabo-Islamic ways. Browne already held this view in his review 
of Zotenberg's edition of the Ghurar as he states that lately, 
thanks to the publication of a considerable number of important 
Arabic historical and other works, such as those of Blrunl, 
Ya'qubl, Dinwarl, Tabarl and the like, and the admirable monographs 
of Noldeke and Baron Rosen, we know far more about Firdawsi's 
sources than known heretofore; while for two portions of his 
Shahnama (the reign of Ardagijir Babakan and the Zarir-legend) 
1 K'Voprosu ob arabskikh perevodakh KJbudae nama, in the 
Vostochniya Zanyetki, 1895, 
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we are now able, thanks to Noldeke and Geigar, to compare that 
celebrated epic with the original Pahlavi versions of the corres-
ponding episodes. The results of such comparison is at once 
to lower our estimate of Firdawsi's originality, and to raise 
our opinion of his fidelity to the ancient tradition. Apart 
from his acknowledged indebtedness to his predecessor Daqiqi, 
to whom he owes the part of his poem dealing with the reign of 
Gushtasp and the advent of Zoroaster, we nov; know that, apart 
from Arabic and Persian prose versions of the Khudav-nama 
(Book of Kings), Firdawsi was not the first to present the epic 
in Persian verse; for Tha^ alibl in the text now renderea 
accessible to us by M. Zotenberg, twice cites "the author of the 
2 
book of the Sb^hnama" in a manner which makes it pretty certain 
that he does not allude to Firdawsi's work (which had already 
appeared, and was presumably known to our author, who lived in 
the same entourage), and twice refers explictly to an epic poem 
on the ancient kings of Persia composed in Persian mathnawl 
(Muzdawij) verse by one Mas'udi of Merv, a poet not otherwise 
3 . ^ -
known to us. Hence the book Ghurar Akjibar Muluk al-Furs wa 
Siyarihim certainly belongs to compilations of "Xbd al-Malik al-
Tljaalibl and not to al-Karghanl. 
1 Q^urar al-Siyar, Zotenberg's Preface, XXIV-XXV, 
2 Ibid., 263, 457. 
3 Ibid., 10, 388. 
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In its entirety, the book comprises not only the history 
of the ancient kings of Persia down to the Arab invasion, but 
also of those of Yaman, Hfra, and Ghassin, and the biography of 
the Prophet, while a second volume (which unfortunately, has not 
been known so far, come down to us) treated of the Muhammadan 
dynasties down to the author's time. 
17. Flqh al»Lugha wa Sirr alArabiyya (Systematic Principles 
of Language and Secret of Arabic). 
_t 1 2 3 4 
Kalal, Ibn Khallikan, Safadl, Qalaqaghjandi and Ibn Qadi 
Shuhba mentioned the book With the title Fiqh al-Lugha, Haji 
6 7 
Khalifa and Baghdad! also mentioned the book with the same 
title. But Brockelmann, Yousuf Ilyan Sarkis, Rieu, Browne 
12 
and Danish Puzwah mentioned it with the title Fiqh al-Lugha 
1 Ahkam San'a al-Kalam, 232. 
2 Wafayat al-/^ yan, II, 352. 
3 Al-WafI bil-Wafayat, 15-17, Q2; 269b. 
4 Subh al-A§l:ia, I, 152, 157-8, i^9, 468; II, 176-7. 
5 Tabaqat al-Nuhat wa*l-Lughawiin, II, 387. 
^ Kashf al-Zunun, II, 1288. 
7 Hadyat al-ArifIn, I, 625. 
8 GAL, I, 338(4); GAL,S. I, 500(4). 
9 Mu'jam al-Matbuat al-Arabiyya wa'l-Muarraba, 657. 
10 Supplement to the catalogue of the Arabic Manuscripts, 
Oxford Univ.Press (London, 1894), 580. 
11 A Supplementary Hand list of the Muhammadan Manuscripts, 
(Cambridge, 1922), No. 902 (a). 
12 Fihrist Microfilmhai (Tehran, 1348 A.H.), 361. 
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wa Sirr al-Arablyya, Kurd 'All entitled the book as Piqh al-
Lugha wa Asrar al-Arabiyya, The book consists of two parts, 
respectively designated: Piqh al-Lu^a and Sirr al-'Arabiyya. 
Apparently, the second part remained separated from the first 
part for a long time, which some copyists named as Sirr al-Adab 
fl Majarl Kalam al~Arab and for this reason Ibn al-Anbari did 
not mention Fiqh al-Lugha, rather he mentioned it as Sirr al-
Adab. Perhaps both the parts of the book remained separated 
3 
until when Safadi ana Ibn Qadi Shuhba treated the Sirr al-Adab 
as an individual book for Thaalibi which was followed by most 
of the later writers. The book with its two parts under the 
last title is available in many libraries in manuscript form, 
for example, a manuscript of the library of al-Awqaf al-Amma at 
Musil,"No.718 Nabl Shit", a photocopy manuscript at Mahad Ihya 
al-Makhtutat in Jaoni'a al-Duwal al-Arabiyya, No. 3rd Ahmad 2443 
and a copy of it in the library of*Arif Hikma at Madlna, "No. 
21 Lugha". 
Brockelmann describes tha t Tha'alibI f i r s t gave to t h i s 
book the t i t l e Shams al-Adab f l Is t imal al-'Arab which cons i s t s 
of two p a r t s , synonyms in the narrower sense, e n t i t l e d Asrar 
a l - L u ^ a al4ftrabiyya wa Khasaisiha and notes on s t y l e e n t i t l e d 
Majarl Kalam al-Arab bi Rusumiha wa ma yata'allaqu %la ak tbar iha . 
1 Kunuz al-Ajdad, 235. 
2 Nuzhat al-Alibba f i Tabagat al-Udaba', 249. 
3 Tabagat al-Nuhat wal-Laghuwiln, I I , 388. 
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He later on published the first part separately as Fiqh al-Lugha. 
In this oldest form the work only exists in the Leyden manuscript 
NO. 66, Berlin, Nos. 7032-7033; Paris No. 5989; Top Kapu 2433 
(RSO VII, 711); Kopr, No. 1205; Fatih No. 3897 and Musil Nos. 
221, 1632. A manuscript of the book with this old title is 
available in the iChedival Library, No. 4192 which is wongly 
attributed to Abu Sa'id b. Mahdi b. Abu Said al-Sinanl.^ 
A manuscript of the book is found in the public library of 
Constantinople No. 3207 Majami*^  which bears the title Marifat 
al-Rutab fl ma warada min kalam al-*Arab and Cairo 2, 111, No. 
2 
362. A manuscript copy of the same book is also found in Mahad 
Ihya al-Makhtutat in Jamia al-Duwal al-Arabiyya under the title 
al~Muntal£hab min Sunan al-Arab, No. Faydallih 2133 which is 
nothing but Sirr al-Arabiyya, the second part of the book. But 
the manuscript copy which is present in the library of Al Kashif 
al-QJiita, al-Hajaf al-Ashraf with the title Asma*al-Addad for 
Thaalibi is nothing but a separate section of Fiqh al-Lugha. 
The only manuscript copy of the book is available in the Dar 
al-Kutub of Egypt with the title Fiqh al-Lugha wa Sirr al-'Arabiyya, 
1 Art. "al-Tha'alibI", Encyclopaedia of Islam, Old Edition, IV, 
732-3; GAL, I, 386(117 GAL,S.I, 500(3); Afunad al-Mubhiml 
and Muhammad al-BablowI; Fihris al-Kutub al-'Arabiyya al-
Mahifuza bfl-Kutub kfcana al-Khadiviyya (al-Utjynania, 1307/ 
1889) ', 
2 Brockelmann, GAL, I, 285, GAL,S.I, 502(40). 
3 Muhammad Husayn Al Yasin, al-Addad fi^ l-Lugj}a (Baghdad, 1973), 
387 ff. under Fiqh al-Lugha, 418. 
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No. 5740 which was later on published for several times. Thus 
the work has Oeen published by Shaykh Rashld al-Dahdah in 
Paris in 1304/1886 consisting of 172+15 pages, lithographed in 
Cairo 1284/1867 consisting of 196 pages, which was also printed 
in Cairo from al-Matbaa al-^mumiyya sponsored by Mustafa al-Babi 
al-HalabI and his two brothers in 1318/1900 consisting of 263 
pages. The book with the same title was printed as typography 
in Egypt is consisting of 271 pages, 1299/1880 and again in 
Egypt in 1138/1725. The second part of the book was edited by 
Shaykh Muhammad al-Zahrl and published in Egypt in 1325/1907 
consisting of 448 pages. The complete book was also published 
by Father Luwis Cheikho from Beirut in 1304/1885 consisting of 
432 pages. It was also edited by Muhammad Badr al-Dln al-
Na*sani and published from Egypt in 1325/1907 and also from 
Matba'a Mustafa Muhammad at Egypt in 1355/1936. Some of these 
publications were repeated more than once. The work was put into 
verse by an unknown author in 742/1341 as Nazm Fiqh al-Lugha, 
found in the Leyden MS. No.67, some of which al-Suyuti quoted 
in his al-Muzhir fi*l Lugha. 
Thaalibi mentioned that he wrote the book for Amir Abul-
Fadl al-Mlkall who chose for him the name of Fiqh al-Lugha to 
which Thaalibi added the second part Sirr al-*Arabiyya after 
1 Al-Suyuti (d. 911/1505), al-rMuzhir fil-Lugha (Egypt, 1958), 
123, 450. Cf. Weijer's, Orient, I, 360 Sqq; Ency. of 
Islam, IV, 730-33. 
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compilation of the book, Thaalibi also states that al-Mikall 
requested him for compiling the book and drew for him its 
stJTucture and frame work. Tba'alibi in his introduction of the 
book indicated to a misfortune due to the destruction and 
tyranny of the Qufs which took place in 420/1029 upon his farm 
during compilation of the book. Thus it seems that the book 
2 
was compiled around this date. 
The first part of this book called Fiqh al-Lugha is divided 
into 30 chapters and each chapter into several sections, dealing 
with such groups of words as synonyms; words which are nearly 
synonymous but which exhibit fine shades of meaning; Arabic 
words which were in Tljaalibi's time used in place of their 
Persian equivalents; Persian words used where no native Arabic 
words existed; and words used in Arabic which were considered 
to be of Greek origin. Hence the book may be treated as a book 
3 4 
on lexicography/ but it cannot be a dictionary of meanings. 
In this part Thaalibi mentions the names of those famous 
grammarians, philologists, lexicographers and narrators whose 
1 Piqh al-Lugha wa Sirr al-*Arabiyya, 28. 
2 Ibid., 15, 22; al-Kamil fll Tarlkh, IX, 377; £ncy. of 
Islam, IV, 730-3. 
3 *Umar al-Daqqaq, Masadir al-Turatfa al-Arabi fil-Lugha wal-
Ma'ajim wal-Adab (Aleppo, 1968), 245; Brockelmann, GALT"I/ 
294. 
4 Amjad al-Tarabulisi, Nazrat Tarljihiyya fl Harkat al-Tallf''Inda 
al-Arab (Aleppo, 1966) , ^51; 'Abd al-Jabbar'Abd al-RahIm, al-
Maraji' al-Arabiyya waL-Muarraba, Dar al-Taba'a al-Hadithiyya 
(Basra, 1970), 262. 
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sayings, opinions, and words he quoted in this book, such as 
Khalil (d. 175/791), Abu Ubayda (d. 1881/803), Nadar b. Shumayl 
(d. 203/818), Asmai (d. 216/831), Ibn al-ArabI (d. 231/844), 
Mubarrad (d. 285/989), Thalab (d. 291/904), Ibn Durayd (d. 321/ 
934), Niftawayh (d. 323/935), Ibn Khalawayh (d, 370/980), Azhari 
(d. 370/980) and KharazanjI (d. 408/1017). Except two minor 
problems we do not find in it any thing from T]ia''alibl' s opinion, 
Tha'alibI also mentions some renowned contemporary rhetoricians 
and reputed literateurs quoting their thoughts and ideas in the 
book, such as. Sahib b. *Abbad (d. 385/995), Hamza al-lsfahanl 
(d. 350/961), Abu Bakr al-Khwarazmi (d. 382/993), Qadl al-Jurjani 
(d. 392/1001) and Ibn Paris Qazwlni (d. 390/1000). 
The second part of the book called Sirr al~*Arabiyya fi 
Hajari Kalam al"*Arab is divided into several sections having 
no chapter, which deals with linguistic, grammatical, rhetorical, 
metaphorical and thematic problems relying upon the text based 
for study. Brockelmann correctly indicates to this part and 
states that the bulk of this second part is taken word for word 
2 
from Fiqh al-Lugha of Ahmad b. Faris. But Ahmad Amin wrongly 
opined that Tha'alibI was the first writer who gave the title 
of this kind of book before Ahmad b. Paris. Tha'alibI, in fact 
^ ^iqh al~Lugha, 102, 279. 
2 Sncy. of Islam, IV, 730-3. 
3 Ahmad AmIn, Zuhr al-Islim, Maktaba al-Nahda (Egypt, 
1945), II, 121. 
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compiled Fiqh al-Lugha after the death of Ibn Faris in 390/ 
1000, The importance of Fiqh al-Lugtta lies in the fact that 
most of the sources from which Thaalibl quoted, as ZakI Mubarak 
says, were lost. 
18. Al-Kinaya wa^ l^ Tarld (Hinting and Allusion) 
Tha'alibI mentioned the book in Thimar al-Qulub with the 
2 3 
title al-Kuna quoting a text from it. He also mentioned it 
-?- 4 
in his Mirat al-Muiruat with the title al-Kinaya. In the intro-
duction of the printed edition of the book Tha'alibi named it 
» < 5 
with the title al-Kinaya wal-Tarld while in its end al-Nihaya 
fll-Kinaya. Hence, the early writers were confused between 
the last two names, Kalax entitled it as al-Nihaya fl'l-Kinaya, 
Q 
Safadi as al-Kinaya wal Tarid, who was followed by Ibn Qadi 
9 Z 
Shuhba, ZakI Mubarak without mentioning the source of quotation 
1 ZakI Mubarak, al-Natbr al-FannI fi'l-Qarn al-Rabi^ al-Hijrl, 
al-Sa'ada (Egypt, 1957), II, 190, 
^ Tilimar al-Qulub (Egypt, 1905), 606. 
3 This text is quoted in the printed edition of al-Kinaya 
Wc?l-Tarld, 44. 
"^ "^^ irat al-Muruat (Egypt, 1898), 27. 
5 Al-Kinaya wal-Tarld (Egypt, 1326/1908), 2. 
6 Ibid., 59. 
7 Ahkam San'a al-Kalam, 233. 
8 Al-WafI bi*L-Wafayat, 15-17, Q2: 269b, as quoted by al-Halu. 
9 Tabaqat al-Nuhat wa*l-LughuwiIn, II, 388, as quoted by al-Halu, 
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T O O A 
named the book al-Kinayat. Barthold, Bosworth and Kurd "All 
mentioned the book with the title al-Kinaya wa*l-Ta*rid whereas 
Haji Khalifa and Baghdad! mentioned it with the titles al-Nihaya 
fii-Kinaya and NihSya al-Kifaya respectively, 
A number of manuscript copies is available with the title 
al-KlnSya wal^Tarld in Berlin, No.7336; Vienna, No. 84, 2; 
Escorial2, No, 281, Maktaba Ahmadiyya of Tunis No. Q40, Dar 
al-Kutub al-Misriyya, No.7004 Adab and Library of iSrif Hikma 
of Madlna, No,173 Majaini'. The manuscript copies of the book 
with the title al-Nihaya ttl (ta'rld wal) kinaya are also found 
in the supplement of the British Museum, No. 1110, 1111, Khedivia 
Library, No. Nun ^ayn 18420, Dar al-Kutub, No.492 Adab and 25 
Sj^ In adab; Leipzig, 863, Escorial^ 28; Koprolu, No.1197, 2, 
sayezld. No.3207, 2 (MO VII, 109), Damadzada No.1582, Raghib, 
No. 1473. A copy of the manuscript for the same book with the 
Q 
t i t l e a l -Ki faya f i ' l -Kinaya i s a l s o a v a i l a b l e in P a r i s , No.5934. 
1 Al-Nathr a l -PannI fI*l-Qarn al-Rabi ' a l - H i j r i (Egypt, 1957) , 
I I , 1 8 1 . 
2 Turkes tan Down t o the Mongol I n v a s i o n , 275-8 . 
3 L a t a i f , t r . , 5 . 
4 Kunuz a l -Ajdad, 235. 
^ ^^Sijf al-:^unun, I I , 1989. 
6 Hadyat a l - A r i f I n , I , 625 . 
7 GM., I , 285(5) , GAL,S. I , 500(5) ; *Abd a l - H a f l z Mansur, 
F i h r i s Majcjatutat al-Maktaba al-Ahmadiyya b i Tunis , Dar a l -
Fath ( B e i r u t , ' l 9 6 9 ) , F i h r i s a l -Kutub (Egypt, 1927) . 
8 QAL,S., I , 500(5) ; F i h r i s a l -Kutub a l -Arab iyya futhmania, 
1307 A . H . ) . ~ 
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ThasilibI states that he had written the book first at 
Nishapur in 400/1009. Having been desired by Abu'l-'Abbas Mamun 
b. Majnun Khwirazmghah to send a copy of it to the Royal 
Library, Thaalibi wrote the present re-cast and with request 
of this Shah he rewrote, arranged and enlarged it in Jurjaniyya. 
It is most likely that the NIghapur copy bears the title 
al-Nihaya fll-kinaya and that of Jurjaniyya al-Kinaya wa'l-Ta*rid 
which is clearly explained by the author in the book. Kalat 
probably was aware of the Nlsijapur version and Safadi, Jurjaniyya 
version only and thus arose a difference between them. As 
regards the titles al~Kuna and al-Kinaya which Tha'alibl himself 
mentioned, they are based probably on forgetfulness or abridge-
ment. 
The book known as al-Nihaya ffl-Kinaya was published under 
the title al-Nihaya fil Ta'rid wal-Kinaya at Macca in 1301/1884 
which consists of 48 pages along with al-Fawaid al-Ajiba fl 
If _ _ 
Irab al-Kalimat al-Gharbiyya of Muhammad AmTn b. 'Abidin in the 
margin. A selection from it and from three other works of 
Thaalibi has also been printed in Constantinople in 1301/1884 
which consists of pages from 187 to 210. The same book has 
been published with the title al-Kinaya wal-Tarid at Cairo in 
1326/1908 along with Abul-Abbas al-Jurjani's Kinayat al-Udaba wa 
Isharat al-Bulaqhi which consists of 59 and 148 pages respectively. 
1 GAL,S. I, 500(5); Cf. Fihris al-Kutub al-Arabiyya. 
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This edition was republished as offset printing along with 
Thaalibi's Majmua Rass'il at Baghdad in 1391/1971. Thaalibi 
dedicated each version of the book to the Khwarzmshah Mamun. 
It is a hand-book on rhetoric with special reference to the 
use of euphemism, metaphor and figurative language which is 
divided into seven chapters and every chapter into several 
sections. The author quoted many allusions in it from the 
holy Qur^n, Hadith, poetry and prose specially from the 
contemporary poets and literateurs. 
19. Lataif al-Zurafa'min Tabaqat al-Pudala (Anecdotes of 
witty men and women from the rank of eminents), 
2 3 
Safadi and Ibn Qadi Stiuhba mentioned the book with the 
title Lataif al-Zurafa. Qasim al-Samarrai edited the book and 
published it in E.J, Brill, Leyden, 1978, under the title 
Lataif al-Zurafa min Tabaqat al-Fudala in facscimile form from 
the Leyden manuscript with an introduction and annotations. 
4 
The editor in his preface describes that the work here published 
is one of the many still unpublished ones of the famous and 
prolific literary author Abu Mansur *Abd al-Malik al-Tha^alibl 
1 Cf. al-Nihaya ffl-Tarld wa\-Kinaya (Macca, 1301/1884), 2. 
2 Al-WafI bI*L Wafayat, 15-17 Q2: 269b/ as quoted. 
3 Tabaqat al-Nuhat wal- Lughuwiin, II, 388, as quoted. 
4 Introduction of the editor, VII-XI. 
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(d. 429/1038). It is preserved in a majmua among Arabic 
manuscripts in Leyden University Library : Codex Orientalis 
1042. The script and the quality of the paper indicate that 
the manuscript, which is undated, belongs to the 7th/13th century. 
The majmua originally contained three texts, as appears from 
the table of contents of the title page. The three texts are: 
i. Lataif al-Sahaba of Thaalibl. It is a work which is 
published in a facsimile edition. Small extracts from this 
text have been incorporated, as early as 1835 by P. Cool (as 
reading exercises) into the text-book of Arabic Grammar of 
T. Roorda, which was published in Leyden under the title ex-
Thaalebii libro facetiarum. The authority of the title Lata'if 
al-?ahaba will be discussed subsequently. The text occupies 
ff. 3a-61b of the manuscript. 
ii. At>asin Kalim al-Nabi of Thaalibl. This text occupies ff. 
62a-108b. 
iii, Al-Ajwiba al-Muskita of Ibrahim b. Abi'Awn al-Katib 
(d. 322/934). 
The manuscript is of a comparatively small size, 174x129 mm, 
intended, as it seems, to be a pocket-book. The scribe, who 
must have been an excellent calligraphist, used black ink for 
the text of the anecdotes and red ink for the headings of 
chapters and the names of the individuals to whom anecdotes are 
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ascribed throughout the manuscript. As for the place of origin^ 
nothing certain is known. But before it came into the possession 
of the 17th century Dutch Resident in Constantinople, Levinus 
Warner, who bequeathed his famous collection of oriental MSS to 
Leyden University, the manuscript must have been, at one time, 
in an area where Persian was spoken, as it appears from the 
occasional marginal remarks in Persian, presximably added by a 
later possessor. The owner's entry on the title-page, dated 
971 A.M., gives no clue as to the origin of the manuscript, 
because the owner's name has been deliberately erased, and 
remained in the meaningless phrases. 
The scribe of the manuscript strenuously tried to establish 
a correct and reliable text. This appears from his frequent 
corrections in the margins, which are always followed either 
by the customary remark Sa^ba (this is the correct reading) or 
only the letter Za (= fihi nazar, I doubt this reading). Moreover, 
the scribe apparently collated his text with a different copy 
from the one he used as his model. Whenever he found variae 
lectiones in that copy he noted these in his own copy with the 
letter K^, meaning (nus) }sJ3a(a) ^  i.e., (so it reads in another) 
copy. This copy was certainly inferior to the scribe's own 
model, because in seven out of nine instances its readings are 
totally incorrect (correct are the variae lectiones on foil. 8a, 
15b, 24a, 33b, 37a, 42a, 51a). The various stages of this 
collation have been indicated by the scribe through the marginal 
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remarks balagha or balagha muqabalatan^ meaning "I have reached 
this passage in collating the manuscript". 
Apart from these annotations, one occasionally comes across 
in the margin of the manuscript references to such other works 
as Tha'alibl's Yatlmat al~Dahr and al-Jawhari's SlhaK al-Lugha. 
These references seem to have been written by the same hand as 
the one that wrote the occasional remarks in Persian. 
The genuin title of the work, as it seems, is not Latajf 
al-Sahaba, etc., as suggested by the table of contents of the 
title page, but Lata'if al-Zurafa min Tabaqat al-Fudala. The 
title Lataif al-Sahaba seems to have been copied from the 
heading of the first chapter of the work, which is entitled 
"al-Bab al-Awwal fl Lataif al-Sahaba wa'l-Tabi'in", whereas the 
author's remark in his introduction (fol. 4a lines 3-4) seems 
to bear the actual title of the work. For,Ti3a'alibi says, "After 
I completed the compilation of al-Baraa fI*l-Takallum min al-Sinaa, 
I had been followed by this book, FI Lataif al-Zurafa min Tabaqat 
al-Fu<Jala (which deals with witticisms and niceties of Zurafa 
(= witty/ charming, debonair persons) from among the ranks of 
outstanding, individuals)". Moreover, in Safadl's list of 
Thaalibi's works we find a work entitled Lata'if al-Zurafa but 
none entitled Lata'if al-Sahaba. The scribe of this manuscript 
1 Al-Wafl bil-Wafayat, quoted by the editors of Thaalibi's 
Lataif al-Maarif (Cairo» I960), their introduction, 18, 
No. 58. 
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or one of his previous colleagues, seems to have committed an 
understandable mistake: being not aware of the genuine title 
of the work, which is only mentioned in the introduction, he 
took the title of the first chapter as such and inscribed it 
as a title. 
The authority of the title, however, is confirmed by the 
structure and contents of the work itself, which indeed gives 
anecdotes arranged according to the various classes and ranks 
of men and women in relation to their occupations, as suggested 
by the title. 
The present Lataif al-Zurafa consists of xi, 146 pages 
(118 facs.) and 12 chapters. Thalilibi dedicated it to Abu Sahl 
ai-HamdawI, a notable of NIshapur who acted for a short period 
as vizier to the Ghaznavid Sultan Muhammad, who came to power 
after his father's death in 421/1030. Muhammad was soon 
dethroned by his brother Masud. The new Sultan sent Abu Sahl 
al-HamdawI as civil governor with the title "al-Shaykh al-AmId" 
to Rayy to replace the notorious governor Tash Parrash. In the 
manuscript the name of Abu Sahl al-Hamdawi is provided with the 
title al-Shaykh al-'AmId, which gives the impression that this 
work was written at the time when al-HamdawI was still in charge 
of the governorship of Rayy, some time between 424/10 33 and 
428/1037, when he was forced by Ibn Kakuyah to abandon Rayy. 
This work may, therefore, be one of Thaalibl's latest literary 
products. 
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Like most of Tjiaalibl's literary output, this work has 
an unmistakably compilatory character. Although, as will be 
evident from the "list of references", he reproduces anecdotes, 
metaphors and hyperboles which he had already presented in 
other works before; in this work the presentation as well as 
the arrangement are somewhat different. The originality of the 
work and its scientific importance lie in the material reminis-
cent of the author's ovm lifetime, rather than in the contents 
of those anecdotes taken from well-known literary sources, 
like, works of Jahiz, Isfahanl or Jahaiiyari. 
20. Lataif al-Sahaba wal-Tabiln (Anecdotes of the 
Companions and Followers of the Prophet). 
This book is in fact the first chapter of Thaalibi's 
Lataif al-Zurafa min yabaqat al-Fudala. The chapter is 
entitled "al-Bab al-Awwal fi Lata'if al-Sahaba wal-Tabi*in" and 
treated as small extracts from the text of the last book. 
These extracts have been incorporated, as early as 1835, by 
P. Cool (as reading excercises) into the text-book of Arabic 
grammer of T. Roorda, which was published in Leyden under the 
title Selecta ex Thaalabii libro face-tiarum in the same year. 
None of the early writers mentoned this book with the same 
title. But Brockelmann mentioned a manuscript of the book 
in his GAL, 1(25), Leyeden, No. 452, Cheikho published another 
1 GAL, 1,287(25); Ency. of Islam^ 1st Edn.,IV,730-3. Cf^Lataif 
al-Zurafa min Tabaqat al-Fudala, ed. Qasim al-Samarrai 
(Leyden, 1978), Introduction of the Editor, VII. 
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collection of wise thoughts in the Journal of al-Masliriq. 
21. Lataif al~Maarif (Curious and Entertaining 
Information). 
Yaqut (d. 626/1229) quoted from this book a text attri-
buted to Tha'alibi and did not mention its name. Ibn Khallikan 
also quoted from it a text and named the book as Lataif al-
_«--_. ^  3 Maarif. Qalqasjjandf (d. 821/1418) quoted from it some texts 
4 
and named the book while he quoted some other texts from it 
and did not mention its name. Hajl Khalifa mentioned three 
books with the title Lataif al-Ma'arif from which Tha'alibi's 
one was the first chronologically. 
A n\imber of manuscripts of Lataif al-Ma'arif is available 
in Leyden, such as G. i, 284, ff. 1-73; CCA 458; 10/16th C. 
or 814(1). Ed. 2a Vol, i, auct. M.J. De-Goeje et Th, Houtsma. 
1888 (n 1-785), Vol. 11, 1 auct. M.J. De-Goeje et Th., W. 
Juynboll, 1907 (no. 786-1029).'^ The book was edited by Paul de 
1 Vol. 5, 831-4. Cf. Ency. of Islam, IV, 732. 
^ Mu^jam al-Udaba, ed. Margolioth (Egypt, 1923) and 1936, 1,307. 
This text is available in Lataif al-Ma'arif, 47, 48. 
3 Wafayat al-Ayan, I, 31. 
4 Subh al-Asha ff Sinaa al-Insha^ photocopy from Amiriyya 
edition, KustatOmas we Shurakahu, n.d., I, 412, 433, 442. 
5 Ibid., I, 427, 438, 439, 445, 448. 
6 Kasljf al-Zunun, II, 1554. 
7 P. Voorhoeve, Handlist of Arabic Manuscripts in the library 
of the Univ. of Leyden and other collections in the Nether-
lands, in Bibliotheca Universitalis Lugduni Batavorum,1957, 
168. 
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Jong, a Dutchman, who was incharge of the Warnerlan collection 
of oriental manuscripts at Leyden, and published in 1867 with 
the title Latifol-maarif auctore... at XhaalibI, which 
consists of 158 and 41 pages. De Jong used two manuscripts 
for this, an inferior Leyden one and a much better Gotha one, 
and for the completion of his critical text, had further 
recourse to manuscripts of two more of Thaalibl's works, the 
2^imar al-Qulub and the Yatlmat al-Dahr. No further addition 
of the text appeared until very recently when two Egyptian 
scholars, Ibrahim al-Abyari and Hasan Karnil al-Sayrafi, produced 
an excellent and well-laid out text, with a preface and indexes 
comprising 239 pages (Dar Ihya al-Kutub al-Arabiyya, Cairo, 
1960). They mentioned in their introduction, 29, a new 
manuscript of the Lataif in the Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya, of 
unknown origin and provenance; this is presumably the one 
listed by Brockelmann in his GAL, I, 338, as given in the 
catalogue of the library, Fihrist al-Kutub al-Arabiyya (Cairo, 
1345-8/1926-9), 11, 72. They are extremely vague in their 
textual indications, but it seems that they have used basically 
the text of de Jong, and have made slight emendations in the 
light of the Cairo manuscript and in accordance with their 
perusal of parallel texts and citations. They have, however, 
added to their text that was hardly possible for de Jong to do 
1 Lataif al-Maarif, tr. Bosworth, Preface, V. 
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in his time, Sc. a copious and valuable commentary in the 
footnotes; these are almost exclusively parallel citations 
from other Arabic texts or else explanations of terms from 
the native dictionaries. 
Recently Dr. Bosworth, Professor of Arabic Studies at 
the University of Manchester, has contributed a detailed 
biographical and critical introduction, and a scholarly 
commentary in the form of extensive notes to the text. It 
was published from the Edinburgh University Press, 1968. 
Bosworth has based his own translation on the text of Abyari 
and Sayrafl, but occasionally he has chosen the reading of 
2 
de Jong where this seemed preferable. 
We know for certain that Tha"alibi wrote Lataif al-Maarif 
while he was at the court of Khwarazmshah sometime between 404/ 
1013 and 407/1016. Tjia^ alibr dedicated the book to the great 
4 
Ghaznavid vizier Ahmad b. Hasan al-Maymandi (d. 424/1032) called 
"Shams al-Kufat" (Sun of the Capable ones) for his secretarial 
and administrative expertise, and himself famous for his Arabic 
scholarship; whereas the previous, less educated first vizier 
1 Bosworth's preface of the Lataif, VI. 
2 Ibid., VI. 
-u 3 Qasim al-Samarrai, "Some Biographical Notes on al-ThaalibI", 
Bibliotheca_.Ori en talis, 180. 
•: Cf. M.Nazlm, Encyclopaedia of Islam, 1st ed., "Al-Maimandi", 
III, 146.' 
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of Sultan Mahmud Abul-Abbas Fadl b. Ahmad (d. 404/1013) had 
changed the language of the administration in Ghazna from 
Arabic to Persian, one of Maimandl's first acts on taking 
over the office was to restore the primacy of Arabic. He 
had begun his career as an official for the Ghaznavids in 
Khurasan, had been for a brief spell civil governor of 
Khurasan, and there in 404/1013 became Sultan Mahmud's vizier 
till his fall in 415/1024, He later became vizier to 
Mahmud's son Masud, but died early in the new reign in 424/ 
1032. Clearly, the paths of Thaalibi and Maymandl could 
have crossed at several points, but exact information is 
lacking. It is most likely that Tha^ alibl stayed for a 
considerable length of time at Abul-^bas Mamun's court when 
he wrote most of the books dedicating to the Shah, using the 
latter*3 fine library. Hence we can safely assume that 
Thaalibi wrote more than five of his works in Jurjanlyya 
between 403/1012 and 407/1016, including Lataif al-Maarif.^ 
De Jong, who edited the text of the Lata'if in the 19th 
century, Zotenbarg, who edited part of the (^ hurar al-Siyar, 
and now Abyarl and §ayrafl, who have recently edited the text 
of the Lataif. have all put forward as the dedicatee of the 
book the famous Sahib Isma*il b. ^ Abbad (d. 385/995), vizier 
to the Buwayhid Amir Pakhr al-Dawla of Rayy and Jibal and a 
1 Lataif al-Maarif, tr. Bosworth, Introduction, 6. 
2 Qasim ail-Samarraf, "Some Biog.", 180. 
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famed Arabic stylist, being known as the KafI al-Kufat 
(Supremely Capable one). Tha'alibl's dedication simply says 
that his book is 'honoured by the exalted name of the Sahib 
Abul- Qasim. It is unlikely that this person could be the 
Sahib Ismail b. *Abbad, even though the latter did have, it 
is true, the very common patronymic Abul- Qasim (a much-favoured 
Kunya because it had been the Prophet Muhammad's one), In 
2 X _ - 3 » 
this way Browne, Abd al-Fattah Muhammad al-Halu, Abul- Fadl 
4 c-
Ibrahim, etc., wrongly expressed their view that Thaalibl was 
connected with Sahib b. *Abbad, As Bosworth rightly identified 
the vizier al-Maymandl to be the dedicatee of La-^ aif al-Ha'arif 
it may be supported by the following evidences: 
i. It is clearly known that Tha'alibl passed his life in 
north-eastern part of the Iranian world, and had no particular 
connections with the Buwayhids and their lands in Central and 
5 
Western Persia. 
ii. The great Buwayhid vizier Sahib b, "Abbad died in 385/995, 
and there are various references in the text of the Latalf to 
—••III — i f c — — . ^ M 
events and people at dates later than this, not all of which 
> 
1 Lataif, tr. Bosworth, Introduction, 17-18. 
2 A Literary History of Persia, II, 112. 
3 Editor of al-Tamthll wal-Muhadara, Preface, 5. 
4 Editor of Thimir al-Qulub, Preface, 5. 
5 Lataif, tr. Bosworth, 18, 
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can have been later additions or insertions. ThaaTlibl in 
the last section of the 9th chapter of this book clearly 
states that "A remarkable concatenation of circumstances, 
Sc. the successive deaths of nine rulers within a space of 
two years. Those took place in the years 387/997 and 388/ 
998; concerning them the present author has written". Under 
this heading Tha'alibi composed a long qasida giving the 
deaths of those nine rulers who practically died in these two 
years, such as the Samanid Nuh b. Mansur (d. 387/997) ; Abu'l-
iHaritb Mansur b. Nuh, the son and successor of Amfr Nuh, 
deposed and blinded in 389/999; the Buwayhid Amir Fakhr al-
Dawla Abul-Hasan 'All {d. 387/997); the Mamunid i<liwarazmshah 
Mamun b. Muhammad, assassinated in 387/997; Sabuktigin, 
nominally governor of Ghazna and Bust for the Samanids, who 
died in 387/997; Ruler of Firs, Ahwaz and Kiirman, Samsam 
al-Dawla, the son of ''Adud al-Dawla, who was blinded, deposed 
and then killed in 388/998; Abu ^ 11 Simjuri, a rebel general 
of the Samanids and ruler of Khurasan, who died in imprisnment 
in 387/997; Faiq al-Majbub, also a rebel slave general of the 
Samanids, who died in 389/999; the ruler of Guzgan, probably 
the Farlqhunid Amir Abul-Harith Ahmad b. Muhammad, who died 
in these years. Thereafter Tha'alibI says, "All these departed 
in the space of two years". Hence it is highly improbable that 
Lata'if al-Ma'arif is dedicated to Sahib b. "Abbad who died 
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in 385/995.•*• 
iii, Ttia'alibI in the Lataif says that one day in the series 
of names repeated in the lines of kings, and chiefs he 
discussed these names with the Khwarazmshah Abul- kbbas MSmun 
b. Mamun and cited the case of his own son Mainun, at that 
time in Slstan^ who was called Mamun b. Mamun b, Mamun. The 
author also writes that the same Khwarazmsijah asked him to 
extemporise some verses about the excessive cold of Khwarazm 
which he promptly recited. It is clearly known that at the 
request of this Khwarazmsbah ^a'alibl visited Jurjaniyya for 
the first time in 403/1012 and hence is quite logical that 
the texts of Lataif al-Maarif were written after this date 
during the reign of Abu'l-"Abbas from 390/1000 to 407/1016 when 
2 
Sahib b. *Abbad was not alive for dedicating the book to him. 
iv. Tha'alibI also writes in the same Lataif that he met the 
commander-in-Chief, Amxr Abul- Muzaffar Na§r b, Nasir al-Din 
and described the birth place (Sc. Ghazna) of Sultan Abvi*l-
Qasim Mahmud b. Sabuktigin, the elder brother of the former. 
It is well to be noted here that neither Abul-Muzaffar was 
the commander-in-Chief nor Abul-Qasim was a Sultan before 
385/995, the date of death for Sahib b. *Abbad.^ 
1 Lata'if al-Ma^ arif (Cairo, 1960), 149-51. 
2 Ibid., 86, 227; Tatimmat al-Yatlma, I, 145. 
3 Lataif al-Maarif, 205-207. 
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V. Mentioning Latalf al-Maarif in his other book named 
al-Lataif wa*L-Zaraif Tha'alibI describes the former to have 
written it for the royal library of "our lord al-Malik al-
Muayyid, Abul-'Abbas Mamun". Thaalibi also mentions in the 
same al-LatSif wa^-Zaraif the *Abbasid Caliphs of free mothers, 
saying, "I have mentioned them in Lata'if al-Ma'arif which I 
have written "in the library of al-Halik al-Muayyid," It is 
clearly known that Sahib b. 'Abbad was not a "Malik" (king) 
rather he was a vizier. 
Thus the true dedicatee can in fact be invariably iden-
tified as the celebrated Ghaznavid vizier Abui-Qasim Ahmad 
b. Hasan al-Maymandl, called Shams al-Kufat (Sun of the 
Capable Ones). The pious wish 'May Allah have mercy on himl' 
of De Jong's edition must be, as noted in Abyarl-^ayrafl 
edition, a later copyist's addition, for Maymandl was clearly 
alive when Th_a*alibi wrote this dedication whom the author 
mentioned as the "Sahib Sljams al-Kufat". Hence the Lataif must 
therefore come from the later period of Thaalibi's life when 
he had been drawn into the orbit of the Ghaznavids, but it must 
2 
have been written before Maymandl's death in 424/1032). 
"^^^ Lataif consists of ten chapters which give information 
about the originators of certain practices and about outstanding 
1 Al-Lata-Lf wa'l-Zara'if, 64, 68. 
2 Lataif, tr. 18, 35, 136. 
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exponents of certain professions, give lists of people with 
some common quality or link of relationship, describe strange 
coincidences and set down anecdotes containing unusual or 
striking items of information. 
^ 
'^^ ® Latalf was one of the many didactic works written at 
the time keeping in mind the needs of students, secretaries, 
officials, and so forth. A desideratum for the Muslim seeking 
either a general education or else specific training for a 
profession, was a knowledge of adab, the body of learning 
required to give social or professional polish, which embraced 
all the traditional linguistic, religious and legal sciences, 
together with the whole span of huiman history as it was known 
to the Muslims. Here, then, we have a compendium of instruc-
tion on Islamic Self-Help, which provides information about 
the originators of certain practices and about outstanding 
exponents of certain professions; lists people with some 
common quality or link of relationship; describes strange 
coincidences; gives explanations of curious nicknames given 
to poets and other well-known figures; deals with matters 
relating to the prophet and his fellow tribesmen of Quraysl}; 
and finally, in an extended geographical section; describes 
the regions and cities of the known world, from Egypt to China, 
with particular emphasis on their products and specialities. 
1 Ibid., 18-9. 
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So much for the 'curious' aspect. TliAalibi, like other 
authors of similar works, was anxious to keep the interest of 
his readers and, careful lest they became bored with instruc-
tion, he liberally intersperses his information with light and 
entertaining matter — amusing anecdotes, scraps of poetry, 
and so on. It is a valuable source-book to the arbist, the 
sociologist, folklorist, theologian, historian of ideas, and 
the general reader interested in the history of culture. It 
is a rich ground for comparative studies of the socio-cultural 
practices of Islam and western or oriental societies; the 
Arabic fascination for genealogical information, was based 
partly on the desire to trace ancestry back to the prophet 
and a veneration of the ancients (which did not amount to 
worship, however, as in China) and partly on the need for 
material advancement; the pre-occupation with the mystical 
and prophetic properties of letters and numbers, so much a 
concern of western and oriental culture; the interest, some-
times amounting to respect, accorded to people with physical 
deformities in western society dwarfs, for example, were 
subject-matter for painters and were frequently favoured 
retainers at court. These are only a few of the valuable 
insights to be found in this important and fascinating book. 
'Isa, J. Boullata, Review of Lataif al-Maarif of Tha'alibi, 
tr. Bosworth, The Muslim World," 59 (1969), 159-60. 
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22. Ma Jara bayn al-Mutanabbl wa Sayf al~Dawla 
(Mutanabbi's relations with Sayf al-DSwla). 
The book with the same title is mentioned by Safadi in 
his list of Tha'alibi's book quoted in the prefaces of the 
editors of Lataif al-Ma'arif and al-Tamthll wa^ l- Mul^adara, 
Nos. 62 and 60 respectively. It may be noted here that in 
Safadi's list, many titles differ only slightly frcro the 
others, and even allov/ing for the fact that the rhyming and 
often meaningless titles of some of the works effectively 
conceal the real nature of their contents, we can discern that 
many of the compositions deal with the same subject. It is 
very likely that some titles are the names of chapters or 
sections of larger books rather than titles of independent 
works. Thus Safadi's Ma Jara bayn al-Matanabbl wa Sayf al-
Dawla is obviously identical with the long section on the 
great poet in the 5th chapter of the first part of Yatlmat 
al-Dahr. Extracts from this long section of the Yatlma were 
thereafter edited and published by P. Dieterici under the 
title MutanabbI und Seifuddaula along with his ous der Edelperle 
des Tha'alibl in Leipzig, 1847, who quotes in it a list of all 
1 Edited by Ibrahim al-Abyarl and Hasan Kamil SayrafI(Cairo, 
1379/1960), Preface, 3-30. 
2 Edited by*Abd al-Fattah Muhammad al-Halu (Cairo, 1381/1961), 
Preface, 3-32, 
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t he p o e t s mentioned in Tha ' a l ib i . Brockelmann mentions t h i s 
2 
book in his GAL and enumerates its available manuscripts. A 
copy of the manuscript of it is also available in the library 
of the University of Leyden Or. 1005(2).^ 
•^^ * Al-Mubhij (The delightful) . 
Tha'alibi mentioned it with this title in many of his 
large books and frequently quoted its texts in his other 
4 
books. All the early and later writers mentioned it with 
this title, but Brockelmann is confused with giving its 
name as al-Mubhij or al-'Mubahhi j . A number of manuscript 
copies of the book is available in the libraries of Berlin, 
No. 8332, Paris Nos. 1167, 35, 5914,2/ Koprulu, No.1366 (MSOS 
XIV, 26), Faiz, No.2133,^ (ZDMG 68, 386), Cairo2, III, No.322, 
Fas, Qar. No.1323, and Top kapu. No.2337 (RSO iv, 702).^ A 
copy of the book is also found in the library of al-Awqaf 
1 Barthold, Turkestan dox^ m to the Mongol Invasion, 9-10. 
2 GMi, I, 284(1) . 
3 P. Voorhoeve, Hand l i s t of Arabic Manuscr ip t s in B i b l i o t h e c a 
U n i v e r s i t a l i s , Lugduni Batavorum, 1957, 402, 
4 Al-Mutagliabih, 19; a l -Tamth i l wal-Muhadara, 4; a l -Kinaya 
wafl-T^rlij, 44; a l - L a t a l f wal-ZargLlf, 57 fa 'gsin al-QabIh""wa 
Taqblh a l -Hasan, f o l i o s 22a, 23b, 25a; al-I*j§z waa-lja2,"*'22; 
ThimBJL a l -Qulub , 24, 35, 36, 37, 331, 347, 384, 385, 449, 450, 57 2 ,618, 
631 ,636 ,654 ,658 ,660 ,666 ,670 ,676 ,679 ,684 ,688 ; Mirat a l -
a l -Muru^t / 31 ; Tatimmat a l -Yat lma, 1 1 , 4 5 . 
5 . GAL, 1 ,285(22) ; GAL,S. I ,501(24) ; Ency.of I s l am, IV, 7 3 0 - 3 . 
6 GAL, 1 ,285(22) ; GAL,S.1,501(24); Cf. J u r j i Zaidan, TarlMi 
Adab al-Lugha a l -Arab iyya , I I , 597, 
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al-'^ Amma at Musil, No. 8/10 Hasan Pasha; similarly in Dar 
al-Kutub, No.317 Adab, and also in the library of'Arif Hikma 
at Madlna, No.221, Majami*. 
A selection of the book is published with Arba* Rasa'il 
from al-Jawaib at Constantinople in 1302/1885 where the book 
stands as second risala. The complete book was published in 
Matbaa al-Najah of Egypt in 1322/1904 from a manuscript written 
in 732/1331, which consists of 56 pages. The author in his 
introduction of the book describes that he dedicated it to 
the Ziyarid prince Shams al-Ma'ali Qabus b. Washmgir (d. 403/ 
1012) when the former visited him for the first time at Jurjan 
2 
in 390/1000, Hence it is apparent that he wrote the book 
before this date at Nishapur where Qabus lived in exile for 
about 18 years from 371/981 to 388/998. The introduction of 
the book is clearly indicating that the author rewrote and 
rearranged it receiving admiration of the people about it which 
3 
consists of 70 chapters. The book is one of the epistles of 
Tha'alibl which comprises the literary, political and social 
thoughts and ideas both in prose and poetry belonging to the 
field of entertaining literature including some of his own 
poetry. The book begins thus with "bi Ism Allah Istiftahan wa 
Istinjahan..." 
1 Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya, III, 322. 
2 Al-Mubhij, 2; al-Tamtbll wal-Muhadara, 4, 
3 Al-Mubhij, 2. 
2 36 
24. Al-Mutashabih (Similarities in comparison). 
Qasim al-Samarrai says that the book is sometimes called 
al-Ajnas wa^l-Tajnis. For the last title Brockelmann mentions 
two manuscripts as Cairo2 ii. No. 175 and Topkapu, No. 23 37 
2 
(RSO IV, 702). For the first title Brockelmann also mentions 
several manuscripts as Cairo2, II, 215, Cairo-^, VII, No.633, 
_ 3 
Musil, Mos. 135, 264, 235,^z 163. Most of the modern writers 
mention the book with the title al-Mutashabih, such as, Jurjl 
- 4 5 6 
Zaidan, Bosworth, Muhammaa Shafi^, etc. A manuscript copy 
of the book is also available in Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyyah with 
the title al-Mutaghabih, No.116 Majami% 
The book for the first time was edited and published by 
iMuhajTimad Shafi in the Damlma of Oriental College Magazine, 
Lahore, May 1950, under the title al-Mutashabih with comments 
and annotations by him, which consists of 29 and 6 pages. The 
7 
editor used two manuscripts for the publication of the book. 
1 "Some Biographical Notes on al-Tjha'alibl", Bibliotheca 
Qrientalis, 32 (1975), 185. Cf. GM., S, I, 502 (31) . 
2 GAL, S, I, 500(6). 
3 GMi, I, 286(28), GAL,_S. I, 502(31) where both the titles 
are found for the same book. 
4 TarI}cJ3 Adab al-Lugha al-*Arabiyya, II, 597-8. 
5 Lata'if al-Maarif, tr. Introduction, 6. 
6 Al-Mutaghabih, published in Damlma of Oriental College 
Magazine^(Lahore, May 1950), with notes by Muhammad Shafi' 
Preface, 1-6. 
7 Cf. Preface of the Editor, 1-6. 
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On the whole, the text as presented by the two manuscripts 
is fairly accurate, although one or two passages are defectively 
quoted in both. The author had already made use of a consi-
derable part of the material in some other works of his. These 
works have come handy for purposes of collation. Again the 
book was edited by Ibrahim al-Samarra'i and published in the 
- - 2 
i'iajalla Kulliyyat al-Adab, which consists of 6 and 33 pages 
including a preface of his. This text is based on one 
manuscript noticed in al-Majma^ al~Ilmi a1-Iraqi No.96/mim, 
photo-copied from a manuscript available in Dar al-Kutub, 
3 No. 116 Majami' under the title al-Mutashabih. The work is 
divided into three sections. The first deals with that form 
of Mutaghabih which resembles a slip in writing. The second 
deals with the regular paronomasia; and the third v;ith the 
Mutaghabih words that are identical in sound and form. This 
work is a collection of phrases, sentences, proverbs and verses 
inArabic, which contain Mutasjhabih words, i.e., words similar, 
or almost similar, in form, or similar both in form and pro-
nunciation. The author regards this rhetorical figure as of 
the best varieties of Tajnis (paronomasia). He has selected 
the passages mostly from the works of his contemporaries who 
1 Ibid. 
2 April, 1967, No,10. 
3 Flhris (Egypt, 19 27). 
4 Al-MutasJaabih, ed. M. Shafi^ Preface, 1-6. 
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had developed a great task for Tajnls and from his own 
writings. Most prominent among the writers whose works he 
has utilised are Ibn al-Amid (d. 360/971), Abu Ishaq al-Sabi 
(d. 384/994), Sahib b. al-Abbad (d. 385). Badi'al-Zaman al-
Hamadhanl (d. 398/1007), and Abul-Path al-Bustl (d. 400/1009). 
The first section occupies more than half of the work while 
1 2 
the third is the shortest. Safadi, through confusion 
gives the title of the book as al-Mutashabih lafzan wa KJiattan 
which is nothing but the third section of the present work. 
Similarly the editors of the Lataif al-Ma'arlf wrongly states 
that al-Muta§iiabih lafzan wa Kha1;t;^ an and Thimar al-Qulub fi'l 
Mudaf wa*l-Mansub are the same. 
ThaalibI dedicated al-Mutashabih to Abul-Muzaffar Nasr 
b. Subuktigin who was holding the post of the commander-in-
chief of the army and Governor of Khurasan as well with his 
headquarters in Nighapur from 389/999. The author mentions 
4 
in this work his two other works namely al-Mubhij and 
5 
al-Siyasah which clearly indicate that he wrote the present 
work after them and before 396/1006 when Abul-Hazaffar left 
Nlshapur for (ebazna. The work, however, was the first of a 
1 Ibid., 1-6. 
2 Quoted by the Editor of al-Tamthll wa'l-Muhadara, Preface, 
3-32(62). 
3 Ed. Ibrahim al-Abyari and Hasan Kamil al-Sayrafi, Preface, 
3-30(64). 
4 Lahore edition, 11. 
5 Ibid., 14. 
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project series of dedications by the author to the said Amir 
whom he promised them. 
In connection with the present work it may be mentioned 
2 
here that Thaalibi notes that the Jahili poets made very 
little use of Tajnls, In the 4th/10th century^ a certain 
Abu Muhammad al-BustI quoted verses of the Mutashabih type, 
to the young Abul-Fath al-BustI, which so captivated his heart 
3 
that he himself produced a lot of material of this sort. As 
a literary fashion, the use of Talnls became so popular that 
Abul- Fadl al-Mlkall gave preference to it over all other 
4 
rhetorical figures. In fact, some authors of the period 
began to use it so excessively that Tha^ alibl had to condemn 
5 
the practice. 
25. Mi ra t al-Muruat wa Amal al~Hasanat 
The book with t h i s t i t l e i s mentioned by Baghdad! and 
7 
Brockelmann whi le a l l o t h e r e a r l y and modern w r i t e r s mention 
i t wi th t h e t i t l e Mira t a l -Muruat on ly . But Ka la i w r i t e s i t 
1 I b i d . , I n t r o d u c t i o n of the au thor , 1 . 
2 Kba?s al-Kltags (Cairo, 1224/1809), 77 . 
^ ^ a t l m a t a l -Dahr , IV, 233, 204, 7 3 . 
4 ZakI Mubarak, a l - N a t h r a l - F a n n I , 1 1 , 32 3 . 
5 Yat imat a l -Dahr , IV, 76 . 
6 Hadyat a l - A r i f I n , I , 625 . 
7 GAL, I , 285(15) ; GAL,S. I , 501(16) ; Ency. of I s l am, IV, 
7 3 0 - 3 . 
8 Al;ikam Sana al-Kalam, 232. 
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as Mlrat al-Murua. Thallibl himself mentions the book with 
the title Mi rat al-MurusTt. Brockelmann also mentions a niomber 
of manuscripts of the book available in Berlin, No.5409, 
Constantinople, No. 3207, 3 (MO VII, 108), Asad, No.903, 
Raghib, No.1473, 3. 'Ashir, 903 and Musil, Nos. 135, 223, 4.^ 
In the Library of al-Auqaf al-^ma at Musil a manuscript copy-
is also found in Majmu^ No. 8/10, Hasan Pasha which is greater 
than the published one. The work was printed without edition 
in Matbaa al-Taraqql at Cairo in 1898 which consists of 32 
pages and again in Cairo in 1318 A.M. 
Th.aalibi did not clearly explain the dedicatee of the 
book. But he only mentioned "al-Sadr al-Ajall al-Syyid al-
Sahib Akfa al-Kufat" and then indicated to ^'al~Ubudiyat al-
Qadima li Hadra tihi." Hence most probably Tha'alibi dedicated 
it to either Mas'ud's vizier Abu Sahl al-HamdunI or Ahmad b. 
'Abd al-Samad wno became Mas'ud's vizier after Maymandl in 424/ 
1033 (d. 435/1043 while still serving Masud's son Mawdud), The 
book was compiled after 422/1031 as the author attributed 
Sultan Mahmud al-GhaznavT (d. 421/1031) in it as "al-Sultan 
4 - - 5L 
,al-Madi". Qasim ai-Samarrai specifically mentioned al-Sahib 
Akfa al-Kufat Ahmad b. "^ Abd al-Samad, the vizier to whom the 
author dedicated this work. 
1 Hirat al-Muruat, Matbaa al-Taraqql (Egypt, 1898), Preface 
of the author, 2. 
2 GAL, I, 285(15); GAL,S, I, 501(16). 
3 Mirat al-Muruat, Preface of the author, 2-3. 
4 Ibid., 8. 
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The work is divided into 15 chapters and every chapter 
begins with the word Muruk related to the groups of people 
and professions. This shorter adab work deals with the collec-
tions from the Holy Quran, Hadlth, Proverbs and poetry. 
26. Al-Muntahal, sometimes called Kanz al-Kuttab 
(Treasure-house for Secretaries). 
It is most likely that the book attributed to 'Tba'alibl, 
was originally written by both Tha'alibl and Abu 1-Fad 1 al-
Mrkall and abridged by Tha'alibl himself. Yaqut attributed 
it to al-Mlkall quoting from Masjjarib al-Tajarib of Abul- Hasan 
"Tvll b. Zayd al-BayhaqI (d. 565/1169) . In one place Ibn 
Khallikan attributed it to Xiiaalibl and in another to al-
2 "^  
Mikall. §afadr attributed al-iMuntahal to Tha'alibl at the time 
when his contemporary Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi attributed it to 
4 - 5 
al-Mlkall. Brockelmann mentions the book as Kanz al-Kuttab 
and attributes it to Tha'alibl, and enumerates its various 
manuscripts available in Raghib No.1194, Faiz, No.1774 (ZDMG 
68, 384), Cairo, III, 308, Dichteren, HSS, der. KK. Hofbiolio 
1 Mu^ lam al-Udaba, ed. Margolioth (Egypt, 1923), ^Isa al-Halabl 
(Egypt, 1936), V, 208. 
2 Wafayat al-Ayan, II, 105; IV, 194. 
3 Al-WafI bi*l-Wafayat, 15-17; Q2, 269b as quoted. 
4 Fawat al-Wafayat, II, 52. 
5 GAL, I, 285(19); GAL,S, I, 502(20). 
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Thek of Flugel, Zu Wien No.242, on which the Turkish poet 
Lamil (d. 938/1537) wrote a commentary. Most of the modern 
researchers are of the opinion that al-Muntahal is by 
Thaalibi. But Jurjl Zaidan named it al~Muntak;[)al and attri-
buted it to Tha'alibl. Then he rectified his opinion and 
said/ "Some of them attributed al-MuntaJcijal to Abul- Fadl al-
Mikall, a contemporary of Tha^alibl." The editors of Latalf 
al-Maarif and Shahnama~i-X]iaalibl also named it al-MuntaJ^al, 
following Jurji Zaydan, for Tha'alibI while the former editors 
said that this book and Kan2 al-Kuttab of Thaalibi are. the 
3 -
same. A manuscript available in Dar al-Kutub, No.2087 adab 
<- 4 bears the title al-Muntahal which is attributed to Thaalibi. 
But two manuscripts in Cambridge University Library, No. Qq51 
(1116) and in Aya Sofia, No.4880 which bear the title al-
Muntatial are attributed to al-Mlkall. 
The present work of Thaalibi is however an anthology in 
which the poet's names are not given generally. Thus al-
Muntahal with commentary by Shaykii Ahmad Abu ^ ll Amln was 
printed as al-Muntakhal fi Tarajim Shu^ ara al-Muntatjal at 
Alexandria of Egypt in 1321/1903, which consists of 354 pages 
1 Sncy. of Islam, IV, 73-3. Cf. Toderini, Lit. Turch, II, 
app. XXAiv. 
2 Tarllib Adab al-Lugha al-Arabiyya, II, 598. 
3 Lat^if al-Ma'arif, Preface of the Editors, 19(17), Sibahnama 
Thaalibi, Preface of the Editor, ba. 
4 Fihris Dar al-Kutub, 2. 
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including 290 pages of the original book. The book comprises 
2500 passages from 161 poets. The book was edited from a 
unique manuscript to the source of which the editor did not 
refer. As regards the attribution of the book the commentator 
of it infers a fine opinion. Hence after presenting the 
2 
opinion of the predecessors he says: 
Thus '^aalibl intended to give the book this title which 
al-Mlkali did not observe. The commentator opined that there 
is no wonder for his naming the book with al-Muntajial when we 
see the author's statement in his introduction of the book that 
3 
he presented in it: 
Now if we thoroughly study the book itself we find this reality 
that the book is correctly attributed to Thaalibi by the 
following evidences: 
i. Al-Muntahal is divided into 15 chapters and every chapter 
deals with a poetical purpose in which order some poems are 
collected here. Thaalibi followed the method of collection 
and selection in this book and he followed it in almost all 
of his books such as Ahsan ma Samitu, Man ghaba ^ anhul-Mutrib, 
1 Preface of the Editor, 2. 
2 Ibid., 3. 
3 Al-Muntatial, 3 . 
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Sihr al-Balagha, etc. 
ii. Evidently, the headings of the chapters of al-Muntahal 
resemble those of the sections of X^aalibi's other books. 
Thus the heading of the first chapter of al-Muntahal as "Fll 
Khatt wal-Balagha" is like that of the first section of Man 
Ghaba *"anhul-Mutrib. The fourth chapter of al-Muntahal as 
"Makarim al-Akl^ laq wa'l-Madlh" is resembling the 9th chapter 
of Atisan Ma Sami'tu and the heading of the 14th chapter of 
al-Muntahal as "fll-^ yadah wa ma undaf ilayha" resembles the 
headings of the 18th chapter of Sihr al-Balagha and 19th 
chapter of Ahsan ma Sami'tu. 
iii. The author of al-Muntahal says in the beginning of 
al-Mlkall's texts, "wa gala Abul-Fadl*Ubayd Allah al-Mxkall". 
If al-Mlkall is the author of the book he should say, "Qala 
Muallif al-kitab" or something like that. 
Besides these, there are still more evidences which go to 
prove that the book is not written by Tha'alibl; 
i. The subjecf-matter of the chapters of al-Muntahal differs 
from that of Tha^ alibl's relevant books. Thus al-Muntahal is 
concerned about the old and contemporary poems while ThaalibI's 
books do not comprise generally the poems of the old poets 
except in some cases. 
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ii. In the chapters of al-Muntahal no methodical arrangement 
was followed for the names of the poets. Thus their names 
in the first chapter, for instance, are found as, al-Buhturl, 
Kusjaajim, Ibn Abi al-Baghal, Abul-Path al-Busti, Ibn 
al-RumI, al-MutanabbI, al~MarXmr, Ibn Manduwayh, *^ A1T b. 
al-Jahml, the vizier al-Muhallabl, al-SabI, Abu Firas, 
al-SabI (second time) Ibn Tahir, Ibn Ri3ml (second time).... 
This method of al-Muntahal clearly differs from Ttjaalibi's 
well-known method of annalistic continuity in mentioning the 
poets' names. Nevertheless, the 10th chapter of the book 
differs from the rest of the chapters while in the former the 
author presented the names of the poets on annalistic 
continuity which essentially resembles Thaalibi's method, and 
the texts which resemble those quoted in like chapters of 
Thaalibi's book. 
iii. The full name of the poets in al-Muntahal differs from 
that of Thaalibi's other books. Thus in al-Muntatial the name 
_ _v 3 '- _ -
of Abu Tammam al-Tai appears, whom Thaalibi names Abu Tammam 
Habib b. Aws; the name of Abul- Fadl Muhammad b. al-Am"id, whom 
' c 5 
Tha'alibi names Abul-Fadl b. al-AmIr; the name of *Ali b. al-
1 Al-I'5az wa'L-*fjaz, the 10th chapter, 136; Khass al-Khas:?, 
the 4th Chapter, 95. 
2 Cf. the 10th chapter of al-Muntahal. 
3 Al-Muntahial, 144, 154. 
4 Al-Tamtbill wa*l-Muhadara, 94; al-Ij'az wal^Ijaz, 185. 
5 Al-Muntal?al, 122; al-Tamti^ Il wa'l-Muhadara, 121; Lata'if al-
Maarif, 48, 170, 171; al-Ijaz wa!l-'Ijaz, 226; ^a?s al-
Kh5"ss, 158. "~~ ' 
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RumI, whom Tha'alibi calls "Ibn al-Rumi", •'' and the name of 
*A1I al-Bassaml, whom Tha'alibi names Ibn Bassam.^ 
iv. The author did not present in al-Muntahal any thing 
from his own texts as Thaa"libf was habituated to do so with 
no exception in books of collection compiled by him. 
Thus some evidences infered from the method and subject-
matter of the book certainly indicate that it is the compila-
tion of Thaalibl while some others indicate to some person 
other than Thaalibl. Hence we can safely conclude that al-
Muntahal is the compilation of both Th.a'alibl and Mikall as a 
joint venture to which Tha'alibi indicates in his Yatlmat al-
3 
Diahr. Both of them compiled the book in their early life of 
education and wrote their names in one copy of it. Hence the 
attribution of al-Muntahal to either of them became rampant to 
different groups of historians a practice which was not 
uncommon at that time as al-Khali diyain followed this method 
before these two compilers. 
27. Man gj^aba ^anhu'l-Mutrib 
— 4 
Ibn Khal l ikan mentions t h e book with t h i s t i t l e which 
1 Al-Muntahal , 78, 224; a l -Tamth l l waV Muhadara, 100; La^a i f , 
9, 50, 52; a l - l ' j a z , 27l7 Khass, 128 . 
2 Al-Muntahal , 155; a l - T a m t h l l , 106; La t a l f , ^5, 51 , 5 3 . 
3 V o l . I l l , 170, 2 4 3 . 
4 Wafayat al-Ayan, I I , 352. 
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was followed by the later writers. But Safadl names it Man 
Awazahul Mutrib while both the editors of Lataif al-Maarif 
2 
listed both the names. Brockelmann enumerated the manuscripts 
of the book under the title Man gjjaba *anhi/l~Mutrib as Berlin, 
No. 8333, BDMG, No.103, Paris, nos, 3305,1, 3401,4, 5934,3, 
Br. Mus. Suppl. no.1110,2, Escur^, 340,4, Garr, 188, Brill 
H2. no. 121,2, Autograph Laleli, no.1946 (MO VII, 105), Cairo2, 
III, 383, 395, Musil, no.265, 18 and Tehran, II No. 307."^  
Daud al-Jalbi indicates to a manuscript of it available in the 
4 
library of Amin Beg al-Jallli at Musil. The book has been 
published separately with the title Man ghaba *anhul- Mutrib, 
by Muhammad Sallm al-Lubabidi from Matba'a Adabiyya, Berirut, 
in 1309/1891 which consists of 118 pages along with 17 Adabi 
Majmua, all of thera epistles, called al~Tu^fa al-Bahiyya wal-
Turfa al-§hahiyya where the present book lies as al-Khatima 
from Matbaa al-JawS'ib, Constantinople in 1302/1885, which 
consists of pages from 230 to 294. It is translated by Rescher 
(in M.O., XVII, 31-198; XVIII, 81-109). The writer on al-
Thaalibl in Encyclopedia of Islam says that the book is a 
subsidiary to Ahsan Ma Samitu. Most likely the book was 
1 Al-WafI bil-Wafayat, 15-17, Q2, 269b. 
2 Lata'if al-Maarif, Preface of the Editors, 19. 
3 G^, I, 285(12); GAL,S, I, 501(12). 
4 Daud a l - J a l b i , Maklitjutat al-Mugil, Matbaa a l -Fura t 
(Baghdad, 1907), 265 . ' 
5 F i h r i s Par al-Kutub al-Ml?riyya, I I I , No.2803. 
6 Vol. IV, 1s t ed . , 730-3. 
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compiled after Ahsan ma Sand'^ tu as Thaalibi menticmed the 
latter only in Yatimat al-Dahr compiled in 403/1012. Thaalibi 
quoted some verses of Abu\-*Ala al-MaarrI in the present book 
and not in Ahsan Mg Sami'tu and gave his biography in Tatimat 
al-Yatima compiled in 424/1033^ and not in the YatTma, which 
clearly indicate that the book was compiled during the Qliaznavid 
Sultan Mas'ud's reign (422-432/1031-1041). Charles Rieu says 
that the initial lines of the preface of a manuscript of it 
are lost. The extent portion begins, "al-Sljaykti al-ltoild al-
Sayyid Atilallahu Baqahu wa Adima i^ lahu Sadr Ahl al-Padl...", 
that is# with an eulogy upon a noble personage to whom the work 
is dedicated, viz., "al-Shaykb al-^ Amld al-Sayyid", who is 
said to have overwhelmed the author with favours, and to 
have written to him a gracious letter of unsurpassed elegance. 
The author's patron is designated in some verses in his 
praise fol. 24a, as Ibn Mugijkan, which identifies him with 
the well-known chief Secretary of Sultan Mahmud and then of 
Sultan Mas'ud Ghaznavl, Abu Nasr b. Mushkan, who died in 431/ 
1039. Qasim al-sSnarrai remarks that "the dedicatee of the 
book may be identified with Abu Sahl al-HaradawI but there is 
no evidence to substantiate our assumption. The name of the 
dedicatee does not appear in the edition, published in Beirut 
1 Vol. I, 7. 
2 Suppl. to the Catalogue of Arabic Manuscripts in Br. Mus. 
Oxford Univ. I»ress (London, 1894), 699-700,"^oll. 23-69. 
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1309/1891, but it appears in Berlin MS. No.8333.''" 
The present book is an anthology of elegant pieces in 
prose and verse, which is divided into seven chapters. 
28. Natiir al-Nazm wa Hall al-*Aqd (Releasing of the 
poetic string and untying of the knot). 
ThaalibI mentioned the book in his al-Lataif wal-Zaraif^ 
with the title al-Nazm wa\-Natbr wa hall '^ agd al-Sihr, while he 
named it in the preface as Natbr al-Nazm wa hall al-Agd, which 
was followed by almost all the writers down to the present age 
except Kalaf, ?afadl and Ibn QadI Sijuhba who named it 
Hall al-^qd while the editors of.La-^ a'if al-Ma'arif read it 
Hula al-Iqd. Brockelmann mentioned a number of manuscripts 
of the book available in Berlin, Nos. 8344-5, Leiden, No.457, 
Ret. Nos. AM 775-6, Top Kapu, No.2337, 1 (RSO iv, 702) and 
g 
Dam. Urn 87, 64. A manuscript with the title Natbr al-Na?m 
is available in Mahad Ihya al-Makhtutat at Jami'a al-Duwal al-
•T^ rabiyya, No. Ahmad al-Thalitb 2337. 
1 Art. "Some Bibliographical Notes on al-ThaalibI", Bibliotheca 
Orientalis, 32(1975), 186. 
2 Ibid., 21. 
3 Ibid.; 2, 4. 
4 Ahkarn Sana al-Kalam, 232. 
5 Al-Wafl bri»Wafayat, 15-17, Q2: 269b. 
6 Tabaqat al-NUhat wal-Lugkawiln, II, 387. 
7 Preface of the Editors, 16. 
8 GAL, I, 285(11); GAL, S, I, 501 (11). 
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The book under the title Natfar al-Nazm wa Hall al-Aqd 
has been published at Damascus in 1300/1883 consisting of 164 
pages with al-Faraid wal-Qalald in its margin and then in 
1301/1884 which consists of 168 pages and then at Egypt in 
Ma^a'a Adabiyya, 1317/1899. Tha'alibi wrote this work at the 
request of Khwarazamshah MSmTn b. Mamun (d, 407/1016) to 
elucidate in prose his other anthological work. Munis al-Udaba, "^  
which Brockelmann thought to be of an unknown author. As far 
as it may be judged, ThaalibI was in Jurjaniyya (from 403/ 
1012 to 407/1016) when writing this book, as he clearly 
states, "I am writing, may God preserve the life of my lord, 
from the capital in Jurjaniyya... and thank God that I am 
considered among the servants of our lord al-Malik al-Muayyad 
Wall al-Niam Kbwarazmsijah..." As the book is a prose para-
phrase of the verses, it is arranged under some epistles and 
sections which are mostly adorned by the name of Abul-"Abbas 
- - 4 KhwarazmsJiah. 
29. Nasrm al-Sahar or NasXm al--$aba 
5 
Safadi mentions the book with this name and in it he was 
1 NaU^r al-Nazm wa hall al-Aqd (Cairo, 1317/1899), 2,8,10,16. 
18,51, ff. Cf.Leiden, MS of this work Or 1527, fol.lb, 12a, 
14b, 35a-b, etc., which consists of 102 folios, (juoted by 
Samarra^. 
2 Encyclopaedia of Islam, Art. 'Th.aalibl', IV, 731. 
3 Nathr al-Nazm wa hall al-'Aqd, Leiden MSS, Or, 1527, fol.59b. 
4 Fihris Par al-Kutub, No.1563. 
5 Al-WafI bil Wafayat, 15-17 Q2: fol. 269b. 
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followed by Ibn Qadi Shuhba.-^ Hence all the modem writers 
named the book with this title. But Brockelmann gives its 
title Nasim al-Saba by entimerating its manuscripts. It was 
published with the title NasIm al~Sahar at Baghdad in 1965 in 
continuation of the journal al-Kitab^ No.l with edition of 
Sfeaykh Muhammad Hasan Al Yasln and in 1971 in the Milalia 
al~Mawrid, vol.1. Part 1-2, pages from 127 to 142 by Dr. 
(Mrs.) Ibtisam Marhun al-Saffar. Both editions do not bear 
the name of the dedicatee of the book. In the introduction 
of the manuscripts the two editors saw that, fT'^VAio'^o^u) » 
'^-_-* .^^ \ o ^ ^ ^ U ^ but they did not indicate to the name of 
the Shaykh. A photo copy of the manuscript of the book is found 
in Mahad Ihya al-Makfjtutat at Jamia al-Dual al-Arabiyya with 
the heading KJbiasal? al-Lugha, No. "al-Zahiriyya 306" where a 
4 
text is found as. 
This AbCuL-Hasan was a private secretary for Sultan Masud with 
whom he arrived at Nlshapur in 424/1033. Tha'alibi met him in 
the Gliurba (away from home) and was closely associated with 
1 Tabaqat al~Nuhat wa'l-Lughawiln, II, 388. 
2 Cf. for NasIm al-Sa^ar, QAL, S. 1, 500(3b) and for NasIm 
al-Saba, GAL, I, 286~r53). 
3 Al Yasin publication, 11; Saffir Publication, 131. 
4 Pol. la. 
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him at Ghazna as he expressed It in the introduction of this 
book. The author dedicated the book to this Saymari when 
the latter arrived at Nxsliapur. SbayJsi? Muhammad Hasan Al 
Yasln says that during editing the book he observed that the 
styles of this book and Fiqh al-Lugha wa Sirr al«^Arabiyya 
are the same. The appeal and discussion of both the books 
2 - -
resemble each other to some extent." Ibtisam Marhun al-
Saffar says, "I found some sections in Nasim al~Sahar which 
Tha'alibi did not mention in his Fiqh al-Lugha* and some 
sections in Fiqh al-Lugha which he abridged in NasIm al-Sahar 
or added to them a little philological objects or changed the 
3 
names of their headings." Saffar also added that Naslm al-
Sahar is the abridgement of first part of Fiqh al-Lugha and 
whatever texts are available in Naslm al-Sahar are found in 
Fiqh al-Lugha without exception. Hence the present work being 
an abridgement of Fiqh al-lugha was certainly completed after 
420/1029 as the compilation of the abridgement before the 
original one is not possible, ThaalibI* therefore, abridged 
the book for Shaykh al-Saymarl in 424/1033 and dedicated it to 
him. 
Mentioning a manuscript of the book available in the 
1 Al-Saffar's edition, 130; Al Yasin edition, 11. 
2 Preface, 3. 
3 Preface of the editor, 128. 
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Chester Beatty Library, No.4820(l). A.J. Arberry says that 
it is a short dictionary of synonyms consisting of ff.1-5."'-
30. Yatlmat al-Dahr ff Mahasin Ahl al-*Asr (The unique 
pearl concerning the elegant achievements of 
contemporary people), 
Tha'alibl mentioned the book in a number of his other 
2 
books and none of the contemporary and later writers differed 
in its name, till he became famous to the people as "Sahib al-
Yatlma", Every library concerning manuscripts is not devoid 
of either a copy or more of the book whether complete or 
incomplete. Hence it is beyond the perview of the present work 
to mention all the available manuscripts. However, Bosworth in 
3 
the Journal of Semitic Studies has described thirteen manus-
cripts of it found in the Sulaymaniya Library, Istanbul. On 
page 43 of his article he observes, "It is certain that 
further undescribed manuscripts of the Yatlma exist in 
Istanbul." Hence Tavfik Rustu Topuzoglu in The Islamic 
4 Quarterly described details of thirteen further manuscripts 
of the Yatlma, most of them preserved in libraries other than 
the Sulaymaniya. Of these thirteen only two, KopruLia 1409 
1 A Handlist of the Arabic Manuscripts, VI, 105. 
2 Sl^ ir al-Balagha, 3; Thimar al-Qulub, 74; Tatimat al-Yatlma, 
I, 164. 
3 XVI (1971), 41^9. 
4 XV (1971), No.l , 62-5, Ar t . "Further I s tanbul MSS of 
Tha 'a l ibl ' s YatTmat al«Dahr". 
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and Veliyuddin Effendi 2708,have been noted in the biographica: 
work of Brockelmann, Thus Brockelmann enumerated the manus-
cripts which are available in different libraries and places 
2 
counting them more than 17 to which may now be added those 
in Paris (Blochet, Catalogue des mss. ar. des nouvelles acquisj 
tions* Paris 1925) No. 6442, in Cambridge (E.G. Browne, Hand-
list, 1900) No. 1774 and in Nicholson's possession (JRAS, 1899, 
p.912), as well as an anonymous synopsis in the Brt. Musetim 
Or. 7743 (Descriptive List, 61). 'Umar Rida Kahhala also 
described a number of manuscripts of the book in Majalia 
al-Majma:^  al-Ilml al-Arabi of Damascus. 
Without an index the book has been published at Damascus 
in 1304/1886 in four volumes and at Cairo in 1375/1956 edited 
by Muhammad Muhyl al-Din 'Abd al-Hamid in four volximes consist-
ing of pages 471,438,432 and 461 respectively. To these 
printed editions may be added the index of Mawlawl Abu Musa 
Ahmad al-Haqq entitled Farldat al-'^ Asr, a comprehensive index 
of persons, places, books, poems, etc., referred to in the 
Yatlma, published in 1915, Bibl. Ind. N.S., No.1215. Thaalibi 
started the writing of the first version of the book in 384/ 
994 in order to dedicate it to a certain vizier, most probably 
Abai-Husayn Muhammad b. KathTr, the vizier of Abu All Simjurl 
1 GAL-l, I, 284; GAL^, I, 338; GAL, S, I, 499. 
2 Ibid. 
3 5 and 6 (1945), 272. 
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(d. 387/997), as he expressed in its introduction."'" The 
author rewrote and rearranged it in 403/1012 at Jurjan.^ 
Yatlmat al~Dahr is a vast anthology of the leading poets 
of Tha'alibl's own and preceding generation arranged geogra-
phically with their biographical notes as a rule very brief and 
copious quotations from their verses linked by passages of 
literary criticism relevant to the poetry cited. As a work 
on criticism of Arabic literatxire — both prose and poetry 
the book has been divided into four parts, each consisting of 
ten chapters and a few sections, in which the author has mainly 
•a 
concentrated on the contents of it as follows: 
The first part deals in ten chapters with the poets of 
Syria, specially the circle of Sayf al-Dawla, Abu Firas, the 
House of Hamdin and al-Mutanabbl, and the poets of al-Musll, 
Egypt and al-Maghrib (Egypt and the Islamic lands further west 
practically are not treated). The second part in ten chapters 
treates of the poets of Baghdad, Basra and Arabian *^ Iraq 
together with the writings of a group of scholars who flourished 
under the patronage of the noble House of Buwayh. It also -
gives detailed particulars about some essay-writers. The 
third part also in ten chapters, deals with the poets of 
Persia (except Khurasan), who were patronised by the Buwayhids 
1 I , 17. 
2 Tatimmat al-Yatlraa, I , 145. 
3 Yatlmat al-Dahr, Cairo ed i t i on . Preface, 21 . 
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of Isfahan, al-Ahwaz,al-Jibal and Pars and their ministers 
(notably the Sahib b. *Abbad); and the Ziyarid rulers of 
Tabaristan and Jurjan specially Qabus b. Waabmglr, a glowing 
encomixom of whose virtues and talents concludes the part. The 
fourth, also in ten chapters, deals with the poets of Khurasan 
and Transoxania including Kljwarazam and Ghazna, who flourished 
under the protection of the Satnanids and the G^aznavids. The 
poets who settled in and around Bukhara and Nlgiiapur are also 
included. Many of the poets mentioned are now xinknown or 
little known apart from Thaalibl's quotations/ and the whole 
work is supremly valuable as a panorama of literary activity 
in the central and eastern lands of Islam during the second 
half of the 4th/10th century and the early decades of the 
ensuing one, the age which the Swiss orientalist Adam Mez 
called the 'Renaissance of Islam'. 
Thaalibl observed that although several authors collected 
biographical accounts of the poets and literateurs of the past, 
the biographies and literary works of his contemporaries were 
not collected and appreciated. Some of the poets and scholars 
of high calibre, who had already expired, were not mentioned 
in the available books of literary history. The popularity 
of the books like al-Bari*" ff Shu^ ara al-MuwalladIn of Harun b. 
•^ All b. Yahya b. al-Munajjim (d. 288/901) impressed him much. 
1 Bosworth, The Lata'if al-Maarif of !Eba'alibI, Introduction, 
10. ' 
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ThLaalibl therefore, desired ardently to write a book following 
their pattern and thus compiled the Yatlma. He produced its 
first version in 384/994 and the final version in 403/1012 
-< 2 
at Jurjan when the author was about 53 years old. But*Abbas 
Iqbal's and Bosworth's claim that "tkaalibi was prevented by 
various hindrances frcxn carrying on the compilation of the 
Yatlma until he arrived at the court of Abul-*Abbas Manaim who 
put him in charge of his library and encouraged him to complete 
3 
the work" must be incorrect. 
While critically examining the works of the poets and 
scholars he has discussed to some length their character, 
power of understanding, intellectual refinement and the 
aesthetics of their compositions. He has detected plagiarism 
in their writings in addition to indicating the strict and 
erotic nature of their verses and repitition of thoughts and 
ideas in their writings. 
Ibn Khallikin mentions that the Yatlma is a supplement to 
— 4 
al-Bari* of Harun al-Munajjim. This statement is somehow 
1 Wafayat al-i^ yan, II, 194; Sfaagldat al-Qasr wa jarlda 
al-Asr, al-Qism al-Iraql, Part I, edited by Muhammad 
Bahja al-Athari, al-Majma*^  al-Ilmi al~IraqX, Preface of 
the publisher, 83-7. 
2 Yatimat al-Dahr, Preface, 18; Tatiraat al-Yatlma, I, 
Preface of the publisher, 5; Lataif, Introduction, 4-5,10 
3 "Some Biographical Notes on al-Thaalibi", Bibliotheca 
Orientalis, 32 (1975), 171. 
4 Wafayat al-Xyan, II, 194. 
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correct if he Intended the Yatlttia to be one of the compila-
tions which are concerned with the biographies of the contem-
poraries. Nevertheless, the Yatlma differs much from al-Bari* 
in the method of writing, because the former is the first 
biographical book based on geographical division. Hence it 
is justified to consider al-Yatlma as an original book and the 
books which Hajl Khalifa counted as supplements to al-Bari* 
may as well be considered as supplements to al-Yatlma itself. 
The popularity of the Yatlma and its usefulness to contemporaries 
are ensured by the fact that a number of supplements or conti-
nuations to it has been composed. Of these the following may 
be mentioned; 
i. Tatimmat al-Yatlma. JhaalibI himself led the way with 
his own Tatimmat al-Yatlma, written in the last years of his 
life about 20 years after the final version of al-Yatlma. 
ii. Dumyat al-Qasr wa'lTgrat ahl al-Asr. Following on Tha'alibl, 
his student AbUl-Hasan'All al-BikharzT (d. 467/1075) composed 
his Dumyat al-Qasr (Statue of the palace and refuge of the 
people of the present age), as a supplement to the Yatlma and 
Tatimma^ which was published from Aleppo in 1349/1930 and then 
an edition of Saml Makkl al-Ani from Baghdad in 1971 in two 
volumes and also from Cairo. 
^ Kashf al-Zunun, 2049; 1941 edition, I, 2217. 
2 Cf. Publisher's preface, Aleppo edition, 1-2. 
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iii. Al-Dhaj£lilra fl Mahasln ahl al-JazIra (The treasure-house 
concerning the elegant aspects of the people of (Iberian) 
peninsula). Abul-Hasan *Ali b. Bassam al-S^iantrinl (d. 542/ 
1147) following the Yatlma compiled this book in Spain. Like 
Thaalibi he divided the book into four parts and classified 
each part into chapters containing discussions on poetry 
canposed by genuine poets, kings,princes, viziers, amirs and 
chieftains, where the author followed the literary principles 
adopted by Jhaalibl. The book has been edited by Taha Husayn 
and published from Matbaa Lajna al-Talif w^l-Tarjuma wa'l-Naghr, 
Cairo, in 1939-45. 
iv. Wighah Diirayat al-Qasr wa Laqah Rawdat al-Asr. Qadi Abul-
Hasan *A1I b. Zayd b. Muhammad al-Husaynl al-Bayhacji (d. 565/ 
2 
1169) compiled the book in one large volume, who also wrote 
a continuation of the book in one small volume entitled 
Durrat al-Wishafa. The author collected in the Wighah the 
- 3 poetry of his contemporary poets after the Dumyat of Bakharzl. 
A manuscript copy of the book is available in the library of 
Husayn Jilbx at Brussa in one defective volume written in the 
4 
7th century A.H. 
1 Preface of the publisher. Part 1, Vol. I, 13, 20, 23. 
2 Cf. Mu^ jam al-Udaba, XIII, 219-26; Wafayat al-iCyan, I, 360. 
^ Kashf al-Zunun, II, 2011. 
4 Puad Sayyid, F i h r i s t a l - M a ^ t u t a t al-Musawwara a t Mahad 
Ihya al-Makhtutat al-Arabiyya a t Jami% al-Duwal a l -^rabiyya 
(Cairo, 1954); I , 545. 
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^ .9 ^ 
V, ZInat al-Dahr wa*"Usrat ahl al~Agr. Abul- Ma'ali Sad b. ^ x 
al-Kutubl al-pazlrl"^ (d. 568/1172) compiled the book in one 
complete volume which seems to be missing. The author 
collected in it the biographies of a group of his preceding and 
contemporary poets and niceties of their poens. Ibn al-
Dablthl named the book ZInat al-Dahr fr Lataif Shu%ra*al-'Asr 
while Jurji Zaydan named it ZInat Dumyat al~Qasr both of which 
2 
seana to be improbable. 
vi. Kharldat al-Qagr wa Jarldat (ahl) al-^ Agr (Virgin pearl 
of the palace and register of the people of the present age). 
Abu Hamid Muhammad b. Muhammad b. Hamid*^ Iraad al-Din al-Qarshi 
al-lsbahani al-Katib (d. 597/1201) wrote this book consisting 
3 
of ten volxunes which he began to write in 551/1156 and ccaapleted 
4 
in 592/1196. The book is practically divided into four volumes 
while every volume embraces a number of countries each again 
consisting of several parts which have been published from 
Matbaa al-Majma* al-Ilmi al-*lriqi, Baghdad, The author also 
wrote a supplement to this book entitled al-.Sayl which consists 
of three volximes. It is arranged geographically which deals 
with the poets and literateurs of the 5th/llth and 6th/12th 
centuries of the then Muslim world in length and breadth from 
1 From "^azira", a village at Dajll to upper Baghdad to which 
many scholars are related. Cf. Muj'am al-Buldin, III, 299, 
But the nisbah "al-Khatirl" or "al-Hadlrl" are seeming 
incorrect. 
2 Cf. Kharlda, the part of*Iraq, I, Preface, 83-7. 
3 Ibid., 82. 
4 Ibid., 19; Kashf al-Zunun, I, 702. 
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the East to the West/ with their biographical notes and 
historical information. 
vii. Dhayl al-Yatlma. This supplement of Yatlina was compiled 
by Abul- Hasan b. al-Muzaffar al-Naysaburi (d. 443/1051) adding 
2 
an appendix t o i t as cont inuat ion of Tatimat al-Yatlma. 
v i i i . Fa r lda t a l - 'ksr . I t i s an index of Mawlawl Abu Musa 
Ahmad al-Haqq to the Damascus edi t ion of t he Yatlma; i t i s a 
comprehensive inded of persons, p laces , books, e t c . , r e fe r red 
t o the Yatimat al-Pahr and has been published a t Calcut ta in 
1915.^ 
i x . Mulcjitasar al-Yatlma. I t i s an abridgement of the Yatlma 
with some addi t ional no t i ces cons is t ing of 327 fo l io s done by 
TaqI al-Dln b.*Abd al-Qadir al-MisrI (d. 1005/1596), and 
contains almost half of the o r ig ina l book, 
X. Al-Anmil4t?aj f l Sbuara'al-Qayrawan. I t i s compiled by Abu 
^All al-Hasan b . Ragijlq al-Azdi al-MahdawI (d. 463/1071).^ 
1 Kfrarlda, * l raql . Par t , 8. An edi t ion of the Kharlda was 
begun as a co l l abora t ive en te rp r i se of Egyptian, * I r iq l , 
Syrian and Maghribl scholars (Cairo, 1951; Bagljdad, 1955; 
Damascus, 1955; Tunis, 1966). 
2 Kasbf al-?unun, I I , 2049-50; I r s b i d , I I I , 219. 
3 Bibl iotheca Indica , New Ser ies , No. 1215. 
4 Ka§J|?f al-Zun5n, I I , 2049-50. 
5 I b i d . , I I , 1103. 
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x l . Al-Mulah a l - ^ s r i y y a o r a l - D u r r a t a l - H a z I r a h f l Shuara* 
a l - J a z I r a . The book i s w r i t t e n by Abul-Qasim *Ali b . Ja ' fa r b . 
*A1I a l - S a ^ I a l - S i q i l l T , t h e grammarian known a s Ibn al-Qatta*" 
(d. 515/1121) .•'• 
x i i . Al-]^adlqa ( f l Shuara-* al-^A^r) . I t i s composed by al-Hakim 
Abu a l - S a l t Umayya b . "TUDd al-*Azlz. 
x i i i . Fl g h u a r a ' A s r i h l , compiled by'Ammura b . Abu al-Hasan 
3 
''All b . Zaydan a l -Yamin l . 
x i v . S i r r a l~Surur , compiled by a l -Qadi b . a l - A i i Muhammad b . 
Mahmud b . Abu al-Hasan b . al-Husayn a l -GhazanavI , Bayanul-Haqq 
XV. Al-Mukhtar f l al-Nazm wa a l - N a t h r l i Afadi l Ahl a l - A s r , 
compiled by Ibn Blshrun a l - S i q i l l l . 
x v i . *Uqud al~juman f i F a r a i d al-Si3uara'hadjiia al-Zaman. The 
book i s an appendix t o Mu*jam a l -S l )ua ra 'o f Muhammad b . "^Imrin a l -
Marzvibani (d. 384/994)^ compiled by Kamal al-Mubarak b . Abu Bakr 
b . Hamdan b . a l - S h a a r a l - M u s i l l (d . 654 /1256) . 
4 
1 Ibid. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Kasbf al-Zunun, 11/ 1103. Cf. M. Nizam al-Dln^ Introduction 
to the JawSmi*, 68 (22). 
5 Ibid.. 11.1103. 
6 Cf. An addition to "al-Tha'alibI", Urdu Ency. of Islam (Lahore, 
1959). IV. 1045. quoted by Il?san Ilahi from thenjqGd al-Juman 
of Karaal al-2-Iu?ilI available in the Majmua As'ad Afindl. 
Istanbul. MS No.2323. folio 3a. 
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x v i i . Yatlmat al-Yatlma. A ce r t a in Ibrahim b , Muhammad a l -
Khawarazml wrote t h i s book. 
x v i i i . Qhayl Yatlmat al-Dahr. Usama b . Munqidh (d. 584/1188) 
2 
wrote t h i s continuation of Yatlroa. 
Evaluating the Yatlma/ Yaqut mentions t h a t he saw a 
manuscript copy of i t t o be sold in exchange for t h i r t y d inars 
3 A 
at Nigiiapur, who highly admired some of its biographies and 
*• 5 quoted from it many texts of Thaalibi. Following him Ibn 
6 7 
Khallikan^ Subki and others quoted some biographies of 
Thaalibi's contemporaries from his Yatlma. The book is a 
collection of many selected poems with brief biographical 
notes on their authors whose dates and places of birth and 
death are not generally mentioned by tija^ alibl. It is also not 
8 
mentioned whether the compiler actually met those poets and 
hence his appreciation as well as criticism is based on the 
works of the poets. Thus, it is revealed that the Yatlma is 
neither a book of literary history nor a history of poetry, 
1 Yaqut, Irabad al-ArIb, I, 321; II, 182; al-Wafi bi'l-Wafayat, 
VIII, 382. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Mu^ 'jam al~Udaba, VI, 41. 
4 Ibid., I, 95. 
5 Ibid., I, 66, 75, 95, 106, 325; II, 9, 80, 82, 83, 87, 96, 270, 
319, 327; VI, 41, 232; V, 166, 226, 295, 329, 333, 356 
6 Wafayat al-Ayan, I, 454; III, 58; IV, 636. 
7 Tabaqat al-Sfaaffiyya al-Kubra, III, 282, 459; V. 256. 
8 Cf. 2akl Mubarak, al-Natfar al-Fannl fi*l~Qam al»Rabi*, II, 190; 
Taha Ilusayn, Preface of the ]^ a}s]ilra, Jim. 
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nor does it fall under the category of biographical books of 
the poets and llterateurs. But it is only a book of literary 
criticism. By and large the work is a mine of information 
about the literary condition of Persia during the 4th/l0th and 
early 5th/llth centuries. It gives us a clear and distinct 
idea of the extent to which the Arabic language was cultivated 
throughout Persia^ even as far as central Asia and Khwarazm. 
As a guide book for the students of Arabic literature, it is 
full of valuable information about the intellectual, social and 
political conditions obtaining in Persia during the period under 
review. 
Perhaps the historians found the biographies of the Yatlma 
more reliable due to the fact that the author of many of them 
has depended on speaking orally to those poets and writers 
whose biographies he has given. If he failed in this he then 
depended on the narrators who spoke to the poets face to face 
and heard them. If the author also failed in this process, 
although it is rare, he took shelter with the anthologies of the 
poets from which he chose and selected the relevant texts in 
the Yatlma. Hence like the old the modern writers till our 
age also admired the book mostly because of its being a single 
source for minute information about the biographies of the 
4th/10th century literateurs specially the average and less 
known ones. This is why Zaki Mubarak justly remarks: 
1 Al-Natbr al-Fannr, II, 179. 
:LX* *» 
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<^ Umar al-Daqqaq observes that the Yatima certainly is 
distinct fran the rest of the biographical bookS/ for it is:^ 
This opinion is also borne by Mustafa al-Sijaka when he 
2 
says: 
3 
and also by Amjad al-TarabulisI, when he states: 
Tha'alibI preferred the rhymed-prose in writing the Yatima/ 
which was the chief literary medium of his age and hence his 
rhyme as it was free from artificiality and obscurity was 
4 
accepted in every circumstances. Ahmad Amin's accusation of 
ThaalibI for not having followed the method of psycho-analysis 
in the Yatima is absolutely unjustified, because it is a 14th/ 
5 
20th century technical development in the realm of l i t e r a t u r e . 
1 Magadir al-Tura^U al-*Arabi fl^-Lugjia wal-Maajim wa'l-Adab 
(Aleppo, 1968), 159. 
2 Manahij a l - T j l I f *inda al-Ulama a l - ^ a b , the section of 
al-Adab, Par a l - l lm l i ' l -Malai ln (Beirut , 1973), 448. 
3 Nazrat Tarilibiyya f l l?arakat al-Tallf '^inda al-Arab (Aleppo, 
1966), 187. 
4 Al-Natbr al-FannI, I I , 187, 64-101. 
5 ?uhr a l - Is lam, I I , 122. 
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31. Al-Yawiqit fr ba'^  al-Mawaqft. Tha'alibI mentioned the 
book with this title in its introduction. But SafadI named 
2 ^ 
it Yawaqlt which v/as followed by Ibn QadI Shuhba and Ibn 
Masiam (d. 1120/1708) who quoted the great portion of the book 
in his own work entitled Anwar al-Rabi*" fI Anwa*al-Badl. The 
manuscripts of the book are available along with Tha'allbl's 
other book entitled al-2araif wal-Lata'if and the combined book 
with the title al-Lata*if wal-Zaraif has been published.^ 
In the introduction of the book Tha'alibl remarks that 
he started its writing at Nlgijapur, wrote one quarter of it 
at Jurjan, half of it at Jurjaniyya, completed it at Ghazna 
and dedicated it to "al-Amlr al-Ajall", Abifl-Muzaffar. It 
may be noted here that at Qhazna none of the Amirs was acquainted 
with him except Amir Abul-Muzaffar Nasr b. Nasir al-Dln. This 
was the first book which the author compiled at Ghazna where he 
stayed for about five years. 
1 A l - L a t a i f wal-ZarS'if^ 4 . 
2 Al-V/afI bi ' l -Wafayat , 15-17, Q2, f. 269b. 
3 Tabaqat a l -Nuhat wa*l-LughuwiIn, I I , 388. 
4 Ibn Ma*sum al-MadanI, Anwar al-RabI*"fr Anwa'al-Badl*, ed . 
Shak i r 'HadI Shukr, Matba'a al-Nximan (a l -Na ja f al-AsJiraf , 
1969), I I , 375. 
5 Cf. S e r i a l No. 1 5 . 
6 I n t r o d u c t i o n , 4 . 
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SECTION - B 
UNPUBLISHED WORKS 
I. Th_aalibl's unpublished works available in manuscript form 
in different places and libraries are as follows: 
1. Ahasin al-Mahasin 
• 
Kalai , ^afadl , Ibn Qadf Stjuhba^ and Baghdad!'^ 
mentioned the book with t h i s t i t l e , J u r j l Zaydan ind ica t e s 
to two manuscripts of i t ava i l ab le in Par i s and KJbedival 
l i b r a r i e s . The ed i to r s of Lataif al-Ma'arif mention tha t two 
manuscripts of the book with t h i s t i t l e a re present in the 
Dar al-Kut\ib al-Misriyya where another manuscript copy i s found 
bearing the t i t l e Ahsan Ma Sami^tu. Brockelmann says t h a t a 
book e n t i t l e d Mahasin al-Mahasin i s wrongly a t t r i b u t e d to 
Thjaalibl, which was published with Khams Rasaiil in I s t a n b u l . 
Haji Kijallfa mentions the book with the t i t l e Ahasin al-Matiasin 
> 8 
fIl-Mut>aqlarat. 
1 A|;ikam gari^ al-Kalam, 232. 
2 Al»WafI bil-Wafayat, 15-17, Q2: f .269b. 
3 Tabaqat al-Nut;iat wal-Lughawlln, I I , 387. 
4 Hadyat a l -Ar i f In , I , 625. 
5 Tarikfa. Adab al-Lugba al-'Arabiyya, l i , 597. 
6 Latai f al-Maarif, Preface of the e d i t o r s , 21. 
7 Encyclopaedia of Islam, IV, 730-3. 
8 KasJtif al-Zunun, I , 14. 
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2 . Kltab al-Adab 
Brockelraann mentioned the book with t h i s t i t l e and 
entunerated i t s two manuscripts ava i lab le in the l i b r a r i e s of 
Vatican, No.1462 and^Atif ( I s t anbu l ) , No.2231 (MFOV, 490).^ 
Another manuscript with the t i t l e al-Adab i s a l so present a t 
Madina, No.7 adab as Ib t i s im Marhun mentioned i t in the l i s t 
of Tha 'a l ib l ' s manuscripts . 
3 . A work on adab. Bosworth says t h a t the re i s extant a work 
by ThaalibI on adab, without a t i t l e , wr i t ten for the l i b r a r y 
of a g rea t Ghaznavid o f f i c i a l , Abu Sahl Hamduni or Hamdawl, 
who acted as v i z i e r for Sultan Muhammad b . Mahmud during h i s 
f i r s t b r i e f Sul tanate of 421/1030 and the rea f t e r held high 
off ice under Masud; t h i s work probably, the re fore , dates from 
the l a s t years of Thaa l ib i ' s l i f e . Brockelmann also mentioned 
4 
a manuscript of i t found in Pa r i s , No. 4201, 2, without an 
exact t i t l e . 
4 . Adab al-MuluK al-Kbwarazmsbahl (The Conduct of pr inces 
composed for the ^warazmsijah). 
Brockelmann mentions i t with the t i t l e Adab al-Muluk and 
1 GAL, S. 1, 502(48). 
2 Tuhafat al-Wuzari, Preface, 6. 
3 Lataif-al-Maarlf, tr. 7. 
4 GAL, S. I, 502(34). 
5 Lataif al~Maarif, tr. 5. Recently the book Adab al-Muluk 
al-Kbawarazmsbahl is edited and translated by T.R.Topuzoglu 
for his Ph.D. Thesis at Manchester University, 1975, which 
is still unpublished. 
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descr ibes a manuscript of i t ava i lab le in I s t anbu l , Asad Afindi, 
No, 1808, f o l . l b . ThaalibI mentions the same book with the 
"*^^® al-Mulukl which he wrote a t Jurjaniyya and dedicated to 
Abul-*Abbas Mamun b . Mamun Khwarasanshih, 
5 . Ajnas a l -Tajn ls 
Ka la i , ^ Ibn Abl a l -Asba 'a l -Misr i (d. 635/1237),* Safadi ,^ 
6 1 
Ibn Qadl Shuhba and Ibn Shakir al-Kutvibl ascr ibed the book to 
Tha*alibl with the same t i t l e . Tljaalibl himself mentions the 
book with t h i s t i t l e as one of the projected s e r i e s which he 
—' 8 
dedicated to Abul-Muzaf f ar Nasr b. Subuktigin. Brockelmann 
mentions it with the title al-Ajnas wal~Tajnis and describes 
its manuscripts available in Cairo2,ll, No. 175 and Top Kapu, 
No. 2337 (RSO IV, 702)? A manuscript of this book found in 
Escurial bears the title Ajnas al-Tajnls in Majmua, No, 363. 
In the Dar al-Kutub al~Misriyya there are two manuscripts with 
the title Ajnas al-TajnIs, Nos. 128 balagha and 480 Majami". 
1 GAL, S, I, 502(42). Cf. Fihrist Microfilroha, Danig^gah, 296 
2 Tu^fat al-Wuzara, Introduction of the author, 38. 
3 A^kam gan'k al-Kalam, 232, 
4 Badl*^al~Quran, ed, Hafnl Muhammad Sharf, Matbaa Nahda 
(Cairo, 1957), 8. ' " 
5 Al~WafI biVwafayat , 15-17, Q2s f. 269b. 
6 ?abaqat al-Nut-tattoal-LughuwiIn, I I , 388, 
7 '^ Uyun al-TawarlJsb quoted by the ed i t o r of al-Tamtt^Il wa'l-
Muhadara, 
8 Al-Mutasbabih, Lahore edition, 1. 
9 GAL.S. I, 500(6). 
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6. Al-Amtbal wal~Ta£2?blhat 
1 - 2 SafadI and Ibn QadI Shuhba mentioned the book with this 
title. But the modern writers have confused this book with 
another entitled al-Fara'id wal-QalaTid which will be discussed 
later on. A manuscript of the book with the title al-Amthal 
is present in the Ahmadiyya Library of Tunis, No.4734 and two 
other manuscripts are found in Mahd Ihya al-Makhtutat at Jami*a 
al-Duwal al-Arabiyya, Nos. "Khizna 1150/3" consisting of 18 
folios, and Faidallah 3133. Thaalibi did not clearly express 
the name of the dedicatee, but he explained the method of 
the book in his introduction as a book on proverbs. He divided 
the book into 111 chapters dealing with the quotations from the 
holy Qur*an, hadlth, proverbs of the Arabs and the non-Arabs, 
and also from poetry. Qasim al-Samarrai found at the end of 
the Makarim* s text that the manuscript contains a collection 
of amthal (proverbs) arranged alphabetically and written in the 
hand of the same copyist. Hence he concludes that here we may 
have the missing book al-Amfcbal Wcfl- Taghblhat of Thaalibi which 
Safadi mentions among the former's works. 
1 Al-WafI blVwafayat, 15-17, Q2: f.269b. 
2 Tabaqat al-Nuhat wal-Lughuwiln, II, 388. 
3 Fihris al-MaJsh^ utat al-Mu^awwara, I, 427. 
4 Fol. la. 
5 Art. "Some Biographical Note on al-Thaalibi", Bibliotheca 
Orientalis, 32 (1975), 182. 
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7 . Al-Anwar al-Bahlyya f l Tarif Magimat Fu^aha*al-Barlyya. 
Baghdad! mentioned the book with t h i s t i t l e and said t ha t 
the book i s ava i lab le in Dar al-Kutub al-Umumiyya in one small 
volume which begins/ "Awwaluha al-Hamd al-Qi»anl al-Wahid. . .""'• 
Brockelmann mentions a manuscript of the book with the same 
t i t l e , which i s ava i lab le in the l i b r a r y of Urn, No.3709 (2DMG 
68, 390).^ 
8. Al-Tajnis 
3 4 
Z i r i k l l and SafadI mentioned the book with t h i s t i t l e 
for TJja'alibl. Perhaps the book i s the same as Ajnas a l -Ta jn l s 
mentioned in t h i s l i s t No.5. 
9. Tahsin al~QabIh wa taqblh al-Hasan 
Brockelmann mentions the book with t h i s t i t l e and descr ibes 
a manuscript of i t which i s avai lable a t I s t anbu l in the l i b r a r y 
of Raghib Pasha, No. 1473, 10. Muhammad TaqI Danisti Fuzwah 
mentions a manuscript of the book with the same t i t l e ava i l ab le 
in Majmtla in the F i h r i s t 480 with s ix o ther books for Thaal ib i , 
1 Hadyat a l -Ar i f In , I , 625; -'Idah al-Maknun fl l-Dhayl ^ala 
Ka§J3f al«Zunun ( Is tanbul , 1366/1947), I , 138. 
2 GAL, S, I , 502(47). 
3 Al-A*lam, IV, 311 (18) . 
4 Latalf al-Ma^arlf, Preface of the editors, 15 (13) . 
5 GAL, S, I, 502 (44). 
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No. Paydallah 2133 consisting of folios 103-32. This manuscript 
was written in 1028/1619.-^ The same manuscript is also found in 
Mahad Ihya al-Makhtutat at Jami*a al-Duwal al-Arabiyya with 
the same title. Another manuscript is there in the library 
of *Arif Hikma at Madlna No. 31 Majaml*". 
ThaalibI described that he dedicated this book to ghayjcb 
al-Sayyid Abul-Hasan Muhammad b.^Isa al-KarajI.^ Most likely, 
the author composed the book at Gjjazna along with his other 
two books entitled al-Zaralf wal-Lat:aif and al-Yawaglt fl Ba^ d 
3 
al-Mawaqlt successively. 
10. Al-Tahsin wal-Tagbl^i 
Ibn Shakir al-Kutubl, Safadi^ and Ibn Qadi Sijuhba^  
mentioned the book with this title. A manuscript of this book 
with the title Tagblh al-Tahsln wa Tahsin al-Taqblh is present 
at Madlna al-Munawwara old No. 52, New No.31, which was published 
by §hakir al-Ashur in the Mgjalla al-Kitab at Baghdad, No.12 of 
7 
9 th yea r i n 1395/1975 and a f t e r w a r d s . Muhammad Taqi DanigJb 
1 F i h r i s t M i c r o f i l m a h a - i - K i t a b |Chtana-i~MarkazI Danisbgah 
(Tehran, 1348/1929) , 490. 
2 Tahsin al-Qablt i wa Tagblh a l -Hasan , f o l . l a , Cf, Tatimmat a l -
Yatlma, I-, 1; I I , 67 . 
3 Al-Lata*if wa'l-?^ara*if, 3 ,4 ; Tahsin a l -Qab lh wa t a g b l h a l - ^ a s a h , 
f o l . l a . 
4 Quoted by t h e e d i t o r of al-Tamtfall wal-muhadara. P r e f a c e , 12(17) 
5 Al-Wa£l b i l - w a f a y a t , 15-17, Q2: f o l . 269b. 
6 Tabaqat a l -Nuhat wsfl-Lughawiln, I I , 387. 
7 Tuhfat al-Wuzara, ed . I b t i s a i n Marhun, P r e f a c e , 7 . 
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Puzwah mentions a manuscript of this book in the Fihrist 65 at 
Fatih, No.3716. The book was translated into Persian by 
Muhammad b. Abu Bakr b. "All KStib for Mughltti al-Dln Nizam al-
Mulk/ the vizier in 81 chapters. 
11. Tuhfat al-Zurafa'wa Fakiha^al-Lu^afa^ 
The book with this title is available in manuscript form 
at the library of*Arif Hikma in Madina, No.154.^ 
12. Al~TadallI fi'l-Tasalll 
A manuscript of the book with this title is found in the 
library of *Arif Hikma at Madlna al-Munawwara, new No.31, Majiml*^  
and old No.52. 
13. Al-Tadhyll al-Margbub min Zbamar (Tjiimar) al-Qulub 
Tha'alibI wrote this book as a supplement to his book Xfaimar 
al-Qulub. It collects the names of famous men. A manuscript 
4 
of this supplement is available in Paris, No,6029, ff. 193-7. 
14. Tar jama al-Katib fl Adab al-gahilb 
Safadl mentioned the book with this title. The editor of 
1 F i h r i s t Microfilms, 42. 
2 Tutifat al-Wuzara, Preface of the Ed i to r s , 7. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Art. "al-Ibaalibi", by Brockelmann, Encylopadia of Islam, 
1st ed., IV, 730-3. 
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Si^r al-Balagba says t ha t a manuscript copy of t h i s book i s 
ava i l ab le in h is personal l i b r a r y with t h i s t i t l e which may be 
< r - 1 
a t t r i b u t e d to Thaa l ib i . 
15. Al-Tawfiq l i l - T a l f l q 
*Abd a l - F a t t i h Muhammad al-Halu and al-Baghdidi mentioned 
the book with the same t i t l e . Brockelraann a l so mentioned i t and 
sa id t h a t a manuscript copy i s ava i lab le in Ber l in , No. 8338, 
with the t i t l e al~Tawf£q Ii*l-Talflq. This work was dedicated 
t o "al-Shaykl} al-Sayyid" whose i d e n t i t y i s s t i l l d i f f i c u l t to 
4 
e s t a b l i s h . 
16. Tarjama al-MutanabbI 
Ibt isam Marhun and Habib*All al-RiwI mentioned the book 
for Thaa l ib i , which i s ava i l ab le in manuscript a t Madlna old 
No. 52 and New No. 31 Majaral*.^ 
17. ^ i l y a t al-Mu^iaglara wa'Unwin al-Mudfaakara wa maidan a l -
Musamara. (Ornament of conv iv ia l i ty and Foremost p a r t of 
conversation and F ie ld of s t o r y - t e l l i n g ) . 
The book with the same t i t l e i s only mentioned in the 
Encyclopedia of Islam which ind ica tes to a manuscript of i t 
1 Preface of the Editor , 1, Cf. Preface of the Editors of the 
La ta i f . 
2 Editor of al-Tamtfall wal-M.ui;ia(^ara, Preface, 12(23) . 
3 Hadyat al-*ArifIn, I , 625. 
4 GMJ, I , 286(14). Cf. Berl in MS. No.8338, fo l . 2b ; J u r j i Zaidan 
I I , 333. 
5 Edi tors of Tui:ifat al-Wuzara, Preface, 7 . 
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available in Paris, No.5914."'" 
18. Saf al~Mantbur [ (Quradat al-Dhahab) wa Ma'dan al-Adab] . 
Kalai, Safadi and Ibn Qadi5£,uhba* mentioned the book 
with the title Saj' al-Manttiur. Brockelmann mentioned the book 
with the title Qurada al-gfaahab (wa/*f<»adin al-Adab) .^  Tevfik 
Rustu Topuzoglu mentioned the book with the title Saf al-Manfeljur 
(Quradat al-Bfaahab) and described for it four manuscripts which 
are available in different libraries of Istanbul as Yeni Caml, 
No.1188/3, Bayezld^Umuml, No.3207/1, Top Kopu III, Ahmad Kitaplari, 
No.2337/2 and Universile Arapca Yazmalar, No.741/1. 
As can be seen from the title, this work is concerned with 
the use of rhymed prose. The reason Thaalibl gives for having 
written it is his desire to provide readers with rarely encountered 
material (proverbs, sententiae, etc.) for quotation viva voce 
or in correspondence. Among the topics treated in the fourteen 
chapters which make up the book the following may be cited by 
way of illustration: commendable and reprehensible character-
istics; min, la, laysa, ma, rtibba, i^a and other such words 
^ Ency. of Islam, 1st ed.. Art. •'al-Thaalibi". IV, 730-3. 
2 A^kam Sana al-Kalim, 233. 
3 Al-wafI b i l wafayat , 15-17 , Q2: f o l . 269b. 
^ ?a^3qat a l -Nuha t , I I , 388. 
5 GAL, S. I , 502(39) . 
6 A r t , " I s t a n b u l MSS, of works (o the r than Yatlma a l - D a h r ) , 
The I s l a m i c Q u a r t e r l y , 17 (1973), No .1 -2 , 64 -74 . 
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in the composition of Saja"; parabolic material suitable for 
use in correspondence, rare proverbs in distichs, rhymed 
prayers, etc. 
19. Sirr al-Haqlqa 
2 
Brockelmann mentions the book with this title which is 
also mentioned in the Fihrist Microfilms of Tehran, where a 
manuscript of it with the title Sirr al-Haqlqa is available in 
Faydallah, No.'•2133 Majmua" with Thaalibl's six other books in 
manuscript form. The book lies as the 7th in the Majiriua, which 
was written in 1028/1619 as copied from another manuscript 
written in 442/1050^. 
20. Siraj al-Muluk or Sirat al-Muluk. 
Thaalibl composed this book for specific classes of 
statesmen, rulers and viziers. In the Descriptive List of the 
4 
Arabic Manuscripts, the book is mentioned with the title 
Siraj al-Muluk and hence a manuscript of it is available in the 
British Museum Or.6368 consisting of 46 folios on polity, ethics 
and anecdotes, written in 1261/1845. Most likely, the book is 
the short name of Gl}urar AJsljbar Muluk al-furs wa siyarihira 
1 Istanbul MSS, 64-74. 
2 GAL, S. I, 502 (46). 
3 Muhammad Taql Danigl), Fihrist Microfilms, 490. 
4 By A.G. Ellis and Edward Edwards (London, 1912), 64. 
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which was dedicated to Amir Abul-Muzaffar Nasr b. Subuktlgin. 
Brockelmann mentions the book in his GAL, Suppl, l^ 502(42-49). 
Haji KUallfa mentions it with the title SIrat al-Muluk,-^ but 
in another place he states that SIrat al-Muluk and al-Multikl^ 
are the same which seems to be highly improbable, 
^^' Tabaqat al~Muluk 
SafadI mentioned the book with this title which was quoted 
by the editors of Lata'if al-Maarif. Al-Zirikll writes that 
the book is available in manuscript form. 
22. Al-Tayyib 
The book is mentioned by Ibn Shakir al-Kutubl and Ibn QadOL 
iSJjuhba. Most likely it is the same Abu al-?ayyib ma lahu wama 
'alayhi. 
23* Al-Usbra al-Mukhtira 
Brockelmann mentions the book with this title and writes 
that it is preserved in the Ridi library of Riyasat Rampur, 
5 
375/1 consisting 140 folios, on ethics. 
1 Kasjjf al-Zunun, 11, 1016. 
2 Ibid., No.7343. 
3 Preface of the Editors, 14(42) . 
4 Al-Xlam, IV, 311 (8). 
5 GAL, S, I, 502(51). Cf. Fihrist Kutub"Arabia Rida Library, 
Riyasat Rampur, Matbaa AljraadI, 1902, No. 19. 
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24. Zad Safar al-Muluk 
Its manuscript is available only in the Chester Beatty 
Library, No, 5067(3) consisting folios 40-74, and was written 
on adab (a literary miscellany). No other copy appears to be 
recorded. The work was written and sent to a certain Abu Said 
al-Hasan b. Sahl. It is not mentioned in GAL. 
25. SJ:^ urar al-Bala"c[ha wa Durar al-Fagaha 
The book with this title is mentioned by Brockelmann, which 
is preserved in a manuscript form at the Mahad Ihya al-Makhtutat 
of Jamla al-Duwal al-Arabiyya, No. "Bashir Agha Ayyub 150".^ 
In the colophon of this MS, fol. 63a, the author says that the 
work is dedicated to "Mawlana al-Malik al-Muayyad al-Muzaffar 
wall al-Ni'am Atalallahu baqahu" (Our sovereign (lord) the 
upheld, the victorious, the beneficial, may God prolong his life). 
This dedication is identical with that found in Adab al-Muluk 
al-KbawarazmsJjahi which was composed and dedicated to Kl;iwarazmshah 
by Thaalibl. The work is still in manuscript form. 
26. Gjiurar al-Balagha wa ^uraf al-Baraa 
Brockelmann mentions the book with this title which is 
1 Arthur J.Arberry, A Handlist of Arabic MSS. Dublin, Oxford 
University Press (London, 1958), VII, 22. 
2 GAL, S., I, 500(8). 
3 Qasim al-Samarrai, Art. "Some Biographical Notes," 186. 
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available in Berlin manuscript. No. 8341, with the title Giiurar 
al-Balagba fl?l Nazm wa'l-Natljr wa'l-Baraa which is kept in British 
2 
Museum Library, No.7758. Another manuscript is available in 
3 
Nicholson's possession. A manuscript with the title Gjjurar 
al-Balagha is available at Cambridge No. Or. 1538(8) which 
consists of ff. 70, written in 1118/1706.^ 
This work was dedicated to "al-QadI al-Jalll al-Sayyid, 
"who may be identified with Abu Ahmad Mansur b. Muhammad al-
Azdl but we must admit that there is no evidence to support to 
supposition. 
Razuq Farj relyir)g upon his study of a single manuscript 
of Qijurar al-Balagha available in the Public Library of Bagtjdad, 
No. 5622, has identified it with Tha'allbl' s al-i:^ ja2 waV*Ijaz 
on the ground that its sections and subject-matter are similar 
to those of the latter. Moreover, he remarks that in the 
biographical book of Harablu and the catalogue of Paris 
manuscripts, al-lfjaz wal-'^ Ijaz is mentioned as Gt>urar al-Balagba. 
But a more comprehensive study of the book on the basis of 
1 GAL, I, 286(8); GAL,S, I, 500(8); Ency. of Islam, 1st ed., 
IV, 730-3. 
2 GAL,S. I, 500(8). Cf. Ency. of Islam, 1st ed., IV, 730-3. 
3 Descriptive List, 63. Cf. Ibid. 
4 JRAS, 1899, 913. 
5 A Second Supplementary Handlist of the Muhammadan Manuscripts 
in the Univ. College of Cambridge, at the Univ. Press, 1952,56. 
6 Razuq Farj, Art. in Ma 1 alia Kulliyat al-Adab, 2 (1970-71), 
No.11, 622-45. 
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all Its extant manuscripts would perhaps have led to a different 
conclusion. Again Razuq relied upon the editors of LatSif al-
Ma'arif who wrongly quoted only a Gjjurar al-Balagha from §af adi • s 
list where in fact only al-l'jaz wafl-^ jjaz is mentioned. That 
the gJtiurar al-Balagha of al-Sabi and al-I^ jaz of Thaalibl are 
identical is accountable to the fact that the former followed 
the latter*s al-I^ jaz in writing the Ghurar al-Balagha. Later on 
the copyist/ while styling one of the manuscript copies of 
Tha'alibi's al-I*jaz the title page of which was lost confused 
2 between this and al-Sabl's Gtjurar al-Balagha. And this misled 
the later biographers and researchers including Razuq. 
27. Al-<eJ[iilman 
Perhaps Th/alibl intended this book while describing one 
of his books as "al-Taghazzul bi mi*atay GJaulam." ibnBassam 
quoted two texts from one of Tljaalibi's books, which the former 
4 S- 5 
named Alf Qjjulam and which Kalai also quoted in his book, 
Ibn Khallikan,^ Safadl,"^  Ibn QadI Shuhba, ® Ibn Shakir al-Kutubl, 
1 Ibid., 624. Cf. Al-WafI bfl-iVafayat, 15-17, Q2: f.269b. 
2 Al-Qalaqas]?andi (d. 821/1418), ?ub^ al-Aat^ a fl ganSa al-Inaba' 
IX, 280-5. 
3 Tatimmat al-Yatlma, II, 85. 
4 AL-Qhakblra, Part IV, I, 76. 
5 Ahkam San'a al-Kalam, 233. 
— • . f — — J 
6 Wafayat al-Ayan, I, 35. 
7 Al-Wgfl bi'l-Wafayat, 15-17, Q2: f.269b. 
8 Tabaqat al-Nuhat, II, 388. 
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BaghdadI and Hajf Khalifa mentioned a book for Thaalibi with 
the title al-Ghilman. Jurji Zaydin indicated to its manuscripts 
available in different places. Brockelmann mentions two 
manuscripts of it under the title al~£bilman in Berlin No. 8334 
and with Alf gl^ulaiTi wa Ghulam of 'Abbas b. Muhammad b. al-Rida 
al-Husayni al-Musawi (d. 352/963) in Escurial2 No. 461.' 
4 
Most likely this book was compiled after Tatimmat al-Yatlma 
in 424/1033/ because the text of the Tatimma which indicates to 
this book certainly describes its subject-matter. Perhaps 
Thaalibi first collected Qasldas for two hundred kinds of boys 
and then added some thing more till one thousand and hence the 
difference arose between the titles of the Tatimma and Eijalibira. 
28 . Al-Pawaid wal-Amtbal 
A manuscript copy of the book with the same title is 
available at Madlna Munawwara, old No. 52 and new No. 31. 
29. Al-Faraid wal-Qala*id 
Dhahabl with this title mentions a manuscript copy of 
this book. No. "Or 49" as one of the principal works of TliaAlibl. 
1 Hadyat al-Arifln, I, 625. 
2 Kash^ al-Zunun, II, 1445. 
3 Tarlkh Adab al-Lugha al-Arabiyya, II, 597. 
4 GAL, I, 285(17). 
5 I b t i s a m Marhun, The P r e f a c e of Tuhfat a l -Wuzara , 9 . 
6 Dijahabl, TarlJsl^ a l - I s l a r a , Or .49 , f o l . l 5 6 b . 
6 
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The other MSS mentioned by Krafft, No.1479 and in the Khedival 
library, vol. II, p.167, ascribe it to the same author. 
30. Kanz al-Kuttab. 
The book with this title is available in manuscript form 
in Dar al-Kutub, No.2087, Raghib, No.1194, Paid No.1747 and 
Cairo III, No. 308-'' 
31. Quradat al-Dhahab wa Ma'adin al-Adab 
Brockelmann mentions a manuscript of the book under this 
title which is available in Bayzid, No.3207/1 (MO Vll, 108).^ 
32. Lubab al-Adab. 
It is an abridgement of Sihr al-Balagha by Tljaalibl himself. 
Brockelmann mentions the book with this title and enumerates its 
manuscripts available in Berlin "Oct. 1985" and As'ad Tals of 
3 
Sulaymaniyya, No.2879. 
33. Al-Lutf wa^ l-Lata'if 
No early writer mentioned this book except Baghdadi. Jurjl 
Zaydan writes that a number of manuscripts of this book is 
1 Fihrist Par al-Kutub, III, 308; Brockelmann, GAL, S. I, 502 
(20) . Cf. al-Muntal;ial. 
2 GAL, S. 502(34). Cf. Saj* al-Mantfaur. 
3 GAL^S, I, 502(50). Cf. Sihr al-Balagha. 
4 Hadyat al-'Arifin, I, 625. 
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ava i l ab l e in Berl in , Vienna and Dar al-Kutub."'' A manuscript 
of i t i s a l so present in the Chester Beatty Library, Dublin, 
NO. 4629(9) consis t ing of ff. 265-92, wr i t ten in 1054/1644.^ 
Brockelinann mentions i t with the same t i t l e enumerating i t s 
various manuscripts found in Vienna, No.1838, 2, Escur ia l2 , 
No. 363, 2 and Bayzld, No.3207,2 (MO VII, 109). The book 
cons i s t ing of 16 chapters deals with the sayings and professions 
of d i f f e r en t c lasses of the people. 
This work was dedicated to "mawlana al-Sayyid al-Amir a l -
Sahib", (Our master and lord , the Amir, the Sahib) . The "Amir" 
and the "Sahib" are most probably to be i d e n t i f i e d with e i t h e r 
al-Mlkal l or Napr b . Nasir al-Dln Subuktigin. The work i s s t i l l 
4 in manuscript form. 
34. Al-Madh wa'l-Pbamm 
Muhammad Taql Danish Puzwah mentions the book with t h i s 
t i t l e and describes an extant manuscript of i t . This book i s 
mentioned by the ed i to r s of Latja'if al-Ma*arif and al-Tamthil wal-
Mu|?a(^ara under the t i t l e Madh al-Sljayy wa Dhammihi, as i t seems. 
1 Tarllib Adab al-Lugha al-Arabiyya, I I , 597. 
2 A Handlis t of the Arabic Manuscripts, VI, 40. 
3 GAL, I , 286 (10), Gal .S, I , 501(10). 
4 Cf. The Escurial MS. 36 3, fol. 5b. 
5 Fihrist Microfilms of MSS, 621. 
6 Lata'if al-^Maarif, Preface of the editors,' 18(65) ; 
al--TamtbIl wal Muhadara/ Preface, 15(64). 
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35. Al~Maabrlq 
^aalibl mentioned the book with this title"^  which was 
followed by all the early writers. But the editors of Latalf 
r-
al-Maarif and al-TamthH wal-Mut>a(jara perhaps got confused with 
scribal mistake and hence the former read it as al-Shawq and 
3 
the latter as al-Maghug. Brockelmann mentions the book with 
the title al-Maaia^ iq and describes an available manuscript of 
it/ as mentioned by Cheikho in the Journal al-Ma£|)riq (V, 831-4) .' 
Apparently, the book was compiled before al-Zara'if wal-Latalf 
and was dedicated to Abul-kbbas Mamun b. Mamun lOjwarazmaiiah, 
as it was mentioned in the latter book in connection with a 
qaslda composed in praise of the Shah. 
36. Ma^ rifa al-Rutab fama warada min Kalam al-^ Arab. 
Brockelmann mentions the book with the title and enumerates 
its two manuscripts available in the library of Bayazld of 
Istanbul, No. 3207 having six chapters and Dar al-Kutub, No. 
362 respectively. Another MS of it is found in the Chester 
Beatty Library, No. 4629(8) consisting of 239-62 folios, written 
in 1054/1644. It is a collection of proverbs and poems. 
1 Al-La-^ alf wa'l-^arajf, 64. 
2 Preface, 17(40). 
3 Ibid., 19(66) . 
4 GAL, S, I, 502(32). 
5 Ibid., I, 502(40). 
6 A Handlist, Dublin, VI, 40. 
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37. Makarlm al-Akt}laq 
In the collection of Arabic manuscripts in Leiden, Qasira 
al-S5narrai has found an old copy bearing the title Makarim 
al~Akt>laq wa Mahasin al-Adab wa Bada^ i*" al-Awasaf wa Ghara'ib al 
Tagjjblhat/ Or 300 which seems to be a missing work of Thaalibl. 
It consists of 56 folios. The name of the author is not 
mentioned. Although Hajl ghalifa eniimerates some five works 
on Makarim al-AJsljlag and Brockelmann three, the identity of 
the author of Leiden Makarim is not yet revealed. Qasim also 
adds that while he was in Cairo, he compared the text with at 
least six works of unknown authors in the Azhar Library bearing 
this title but unfortunately none of these was identical with 
Leiden Makarim. There is no other alternative but to turn an 
an investigation to the text itself. It contains a relatively 
short introduction and three chapters; each of these chapters 
is divided into some sections. The first chapter comprises 12 
sections and the second, eleven. The first chapter deals with 
Makarim al-Akhlaq wa Mahasin al-Adab (Noble traits and 
excellent conducts), in general, such as "the virtue of acquir-
ing knowledge, the virtue of forgiving... etc." The second 
chapter mainly deals with "al-tazakkl^an masawl al-akhlaq wa 
maqablh al-shiyam" (to shun unworthy deeds and conduct), such 
as, the dispraise of unseemly character, the dispraise of 
1 GAL, I, 60; GAL, S, I, 502, 709. 
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avarice... etc." The last chapter deals with "bada*r al-awsSf 
wa Ghara'ib al-tashblhat" (admirable descriptions and curious 
metaphors). 
The work was compiled for a friend "who surpassed the 
nobles in eminence, who is refined from unworthy qualities 
2 
and pure as gold". 
We have already noted Thaalibl's tendency towards utiliz-
ing material from one work into another and his practice of 
quoting his own verses in his books. This tendency and 
practice are abundantly clear in the Leiden manuscript of the 
Makarim. The last chapter is nothing but a faithful copy of 
his Man Qliaba ^anhul- Mutrib» an anthology of poems we often 
encounter in almost all of his works, such as those of al-Sahib 
b'. 'Abbad, al-Busti, AbQ Bakr al-Khwarazmi, Ibn Lankak and the 
like. Thaalibl's name appears five times in the same places 
of Makarim and Man Gh^ aba, but instead of "gala al-Tha'alibl" in 
the Makarim/ "qala muallif al-Kitab" occurs in the Manghaba 
except in one place (fol. 37a) where "muallif al-kita.b" (the 
author of the book) appears before three lines of poetry. It 
is these three lines of poetry which are the key to the identity 
of the author. Despite all efforts. Dr. Qasim was not able to 
find then in any of Tha'alibl's works or other available sources. 
1 Qasim al-Samarra^, Art. "Some biographical notes on al-
ThaalibI"/ Bibliotheca Orientalise 32 (1975), 181-82. 
2 Ibid. For Makarim's concluding text see: .Serial No.6 of 
the list. 
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Nevertheless, it would be a strange concldence If any author 
other than ThaalibI would endeavour to manifest such similarities 
in style and subject-matter as are abundantly evident in both 
the Makarim and the Man Ghaba ^ anhul- Mutrib. Moreover, a great 
part of the remaining two chapters and the collection of amt^al 
can easily be found in more than one work of Tha^alibl, specially 
in his book al-Tamthll wal-Muhagiara, In fact, the only name 
of an author which is firmly anchored in the text of the 
Makarim is that of Tha'alibl. At this point Dr. Qasim, however, 
reserves for the future the full publication of his findings 
together with the work itself. 
38. Al-Muntatoab min Samar al-Arab 
Brockelmann mentions the book with this title and 
enumerates its manuscripts available in Faydallah, No. 2133, 
2 
2 and ZDMG 68, 386. Danish Puzwah mentions the book with 
the title al-Muntakhab min sunan al-'Arab in Majmua, fihrist, 
480, No. "Faydallah 2133(2), written in 888/1483, which was 
copied from a manuscript written in 652/1254. It consists of 
folios 69-102."^ 
^ Biblio. Orient., vol. 32 (1975), 181-2. 
2 GAL, S, I, 502(43). 
3 Fihrist Microfilms of Manuscripts, 490. Cf. Fiqh al-Lugha 
wa Sirr al-Arabiyya. 
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39. Mawaslm al-Umr 
Brockelmann mentions the book with t h i s t i t le .^^ Danish 
Puzwah a lso mentions i t with the same t i t l e and points out a 
manuscript ava i lab le in Is tanbul Paydallah, No.2133(6) in 
majmua, which cons i s t s of 208-214 f o l i o s . I t may be noted 
here t h a t a book e n t i t l e d Tanbih al-Gbimr *"ala Mawasim al-Umr 
of Ibn al-JawzI (d. 597/1200) was published in majmua a t Jawalb 
in 1302/1885."^ 
40. Munis al-WahId 
The book with t h i s t i t l e i s mentioned by Ibn Khall ikan,^ 
5 6 7 
Taslj Kubra Zada, Hajl Khalifa and BaghdadI. Brockelmann 
a l so mentions i t with the same t i t l e and descr ibes for i t a 
manuscript which ex i s t s in the l i b r a r y of Cambridge Univers i ty 
and Colleges No. 1287(a) and Tr in i ty R.13.8 . But the text 
1 GAL, S. I, 502(45). 
2 Fihrist Microfilms of MSS, 40. 
3 Fihrist Par al-Kutub al-Migriyya, III, No.2803. 
4 Wafayit al-Ayan, II, 352. 
5 Miftah al-Saada, I, 231. 
6 Kashf al-Zunun, No. 13454, 1911. 
7 Hadyat al-ArifIn, I, 625. 
8 GAL, I, 286 (29); GAL, S. I, 502 (30); E.G. Browne, 
A Supplementary Handlist of the Muhammadan manuscripts, 
Cambridge University Press, (1922), 212 and Palmer's 
Trin. Cat., 43-4. 
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which was published by Flugel entitled Munis al-wahld wa 
Nuzhat al-mustafid (Der vertaute Gefahrete des Enisamen), is 
nothing but only a portion of Muhadarat of Raghib al-Isfahani 
(d. 502/1108) which begins with "Bab al-Qada" and ends with 
"Pasl al-Aqarib".^ 
41. Al-Muhadh41iab min Ikhtiyar Dlwin Abl al-Tayyib 
al-MutanabbI wa Ahwalihi wa Siratihi wami Jara 
Baynahu wa Bayna al~Muluk wA-Stiu'ara* 
The book with this long title is mentioned in the Fihrist 
Par al-Kutub. A manuscript of it is available at Dar al-Kutub 
al-Misriyya, No. 18184 gjjin. 
42. Mulah al-Baraa 
4 
The editor of Sihr al-Balagha mentions that a copy of 
its manuscripts is available in the Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya. 
The editors of the Lata'if mentioned it without describing its 
manuscripts. In fact the book is available in manuscript form 
in Dar al-Kutub under the title Sirr al-Balagha wa mulah al-
Baraa. 
1 Encyclopadia of lalam, IV, 730-3. Cf. Gildemeister/ 
2DMG, 34, 171 
2 Mul;ia^ arat al-Udaba wa muhawarat al-Bulagha'» Dar Maktaba al-
Hayat (Beirut, 1961), 1, 193, 357. 
3 Fihrist Dar-al-Kutub, III, 137. 
4 The Preface of the Edi tor , 2 
5 F i h r i s Mu]sJ?tutat Dar al-Kutub, I , 456. 
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43. Nat3*ij al-Mudhakara 
A copy of manuscript of the book under the same title is 
available at Madlna Munawwara in the library of^Arif Hikma 
No. 52, old, 31 new roajami'. 
44. Nuzhat al-Albab wa^Umdat al-Kuttab 
A munuscript of the book with t h i s t i t l e i s ava i l ab le in 
the l i b r a r y of 'Arif Hikma a t Madina No. "271 majamf". 
45. Al~lDjas al-Maruf wa'^mdat al-Qulub 
Brockelmann mentions the book with t h i s t i t l e and mentions 
a manuscript of i t which i s ava i lab le a t Patna, 1, No. 145, 
1399.-'" 
46. Al-Anwar f l Ayat al-NabI 
Brockelmann mentions i t with i t s manuscript as found in 
Berlin "Or qu 2083".^ 
47. Al-Tahanl wal-Ta*a2l 
Tavfik Rus t i i Topzoglu mentions t h i s book of TJiaalibl and 
descr ibes a manuscript of i t which i s ava i l ab le in "Is tanbul 
a t the l i b r a r y of Bayazld'Umuml Wall al-Drn Afindi No. 2631/1. 
1 GAL, I , 286(52) . 
2 I b i d . , 286 (54 ) . 
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This work is essentially a manual of etiquette furnishing 
examples of correspondence appropriate to particular occasions 
and situations and offering instruction on social conduct in 
daily life. It deals with such matters as the kind of congra-
tulations to be offered on a diversity of occasions (births, 
conquests, victories on the battle field, the pilgrimage, etc.), 
panegyric, the moral virtue of bearing death with calmness and 
fortitude, condolences, the correct form of prayer for the 
dead and in particular the forms to be observed at the intern-
ment, various other questions connected with death, selected 
elegies, the manner of invoking blessings, and so forth. This 
manuscript contains 40 folios, written in 670/1271-2 by Ahmad b. 
Salama al-Maghribi. 
48, Rusum al-Balagha 
2 
T.R.Topuzoglu mentions this book of Ttja'alibl and 
describes a copy of its manuscript available in Istanbul 
at Yeni Cami No. 1188/1 which consists of 10 folios. This 
booklet is something of a summary of al-Tamtbll. It is a 
known fact that Tha'alibi aims at supplying his readers with 
useful and necessary information in as concise a manner 
as possible in order not to bore them. The present work 
1 Art., "Istanbul MSS of work (other than Yatlma al-Dahr) 
by al-Tha'alibl", The Islamic Quarterly, 17 (1973), No.1-2, 
64-74. 
2 Ibid. 
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constitutes no exception to this general rule, and it is 
possible that here he has been impelled by his guiding principle 
to rearrange his al-TahanI and to compress the essential into 
a work of even smaller compass. 
49. Al-Hamd wal-Dbamm 
The book is mentioned by T.R. Topuzoglu who describes a 
single manuscript of it available in Istanbul at BayazId*^Umuml 
Veliyuddin Efendi No.2631/4 which consists of folios from 99b 
to 117b. 
In this work Tha'alibI aims at giving his reader some 
concise and useful instruction on such topics as the virtues of 
gratitude and desisting from making requests for favours and 
the views of begging and importuning/ etc. 
50. |Cha$ai$ al-Lugha 
A manuscript of it is available at Mahad Ihya al-Makhtutat 
of Jaimia al-Dawal al-Arabiyya, copied from Ma^itutat al-Zahiriyya, 
No. 306 (Cf. Nasim al»Sahr and Fiqh al-Lugha). 
II. The following are Ttjaalibl's unpublished works, the manus-
cripts of which are not listed in the available catalogues of 
1 Ibid. 
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different libraries and places and hence they are likely to 
be missing: 
1. Al~Ahasin fl Badal'' al-Bulagha 
- 1 - 9 
Safadi, Ibn Shakir al-Kutubl and Ibn Qa^I Shuhba mentioned 
i t with t h i s t i t l e . 
2. Al-Adab mimma l i l -Nas f lh i Arab 
SafadI/ Ibn Shakir al-Kutubl and Ibn Qadl Shuhba mentioned 
3 
the book with t h i s t i t l e . 
3. Al-Usul fi ' l-Fusul 
Ibn §hakir and Ibn Qadi Shuhba mentioned i t . Perhaps, t h i s 
book i s i d e n t i c a l with al-Fusul fi*l-Fusul which was only 
4 
mentioned by SafadI which i s a lso missing. 
4, Afrad al-MaanI 
SafadI/ Ibn Qadi Shubha and Ibn Shakir al-Kutubi mentioned 
5. Uns al-S^^uara" 
The book with t h i s t i t l e i s mentioned by SafadI. 
1 Al-wafI bi ' l-wafayit , 15-17, Q2: f .269b. 
2 ^abaqat al-Nuhat, II, 388. Cf. the Prefaces of the Editors 
of Lataif al-Maarif, 15(3) and al-Tamthll wal~Muhadara, 5(3) 
3 I b i d . 
4 I b i d . 
5 Al-WafI bi'l-Wafayat, 15-17, Q2: f .269b; Tabaqat al-Nu}?at 
wal-Lughawiln, I I , 388. Cf.The Prefaces of the e d i t o r s of 
the Lata'if and al~Tamthil. 
6 Cf. The Preface of the Lataif , 15(10). 
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6, Uns al-Musaflr 
The book with t h i s name i s mentioned by Ibn Shakir al^ 
Kutubi and Ibn Qadi Shuhaba. 
7* Al-Anis f l Gjjurar a l -TajnIs 
2 Safadl mentioned the book with t h i s t i t l e . But Ibn Qadi 
Sl)uhba mentioned i t with the t i t l e al-Anls fl*! Gharlb a l -
Tajnis . Perhaps the ed i t o r s of the La1;aif and al-Tamthll 
wrongly mentioned the book under the t i t l e al-Anls f l Gh,azl 
4 
al-Taj n l s . 
8 . Al-Baraa fi*L~Takallum min a l -g inaa 
The book with t h i s very t i t l e i s mentioned in the au tho r ' s 
in t roduct ion of Lataif al-Zurafa'min Tabaqat al-Fudala* e t c . 
In the F i h r i s t of Arabic MSS ava i lab le a t Mahad Shuub Asiyi/ 
the book with the t i t l e al-Baraa fi'l-Kalim wa'l-Sinaa i s 
mentioned in a manuscript of another book e n t i t l e d Lat^aif a l -
Zurafa 'by "Ehaalibl with an indica t ion t h a t the present book was 
dedicated to al-§haykh al-'Amld al-Hamdunl. 
1 Cf. The Preface of al-Tamthll , 10(13). 
2 Al-WafI bi'l-Wafayat/ 15-17, Q2: f .269b. 
3 Tabaqat al-Nuhat, I I , 388. 
4 Pages 15(11) and 10(14) respectively. 
5 Edited by Qasim al-Samarri^ with an introduction and annota-
tion (Leiden, 1978) in facsimile fonm. Introduction of the 
author, 2 (ff. 3a-4b). 
6 Katav Apekvx Pykonvcen vhctmtyta, Hapobb A3-VV Ockba, 1960,41, 
[The catalogue of the Arabic Manuscripts at the Institute of 
Asiatic Nations, Scientific Academy (Moscow, 1960), 4l] , 
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9. Bahja al-Musljtaq 
The book with t h i s t i t l e i s mentioned by al-Safadi^ Ibn 
QadI Shuhba and Ibn Shakir a l -Kutubi . 
10. Tuhfat al-Arwah wa Mawaid al-Surur wd?l-Afrah 
BaghdadI mentioned i t with t h i s t i t l e . 
1 1 . Al-Tuffaha 
Ibn Shakir, Ibn QadI Shuhba and $afadi mentioned the book 
with t h i s t i t l e . ^ 
12. Tafaddul al~Muqtadirin wa Tanassul al-Muta4JbirIn 
Tha'alibr in his Mi r a t al-MuruSt says, 
with t h i s t e x t the author aims a t the present book which was 
mentioned by SafadI and Ibn QadI SJjuhba. But in Tabaqat alHSIu{;^ t 
of Ibn QadI Shuhba the book i s mentioned under the t i t l e Tafdil 
al-'MuqtadirIn wa Tanassul al-Muta4hirIn which seem« to be a 
4 
s c r i ba l mistake. 
1 Hadyat a l -Ar i f ln , I , 625/ ->Idah al^Maknun, 1, 
240. 
2 Cf. Prefaces of the e d i t o r s of the Lata i f and a l -
Tamtbll^ 15(18), 11(21) r e spec t ive ly . 
3 I b i d . , 22. 
4 Cf. Al-WafI, 15-17, Q2: f. 269b; Tabaqat," I I , 388, 
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13. Al~£balj wal-Matar 
- ' " 1 2 "^ 
Kalai, SafadT, Ibn Qadl Siiuhba and Ibn Shakir 
mentioned the book with this title.^ 
ft, 
14. Jawmi al-Kalim 
The book i s mentioned by Ibn Shakir, Ibn Qadi Shuhba and 
5 
SafadT. 
15. Jawahir al-Hikam 
BaghdadI mentioned the book with this title^ which seems 
to be the preceding book. 
16. Hujjat al-Aql 
The book with t h i s t i t l e i s mentioned by Ibn gljakir, Ibn 
Qadi Shuhba and Safadf who are followed by the e d i t o r s of the 
Lata'if and al-Tamtbl l . 
17. ^ashw al-Luzinj 
Only Tha'alibi mentioned the book with this title in his 
- 7 Ibimar al-Qulub, to which none of the early writers indicated 
1 Cf. Al-WafI, 15-17, Q2: f.269b; Tabaqat, I I , 388. 
2 At?kam $an*a al-Kalam, 233. 
3 Al-Wafl, 15-17, Q2: f. 269b. 
4 Tabaqat al-Nuhat, I I , 388. 
5 Cf. Prefaces of the Lataif and al-Tamtjill . 
6 I b i d . 
7 Hadyat al-ArifIn, I, 625; *idah al-Maknun, 1, 376. 
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in his book. Zakl Mubarak, however, mentioned the book 
explaining its method briefly while the editors of Latalf 
al-Mctarif only mentioned its name. 
Apparently ^haalibi wrote this book at Nlshapur after 
his return from Ghazna, as he mentioned it in his two other 
books entitled Thimar al~Qulub and Kfaags al-jOja^ s"^  which were 
written after 420/1029. 
18. Khasais al-Buldan 
Thaalibi mentioned the book with this title in his another 
book entitled Tjiimar al~Qulub. In Lataif al-Maarif there is a 
special chapter (10th) concerning some examples of the "speciali-
ties of different lands" (^asais al-Buldan), which certainly 
indicates that the author thought to compile a complete book 
under this title after compilation of the LatSif and hence to 
compile it after returning to Nishapur and dedicate it to the 
Amir Abul-Fadl al-Mikall. The book is also mentioned by Qasim 
al-Samarral. 
1 tbimar al-Qulub, 611. 
2 Al-Natlar a l -Fannl , I I , 185. 
3 Preface, 16. 
4 ^ i m a r al-Qulub (Cairo, 1965), 545. 
5 Lata'if al-Maarif, 152-239 
6 Ar t . Scxne Biographical N o t e s . . . " , 186. 
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19. jChasa*!? al-Fa^ a'll 
Safadi, Ibn Shakir and Ibn Qadi Shuhba mentioned the 
book with this title and perhaps this book is a scribal mistake 
of the former book which was not mentioned by them, 
20. Al-Khwarazmiyyat 
Safadi did mention this book but it was mentioned by Ibn 
Shakir and Ibn Qadi Shuhba, 
21. Al-Khawla wal-Shahiyyat 
Only $afadi mentioned the book with this title.•'" 
22. Dlwan Abit Hasan "All b. al-Hasan al-Lahham al-Harrani 
Tha'alibi himself collected this Dlwan to which he indicated 
' 2 
in the biography of Abul- Hasan, saying: 
(None of the early and modem writers was 
aware of the book which seems to have 
been collected by the author during his 
writing the Yatlma). 
23. Dlwan Agharihi 
Safadi and Bakharzl mentioned it. Thaalibi composed a 
great deal of poetry which he mentioned himself or which was 
1 Preface of the Lataif, 16(29). 
2 Yatlmat al-Dahr, IV, 102. 
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quoted by others. Bakharzi says that a "mujallada" or volume 
of Tha'alibl's poetry found its way to him after the author's 
death. 
24. Sitir al-Bayan 
Safadi alone mentioned the book with this title. 
25. Sirr al-Bayan 
Ibn Shakir a l -Katubi , Ibn Qadi Shuhba and Safadi mentioned 
2 
i t with t h i s t i t l e , which seems to be the preceding book. 
26. Sirr al-Sanaa 
ThaalibI mentioned this book in his Mirat al-Muruat indicat-
ing to his intention for compiling a book on criticism.^ Then 
in his Tatimmat al-Yatlma he referred to this book saying that 
he framed it and was not able to complete it afterwards to 
which he intended to give the title Sirr al-i^ ana'a.'^  By this we 
can infer that the author compiled it after 424/1033. It is 
treated as a book on literary criticism based on personal taste. 
27. Sirr al-Wizara (Secret of the Vizier's office). 
Ibn ghakir, Ibn QadI Shuhba and Safadi mentioned this book 
with this title whereas they did not mention Tha'alibi's another 
•^  Pun^ yat. al--Qa?r/ II, 226. 
2 Cf. The Preface of the Editors of the Latalf and al-Tamt&il* 
17(35) and 14(35) respectively. ' 
3 Mirat al-Muruat, 14. 
4 Tatimmat al-Yatima^ II, 36. 
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book entitled Tubfat al-Wuzafa which seems to be the present 
book. 
28. Al-Siyasa (Book on political conduct). 
ThaalibI mentioned the book in his al-Mutashablh. Safadi 
mentioned it with this title, and was followed by Ibn Qadi 
Shuhba. Tha'alibI compiled it during the Amirate of Abu'l-
Muzaffar Nasr b. Nasir al-Dln Subuktigin at Nlsljapur between 
389/999 and 396/1005 and dedicated it to the latter as the 
author also wrote his al-Mutasjiabih during this period and 
dedicated it to the same Amir. 
29. S l r a t al-Muluk 
_ 3 
Haji KhalTfa mentioned the book with t h i s t i t l e which 
4 BaghdadI followed in his book. The presen t book seems to be 
i d e n t i c a l with SiraJ al-Muluk as mentioned before . 
30. Al-Siiams 
The ed i to r s of Lai^aif al-Ma'arif manifested tha t Safadi and 
5 
Ibn Qadi Shuhba may have intended with i t the §hams al-Adab 
1 C£. The Preface of the Lataif and al-Tamtt3il« 
2 Lahore ed i t ion , 1950 in the '^.amlma of Oriental College 
Magazine, 14. 
3 Kasibf al-Zunun, 1016. 
4 Hadyat a l -Ar i f In , I , 625. 
5 In t roduct ion of both the e d i t o r s , 16(39) . 
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which seems to be highly improbable. Because in their lists 
Safadr and Ibn QidI Shuhba mentioned Sirr al~Adab and al-Sj^ ams 
separately which clearly indicate to be different books. 
31 • a^na'a al-ShiV wal-Natfar 
Safadi/ Ibn QadI Shuhba and Ibn Shakir mentioned the book 
with this title which seems to be identical with Sirr al-Sana*^ 
2 
which they did not enlist in their books. 
32. Al-Taraf min Sj^ ir al-Bustl 
Ibn Shakir al-Kutubl mentioned the book with this title 
which was quoted by the editor of al-Tamthll wa'l-Muha<^ ara. 
But both the editors of Lataif al^Maarif read it as al-?arf 
min sJlir al-Busti quoted from Safadi's list, which seems to 
be a mistake by placing a dot on '^' . 
33. Al-Taraf min gjji'r al-MutanabbI 
The book is mentioned by Ibn Qadi Shuhba with this title 
which seems to be identical with the former book as it is not 
available in Safadi's list. 
1 Cf. Al~Wifi biVwafayat, 15-17, Q2: f.269b; Tabaqat al-
Nuhat wA- Lughuwiln, II, 388. "' 
2 I b i d . 
3 Cairo ed i t ion , 1961, 14(42). 
4 The Preface of the Edi tors , 17(43). 
5 Quoted by the Editor of al-Tamtljil, 14(42). 
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34, %yun al-Adab. 
Tha'alibl mentioned the book with this title without 
clearly claiming its authorship for himself. But the context 
of Lataif wal- Zara'if indicates that Tha'alibl is the author of 
the present book. 
35. *Unwan al~Maarlf 
2 
Safadl mentioned the book with this title. But Ibn Qadi 
Shuhba and Ibn Shakir al-Kutubl recorded the same book with 
e - c- 3 
the t i t l e Uyun al-Maari f. 
36. *Uyun al-Nawadir 
With this title the book is mentioned by Ibn Shakir/ Ibn 
Qadl Shuhba and Safadl. 
37. Qijurar al-Balagha fXJ- /^lam 
Safadl mentioned the book with t h i s t i t l e which i s most 
l i k e l y to be the book e n t i t l e d Ghurar al-Balagha wa -^uraf a l -
Baraa which i s ne i ther availcible in Saf a d i ' s nor Ibn Shakir 
1 Al-Lataif wa^l-Zaraif, 5 1 . 
2 Latai f al-Maarif, the Preface of the Edi to rs , 17(45). 
3 Al-Tamtbll wal-MUl^ac^ra/ Preface of the ed i to r , 
13(45), quoted from*Uyun al-TawarlJsJj of Ibn Sijakir 
a l -Kutubi . 
4 Al-Wafi/ 15-17, ^2: f.269b; ^abaqat al-Nuhat. 
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a l -Kutub i ' s l ists." '" 
38. (gj^urar al-Ma^ahlk 
VJith t h i s very t i t l e the book i s recorded by Kala i ,^ 
Safadi and Ibn Qa^ Shuhba^ in t h e i r l i s t s of Tha 'al ibi ' s 
books. 
39. Al-Fusul a l -Far i s iyya 
The book i s mentioned by Ibn Shakir al-Kutubl , Ibn Qadi 
Stjuhba and §afadi in t h e i r l i s t s . 
40. Al~Fugul f i l -Fugul 
Only Safadi recorded the book with t h i s t i t l e , ^ but Ibn 
QadI Shuhba and Ibn Stjakir recorded t h i s book with the t i t l e 
al-Ugul fl*l-Fugul as mentioned before and hence both the books 
are i d e n t i c a l with each o the r . 
41. Fadl man Ismuhu al-Fa^l 
n 
Tha'alibI mentioned t h i s book which was not mentioned by 
1 I I , 388, quoted by the ed i to r s of the Latai f and a 1-Tarntill 1. 
2 Atiikam San'a al-Kalam, 233. 
3 Al-Wgfl bil-Wafayat, 15-17, Q2: f .269b. 
4 ^abaqat al-Nuhat wa'l-Lughawiln/ I I , 388. 
5 I b i d . 
6 Quoted by the Editors of the Lata^lf, 18(52). 
7 Yatrmat al-Dahr, IV, 433; Tijimar al-Qulub, 293. 
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any early or modern writers. Tha'alibI in his Yatlma under the 
biography of Abu Hafs "^ Umar al-Mutawwai also writers, "He (al-
Matawwal) was closely connected with Amir Abul-Padl al-Mikall 
... and compiled Darj al-Gfaurar wa Durj al-Durar in praise 
of the Amir's prose and verse. When the author (Tha'alibI) 
of this book (Yatlma) compiled his Fadl man-Ismuhu al-Fadl^ 
he (al-Mut:awwai) compared it with a book entitled Hamd man 
Ismuhu Abmad." 
42, Lubab al-Atiasin 
With this title the book is mentioned by Ibn Shakir, 
Ibn Qa^I §iiuhba and Safadi in their lists of Tha'alibI' s works. 2 
43. Al~Latif fi^ I-Tlb 
Tha'alibI mentioned the book under this title which 
Safadi and Ibn QadI Shuhba named as al-'LatIf al~TIb and al-
• « • • — 
4 
Tib respectively, who were followed by the modern writers. 
Tha'alibI also describes that he wrote the book for and 
dedicated it to QadI Abu Ahmad Man^ur b. Muhammad al-Azdl, the 
QadI of Hirat with whom he was closely connected while both 
5 
of them were away from home. Apparently, the book was written 
1 Yatlma al-Dahr, IV, 433. 
2 Quoted by the E d i t o r s of t h e La^aif and al-TamthH wal-
Muhadara, 17(57) and 1 4 ( 5 5 ) . 
3 Al- l ' iaz wal-f j a z , 8. 
4 Al-WafI bi'l-Wafayat, 15-17,Q2: f.269b; Tabagat al~Nuhat 
wal-Lughawiin, II, 388. 
5 Tatimmat al-Yatlma, II# 46. 
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by the author on the way back to Nlsi}apur from Ghazna after 
412/1021. 
44. Al-Lam^wal-Fi(jl<ila 
The book with this title is recorded by Safadi, Ibn 
Shakir and Ibn Qadi Sjiuhba in their books. 
45. Al-Madlh 
With this title the book is mentioned by ^afadl, Ibn Qa^l 
Shuhba and Ibn Shakir al-Kutubl."^ 
46. Miftah al-Pasaha 
The book with t h i s t i t l e i s mentioned in §a fad l ' s and Ibn 
Qadi Siiuhba's l i s t s of Thaa l i b l ' s works.^ 
47. Mulah al-Nawadir 
Thaalibi mentions the book with t h i s t i t l e in such a way 
which ind ica t e s t ha t the book i s wri t ten by himself, 
48. Al-Mulah wgtl-Turaf 
The book with t h i s t i t l e i s mentioned by SafadI, Ibn 
_ - 4 
Sjiakir and Ibn Qadi §ijuhba. 
1 Quoted by the Editors of the Lataif and al-Tamtbll* 
2 I b i d . 
3 Al-La-^aif wal--?araif/ 5 1 . 
4 Quoted by the ed i to r s of the Lata'if and a l -Tamtbi l . 
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49, Munldama al-Muluk 
SafadI, Ibn QadI Shuhba and Ibn Shakir mentioned the 
book with the same t i t l e . 
50. Man Qhaba''anhuj.-Munis 
§afadr, Ibn Qadi Sljuhba and Ibn Shakir mentioned the book 
2 
with the same t i t l e . 
51 . Nasim al-Uns 
§afadl , Ibn ghakir and Ibn QadI Shuhba mentioned i t . ^ 
52. Al-Nawadir waJ-Bawadir 
§afadi , Ibn Shakir and Ibn Qadi Shuhba mentioned the book 
4 
with the same t i t l e . 
53 . Al~Ward 
With this title Safadi/ Ibn Qadi Sljuhba and Ibn ghakir 
mentioned the book in their books under the lists of ^ ^haalibl's 
works. 
Following are the books which were wrongly attributed to 
Tha'alibI: 
1 Ibid. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
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1, Al-Jawahir al-Hisan fl Tafsir al-Quran 
_», Both the editors of Latalf al-Ma'arif attributed the book 
to Tlja'ilibi. The editor of Si^ tr al-Balagha indicated that 
the book was ascribed to Tha'alibi as being confused in the 
2 
names. The editor of al-'.fEamtbll wal-Muhadara referred his 
3 
ovm confusion to Jurjl Zaydan and Bag|?dadi, In fact/ Zirikll/ 
Jurjl Zaydan and Baghdadl did not attribute the book to Abu 
Mansur al-Tfaa'alibi, but they ascribed it to SJjayJsJi 'Abd al-
Rahman b. Muhammad b. Makhjluf al-Jazairi al-Xlia'alibl (d. 873/ 
4 5 
1468). Bosworth on the authority of Hajl Ktallfa opines 
that, "Despite his special interest in linguistic and literary 
topics, Tha'alibl did not by any means neglect the other 
branches of traditional Arabic knowledge. His work al-Jawahir 
al-9isan fl Tafsir al-Quran (The beautiful gem concerning 
the interpretation of the Qur'an) represents an incursion into 
the field of exegesis, and this commentary was highly praised 
by Haji Kfaallfa, who thought himself fortunate personally to 
possess the first half of it." Perhaps the similarity of the 
two men's nisbah (affinity) might have caused this confusion. 
1 The Preface of the Editors, 15. 
2 Ibid., 1. 
3 Ibid., 12. 
4 Al-A^am, IV, 107; Hadyat al-Arifln, I, 532. 
5 Kasbf al-2unun, ed.Flugel (Leipzig, 1835-58), No.4279, II, 
642-3. 
6 Lata'lf al-Maarif, tr. 12 
_» 
7 The present book has been published from Matbaa al-Jazair 
in 1327/1909 as attributed to'Abd al-Rahman al-Iiiaalibl. 
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2. Al-Kashf wal-Bayan 
The editors of Lataif al-Maarl£ attributed the book to 
al-Thaalibl. The editor of Sihr al~Balagha describes that the 
attribution of it to ThaalibI was explained in Ka§hf al-Zunun.^ 
But in reality, the name of the book is available in Kashf 
al-Zunun where the book is attributed to Abu Istiq Ahmad b. 
MuhaiTunad b. Ibrahim al-Thaalibi al-Naysaburl (d. 427/1036)^ 
and this nisbah or attribution is unanimously supported by the 
historians. Thus al-Subki mentioned this nisbah which was 
— 5 followed by Baghdadi and the writer of the Art. on "al-^ Cha'alibl" 
in Arabic Encyclopedia of Islam, 
3. Al-Maqgur wal-Mamdud 
Jurjl Zaydan mentioned that a manuscript of the book is 
_ 7 
available at Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya. Zirikll ascribed the 
book to ThaalibI and said that the book was in manuscript form, 
g 
but he did not indicate to its place of availability. The 
1 The Preface of the Editors, 19. 
2 Ibid., 2. 
3 Kasbf al-Zunun, II, 1488. 
4 Tabaqat a l -S]haf i iyya a l -Kubra , V, 108, 402; VI I , 367. 
5 Hadyat a l - A r i f I n , I , 7 5 . 
6 I b i d . , VI, 202. 
7 Tarljch Adab al-Lugha a l -Arab iyya , I I , 598. 
8 Al-i^lam,IV, 311 . 
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editors of Lataif al-Maarlf^ al-TamtJil 1 wa\-Mutiadara^ and 
SJjahnama-l-Tha'allbi followed them. In fact, a manuscript 
under the title al-Magsur wa*l-Mamdud, No. 6525 ha is available 
in the Dar al-Kutub which is attributed to Abu ""All al-Qall 
(d. 356/967). Probably the reading of "al-Qall" was ambiguous 
for Jurji Zaydan who thought it as "al-Tha'alibl" and hence 
attributed the manuscript to the latter. 
4. Dairur al-^ iikam 
A manuscript under this title No. "5107 adab" is available 
in the Dar al-Kutub, which is ascribed to Thaalibi. The 
manuscript is a collection of proverbs and sayings without 
putting it into chapter and method. The manuscript as a whole 
is devoid of the proberbs which Thaalibi frequently used in 
his books. It was noticed in the last folio of this manuscript 
which bears: 
Probably, those who attributed the book to Thaalibi did not 
minutely observe the word Jamihi which clearly indicates that 
3<r ^ 
the compiler of the book was one certain Yaqut al-Mutasimi who 
completed it in 681/1282. 
1 The Preface of the Editors, 19. 
2 Ibid., 15. 
3 Ibid., "Ba". 
4 For his biography see, Sncy. of Islam (N.E.), IV, 501-2. 
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5. Al-Asi?bah wal-Nazalr 
A manuscript under this title is present at the Ma'had Ihyi 
al-MalsJbLtutat of Jsuni'a al-Duwal al-'Arabiyya No.Wall al-Din 52, 
which is attributed to Thaalibl. The manuscript deals with 
the words of the holy Quifan, which are similar in word but 
different in meaning. The method and subject-matter of the 
book differ from those that are familiar in ^aalibl's books. 
Most probably, the present book is compiled by another Tha'alibi. 
6. Taraif al-Turaf 
The writer of the Article "al-^aalibi" attributed the 
book to Tha'alibi and enumerated its manuscripts available in 
different places, specially in Kupurulo, No.1336. This manus-
cript may have wrongly been attributed to Tljaalibl. Because 
the author says in his introduction that he soon will provide 
it with some sayings of those scholars who were his contempora-
2 
ries or predecessors. Accordingly he presented in the book 
some sayings of al-Abiwardl (d. 507/1113), "Umar al-KJiayyam 
(d. 515/1121)^ and'imad al-lsfahani (d. 597/1201).^ But a 
_ » 
manuscript under the title Yaraif al-Turaf available in the 
1 Encyclopaedia of Islam, 1st ed., IV, 730-3. 
2 Fol. la. 
3 Ibid. 30b. 
4 Ibid. 2b. 
5 Ibid. 35a. 
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Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya No. "2044 adab" is justly attributed 
to a certain al-Bari" al-Harawi. Yaqut also mentioned the 
name of al-Bari" al-HarawI and attributed to him a book entitled 
Taraif al-Tura£. In addition to that, none of the early 
writers attributed the book to Thaalibi and hence the attribution 
of Taraif al-Turaf to him may firmly be denied. 
7. Al-§hikwa wal-Itab wama waqaa lil-Ktiullan wal-A^l^ab 
Jurjr Zaydan attributed the book to Xtja'alibl and indicated 
to a manuscript of It which is available in the Dar al-Kutub 
al-Misriyya No. "1673 Adab" attributed to Thaalibi. It is 
deeply noticed that the subject-matter of the book is different 
from that of Tha'alibl's books on Collections. Most of the 
texts of T^ iaalibl's books were quoted from the early and 
contemporary writers. But in this manuscript many modern texts 
are cited including some in popular or colloquial language which 
are never seen in ThaaTlibl's books, as the author says, "ya 
2 
nafs ish tashtahin" Nevertheless, Thaalibi•s name already 
appeared in the manuscript in a manner which suggests that he 
is far away from the compilation of the manuscript, as the 
author says about a Gj^ ulam (boy) of al-Khalidi "Abu Mansur 
al-Thaalibi said "I read myself with his hand writing a qa?Ida 
1 Mu'^ jam al-Udaba, II, 241. 
2 Fol. 35b. 
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composed for al-Khalidi." 
8. Mvdils al-wahid wa-Nuzhat al-Mugtafid 
The book was wrongly attributed to Thaalibl. Under this 
title the book was edited by G. Plugel and published in Vienna 
in 1829 which was attributed to Thaallbi. The writer of the 
artitle on "al-Thaalibl" in the Encyclopedia of Islam already 
indicated that this published book is certainly a part of 
Mul:)adara of al-Raghib al-Isfahanl (d. 502/1108).^ I also 
found that the published book with the title Munis al-Wahld wa 
nuzhat al-mustafid is a part of al-lsfahani's Muhadarat al-
Udaba wa Muhawarat al-Bulaghl/ which begins with "al-Hadd al-
TJ}Snl, Bab al-Qada" and ends with "al-Hadd al-Khamis, Fasl al-
'Aqarib."-^  
9. Al-Fara'id wa^ -Qalai'id 
This book is attributed to Tha'alibf by Kalai,^ Ibn al-
5 6 7 
Anbari, §afadr and Ibn Qadf Shuhba. 
1 Fol. 9b. This text with the qaglda is quoted in Thimar 
al-Qulub/ 229, with this forehead, "the author of 
the book said, 'I read myself with his hand-writing..." 
2 Ency. o£ Islam, IV, 730-3. 
3 Muhadarat al-Udaba, I, 193, 357. 
* 
4 Alikam gan*a al-Kalam, 323. 
5 Nuzhat al-Alibba fi Tabaqat al-Udaba, 250. 
6 Al-WafI bll Wafayat, 15-17, Q2; f. 369b.-
7 Tabaqat al-Nuh5t wal-Lugbuwiin, II, 387. 
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A manuscript of the book is available in the library of 
al-Awqaf al-Amma at Musil in Majma Khatti, No.8/10 Hasan Pas.ha 
which is ascribed to Tl}aalibl. And another copy of it which is 
found at Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya No.1482, is attributed to Abu 
Nushjwan al-Yamani al-Himyari (d. 573/1177) . Salah al-Din 
al-Munjid mentioned that a manuscript of the book is present 
in Istanbul at Kutubkljana^Umumiyya which is ascribed to Abu'l-
Hasan 'All b. al-SaghanI al~Ahwazi. Moreover/ in other 
manuscripts, viz., Leyden, No. 340, and Paris Nos. 3950, 2419, 
it is attributed, as Dozy thinks rightly, to Abul-Hasan 
Muhammad b. al-Husayn al-Ahwazi, a writer anterior to Tljaalibl, 
and quoted by him (in another manusctipt, Vienna, No.1838, the 
work is ascribed to Amtr Qabus b. Wagijmgir) . 
The book has already been published under the title 
al-Faraid wal- QalaJd in the margin of Thalalibl's Nathr al-Na?m 
at Cairo in 1317/1899, which is attributed to ThaalibI, and 
again separately under the title al-Amthal al-Musamma bi'l-Farald 
wa'l-Qalaid, wa Yusamma aydan bil-Iqd al-Nafis wa-Nuzhat al-Jalis 
at Cairo in 1327/1900. The same book under the title Afaasin 
al-mahasin is published with |^ams Rasail in Constantinople in 
1 Taken from the Arabic MSS in Istanbul, 27. The same 
attribution is occurred in the Hartfort MS at Jawla ff 
Duwar al-Amrikiyya, 72. 
2 Supplement to the Catalogue of the Arabic MSS, by C. Rieu, 
634. 
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1301/1884 which is placed as third risala and attributed 
to ^ All b. Husayn b. al-Hasan al-RulsbkljajT. 
Thus the manuscripts and published books mentioned above 
all belong to one book which is not certainly attributed to 
ThaalibI but to Abul-Husayn Muhammad b, al-^asan b. Ahmad 
al-AhwazI, for the following evidences: 
ThaalibI in his Sihr al-Balagha mentioned al-Ahwazi and 
referred to him 23 texts,as he described them, "which was quoted 
as the sayings of Abul-Husayn Muhammad b. al-Husayn al-Ahwazi 
in his al-Farald wal-Qalald". AU these 23 texts are found 
available in the printed copy of the book entitled al-Fara'id 
wal-Qala'ld which was attributed to Tha'alibl. ^aalibi himself 
already emphasized on this reality when he ascribed more than 
once many texts to al-Ahwazi, which are exactly found in the 
printed edition of al-Farald wal-Qalald, as ascribed to Tija'alibi. 
1 A contemporary of Tha'alibl, bom in 345/959 and died in 
428/1936 (not was born in 544 A.H. as wrongly stated in the 
Ency. of Islam) . For his biography see, Tarljsji al-
Baobdgdl, II, 218. " 
2 P. 200. In the YatFrna, II, 419, the book is entitled as 
al-Qaia'id wa*L-Farald by al-Ahwazi. 
3 These texts as arranged in Sihr al-Balag^a are present in 
al-Farald wal-Qal^ld, in the pages 111, 107, 64, 13, 18, 49, 
50,51,69,92,92,92,93,93,96,17,76,46, while they are available 
in the last two editions. 
4 In al-Mutasbabih, 14, he quoted a text which_is found in al-
Faraid wa^-Qal^ld in p.69; in al-I'jaz wal-^jaz (Asaf edition), 
p. 110, he quoted three texts found in al-Far^5d wa'1-Qaia'id, 
p.92, 64 and 92; in gijaps al-Kha??, p. 12, he quoted their 
sayings available in al-Far^ 'id wa?l-Qalaid, p.49,69 and 62, 
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Then how will it be possible that Thaalibl being the author 
of a book, the text of which are all of his own compositions 
ascribes some of them to other author. Thus al-Para'id wal-
Qalaid is a compilation of Abul-Husayn al-Ahwazl. Probably, 
the early writers saw the name of Tha'alibi in one of the 
manuscripts of it which he possessed and hence they thought 
the possessor as an author, 
10. Makarim al-AJc^ ilaq 
Luwis Shiecko published from Beirut a book under this title 
in 1900, which was attributed to Tha'alibi. The publisher 
claims that he found a manuscript of the book in the Maktaba 
al-Sharqiyya, which was not mentioned by any of the early and 
modem writers. Most certainly, the printed edition of Makarim 
al-Akblaq is a selection of al-Fara'ld wa*l-Qalald by al-Ahwazl 
with its eight chapters. When al~Farald wal-Qaia'id is by al-
Ahwazi as mentioned before, Makarim al-AJs^ laq is also by al-
Ahwazl and not by Thaalibl, Probably the abridger of the 
Makarim relied upon a manuscript which was ascribed to Tha'alibi 
and hence the error prevailed in it as in the original one. 
_ _ -» 
Qasim al-Samarrai recently presented a valuable study on 
2 
this book under the caption "Tha^ alibf's Makarim al-AJshlaq" 
1 Majalla al-Magjiriq, 3rd year, No.l, 28-31 (BeVuit, 1900) . 
2 Art. "Some Biographical Notes on al-Tha'alibi", Bibliotheca 
Orientalis, 32(1975), 18i. 
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where he also established the fact that the printed edition 
of the book is not by Tl)aalibl/ rather a missing manuscript 
of it (as discovered by him) is certainly by Thaalibi. He, 
therefore, states, "As we have already seen with Tuhfat al-
Wazara, likewise Makarim al-Akbliq, published by Cheikho, was 
attributed to Thaalibi. A comparatively long version of this 
work, entitled al-Amtb^l al-Musamma bi'l-Far^id wal-Qala'id, wa 
Yusamma ay^an biV'^ Iqd al-NafIs wa Nuzhat al-Jalis, was published 
in Cairo in 1324/1906 in the margin of Nathr al-Nazm, and again 
separately in 1327/1909. Brockelmann has rightly rejected its 
attribution to Thaalibi but failed to recognise in Cheikho's 
version a Muj^tasar of al-Fara'id wal-Qalald by Abul-Hasan Muhammad 
b, al-Husayn al-Ahwazi, the vizier of the governor of Sagjianiyan. 
The complete version was printed in Istanbul in 1301 A.H.with 
the title Afaasin al-Mabasin and attributed to a certain Abul-
Hasan b. al-Husayn al-Ruk|ikhaji. The work is dedicated to 
Abul-Makarim Muslim b. Quraysh (d. 478/1085) who succeeded 
his father in 451/1059 as governor of Mu§il and Diyar Rabi'a. 
Tha'alibI himself in the Yatima compiled in 403 A.H. mentions 
him among the scholars of Faris and Ahwaz, and remarks, "He 
is the author of al-Qalaid wal-Para'id; he had his residence in 
1 Encyclopaedia of Islam, 1st ed., IV, 735b. 
2 Al-Inba fl Tarlt^ al-lOtulafa, 197; al-Kamil ffl-Tarljct}, 
X, 10. 
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SaghSniyan," Brockelmann gives various dates for his death where 
2 he gives the year 330/941 and in his article in the Encyclopedia 
of Islam he gives the year 544/1053. Both of these dates seem 
highly improbable. According to ThaalibI, the author of al-Qalald 
3 
was "Vizier of the governor of Sacfharilyan/ a member of the 
Muhtaji family, a dynasty which had survived under the Ghaznavid 
suzerainty. According to the Chahar Maqala, Fakhr al-Dawla Abu'l-
Muzaffar Ahmad b. Muhammad was Arair of Saghaniyan during Mahmud's 
reign (d. 421/1030)/ no further members of the Muhtajis are known 
4 
after him. It is most likely that al-AhwazI had moved from 
Saghaniyan to find a new patron in Muslim b. Quraysh for whom he 
5 
might have rewritten and dedicated his work. 
H * Tarajim al-Sbu'Sra* 
A manuscript of t h i s book i s avai lable in Mahad Iliya al-Makh-
t u t a t a t Jaml'a al-Duwal al-'Arabiyya,No.228,the f i r s t fo l io of which 
i s l o s t . In the f i r s t of the remaining fo l io s i s wr i t t en , "al-Ma*ruf 
b i Yatlmat al^Dahr", and hence i t led to the confusion t h a t the 
book i s compiled by the author of Yatlmat al-Dahr, Tha'alibl. 
1 Yatrma, I I I , 417; sil:tr al~Balagha, 200; a l~I jaz wal-'f j az ,110; 
al-Mutasl)abih, 14 (ed.Ibrahim al-Samarfi-al, Majalla Kul l iyya t 
al-Sdab (Baghdad, 1967); Khggg al-Kbagg, 9; Ahasin Kalim al~ 
Nabl, Leyden MS, Or. 102(2), fd. 99b; A copy of al-^lqd a l - ^ 
Nafis a t t r i b u t e d to AbQl-yasan b.al-Husayn al-RukJikljajl, i s 
preserved in the Br i t i sh Museum, Or. 3193. 
2 GAL, I , 94; GAL,S, I , 153 . 
3 Yatlmat al Dahr, III,, 417. 
4 Bosworth, The QJbaznavid, 237. 
5 Qasim al-Samarraf, Art., "Some Biographical Notes on al-
Thaalibi", 181. 
CHAPTER III 
AL-THAALIBI'S LITERATURE 
Thaalibi was one of the leading literateurs of the 4th/ 
10th and early 5th/llth centuries who was endowed with a 
comprehensive knowledge of Arabic prose and poetry. Quite 
early in his career he acquired an unraatchable reputation as 
a writer both of prose and poetry. As a testimony of his 
capability and potentiality as a writer he quotes from Abn'All 
al-HatimI (d. 388/998) in one of his books: "^  "One of the most 
strange, novel and pleasing coincidences of literature is that 
al-A'sha is one of the leading poets of the pre-Islamic period, 
Muslim b. Walid is that of the modern period and Abu al-Tayyib 
is that of the contemporary period; al-Asha is one who dribbles 
Muslim is one who links together and Abu al-Tayyib is one who 
stimulates; thus al-Asha says; 
Muslim b. Walld says: 
1 EJia?s al-Khass, 100. 
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al-MutanabbI says: 
About himself TliaalibI said that some contemporary is one 
who stirs up. Thus he composed: 
In other words according to his own assessment ThaalibI is not 
a lesser poet than those leading poets referred to and his 
poems merit comparison with the best of those bards. The 
difference is only a matter of ethos and environment. It may 
be pointed out that among his contemporaries/ some were quite 
equal to him while quite a few surpassed him in literary merits, 
e.g., al-Busti, al-Hamadhani, al-Khwarazml, Qabus b. Washmglr 
and others. Being a poor man, he had no high education in the 
sense of formal instruction. But his circle of friends was 
quite large and his literary flowering owed a great deal to 
his learned correspondence with his friends who were leading 
men of the literary world. Among them, Abu Hafs *Amr b. al-
Mutawwi*! said about his literary potential: 
1 Ibid. 
2 ThaalibI, Tatimma al-Yatlma, II, 13-14. 
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"The words of Abu Mansur (al-Tha'alibi) are 
sweet, there Is material for those who are thirsty and 
want to quench their thirst; 
If we narrate the wonders of his composition we 
quench our thirst, and a string of pearls if we 
do not narrate his verse." 
Abul-Fadl al-Mlkall opined about him: 
"As the necklace befits the neck and increases 
its beauty, you engrafted meaning on your rhetoric 
in a like way". 
About his literary genius, his friend and patron Abni-
2 
Hasan Musafir b. al-Hasan remarks: 
"His composition in comparison with works composed 
by other rhetoricians is like the congregational day 
of Eid among other ordinary days." 
In the books dealing with his biography, many writers 
expressed their learned opinions about his prose-compositions, 
Among them. al-BakharzI who was reared up by Tha'alibI said: 
1 Al-Husarl, Zahr al-Adab, 138. 
2 Tatimma al-Yatlma, II, 69. 
3 Dumyat al-Qa$r, I, 112. 
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<c • ' •^1^0\^(jr^iJLJe^C)UJu,^O^<c-J\J^U(3c^\:,^l0^ I >• 
(in the jungle of foxes, he was the lion of art. 
For mankind, his compositions may be considered the 
same as valuables for the traders...) 
The same Bakharzl pays him tribute as Jahiz of Nishapur and 
the cream of centuries. The comparison is well-merited both 
in terms of multiplicity of composition of the method and 
style of it. 
These are the opinions put forward by his contemporary 
writers and biographers. The later and the moderns also 
continue to pay him homage as a great writer. Thus, Ibn al-
Anbarl said that ThaalibI was a virtuous and eloquent literateur 
2 
well-versed in rhetoric. Al-SafadI and others remark that he 
> 3 
was a poet-literateur. Ibn Bassam al-Shantrinl of Spain 
opines that Th^^^it'^'s works make the dumb speak and the deaf 
4 hear. 
In recent times, the Lebanese Batrus al-BistanI expresses 
the opinion that it is quite evident that Tha^ alibl was one of 
1 I b i d . , I I , 226. 
2 Nuzhat al-Alibba f l Tabagat al-Udaba, 250. 
3 ^l-Waff bi'l-Wafayat, 15-17 Q2, f. 269a; Mirat a l -Janan. I l l , 
53; Tabaqat al-Nuhat wa'l-Lughawiin, I I , 387; ifcialhtit a l -
Djiahab, I I I , 246. 
4 Al-Kalaf, /Ihkam San'a al-Kalam, quoted from al-Sbaliiiira, 232. 
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the pioneers of Arabic language and literature and proficient 
in other arts informative, rich in contents; he was a poet, 
prose-writer and literateur; cultivating simplicity of 
expression, depth of meaning, abundance of rare thoughts and 
fullness of amusement. Jurji Zaidan described Tha'alibl as 
the last of the epistelegraphers of the third phase of the 
'Abbasid; he was notable among the literateurs of that phase 
and what an excellent conclusion of epistolography. He also 
described Thaalibi as an innate poet. Dr. Ahmad Amin expresses 
his moderate view about Th^ falibl that he was a literateur and 
rhetorician in the style of his contemporary writers in the 
realm of rhyme, metaphor and simile. Dr. Abul-Fadl Ibrahim 
opined about the merits of ThjaalibI that he was a poet and 
his prefaces have clarity of expression; he possessed an 
4 
elegant imagination— In the like manner, he was a writer 
who used words with choice and had simplicity of style. Dr. 
*Abd al-Fattih al-Halu expresses his view about the style of 
Thaalibl's composition that he composed poems in the manner of 
well-educated people having refined taste as well as in the 
manner of epistolographers. Dr. Dhablhullah al-Safa opines 
i Da'ira al-Maarif, VI, 316. 
2 Tarl}^ Adab al-Lugha al-Arabiyya, 2-4, 586. 
3 Zuhr al-Islam, 3rd edition (Misr al-Jadida, 1364/1945), 
1, 272. 
4 Jiliniar al-Qulub, Preface of the editor, 6. 
5 I b i d . 
6 Al-Tamtiill wa\-Muhadara, Preface of the e d i t o r , 17. 
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that Thaalibi was a great literateur of Iran and he was expert 
in the art of formal prose-writing as well as that of free 
prose. The orientalists like H.A.R. Gibb and Rj\. Nicholson 
also opine like that and thus they considered Thaalibi and 
al-BadI''al-2aman Hamadani as the two most famous literateurs 
2 _ 
of their age. Hina Fakhurl, like them, says about Tha'alit)^ : 
that he excelled in literature, so that he was one of the 
3 
greatest literateurs of his age. 
In the light of above obseirvations it must be conceded 
that Tha'alibi was a literateur of considerable merit. He 
evolved his own style by a suitable combination of the styles 
both of his predecessors and contemporary poets and writers. 
The quality of his works was influenced by the environments 
which he lived in. The environments may broadly be categorised 
under two heads — common and special. Though born in Eastern 
Persia, Tha°alibl visited different cities of Khurasan, courts 
of different scholarly kings and rulers at Bukhara, Tabaristan, 
Jurjaniya and Ghazna whose rulers mostly patronized Persian 
language and literature. In spite of that those rulers were 
compelled to revive Arabic language and literature due to the 
1 Tarlkb. Adabiyat dar ^Iran, 641. 
2 Introduction to Arabic Literature, 93; The History of 
the *Abbasld Literature, 143. 
3 Tarikli al-Adab al-^ Arabl, 765. 
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'Abbasid domination over the eastern Muslim world. Influenced 
by this atmosphere Tha'alibI wrote prose and poetry collecting 
materials from the scholars wherever he v/ent. As was the 
vogue at that time, he used to dedicate his works to high 
personages thus earning money for livelihood. The literature 
written by ThsTalibl centred round the taste of the rulers 
and the inclination of the high personages of the society/ 
and that was the centre of his entire body of literature. That 
is why to understand and ascertain the dominant traits of his 
literature, we must take into account the literature of his 
contemporary environment. 
The literature composed by a person is, in a way a mirror 
of his life. Since the main body of Thaalibi's works consists 
of prose-composition and since his fame as a writer rests on 
his books of literary prose we shall therefore consider first 
the style and method of his literary prose. His reputation as 
a poet comes only second in order of importance. 
(1) THAALIBI AS A PROSE WRITER 
Before embarking on an assessment of Thaalibi's prose 
literature, it is worthwhile for us to cast a quick glance at 
the special features of the growth and development of Arabic 
prose till Thaalibi's time. The origin of the artistic prose 
in Arabic may be attributed to the spoken phrases of the Arabs, 
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their speeches and the rhyme-prose of their Sooth-sayers 
during pre-Islamic period. But the literary historians differ 
in limiting the time for the origin of what the Arabs called 
Artistic writings. According to some, it existed before the 
advent of Islam and it was well-suited to the Arab's clearness 
of mind and soundness of their natural dispositions. But due 
to some factors this artistic prose was consigned to oblivion. 
First, the pre-dominance of illiteracy among the Arabs, second, 
little recording and finally the rift of that prose from the 
Islamic spirit which the Holy Qur'an recorded while others 
entertain the view that artistic prose in Arabic developed 
2 
according to the circumstantial need of the Muslim empire. 
There are still others who wanted to mediate between these 
two opinions. 
It is true that actual artistic writing was not available 
during the pre-lslamic period. But that does not mean that 
writing in some form was not extant at all. They had corres-
pondences of various kinds but devoid of artistic intention 
which was in abundance in their poetic compositions. After 
the advent of Islam when the Arabs gave up their nomadic life 
1 Dr. Zaki Mubarak, al-Nathr al-FannI fii-qarn al-Rabi*, 1, 
34. Here by the artistic-prose is meant the artistic-
writing. 
2 Dr. Muhammad Zac[hlul Sallam, TariJ<i3 al-Naqd al-Adabi min 
al-Qarn al-Kl^ amis ila al-Aabir al-Hijri, Dar al-Ma'arif 
(Mi^r, n.d.), 28^ ! It means that the artistic writing 
developed within a short period after the advent of Islam. 
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and took to urban life in cities and came in contact with the 
cultures of different nations and the empire got extended much 
due to which diplomatic and official correspondence became 
necessary. This correspondence having merits of artistic 
writing quickly developed and improved much upon the earlier 
ones. For example, the correspondences of the four Caliphs 
bear adequate testimony to artistic writing. And this develop-
ment came through the hands of Arab writers and naturalized 
Arabs. When the administrative need for language lessened/ 
they turned their artistic energy into literary subjects. It 
came to vie with poetic compositions in its style and sxibject 
matter. Thus, in course of time it flowered in the letters of 
description, friendly correspondences and expostulations to 
each other, for describing gardens and letters of satire and 
eulogy and above all the letters of philosophy,the letters 
concerning the sciences and the letters containing deep thought 
and imagination. 
It may be pointed out that the pure Arabic language is 
an offspiring of civilised Arabian society which derived much 
benefit from its literary and linguistic heritage. Moreover, 
their intermixing with other civilisation and culture enriched 
the language considerably. The contention that Arabic artistic 
1 Tarikh al-Naqd al-AdabI min al-Qarn al-Khamis ili al-AgJlir 
al-Hijrl, 30. 
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writing derived its main inspiration from the Persian, Greek 
and Roman men of letters on the basis of the examples furnished 
by renowned artistic writers like'Abd al-Hamid, Ibn al-Muqaffa, 
both Sulis and Barmakids who were originally non-Arabs, is not 
conclusive. As a matter of fact, it is absolutely wrong and 
fabricated/ because these writers wrote in Arabic language 
and lived in Arabian environment for which they could not remain 
in touch with their own languages. It is a fact that they 
gave up many of the characters, customs and traditions which 
the Islamic way of life does not agree with and which they 
accepted either willingly or against their wish or because 
they lived in the Islamic atmosphere. It is undisputable that 
the mind of writers cannot resist the influence of the environment 
upon the development of the literateur's soul and personality. 
Hence the literature produced by these non-Arab writers can 
be considered as a mere dressing in the way of development which 
the Arabic artistic writing readily accepted. It has already 
been mentioned that the seeds of artistic Arabic were sown in 
the pre-Islamic and early Islamic periods. 
The development of Arabic prose also owes much to the 
gradual development of Islamic political life. It became 
prolific in respect of both content and style. Many prose-
writers and epistelegraphers at this time achieved a fame much 
greater than that of poets and their writings were valued higher 
than those of the anthologies of contemporary poets. 
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With the beginning of the fourth century A.H. the artistic 
prose began to acquire certain distinctive traits in style. 
This was the result of the division of the whole Islamic empire 
into some independent and semi-independent states. The artistic 
works produced by writers bore the stamps of the respective 
environment in which they lived and which they hardly abandoned. 
The prose-literature in Arabic had been accepting some common 
traits of the literary prose produced in different environments, 
e.g./ predominance of rhyme-prose and rhetorical arts which 
ultimately reached perfection. 
It is well-known that the rhymed prose in an old-Arabic 
art which the Sooth-Sayers in their prophecies, the speakers 
in their deliberations and the common people in their proverbs 
used. The revelation of the Quran and the Hadith of the Prophet 
in rhymed prose are the best examples that go to prove that the 
Arabs' attachment with rhymed prose was deep and inherent. 
Although in the first and second centuries A.H. the rhyme-prose 
was not widely used, towards the end of third century A.H., 
during the Caliphate of the "Abbasid al-Muqtadir Billah, the 
writers of Baghdad headed by the viziers of the Caliph, used 
2 
rhyme-prose very widely in their departmental correspondences. 
1 The Ashaira denied the existence of rhyme in the holy Quran 
and argued that the ideas of the rhyme follow its forms and 
contents which are contrary to the Quran. I'jaz al-QurSn, 88, 
2 Mu^am al-Udaba, VI, 463. 
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These writers were followed by the writers of the independent 
and semi-independent states which paid homage to Baghdad. 
Naturally, the writers of eastern Islamic state, Persia, where 
ThaalibI lived and worked, also readily accepted and used 
this new style of artistic writing. 
It is held that the Persian people are "artists endowed 
with strong decorative intuition" and it will not be an 
exaggeration to say that the Persian environment instilled in 
them an inclination to order and similitude in their manifes-
tations of life as a whole. And they tried to find for this 
inclination a respiratory vehicle in the field of Arabic 
literature and practising it after their entry into Islam. So 
they found in the art of metaphor an outlet for it. They used 
this metaphorical art very sparingly in the beginning, but 
when the writer of Baghdad augmented the use of rhyme-prose, 
they came to use it widely with the metaphorical art which 
bears a distinctive mark in the history of artistic Arabic 
writing. 
As the leader of ThaalibI's contemporary writers, the 
appearance of Ibn al-*AmId in the realm of metaphorical arts 
was not accidental. He was a gifted artist about whom the 
renowned artist Ibn Hiskawayh reported that the former used 
to meet in the evening gathering the skilled artists and 
1 Al-Adab fl Zilli Banl Buya, 299. 
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sociable people. In an interesting episode, he tells us that 
Ibn al-*AmId , while surrounded by his skilled companions used 
to keep a toy in his hands which he tossed for a time and then 
rolled away. On picking it up people would see that it 
contained artistic sketches which could not be copied even 
with efforts of several days. 
If the writers of the eastern Islamic state surpassed 
others in the excessive use of metaphor, their literature was 
also individualised by other distinct characteristics and 
influenced by their political, psychological and social 
environments. 
One of the traces of Persian spirit in the literature of 
the writers of abridged sayings as was suitable to the refined 
taste and have their origin in deep thoughts. These thoughts 
were acquired through institutional learning of science, 
philosophy and wisdom. Although there is similarity between 
the abridged sayings of the Arabs and those of the Persians, 
there is a significant difference between them while the 
Arabic phrases are the product of the Arab peoples' experience, 
the Persian ones are acquired through learning by the people 
of Persia. Moreover, the distinctive traits of Persian writing 
1 Ta; |ar ib al-Umam, I I , 278-9 . 
2 FH-Adab al-^AbbasI, 71-2 ; Al-Fann wa Ma(ai?ahibuhu f l a l -Nat t t r 
a l - A r a b l , 235; Tayyara t Thaqafiyya bayn a l - A r a b wafl-Furs, 
193 . 
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were elegance and fineness of words, simplicity and sweetness 
of meaning and to abandon thickness and stiffness of the words 
and to avoid affectation and complication in style.^ 
The preoccupation with artificial word resulted to a 
preoccupation of another kind, i.e., the interest of some 
writers with the playing of words which in its turn is drawn 
from the skilfulness of the respective writers. Perhaps BadI* 
al-Zaman al-Hamadani was the most distinguished man in this 
field. The ability of this writer can be proved with reference 
to the fact that he used to write some letters which if read 
from the beginning, give the impression of queries and when 
read from the end give the impression of reply. Moreover, he 
wrote several letters with deliberate omission of certain 
alphabetical letters. On the other hand, he wrote certain other 
letters whose first lines were free from certain specific 
2 
alphabetical letters. With this proficiency and skill, he got 
acclaim and admiration of both the people and his competitors. 
The subject matter of the writings of Persian writers 
varied with the change of environment and ethos. Earlier it 
was confined to anthological letters, but nov; it also came to 
be used in matters of public utility. The writers employed the 
language of prose in writing letters of eulogy, satire, congra-
tulation, elegy, seeking favour and patronage and lampoon, etc., 
1 Kitab al-Sinaatayn, 160-6. 
2 Thaal ib i , Yatlma al-Dahr, IV, 251. 
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which were purely subjects of poetry earlier.-^  The subjects 
and styles of the artistic prose as created by the fourth 
century hijra were expressions and interpretations of the 
political, social and intellectual life dominating the period. 
Hence a clear understanding of the life in and around the 
places inhabited by the writers can be had by the study of 
this great heritage of artistic writing which bore the stamp 
of particular environments and expressed its manifestations 
clearly. 
The prose-writings of Tha'alibI represents a part of that 
great heritage* So, to discuss the special features of 
Thaalibl's prose is tentamount to a discussion of the special 
features of the prose-literature produced in the environment 
of eastern Persia. Though he created some literary forms 
which perpetuated his name among his famous contemporary 
writers, he was not absolutely distinguished from them; neither 
did he contradict them in their styles of meticulous artifi-
ciality of the v/ord and the depth of meaning which satisfied 
the civilized and cultured taste. 
Tha'alibI lived at a time which destined the Persian spirit 
to be freed from its shackles of provincial narro\>mess. This 
was the contribution of political circumstances, i.e., dominance 
of Persians in the court of the Caliphs of Baghdad. One of the 
1 Fl^-Adab al-'\bbasl, 70. 
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manifestations of that freedom in the realm of literature 
was the fact that the great writers like Ibn al-AmId, Sahib 
b. 'Abbad and Qabus b. Wasiiraglr practised excessive meticu-
lousness in the style, rhyme prose and metaphorical arts. 
These writers were followed by other writers of the Islamic 
east like al-Khwarazml. al-Hamadani, Tha^ alibi himself and 
others. 
!£ba'alibl expressed his Inclination to meticulousness in 
style and nourished the rhymed prose as necessary tools for 
the writers of eloquence. In this respect a famous eloquent 
writer opined about Tha'alibi: 
"The eloquence is pure in him and limited 
within him and constructed in him and it 
became submissive to him; if he eulogised, 
he did so in rhyme prose and his eulogy was 
always excellent. "•'• 
But this admiration does not mean that Tha'alibi's style 
was either ambiguous or complex. On the contrary, Tlia'alibi 
himself much admired simplicity and clarity in style which 
touch human mind readily and without much effort. So he oft-
quoted the following: "The most eloquent saying is that which 
pleases you to listen and whose invitation is nerve-cracking." 
He also says "The most eloquent saying is one whose abridgement 
1 Thaalibl, Saj*" al-Mantllur, f. 2b. 
2 Idem, al~Mubhij, 45; al-Tamtbll wal-Muhaqlara, 158; Natbr 
al-Nazm wa Pjall al-Iqd, 13. 
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beautifies it, in which the amount of metaphor is less but 
the wonder is more and in which the first part of the line is 
related to the second part of the line." 
It may be noticed here that it was not obligatory for 
Thaalibi to use rhyme-prose and rhetorical accomplishments in 
his writings. In this way he differed from other eloquent 
writers of his time. Most of his writings were free from 
rhyme and may be called loose prose which is almost free from 
the artificiality of rhetorics. This evidence of loose-prose 
he has furnished in the biography of al-Wathiqi in the Yatlma. 
Thaalibi's special cultxijre influenced that distinguishing 
mark by which he sometimes differed from the literary trend of 
his age. Because, he admired the styles of the old Arabs and 
was greatly influenced by the styles of the Holy Qur^n, and 
that of the sayings of the prophets, and those of his companions 
3 
and followers. In addition to these, the influence of 
religion in his style and thought cannot be overlooked in case 
of his literary achievement. But his adherence to the study 
of Quranic style was much more than his adherence to the 
religious thought and study. Because, we find in the preface 
1 Al-Mubhij , 44; al-Tamti iJ l wal-Muhaqlara, 158 . 
2 IV, 192. 
3 ^ Al~Iqtibas min al-Qur^ an al-Karrm and other books in which 
he quoted the sayings of the Prophet, his companions and 
followers in addition to the verses of the'Qur'an. 
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to his book Flqh al-Luqtia that he had a deep understanding of 
the hidden treasures of Arabic language and an inclination 
to the study of the sciences and literature of the language."^ 
Tha'alibl was able to reconcile in his prose between two 
contradictory literary trends of his period. Though he wrote 
in rhetorical style and rhyme-prose, his language was not 
stilted or stereotyped. Rather there was simplicity and 
clarity of expression. He wrote according to the demands of 
the time, but he did not abandon the styles of the old Arabic 
writings in his artistic compositions. Perhaps that was the 
reason for the great admiration he received from his contem-
poraries who were quite fascinated by his style. There was 
great enthusiasm among his contemporaries to purchase his 
books and copy them and in this way his books travelled 
through the length and breadth of the empire and people memorised 
them with great appreciation. Nevertheless, ThaalibI was 
not specialised in any particular art among the known arts of 
prose-writing of his time. So to classify him with any school 
3 
of writers will be erroneous. 
1 Fiqh al-Lugba, 2-4. 
2 Al-Tamthll wa*l-Muha4ara, Preface, 5; Yatima al-Dahr, I, 
Preface, 18. Abul-Mahasin Sad b. Muhammad b. Mansur, 
the rils of Jurjan memorised almost all the Yatima al-
Dahr. Tatimma al-Yatima, I, 144. 
3 Dr. Zakl Mubarak in his al-Natbr al-FannI fl\ Qarn al-Rabi^ 
al-hl_1rl, II, 179, classified ThaalibI with the school 
of writers and thinkers. 
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Tliaalibi wrote various prose pieces the specimens of 
which are included in different copious books written by him. 
In spite of the multiplicity of their subject matters they 
are not free from the traits of the following three methods: 
Firstly, the method to collect the sayings of great personalities, 
compose and expose them without interfering with the respective 
compilers. Most of Tha'allbi's books fall under this category. 
The second method is the method of collection of literary and 
scientific materials, study them thoroughly and draw truths 
from them through his own style, like Yatlma al~Dahr, Gjtiurar 
Alitlbar Muluk al^Furs and some scattered pieces available in 
his Tliimar al-Qulub, Mi rat al-Muruat and al-Iqtibas. The 
third of them is the method which depends upon the style of 
the COTipiler himself in the arrangement of materials and their 
exposition. His books falling under this category are al-Mubhij, 
Natbr al-Na?m and the second division of the third chapter of 
his gJaags al-Khags. Among these, Thaalibi's books written 
according to the first method is not the subject matter of our 
study. We shall pre-occupy ourselves with the books written 
in the second method subsequently under the caption "His Style 
in Representing the Material of His Books and Biographies", 
specially, we shall concentrate on the style of the biographies 
of literateurs written by him. The books written in the third 
mathod will be the pivot of our study under the caption "His 
Style of Essay Writing". 
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In spite of certain general characteristics in all 
Tha'alibl' s writings, his prefaces form a. class by themselves. 
They vary in style depending on the motive or the purpose of 
the writer. They represent an important side of his artistic 
writing. 
HIS STYLE IN THE PREFACES OF HIS BOOKS 
Thaalibl felt that the whole of his endeavours could not 
go beyond the works of compiling from the sayings of the great 
personalities and literateurs. So, he felt it necessary to 
assert his genius in the prefaces by writing them in the most 
startling way. Some of his books contain lengthy prefaces, 
e.g., the prefaces of al-Tamt]?Il wa^ l-Mul:iadara, Fiqh al-
Luflba, and al~I_qtibas min al-Qur*an al~KarIm. Since these 
books were dedicated to persons who were famous in the world 
of letters or administration, it was necessary for him to 
write their prefaces in a befitting manner. But we should 
keep in mind that the prefaces attached to his other books, 
though comparatively short, were not totally devoid of artistic 
accomplishments. In almost all his books he praised Almighty 
1 XbaalibI dedicated it to Qabus b. V/asijmglr. 
2 It was dedicated to Abul-Padl al-Mlkali. 
3 It was dedicated to Amir Abul-Muzaffar Nasr b. Nasir 
al-Din. 
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Allah in the best of his style taking for his guidance and 
inspiration the two verses from the Holy Qui/an. One is: 
e^U^lo^ci^^^land the other is c^UJi^<,iioc^\o\^l^^>.^ 
The first one is the beginning verse of the Holy Qur^n and 
the second is in description of the people of heaven. 
As pointed out earlier, ThaalibI dedicated most of his 
books to the great personalities of his time. In these 
prefaces, he devoted some space to the praise of the respective 
dedicatee in order to enlist their sympathy and also to achieve 
material gain. It was the prevailing custom of the period to 
give long titles to the dedicatees. But ThaalibI made the 
titles even longer and more artistic, surpassing his contem-
porary writers, e.g., he gave one'long title to Khwarazmgjjah 
in the preface of one of his books as 
Perhaps he thought it unbecoming not to recognise their 
talents and genius. Also by this means he could offer some 
convenient apology for self-assertion which otherwise would 
seem a pretension or impudence. As he says in the preface 
- 2 
of his book Kha.^3 al-Kbass about the literary genius of 
1 Nathr al-Na?m, 2; al-Klnaya wal-Tarld, Preface 
2 Al-Samakri edition, 2. 
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AbQl-Hasan Musafir b. Hasan, "When I am serving him with my 
book/ it seems like applying dyestuff to the young".while 
writing the prefaces, his temper constantly influenced them 
in the nicety of words and depth of meanings. In the preface 
to his book al-Iqtibas min al~Quran al-Karlm, rhyme prose and 
nicety of words seem to dominate the style and apt similes 
dominate the style of the preface of Man Qfcaba "^anhul-Mutrib. 
And these are the common traits pervading the style of 
Thaalibi. We also see that true emotions pervade some of his 
prefaces and in them we find an exhibition of the feelings 
pouring out from the soul overflowed by love. This is more 
true in cases where the dedicatee is some one near to his 
heart which is evident from the preface to his book Ktiasais 
al-Lugba which has been published under the title Nasim al-> 
Satir. However, the best example of these feelings and 
sentiments is to be found in the long preface to Fiqh al-Lugba 
which was dedicated to Abul-Padl al-Mikali. There are some 
other prefaces attached to his books which tell us about the 
subject-matter of the books concerned, the division of 
chapter or critical representation of the materials. The 
example of this kind is to be found in the preface to the 
book Yatlma al-Dahr. These prefaces are not profitable for 
our study of Thaalibi's literary style. 
1 Cf. Preface of the book. 
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To conclude this study of Jija'alibl' s prefaces, we observe 
that he was not much interested in changing the style in them. 
So, there is apparent resemblance among them so much so that 
a perceptive reader may be sure about the authorship of the 
books just by looking at the styles of the prefaces. Thus, 
his style in praising Allah, giving titles to his dedicatees, 
in description of the form and content of the book — all are 
nearly the same in all the prefaces to his books. It is true 
that the prefaces of Th^alibl's books are generally marked by 
elegance of expression, simplicity of words and the beauty of 
meanings despite scanty innovations and rare inventions. 
HIS STYLE IN REPRESENTING THE MATERIAL 
OF HIS BOOKS AND BIOGRAPHIES 
The style of Tha'alibI in the presentation of the material 
tends to simplicity of expression lacking in words having 
artistic niceties and metaphors. Seldom did he use them 
unless it was a necessity of the fineness and beauty of word 
to express the meaning. Except these, his scientific style 
dominated his expression in all his books. This scientific 
style, for example, can be found in his book Mi rat al-Muiruat 
when he says: 
. cv>OoVj»'^\>:^\oj>V.^6\vX^U\OVC^*^ I " 
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The inspiration of this expression he got from the verses of 
the Holy Qui^ an, as the Almighty says:"^  
But the deficiency of this piece in wordly niceties does 
not mean that it was absolutely deficient in artistic beauty. 
Its artistic beauty is inherent in its simplicity of thought, 
elegance of expression, his apt digressions which take their 
origin in the richness of culture and wide knowledge of the 
writer. 
Tha'alibi's Xbimar al-Qulub is filled with artistic 
accomplishments. The author presented its general subject-
matter with clarity of style, elegance of expression, intro-
duction of maxims and wit. For example, one of the maxims 
about the deception and fickleness of women runs thus: 
The style of his book dhurar A3^bar Muluk al-Furs wa 
Siyarihim resembles the style of the books mentioned above 
though in some places, he added to the beauty of the words 
according to the method of Pre-Islamic Arab sooth-sayers. 
For example, in this book he gave the story of the life of 
2 Spandiadh in elegant style and beautiful words employing 
1 The Holy Qui^ an, Surah No. 10. 
2 The story of the life of Spandiadh is found in the story 
of the life of Rustam; Ghurar Akbbar Muluk al-Furs, 301, 
313, 314. 
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rhyme prose and metaphors. Behind these and other artistic 
presentation, his motive was to deal with the mythologies 
dramatically exploiting the popular imagination. 
It should be pointed out that Tha'alibi's style is less 
varied in comparison with the enormous members of his books 
and the multiplicity of subject matter. But this lack of 
variety, in a way, establishes the ability of Tha'alibl to get 
hold of an idea, turn it to his own purpose and establish it 
with proofs and evidence taken out from the rich culture of 
this great heritage which he absorbed in himself. He presented 
what he absorbed of the heritage in a style which reciprocates 
between acuteness of science and sensitiveness of literature 
depending on the nature of thought and subject. In this 
regard Bakharzi, Tha'alibi' s own student, rightly equated him 
with i/ahiz, because both of them resemble each other in their 
choice of subject-matter, style and method of composition. 
The biographies written by Thaallbl on his contemporaries 
represent a special aspect of the entire subject-matter dealt 
with in his works. These were written in artistic style. 
Because In these biographies he mentioned the best works of the 
literatures. Perhaps he felt that he wrote the literary 
history of the leading literateurs for more than a century 
while writing these biographies he utilised his immense 
knowledge, proficiency of style, beauty of presentation and 
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power of expression. He tried his best to suit the language 
to the sphere he was writing about. His excellence, to a 
great extent, is due to his compulsion to write in rhyme prose 
which made his style refined and polished. The Hamdanid ruler 
of Aleppo Sayf al-Dawlah's biography was written by Tha'alibi, 
for instance, in the rhymed prose of utmost elegance. Neverthe-
less sometimes he rid himself free of the obligations of 
rhyme-prose and switched over to another form of rhetorical 
style rich with metaphors, sirailies, homonyms, etc. For 
instance, in his biography of al-Mutanabbl, he exhibits this 
style. 
2i}a'alibl sometimes resorted to exaggeration, first, if 
he had great admiration for the literateur and second if the 
literateur was of outstanding fame. At the same time he 
often used the short rhyme-prose with special portrayal. The 
example of this tyle is furnished in the biography of al-Sari* 
al-Raffa (d. 362/972). Some other time Thaalibi's inclination, 
was observed in the fact that he cited an excellent poem for 
establishing the biography of a certain literateur. For 
example, his saying about the biographies of the two Khalids, 
"They are living in one spirit, in argument and co-operation 
and in ccxnposing poetry; sometimes they collaborated and some 
times they composed individually. Generally they did not 
1 Yatlma al-Dahr, I, 27. 
2 Ibid., I, 126. 
3 Ibid., II) 117. 
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separate from each other both at home and abroad. In quality, 
resemblance and collaboration, they were as the poet Abu 
Tammam says, "The two are foster brothers sucking from the 
same breast, partners of the same chain, liberated of a race 
2 
and allies of a clarity." 
In describing the v/riting of the literateurs whose 
biographies he wrote, his style becomes refined and seems to 
be a unique poem itself. For instance, describing the merits 
of the poetry of Ibn Nubata al-Sa'^ dl (d. 405/1014) he used such 
3 
a refined style. Sometimes the artistic portrayal comes out 
successfully in his giving biography of a literateur, for 
instance, he described the literature of Abul-Paraj al-Babbagha 
(d. 398/1007) as, "His saying resembles wine, is rather 
4 
strong with rnby or rather hail-stone of the cloud." 
But Tha'alibi leaves much of this refinement when he comes 
to write the biography of the leaders among the literateurs 
with an intention to confer magnificient titles and attributes 
to them which was seen to be repeated. He kept the titles 
almost the same in the biographes of Ibn al-AmId, Sahib b. 
'^ Abbid and Qabus b. WaghmgTr. Sometimes Thaalibi furnished 
1 Ibid, II, 183. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid., II, 380. 
4 Ibid,, I, 252. 
5 Ibid., Ill, 158; III, 192; IV, 59. 
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us with some information about the writers whose biographies 
he wrote, after having finished writing about their literary-
works. This he does with a style free of artificiality as 
he does in case of presenting the contents of the book. For 
example, he exhibits this style in his G];^ urar Alcjibar Muluk 
al-Furs. In this book he represented the events in detail 
without caring for the rhyme prose, paranomasia and simile 
unless spontaneous or when the occasion demands it. These 
exceptions are found in his narrations which he presented in 
the biography of QadI al-Tan\ikhI. 
Very often Tha'alibl' s biographies, short or long, recipro-
cate according to the fame of the literateur or his own 
relation with him. But it is observed that he tends to 
abridge those biographies. It is exactly for this reason that 
he wanted his Yatlma al-Dahr to be a book of literature and 
not that of biography. Many biographies in this book do not 
exceed more than a line. Even shorter are the biographies in 
Tatimma al-Yatlma as he was in an old age when he compiled this 
book. But in spite of his senility, he kept the same style 
in the latter book as it was in the former. 
Thus Xha'alibl's endeavour was to write the biographies as 
artistic pieces in which he was quite successful. But he cannot 
be acquitted of the charge of excessive similarity in different 
biographies. For this similarity, it is possible to replace 
1 Ibid., II, 336-7. 
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one biography by another without changing the facts. 
HIS STYLE IN ESSAY WRITING 
Xtiaalibi presented to the treasure of Arabic literature 
a plentiful number of books; of them some reached to us while 
many of them are lost. Among those which reached to us, two 
of them he wrote on different subjects depending on his intuition, 
with artistic prose. These are al-Mubhij and Natbr al~Nazm wa 
Hall al~Aqd. Besides them, the second division of the third 
chapter of his Kijags al-j^agg was also written in the same 
style. We know nothing remarkable about the books which are 
lost. However, a vital role was played by the enthusiasts in 
preserving his books exactly. This role has facilitated the 
exhibition of the samples of Thaalibi's style as he used in his 
essays during the various stages of his life. He wrote al-
Mubhi j when he was around forty, Natlir al-Nazm when he was 
around fifty and Kt^ a?? al~Kiia^ ^ when he crossed seventy years. 
The first one was dedicated to the poet literateur and Ziyarid 
prince Shams al-Ma*alI Qabus b. Washmglr about whom Yaqut says, 
"He was an honourable essayist and an intelligent poet. The 
people used his epistles frequently. He was in correspondence 
with Sahib b. 'Abbad." And the narrators borrowed many short 
1 This division consists of only four pages from 45 to 48. 
2 Mu'jam al-Udaba, VI, 144. 
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lines from his poetry. But his prose received greater 
attention from him which is represented by his treatises which 
are included in his book Kamal al-Balagha. These epistles 
excited the admiration of the literateurs who wrote his 
biography; Xiiaalibi was the first among them. But it is 
apparent that the treatises were not the only sphere in which 
he was distinguished. This prince, however, was greatly 
interested in coining phrases and idioms that would circulate 
3 
among the people. So, he beautifies them using ornamental 
language and exaggerates them by the use of a language which 
is flowery. As if "he coins the sayings like that of the 
Sculptor who hews out the stone in order to make graven images 
out of it."^ 
Taking cue from the writings of the prince mentioned 
above, Thaalibi realised that it was necessary to satisfy the 
literary taste of the prince by presenting the book al~Mubhij 
to him in which he reached his superb intuition. He starts 
thus, "This is a book on which I depended on memory and not 
on my books and on my sayings and not upon my narration, and 
on my mind and not upon my thought, and I polished it..." 
1 Yatlma al-Dahr, IV, 61; Mu^am al~udaba, VI, 146-8. 
2 Ed. Egypt, 1341 A.H. 
3 Xka^ l ib i quoted some of them in Yatlma al_Dahr, IV, 59, 
and S lh r a l -Balagt ia , 183. 
4 Al-Natbr al-FannI f l l -gam al-Rabi^al-hi jr i , I I , 280. 
5 Al-Mubhij , 2 . 
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The book al-Mubhlj consists of seventy one chapters; the 
nxomber of sayings in each chapter alternates between four and 
2 
seventy sayings. All these sayings represent the prevalent 
ideas in religious/ political, social and Intuititional 
subjects. And depending on these ThaalibI named different 
chapters in most of his books. For this reason, he quoted in 
some of his later books some sayings from this book. It should 
also be mentioned here that the first six chapters of this book 
dealt with religious subject-matters, the succeeding the 
chapters dealt with princes and their administrative affairs 
while the next seven chapters contain friendly letters and 
sayings. The remaining chapters dealt with miscellaneous 
objects. In spite of the multiplicity of subject-matters the 
common traits of analogy, pun and rhyme prose are to be found 
in all his writings. He used a multiple variety of puns which 
is best demonstrated in his book al-Mutagljabih. Tha'alibI has 
decorated some of the chapter of al-Mubhij with quotations from 
his own poetry as were suitable for different chapters chapters 
depending on 'their meaning. In the beginning he vowed not to 
borrow from any other writer, but in spite of this determination 
he was constrained to quote two verses of Abu Firas al-Hamadani 
4 in the chapter "al-Kitaba wal-Khut^aba." Nevertheless, the 
1 This is the number of the sayings of the 21st chapter on 
"fl dliikr al-Si}awq", al-Mubhi 1, 22. 
2 This is the number of the sayings of the 50th chapter on "fi 
dhamm al-Dunya wa Sbikwa al-Dahr," al-Mubhij, 39-41. 
3 Al-Mutasbabih, 19-21. 
4 Al-Mubhij, 47. 
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poetic quality of Thaalibl's prose is not of his own invention, 
rather it dominated in the writings of the literateurs of the 
4th/10th century who were taking refuge in poetry in such 
places where none but the poet could excel."^  However, the 
artistic quality of this book of Tha'alibI was determined by 
two factors: the desire to satisfy the taste of the dedicatee 
and to fulfil the trend of the age as exemplified in the hands 
of two of his contemporaries — his teacher Abu Bakr al-
^warazml and his friend Badi' al~Zaman al-HamadanI who were 
dominating the literary scene of the time. 
As regards Natfar al-Nagm Thaalibi dedicated it to Abul-
*Abbas Mamun b. Mamun Kiiwarazmghlh of Jurjaniyya when the former 
visited him in 403 A.H, Apparently, this Amir was more eagre 
for scientific rather than literary knowledge. The scientists 
of the stature of Ibn Slna and al-Blrunl got patronage from 
him. That is why the prince's inclination was more to prose 
than to poetry. To appreciate the nature of science, prose is 
more ideal than poetry. These things have been set down by 
Tlia'alibi in his prefatory note attached to the book. It is also 
for the above reason that the prince v/anted the collection of 
poems entitled Munis al~Udaba to be rendered in prose. So, 
Tiiaalibl engaged himself in rendering the texts of poems and 
selected odes in the form of literary epistles. The Prince is 
1 Al~Natbr al~FannI ffl-garn al-Rabi* al-hi.1rl, I, 26. 
2 Tha'aiibI quoted for them a number of pages in his Yatima 
al-Dahr, IV, 194-8, 290-2. 
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the pivot round which the discussions of Thaalibl revolved. 
Again, the rendition of poetry into prose is not Thaalibl's 
invention but that of his predecessors such as Abu Hilal al-
*Askari (d. 395/1005) who mentioned this art in four categories, 
but Ibn Ragblq (d. 456/1064) considered rendering poetry into 
2 
prose as downright plagiarism and to him this form of art has 
no merit at all. 
It is to be conceded that mere rendering of poetry into 
prose or vice-versa is inferior to creative writing, because 
the thought or the idea is already there. One has only to 
change the language. But it is also to be mentioned that 
Tha'alibi' s rendition of this book has all the qualities of 
artistic prose and his skill with the language has found 
expression in the prose version, Thaalibl has as if churned 
the verses to get the cream of their thoughts and then he 
expressed them with a style which is far away from the style 
of the poet. As the poet says. 
"May Allah better your health and prolong your life 
and enhance your honour and progress in the world; 
1 Al-Sinaatayn, 2 22-3. 
2 Al-^ Umda, II, 293. 
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I sent my messenger who was the bearer of 
my letter. The opinion you expressed yesterday 
was pertinent." 
Rendering these verses Thaalibi said, "The l^iaikh. May 
Allah prolong his life and keep him in his highness and advance-
ment, meets my messenger with my letter welcoming my request. 
His opinion agreed with my anticipation and his departure was 
successful, insijallah." 
If we want to trace out the phase of the maturity of 
Tha'alibl' s style in artistic composition, the second division 
of the third chapter of his book Klia§? al~K];^ aqs bears testimony 
to it. It is on the basis of "Afal u man Kadha" that he intended 
to create the various letters and artistic writings. 
These are the most distinguishing of Thaalibi's style of 
prose canpositions as we find in the text of his books. But 
the subject-matter dealt with in these books are numerous. For 
him, the style is paramount and the content is only secondary 
in matter of literary study. Because his book al-Mubhij and 
the second part of the third chapter of his Kbags al-Kiia?s are 
considered as two books which are mere exercises in proverbs 
and witticisms and not befitting for serious attention of the 
literary critic for the application of their critical principles. 
In selecting the subject-matter of Natljr al-Nazm Thaalibi had 
1 Natlir al-Nazm, 32. 
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no credit at all. Rather his credit lies on the subject-
matter of his renditions from poetry to prose. Moreover, we 
find the special features of his prose writing in his friendly 
letters more clearly. Though he was a representative writer 
of his age, the friendly letters earned much fame and were 
placed highly in literary circles. It should be pointed out 
here that Tha'alibI communicated himself with a number of 
leading writers who were his close friends, such as al-Busti, 
2 
al-BakharzI and his father , etc. It is a matter of regret 
that these letters are not available to us. Not only that, 
none of the books by Tha'alibI or other writers of 4th/10th 
and 5th/llth centuries is available. But Syed Ahmad al-Hashimi 
in his book Jawahir al-Adab ft Adabiyat wa Insfa luqha al-Arato 
referred to eleven letters ascribed to TJ^ a'alibT. After a 
careful study, it is found that these letters are the selected 
texts of Thaalibl's Sihr al-Balagha which he quoted from the 
sayings of the literateurs of his age. In this book, the texts 
have not been attributed to any one as in the case with other 
texts of the book. So, Syed Haabimi presumed that these were 
1 Tatlmma al-Yatlma, II, 75. 
2 Dumyat al-Qagr, II, 226. 
3 Ed. Matbaa al-Sada (Egypt, 1957), 46, 47, 57, 76, in, 148^ 
149, 153 where the author says about every text, "Abu Mansur 
al-Th.a'alibl wrote". 
4 Where these letters are found in the pp. 128, 129, 135, 69 
and 91 and they are found in Yatlma al-Dahr, III, 251 as 
attributed to Sahib b. 'Abbid, pp. 101, 95, 9.6, 97. 
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by ThaTalibl. If he had gone through the preface of Siljr al-
Bala(at>a^  he would have known that these are not Tha'alibl's 
compositions; rather they are selections from others.''" 
(2) TH/!lALIBi AS A POET 
The Arabic poetry of the pre-Islamic era was an expression 
of the personal feelings of the poet, the feelings that made 
the poet restive in his soul and that the poet expressed in 
the language of everyday life. The poets in the pre-Islamic 
era were accustomed to nomadic life and their language too was 
a product of it. As a matter of fact, the span of the pre-
Islamic poetry does not go beyond two centuries before hijra. 
We cannot exactly evaluate the linguistic development of the 
Arabic poetry during this period, because the tradition was 
one of oral transmission in a form which cannot be grasped. 
The Arabic language reached a stage of maturity because 
of the revelation of the Holy Quran in the same language which 
can be called perfect. It was simply impossible for the language 
to attain a higher stage of development. All languages develop 
according to certain rules of growth, but the language of the 
Qur'an was an unprecedented event in the lingustic development 
of Arabic. 
1 Two collections of Thaalibi's books are published under the 
title Arba^Rasa'il Iin.-Tbaalibl and Rasa'il al.-Xlia'alibi where 
the "Ras^il" is meant the "compilations" and not the literary 
epistles. 
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When the non-Arabs came into the fold of Islam, they had 
to learn Arabic to enable themselves to read the Quran. As 
a result the experts in the field of language invested Arabic 
with certain rules which they innovated from an intensive study 
of the language and its peculiarities and they compiled books 
on these miles. Thus the Arabic language, in the way of its 
development, absorbed the influences from different language 
and people. But the language of the Quran which include the 
peculiarities of the language is far from Modern Arabic. 
The study of Arabic poetry was one of the sources of 
learning the Quranic language and the non-Arabs contributed 
more towards this study than the Arabs. In spite of that, 
the non-Arabs were not able to adapt the nature of the original 
Arabic poetry, because they were far from the original Arabian 
environment which excelled in poetry. But the question of the 
appearance of the great Persian poets like Basiish3r b.Burd 
(d. 167/783) Abu Nuwas, etc., does not arise. Because these 
poets were born and brought up in the new civilized Arabian 
environment and hence they were considered to be the sons of 
the Arabs in their tongues, thoughts, emotions and expressions, 
although they were originally Persian nationals. 
It is true that the original Arabic poetry is connected 
1 Cf. Mahmud Qiiannawi al-Zuhayri, al-Adab fl Zilli BanI 
Buya, 63. 
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with nomadism, but the stable environments require such a 
poetry that may represent the mode of modern civilized society. 
Persia and Khurasan are two capital cities- of two Islamic states 
and two stable environments which are far from nomadic way of 
life. That is why the contents and styles of the poets of 
these two environments (Persia and Khurasan) are different from 
those of the poets of'Iraq and Syria. 
The Arabic poetry in the Eastern Islamic Empire has the 
qualities same as that of the prose of the 4th/10th century. 
The dominating features of this style are the beauty of the 
word, excessive association with the art of rhetoric and its 
detachment from the Arabian spirit which permeated the poetry 
of the people of al-Hijaz and Syria. 
The people of Baghdad ascribed what they called 'a coldness' 
to the poetry of al-Baljliarzr to his being a non-Arab. However, 
when he settled down in Baghdad and then shifted to his own 
country al-Kariii?, mixed up with the men of letters and adopted 
the idiom, manner and style of them, the same people said, 
"His poetry has undergone a transformation and has become 
2 
elegant." The difference or change in al-BakharzI's poetry 
was due to the change of environmental circximstance and to the 
change of nationality. However, this feature was not oeculiar 
1 Ahmad Amin, al-Nagd a l -AdabI , 419. 
2 Yaqut, Mu*jam al-Udaba, V, 124 . 
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to Ba)clxarzl, but it was applicable to the entire body of poetry-
produced in Persia during the century under review. 
But the issue cannot be explained away by the simple 
formula of 'coldness' or 'warmth' of the poetry because it 
transcends these categories. Because the Arabic poet of the 
4th/10th century was not an offspring of the desert who was 
inspired by the course of normad life and natural surroundings 
which/ for its artistic representation, required strength of 
the word, depth of meaning and long description of suffering 
which tend to be monatonous. But Bakharzl was the son of a 
rich environment with its springs flowing, its mountains and 
valleys-green and fresh. These natural phenomena inspired him 
to compose poetry with soft word, elegance in style and sweet 
thoughts which never tend to be monotonous. 
It is natural that the compositions of a nomadic people 
about the manifestations of nature should differ from those 
of a civilised Persian like al-Bakharzi. Thus Mahmud Ghannawl 
al-Zuhayrl remarks, "The Arabian has seen in rain a mercy and 
help in the dry and deserted environment while the Persian has 
seen it with indignation and it expresses his dislike of an 
environment in which springs are flowing and rivers are running." 
So, if we have a look at the natural and social influences 
and the ethos of time in the poetry, we can easily appreciate 
1 Al-Adab fl Zilli Ban! Buya, 94-5 
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the difference between the styles of the poets of eastern 
environment in the 4th/10th century and those of the old 
Arabic poetry. 
The influence of the eastern environment penetrated not 
only the style, but the subject matter of poetry. The poets 
had some special leanings towards subjects of wanton eroticism, 
eroticism with male sex and compositions extolling the wine"*" 
and these compositions are comparatively short (one or two 
lines) and require small breaths. These compositions were 
suitable to present new meanings and were not devoid of careful 
descriptions. Ibn Rasbjlq, in this connection, has remarked, 
"the short pieces are more suitable than long ones for certain 
artistic purposes". Whoever cares to read the fourth division 
of Yatlma al-Dahr, cannot overlook the alienation of the poets 
of i<l2urasan and Transoxania from Arabian poetical spirits in 
words and meanings and styles and subject-matters. This poetry 
was more closely related with time and place. The source was 
books rather than nature. Thus, Thaalibi tried his luck in 
the sayings of poetry in that Persian environment from which 
he drew his own culture and was influenced by the poets of that 
environment. So, he had nothing new to say apart from what 
had already been set down by his predecessors and contemporaries 
1 Ahmad Mufiammad al-HufI, Tayyarat tbaqafiya bayn al-Xrab 
w^l-Furs'(Cairo, 1968), 201, 204, 208. 
2 Al-Umda, I, 186-7. 
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and he imitated those causes — cultural, spiritual and temporal 
which they espoused. 
To Tliaalibi, poetry was an expression of personal emotions 
and which is more than a means of income or livelihood or for 
showing his literary ability. Perhaps Tha'alibi thought his 
poetical genius would not help him as it helped the great 
poets of his age whose poetry earned for them a high status in 
society as well as much wealth as it did in cases of al-Mamuni 
and al-Wathiqi. He also thought that his compilation would 
make him emulate the status of contemporary poets. Though 
ThaalibI opined that earning money through composition is a 
distress, he composed an enormous quantity of poetry. 
«•-•! J 1 — Nevertheless, Thaalibi sometimes concealed his own 
authorship of some of his poems in some of his own books while 
he owned them in some other books or other writers attributed 
2 
them to him. He was rather inclined to collection, gathering 
and compilation. Thaalibi brought out a collection of his own 
poems in a single volume which his student al-BakttarzI has 
3 
reported to have seen and borrowed from it. Unfortunately, 
1 Tatimma al~YatIma, II, 55, 106. 
2 ThaalibI attributed some verses to "Some of his contemporary" 
in Thlmar al-Qulub, 489, 491, 554, 556 while he attributed 
these verses to himself in his al-Mubhij, 53, Man (SJjaba 
a^nhiil- Mutrib, 269, Lat^if al-Ha'arif, 189 and Kbass al-Kbag?/ 
233. He also attributed some other verses to "Some of his 
contemporaries" in his Yatima al-Dahr, I, 443; III, 290 
while the former verse was attributed to him in Anwar al-
Rabl'' fl Anwa* al-Badr, V, 125 and the latter also to him in 
T5'riKb al~YamInl, f. 63b. 
3 DiMyat al-Qa?r, II, 226. 
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this volume was lost along with other lost volumes. Although 
it is almost impossible to collect information about all the 
works, I have come across as many as six hundred ninetythree 
verses of tha'^ libr dealing with various subjects composed in 
different metres. And it is my surmise that this constitutes 
the whole body of Tha'alibl's existing works. The field is open 
for further research and nothing conclusive can be said at this 
stage. It may be mentioned here that among these verses of 
Tiia'alibi only eleven are Qagldas and the rest are all short 
pieces (couplets) among which 99 were composed of two lines 
only. But some of the fragments may be said to have long 
originals of them and which did not reach us in their complete 
form, Thaalibl indicated to certain of these verses as the 
short pieces are verses from an ode. But he did not write 
2 
them fully except tv/o or three lines. 
Tiiaalibi's poetry was dominated by the same influences 
which dominated the poetry of his time and environment in 
sphere of niceties of words and rhetorical beauties. In this 
regard his poetry was akin to his prose. Sometimes these 
qualities are more manifest in his poetry than in his prose. 
It will not be an exaggeration to say that he sometimes used 
1 Cf._Dr. *Abd Hl-Fattah Muhammad al-Halu, Art. "Shi'r al-
Xhaalibl", Ma-jalia aJ-Mawrid, VI, 1397/1977, No. I. 
2 Al-Mutashabih, 24; Uiimar al-Qulub, 35, 299 
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pun excessively though he disapproved of it in case of other.•'" 
For example, in one of his poems, he said:^ 
"May Allah prolong the life of the prince, 
his success and his support; 
Because every day by its coming, his servant 
experiences his Eid at him (Amir)" 
Perhaps Thaalibx preferred pun or paronomasis to the arts of 
rhetoric. So it dominated his poetry. He tried to follow his 
teacher and friend Abul-Fath al-Busti in his book al-Mutaghabih 
3 
with this paronomasia as he says; 
"Tell'^ Uthmin at the moments of his happiness, 
when he smiled with pearl and ruby; 
I have seen you selling food to people. So 
for what reason are you preventing me from my 
food, 0, my food (i.e.,'uthman)." 
1 Al-Mutaababih, 24. 
2 Kibass a l -Kbags , 240. 
3 Ahsan ma Saml*tu, 126, 127. 
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The poetry of Tha'alibl is not devoid of antithesis but 
he used it sparingly and it was used spontaneously as was his 
saying: 
"The unseen holds many secrets which wealth 
are bewtowed on the poor." 
Th.a'alibl's leaning towards rhymed-prose in his prose-
2 
work is also reflected in his poetry, as he says: 
"And my sociability is weak and my conception 
is comprehensive and my eyes overlook (other's 
faults) and my bone is broken". 
And like this, in his delineation of social and political life, 
we find his interest in using exaggeration and excesses. For 
example, while praising the Prince Abul-Fadl al-Mlkali, Thaalibi 
3 
says: 
1 Kbass a l -Khas s , 345; Tblmar a l -Qulub , 6 8 1 . 
2 Kbags al-KJiagg, 244. 
3 Yatlma a l -Dahr , IV, 356; Zahr a l -Adab, I , 137; Wafayat 
al-AVan, I I , 350. 
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"01 the Kaba of high honour and the Polestar 
of hopes and aspirations; 
And 01 the blazing beauty and most perfect 
form... 
How many poems you composed which are 
clearer than the fresh water." 
Thaalibi was influenced by his friend Baditizzaman al-
Hamadhanl in some aspects of playing with words in some of his 
1 poems, as he says. 
<=\>-« 
"The month of Ramadan consvuned me as it 
made me indisposed with four Sads according 
to the four humours of t!;ie body; 
The fasting, jaundice which brought me 
to the jaws of death, the ardent love and 
turned my heart towards him." 
The Persian environment in v;hich Tha^ alibi lived had a 
great influence in his poetic composition in the construction 
of words and their meanings. So there is extensive use of 
Persian words in his poetry. For example, the Persian word 
2 
'bust' he used in his poem: 
1 Bard al-Akbad, 135. 
2 Lataif al-Ma'arlf, 206. 
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"I have become a great lover of liberality 
for it is your own nature, and I have kissed 
(bustu) the earth of Bust/ for it is your 
encampment-ground. 
In this way ThaalibX used Persian words like rasatlq 
and jawaliq in his other poems. His remified culture is 
evident in some of his poems. He derived some of his ideas 
in his poetry from his own culture. He evolved this culture 
on the basis of religious and historical information. While 
2 
admonishing al-Mlkall, he says. 
-« . •> ~. - , 
* ** . \ . 
"01 the leader who invested himself with 
generosities and shod Capella and Ursa Minor; 
Why are you not walking on the frieldly 
relations which have been established for a 
long period? 
If I disappear, I would nqt be wanted as 
happened with Sulayman b. Dawood, the Prophet 
of guidance; 
1 Cf. Al-Mubhij, 29; al-Tamtbll wal-Mutia(^ ara, 195; Fiqh 
al~Luflba# 47. 
2 Dumyat al^Qagr, II, 226; Ijayat al-Hayawan, 203; Raw^at 
al-JannSt, 443; Maahld al-TansIs, 471. 
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Who (Sulayman) once visited the birds, 
in spite of his preoccupations and said: 
'Why am I not finding the Hoopoe?'" 
Thaalibl profitted himself from idioms of the Muhaddithln, 
. 1 
as he says: 
"There is no disease within me except my 
love; I am imposing on you a lover having 
illness." 
Similarly, he adopted the idioms of the mystics in his poems 
2 
as he used it while praising Abu Sulayman al-Khattabi: 
"You are not separated from me, so I fear to 
be separated from you. I have come near your 
spirit, nay, my spirit, so you are what I am." 
As Thaalibl rendered in prose many poems, for instance 
Muliis al-Udaba, he also rendered in poetry some of the elegant 
prose compositions. As he rendered the saying of Sahib b, 
*Abbad — "the land-tax is tumour, so its treament is in its 
paying"^ into: 
1 Dumyat a l -Qagr , I I , 228. 
2 Kli izanat a l -Adab, I , 282-83 . 
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"You had an apposite saying which quenches 
the thirst by its (saying's) water; 
The land-tax is a tumour/ so its treatment 
is in its payment". 
It is observed that ThaalibI frequently used long metres 
in his poetry. So far as my study goes, I found one hundred 
and twentyone of his verses adhere to the metre al-Kamil, 
one hundred and thirtyeight verses to the metre al-Tawil, 
eightyone to the metre al-'Baslt, fifty seven to al-Wafir, 
fifty six to al-Kjjaflf, fifty one to the metre al-Sarl, thirty 
seven to al-Mutaqarib/ thirty verses to the metre Majzu^al-
Rajaz/ twenty five to al-Munsarih, twenty four to al-Rajaz, 
twenty two to al-Multatbtb» nine verses to the metre Majzu'al-
Ramal» eight verses each to the metres Majzu al-Kamil and 
al-Hazaj, seven verses to Majzu al-I^aflf, four verses each 
to the metres al-Madld and Majzu al-'Wafir, three verses to 
Majzu al~BasIt and two verses to the metre Mul^ bla^  al-BasIj:. 
His excessive inclination towards the long metres might be 
explained away with reference to the fact that he was not so 
adept in short metre as were his contemporaries. His contem-
poraries aspired to an artistic excellence and dogged 
perseverance to which Tija'alibi did not devote himself much. 
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Tha'alibi rather used simple rhymes and tried to avoid the 
hazards which the scheme might lead to. The rhymes pre-
dominating his poetical compositions were those of al-Bsi/ 
al~Ra^ al-Lam, al-Mlm and al-Dil. So far as my study goes, 
I did not come across a single poem using rhymes like al-Tha, 
al-Kba, al-Qbal, al-gad, al-Za or al-Gfaayn. 
Although XhaalibI was a talented poet, he engaged his 
talents mostly in works of compilation. But this preoccupation 
with compilation did not desiccate the feelings and emotions 
of his heart which went into the composition of some poems 
though these poems could not put him at par with the great 
poetry of the time. 
OBJECTIVES IN HIS POETRY 
Tha'alibi derived his ideas, themes and foirms of his 
poetical works from the influences of his natural, social and 
political environment. And perhaps the influences of this 
environment appears most notably in his poetical objectives. 
These objectives include in themselves all the circumstances 
of his own environment. As for instance, he composed poems 
in order to celebrate political conquests; also he wrote 
elegies at the death of some kings of his time. He wrote what 
may be called al-Ilsl3yaniyyat(the friendly correspondences) in 
which he communicated to his friends and complained against 
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his poor-economic condition.. Over and above, he has delineated 
the varied manifestations of nature. 
Th_aalibl registered in his poetry the feelings that 
caused tumult in his soul so much so that interior monologue^ 
soliloquy of complaints in the erotic and winely compositions 
came to dominate his poetry. One of the distinctive marks of 
Thaalibl's poetical compositions is his juxtaposition of two 
apparently dissimilar things in the same verse or two different 
verses. That is why sometimes it becomes difficult for the 
researcher to get at the real purpose for which Tha'alibi 
composed the poems. As he composed his verses mixing the 
two elements of eroticism and complaint, he says: 
"The spittle of the beloved is like the 
drops of rain and grapes which supplied 
with the fruits of entertainment and pleasure; 
And I had stolen from the days their 
felicities, so how can I escape from them while 
they are following me?" 
Occasionally, Tha^ alibl mixes all the elements of descrip-
tion, winely, friendly and erotic compositions in a single 
stanza, as when he says: 
1 jKhass al-Kbags, 223; llbimar al-Qulub, 656 
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"This night which has the resplendence of 
the beauty of the peacock and the colour of the 
raven; 
The age slept, so we woke up and so we stole 
shyly a share from the satisfaction of happiness; 
With transparent wine, sincer friend, faith-
ful and loyal beloved, and a perfect luck." 
Tha'alibI was a follower in the tradition of this artistic 
mixing of dissimilar elements. And on this particular theme, 
he quoted many examples from the poetry of his contemporary 
poets in his books Yatima al-Dahr and Tatimma al-Yatlma. And 
perhaps he agreed with his contemporary poets on the point of 
mixing subjects of different contexts, because it suited the 
general inclination to collect depiction and numerous colours 
in one artistic creation. ThaalibI isolated a nximber of his 
poems to deal with different subjects. But the subjects of 
praise, description, eroticism with the boys, friendly, winely 
and expostulatory compositions constituted the bulk of his 
poetic compositions. The rest which are of very small 
quantity, were composed on wisdom, proverbs, mysticism and 
elegy. These subjects may be explicated in detail in the 
following study: 
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1. EULOGY 
Thaallbl did not compose poems to earn money and provide 
for his livelihood. It has already been pointed out that he 
was not as skillful as those poets who composed poems to earn 
money for their livelihood, especially those foreign poets 
who came to Kliurasan and Transoxania from'Iraq. He was rather 
independent of this competition with them by virtue of his 
compilation. In spite of that, he tried his luck in eulogy 
which was a pivot to compete with one another and to show the 
literary power. He had an eye on those people, kings and 
princes who contributed liberally to the eulogy-writers. 
Th.a'a'libi narrated that al-AmIr al-Sald Nasr b. Ahmad al-Samani 
rewarded the poet Abul-Husain Muhammad b. al-MuradI ivith three 
thousand dirhams for the composition of three verses in the 
former's praise. The Prince further added, if the poet made 
additions in his composition, he would also increase the 
amount of the reward. 
ma'alibf tried to improve his lot by eulogising various 
princes, viziers and notable persons of his time to whom he 
presented his books. He did not discard the style of the 
eulogies written by his contemporaries, for instance, "the 
2 
mode of humility and honour towards the objects of praise." 
1 Yatima al-Dahr, IV, 75. 
2 Muhammad Zaghlul Sallam,Tari}0 al-Naqd al-AdabI min al-Qarn 
al-lChamis ila al-^ AsJjir al~Hijri, Par al-Maarif (Cairo,n.d.), 
31. 
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The Persian spirit permeated the temperament of these poets, 
for instance, Thaalibi's saying in praise of the Amir AbuS 
Fadl al-Mrkall:''" 
"If I can, I shall surely furnish his 
foot-prints with the eyelids of an eye 
which will not require antimony for its 
beauty; 
And sacrificed may spirit after having 
spent my belongings and I fell down before 
his desire as one killed". 
Xha'alibl's thoughts of eulogy are not free from exaggera-
tion and excess, specially if the object of praise was of high 
status, as his saying about the eulogy of the prince Abul-
— 2 
'Abbas Mamun b. Mamun Kliwarazmsijah: 
"I have told ray lord Khwarazmshah, you, 
by your endless munificense to the people, 
remain for evr the lord; 
None can attain glory without your friend-
ship and the beauty of the moon is just a 
drop from yours," 
1 Zahr al-Adab, 312. 
2 Thimar al-Qulub, 328. 
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It may be observed that Tha'alibi did not adhere strictly 
to the traditional thoughts and ideas in his eulogies like 
generosity, bravery, qualities of leadership and nobility of 
birth, etc., but he used to enter to the heart of the praise 
masters, the way they wanted it. Praising Sultan Mahmud on 
points of strength of opinion and depth of intellect, he says: 
"The books of Amir are battalions in the 
arena of war and his opinion is a healer of 
the diseases of the kingdom; 
If he conjectures a calamity, the curtains 
of divinity draws away from it." 
Some of his eulogies dealt with some important historical 
events, for instance his eulogy for the Prince Abul- Muzaffar 
Nasr b. Subuktigin when he arrested the last Samanid Amir 
Ismail b. Nuh (r. 390-5/1000-5) and sent him to Ghjazna. 
Simlarly ThaalibI composed poems in the praise of Sultan 
Mahmud when the latter conquerred Sijistan in the year 393/ 
1003. Tha'alibI also composed eulogies in the praise of the 
1 Tuhfat al-Wuzara, 47-8. 
2 TarI}sJb al-Yamlnl, I, 320-35; Al-Khaffa1i,Taraz al-Majalis, 
26. 
3 Tarlkb al-Yamlnl, I, 388-9; Xbimar al-Qulub, 35. 
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Ziyarid prince Qabus b. Wasljmglr when the latter restored his 
capital Jurjan after about seventeen years* exile to Khurasan. 
2. THE DESCRIPTION 
Natural beauty deeply influenced the povrers of description 
of the poets of Kliurasan, because most of the land is "distin-
guished by the fertility of soil, freshness of water and the 
taste of fruits. And most of its cities are situated on the 
2 
planes far away from mountains". And Niahapur was distingui-
shed among all cities of Khurasan by the purity of its air, 
3 
moderate climate and abundance of recreational sites. 
This fascinating natural beauty we find reflected in the 
poetry of the poets. The poets were intrigued by the beauty 
of nature, and by the beauty of landscapes. They described 
the change of seasons — in case of Summer as well as in that 
4 
of winter although they deviated from the common Arabian mode 
of looking at these phenomena. This is due to the fact that 
the manifestations of nature in their case differed from those 
in case of Beduins. 
1 Tarllsb al-Yarolnl, I, 105, 289, II, 7, 8, 172; al-Nujum 
al-2ahira, IV, 233, al-Kamil, IX, 98-9. 
2 Muhammad b. Hawqal (d, 367/977), gurat al-Ard^ (Beirut, 
n.d,), 373. 
3 Al-Istakhrl,al-Masalik wJl-Mamalik, Dar al-Qalam (Cairo, 
1961),' 445. 
4 Absan al-TaqasIm fl Marifat al-Aqallm, 322. 
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Description occupied a high place in the poetry of 
Tiiaalibl. Perhaps his itinerary had its impact on his descrip-
tion which includes peculiarities of different environments 
which he visited. Thus concerning the variableness of the 
climate of Jurjan Tliaalibl has composed these verses: 
! - . • > ~ . • . • \ 
"On many a debilitating day in Jurjan I 
have been driven to laughter, and at the 
same time I have marvelled at its strange 
nature; 
The changeableness of its weather has 
made me fearful, but there is no place of 
refuge from God's decree." 
Tha'alibi did full justice to Spring in his description in 
more than one of his fine couplets. The Spring of JOiurasan 
dazzled him completely by the revival of nature with all its 
vitality and alluring beauty. Here is a specimen of his 
2 
descriptions of Spring: 
• . • s J -^ 
1 Lataif al-Maarif, 189; Itjimar al-Qulub, 554-5. 
2 Kbags al-Kbags, 233; al-Mubhij, 56. 
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"And the earth appeared to us in green, in 
yellow, in white and in red; 
To please us and evoke our admiration for 
its beauty and curiosity for its scenery and 
satisfying our inquiries with pleasant 
information". 
In spite of an affected harmony through which Tha'^ alibi 
completed his poetical lines, he was able to create an artistic 
canvas whose colours are words and was able to make his descrip-
tions most living so that there is a sense of total identification 
of the reader with the poet. His accuracy of description and 
the beauty of presentation, by which Tha'alibi was able to 
infuse into the inanimate objects a living soul, are qualities 
which fascinate the intellectuals and are the signs of great 
poetry. 
Although Thaalibi was skilful in describing Sprint and 
the excellent change of nature due to the change of seasons, 
the long and cold winter of Khurasan actuated his intuition 
to compose an abundance of poetry which appears, in most cases, 
to be a kind of complaint against its (the winter's) severe . 
manifestations, as he says: 
1 Al-Lata'if wa^-Zara'lf, 87. 
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"In our winters, we are in restlessness 
and fear and Impatiently wait for the light 
of dawn; 
Our morning and night are not free from 
moisture, slipperiness or hailstorm," 
Tha'alibI excelled not only in the description of nature, 
but like his contemporary poets, he also dealt with new 
subject-matters which "made his poetry akin to the diversifi-
cation and renovation of meanings". The new sxibjects dealing 
with civilized life with which descriptive poetry occupied 
itself, were not common in the old Arabian poetry. But for 
this it is rather unjust to describe them (old Arabian poetry) 
2 
as "insignificant" because a poet writes mostly of his 
immediate surroundings and the old Arabian poets about what 
they saw around them. 
The descriptions in poetry by the poets of the 4th/10th 
century corresponded with the colour of their life and mode 
oc their civilisation. So, they described in their poetry 
frviits, songs, bathrooms, pools, places of recreation and the 
like. They brought out innovations in regard to their subjects, 
They did not confine themselves in a single fashion or follow 
a model. Following the tradition of his contemporary poets 
1 Tcirllsh al-Naqd al-AdabI min al-Qam al-Ktiamis ila al-'Aablr 
al-Hijri,'3r. 
2 Bilqls 'Abdallah al-Humaidf, al-Sbir al-ArabI fl ^ Cburasan wa 
Mawara* al-Nahr fil-Qam al-Rabi'^  al-Hijrl (Baghdad, 1972), 
198. 
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Th.aalibi described the apples of Ghazna,-'" bathrooms,^ aloes 
3 4 
wood and pools with utmost beauty in his poetiry. 
Thus liia'alibi's poetry revolved around the subjects 
mentioned above which practically allured the poets of his time 
and acted on their souls. So we may say that Thaalibi's 
description was an echo of the natural environment and civilised 
society which moulded his soul and his process of realisation. 
3. EROTICA 
The erotic with the boys in the'^ Abbasid period acquired 
a wide popularity because of the Arabs' free mixing with the 
Persians and their taking to some of the customs and traditions 
of the Persians. Tha"alibi followed this tradition of erotic 
composition and perhaps offered the plausible excuse for that 
when he clung to the opinion of al-Jahiz who accused the people 
of Khurasan of wide spread inclination towards the boys. It 
is a fact that the poets of the 'Abbasid period opened the door 
for compsition in this sphere. So when the individualistic 
society of Persia emerged, "most of the poets were tapping at 
1 Latslf al-Maarif, 209; Atbar al-Bilad wa A}^bar al-Ibad, 29, 
2 Al-Mubhij, 54; Ahsan Ma Sami'tu, 97; al-Lata^ if wal-
Zaralf, 33. 
3 Al-Mubhij, 54 
4 A^san Ma Samitu, 97. 
5 Thimar a l -Qu lub , 553-4. 
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this door and writing profusely on this subject; rarely with 
care and most often with reclessness. For instance, Abu 
Tammam, al-Buhturl, al-Sanubarl, Kushajim, Abul-Fath 
al-BustI, Ibn Hajjaj, Ibn Sukkara, Qadi al-Tanuki)i, Tha'alibl 
himself, Abu Firas and Hilal al-Sabi."''-
Tiia'alibl had an unusual interest in the subject. He had 
gone to the extent of collecting the sayings of other poets 
about the boys engaged in different callings and professions. 
The title of his compilation itself is al-QJailman. Moreover, 
in some of his books too he alluded to the sayings of other 
poets on this subject. The mode of this subject certainly 
leads the poet to penetrate his perceptible ideas into the 
description of the beauty of lover in a word which seems to be 
an eroticism mixed with all the parts of the mind. For example, 
in Ahsan ma Sami'tu he devoted twenty-three pages to the 
discussion of erotic experiences with the boys while only ten 
pages were devoted to the description of erotic experience with 
3 
women. We may refer to his description of an Indian boy 
having various attributes. 
1 Ahmad Amin, Zuhr al~Islam, I, 139. 
2 Ahsan ma Saml'tu, 115-38. 
3 Ibid., 105-15. 
4 l<h,ass al-Kiia^s, 229-30; Tahsin a l -Qablh wa Taqblh 
a l - t i a san , f. 12a, quoted by *Abd a l - F a t t a h a l -Ha lu in 
t h e Preface of Xljimar a l -Qulub , No. 1 9 7 . ' 
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"This is the Ghazelli of India from among 
the Gazellis, like the aloes wood of India 
among other aloes woods; 
A face having marvellous beauty among the 
boys endowed with elegance of mermaid," 
Tha'alibi's eroticism with slave girls is another form of 
his eroticism with the boys. So, he intended to describe 
through it the sensuous beauty: 
"A mouth like the flash of lightning, the 
glittering beauty which quenches the thirst of 
the lovesick by its (the mouth's) spittle; 
And I had been kissing it and sucking desires 
from its pearl, its agate and its nectar." 
The examples cited above adequately testify to the fact 
that ThaaTlibi, in his erotic composition, took care of elegant 
expressions in conformity with the nature of the subject and 
the prevailing taste of the period. 
Ahsan ma Sami'tu, 109; Man Obaba 'anhul-Mutrib, 81. 
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4. FRIENDLY COMPOSITIONS 
The poetry relating to friendly composition served a special 
need of the urban social life and for this reason it may be 
considered to be a new motif in Arabic poetry whose native 
source was the Beduin life. In that life man used to live alone. 
But in the 4th/10th century the poets had deeply penetrated 
the urban social life which led to the richness of this subject 
and its over-riding importance in comparison with the traditional 
subjects. We find in Yatima al-Dahr of ThaalibI the different 
innovations and variations in the genre brought about by 
Thaalibi. 
It has already been mentioned that Thaalibi" had intense 
relationship with a nximber of friends. Among them Abul~Fa^l 
al-Mlkali occupies the pride of place in his mind. Abu'l- Padl 
exchanged with ThaalibI some Qagldas and friendly couplets. 
ThaalibI also composed a number of eulogies in his praise. But 
the relation between them was more intense than the relation 
between a poet and his praise-master, Tha'alibl even admonished 
Abul-Fadl like the admonition of a friend when the latter broke 
2 
away from him and did not visit him. 
ThaalibI's correspondence with his friends was not something 
1 Zahr al-Adab, 138, 312, 501, 502, 955, 
2 Dumyat al-Qagr, I I , 226; Hayat al-Havawan, 203; Rawtiat 
a l - Janna t , 413; Ma^hid al-TangIs , 471, 
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unusual. In fact, all his contemporaries were in touch with 
one another through such correspondences. Tha'alibi wrote to a 
friend of his while presenting him with a gift of sugar and 
candle: 
"I sent to my lord sugar whose sweetness 
^ emanates from the core of the heart; 
And a candlen?hiefe«-teai;s_the^  mantle of ^ _ 
darkness which clothes his neighbour with 
light." 
And from his friendly sayings, we may cite his admonition to a 
friend: 
"If I am away from you, you complain against 
me and if I am in touch with you, you depart from 
me; 
And you remain waiting for me and if I am 
present, you prevent me." 
Some of Thaalibl's friendly compositions are most sensitive 
ones and almost akin to the nature of the erotic, as he says: 
1 Atisan ma Sami'tu, 183, 
2 Man Qljaba'^anhtfl-Mutrib, 288; Tatimma a l -Yat lma , I , 19 . 
3 Man GJiSba %nhu!L-Mutrlb, 267; Kbass a l -Kijass , 4 3 . 
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\ (J^ crfl Ci^rM I cOXi^ 
O . . . ^ r -
"I have a man who is greater to me than any-
one else; 
His meeting is more desirable to the most 
thirsty and choking than the fresh cold water" 
5. WINE POEMS 
The poetry relating to wine is endemic to the Arab people 
and chronologically most old. But with the advent of Islam 
the poets drew away from it. But this deviation was out of 
politeness and did not deprive them totally of its experience. 
The religious injunctions could not turn all people away from 
drinking wine although it prevented the poets from the description 
of wine in their poetry. But when they were somewhat relieved 
from the religious domination in the Umayyad period, they were 
not compelled to keep away from its description. And when the 
*Abbasid period came the wine-poetry came to emulate the poetry 
of eulogy, even surpassed it. Because wine-gatherings were 
held in the palaces of the caliphs and their viziers and great 
personalities of their association, and those sittings had some 
norms and traditions which attracted the poets. How akin the 
nature of the wine to the nature of poetryI Both of them promised 
release from a world of reason and Intellect to a world where 
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there was no bonds of obligation and responsibility. This is 
due to the overwhelming effect of the Persian spirit on the 
Arabian social life. And this acceptance of the Arabian people 
of the Persian traditions led to the poets' dealing with wine 
extensively. Over and above, the Persians had religious 
traditions in which "drinking of wine before their deities was 
considered as a kind of prayer and a means oc communication."^ 
Tha*alibl composed a few poems relating to wine. But their 
meagre quantity should not be taken to prove his indifference 
towards wine. Rather it strengthened the conjecture that a good 
portion of his wine-poetry was lost. The poems, which we have, 
indicate his strange indication towards wine. He describes it 
in his poetry and urges its drinking, as he says: 
"Many a glass of wine sufficied us to kindle 
the night lamp; 
If the turtle doves come near to us, they 
wear the feather of the pheasants." 
Thaallbl strengthens the idea of driving away the grief and 
3 
sorrows by drinking wme: 
1 Al~Adab fl Zilli Ban! Buyah, 258. 
2 Klia^ S al-Kjba^?, 232. 
3 Kba^s al-i<i}5ss, 236; Tllimar a l -Qulub , 410 
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"Many a night may be like the eye of the 
dear I changed its colour by wine like the 
eye of cock, nay, it (wine) is more shining. 
So, when I admixtured my spirit with wine, 
the grief and sorrow wholly went away from me". 
Tha'alibI multiplies the admixture of the description of wine 
with the description of the night or with the description of the 
nature according to the traditions of the poets of his period to 
whom nature was more fascinating than wine itself. As he says: 
"Auspices of my day is not inauspicious. 
So let me dring 0, the healer of misery; 
A cup like the eye of a cock in a garden, 
as if it is the garment of peacock" 
The religious spirit which we observed in the criticism of 
ThaalibI was given up by him totally in response to the incite-
2 
ment of the wine and to the trends of the age. He says: 
1 Iliimar al~Qulub, 410; Dumyat al-Qagr, II, 228; Anwar al-Rabl", 
III, 134. 
2 Al-Mubhij, 52. 
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"Give me at the advent of Muharram the essence 
of forbidden; 
And give me to drink the glass which I compare 
in my imagination; 
With tried breeze in intensified wind." 
6. COMPLAINTS 
The poetry of complaints was written as a response to 
the special social and political conditions prevailing in the 
*Abbasid period. The eastern environment faced some bitter 
incidents which had their impact on the life of the common people. 
The conflict between the Samanids and the Turkish, the conflict 
between the ghaznavids and the Samanids and between the Ghaznavids 
and their rebels, all these conflicts differently affected the 
mode of life of the people. Over and above, the greed of the 
provincial rulers and some unhealthy influence on the general 
public life. 
£haalibl lived in the circumstances stated above and suffered 
the way other people did as a result of these unhealthy incidents. 
So, he urged the people not to plunge into these uncongenial 
events of life and not to be related with its (world's) promises, 
1 
as he says: 
1 Al~Lataif wal-Zaraif, 6. 
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^\^ Ly^ Z^^\ls CT^ 3 ^ W>.»\>Js'U^  UoJVcy- tj-* 
"Keep off from worldly affairs and do not 
propose to the world (be involved too much 
in worldly affairs. Never wed a woman-killer 
like the world." 
ThaalibI had lived a life of deprivation and poverty and his 
poetry records his experiences of the passions of suffering due 
to poverty. He complains against poverty in his poetry as a 
deprived subject who does not know why he is deprived of his 
legitimate dues. He takes refuge in Allah while complaining 
against his poor fate, as he says: 
"My lord I complain to you but not against 
you. You are enough for me for the calamities 
of the age (that had befallen me); 
You are quenching my thirst and improving 
my condition, dispelling my fear and removing 
my sorrow." 
The motives hidden behind this complaint are those of abject 
poverty and a sense of deprivation of which the following lines 
2 
are a clear expression: 
1 Ahsan ma Samitu, 25; Kba^s al-Khagg, 245. 
2 Bard al-Akbld, 124-5; Dumyat al-Qasr, II, 230; Maahid al-
Tansls/ 473. 
; I 
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••There are three things which made me suffer 
most and with the fire of my heart/ they became 
like tripods; 
(They are) debts which have broken my spine, 
an oppression of the days which turned all my 
hair grey; 
And the loss of abundance and what is life 
when plenty is lost?" 
And Thaalibi never actually manifested himself as suffering 
from poverty in spite of all the complaints that he made against 
poverty. And we may glance at the following: 
" f "^  "^  ** ^ , • 
C \ ^ V^i-W^^o^ ^^r^c>j//»\Bb^ ^  civj. \i 
"I was in poverty which I covered up by patience, 
tolerance, pretension and concealment; 
So, in exterior, it is the manliness of a 
wealthy person, but in interior it is the poverty 
of the distressed," 
1 Mirat al«-Murutt, 31. 
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Thaallbl tried to free himself from the clutches of poverty 
in which he grew up. He tried his best to overcome this poverty 
till the great famine broke out in Nlajjapur in 401/1010, which 
turned him as good as a beggar again. So he had none else to 
blame except the time which laid in store for him the griefs of 
expatriation/ poverty and deprivation. He thus complains against 
the time by his saying: 
d^^ y^:^_j L^iy_y_^ y^^ys c^o^. C>x. \oOo^ /j\>^  VJ, 
"I am saying to my time while it lowers my 
status, makes assaults on.my wealth and dis-
appoints all my expectations; 
01 the Strong Stone which inflicted suffer-
ing on me; it did not either bury me, neither 
did it benefit me." 
After a long absence, when ThaaTlibl came back to Nisijapur he 
restored his position, bought some land which supplied him with 
the necessities. He thought that after all the time has now 
2 
smiled upon him and he thanked Allah for this blessing, as: 
Ut>^yX-!I» clr*- \ j » ^ ^ X - i v . , ^ \ t-Jv^V* iS<tS^}^ / c 3 o r * 0 W * - « U - v ^ J J i ^ j , 
1 ly^agg al-Kbags, 245. 
2 Al-Latai'if w^l-Zaralf, 30. 
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"0 my Lord: you gave it to me as a divine 
gift which, by your benevolence helped me against 
the time; 
You have graced me with the gift, 0 Lordl do 
not divert me from paying thanks to you for it by 
its intoxication." 
In his complaints Tha'alibI did not confine himself to the 
subject related to material life only, but his psychological 
drives which were rooted in his disordered life had placed him 
ori a high pedestal as regards his poetry of complaint. He lived 
to be eighty and perhaps the advance of the years affected and 
injured him. As a result he spoke much of the sorrows of youth, 
as he complains; 
"My Allah saliate our days which are not 
returning and a satiety for the days of youth." 
A great spirit and a deep passion dominated the complaint-
poetry of ThaalibI and they came to dominate over other subjects. 
7. THE WISDOM 
ThaalibI's life was full of diverse experiences which 
directed him to compose maximum of complaint-poetry and perhaps 
1 Man QJiaba "^ anhul-Mutrib, 269. 
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his poetry related to wisdom occupies only second place in 
expressing those complex experiences. From what he said on 
these subjects, it appears that he acquired some knowledge of 
the philosophical culture and he was influenced by the nature 
and mode of this culture. These supplied the poet with a frame-
work to enclose his experiences and wisdom within. Perhaps 
Thaallbl dispensed with the idea propounded in his book al-Mubhij 
that prose is congenial to wisdom than poetry. 
Whatever the case may be, poetry of wisdom and proverbs 
spread during the period of Tha'alibi and the people were related 
to it till Tha'alibI devoted some individual of his different 
books as stated by others. But after an indepth study, I have 
found that Tha'alibl's poetry of wisdom does not surpass some 
couplets which are not marked by the depth of experience and 
strength of his poetical talent; as he says: 
"If manliness disabled a man in his youth, 
his searching it at his mature age becomes a 
burden on him." 
And from the nicety of what is found in the wisdom-poetry 
of Thaalibl is the presentation of his narration of the famous 
story which took place between i^osrau and Dihqan (grandee in 
1 Mirit al-Muruat, 26. 
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ancient Persian) In his saying, as:"'" 
"Dihqan said to Khosrau b. Hurmuz while he 
used witty and excelled in emulating it; 
They (the people) planted till we ate, and 
we shall plant so that the people afterwards 
will eat." 
8. ELEGY 
Among the bulk of poetry written by Thaalibi, only four 
couplets of elegy have been found so far. Perhaps he wrote other 
couplets apart from those already traced out, but were lost with 
his other poems. That is why we have to draw conclusion regard-
ing his merit as a writer of elegy only on the basis of couplets 
found out. In the sphere of the total output of his poetry 
"Eiia'alibl preferred to use grand style and innovation of meaning 
while writing elegies. This style is also marked with exaggera-
tion and hyperbole. For instance, at the death of Sultan Mahmud 
al-GhaznavI, he writes in the elegiac tradition: 
1 Al-Lu^f wa^-Lat:a'if, f. 7a. 
2 Tatimma al-Yatlma, I , 117. 
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"It is a wonder that the orbits remain in 
union and the pleasant fresh water in the mouths; 
And the firmness of the mountain (i.e., 
Mahmud) after its disappearance who (which) 
passed might and empire; 
So the tongue of the age is complaining 
(against the time) and the eyes of the time are 
shedding tears (for his death) and the chaos 
in the reign is stunning," 
It is also a matter of surprise that although Thia'alibi 
had no relation with Sahib b. 'Abbad, he composed elegy at the 
death of the latter. It appears that he wanted to vie with 
other poets who excelled in the writing of elegy at the death 
of Sahib b. "Abbad. C^iiaalibl thus wrote at the death of Sahib: •'" 
"Was not Abu Yahya (^ zrall P.H.) ashamed of 
the extinction of that great spirit? 
If this world closes to you, then the world 
hereafter is opened by you," 
Thaalibf did not give up exaggeration in the case of elegies 
written at the death of his friends. So, at the death of his 
friend and teacher, Hamd b. Muhammad al-Khattabi, he wrote 
1 Yatlma al-Dahr, III, 290; Tarfkh al-Yamlnl, f. 93a. 
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the following: 
"Look how the lights are extinguished, 
look how the stars are fallen down; 
Look like this the mountains would be 
vanished and like this the oceans in the 
earth will be receding". 
The most penetrating amount the couplets relating to his 
elegy is the one Thaalibi composed about the remorse of 
2 
Khwarazmshah at the death of his son: 
"Tell to the king who was greater in his status, 
may you remain as a moon shining in a chest; 
I condole with you for a dear soul who fell 
a victim to the calamities of time". 
After the above discussions we may conclude by saying that 
unless we get hold of all the primary materials (some of which are 
lost or missing) relating to his compositions in prose and 
poetry, we cannot arrive at any definitive judgement. 
^ Mu'jam al-Udaba, II, 86; IV, 260. 
2 Al^ san ma Sami%u, 184. 
CHAPTER IV 
5SAALIBI AS A CRITIC 
Thaalibi, as is well known, was one of the most prolific 
writers of the later 4th/10th and early 5th/llth centuries. 
He was the author of more than a hundred books and brochures 
on different branches of Arabic literature, specially in the 
field of literary criticism. Before passing to ThaalibI's 
criticism of Arabic literature, a brief survey of the stages 
of development of Arabic criticism from the pre-Islamic era 
down to his own time would be helpful. It will concentrate 
on the different trends that were current during his age and 
influenced him. 
In fact the third century A.H. witnessed a renaissance 
in the intellectual life of the Arabs as a result of their 
settling in new cities and coming in close contact with 
inveterate civilised nations. This benefitted the literature 
of the Arabs and they translated the abstracts of the arts 
and sciences (of those people superior to them in culture 
and civilisation). 
It cannot be denied that the basis of unregistered 
literary criticism related to the pre-Islamic, Islamic and 
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'^ Abbasid period was nothing but Arabic poetry which was found 
by the pre-Islamic Arabs who elevated it to perfection. This 
perfection dwindled later on by the first linguistic critics 
whose observations were based on what was said rather than 
on what would be said. Hence new poetry drifted away from 
those observations. 
The renaissance which for the first time embraced all 
the aspects of intellectual life, "was not deeply influencing 
the artistic expression." So, the poets followed their 
predecessors with regard to forms. But whatever development 
occurred,it touched the exterior and not the essence, but 
the criticism gave up even the study of formal development. 
The modern critics began to judge modern poetry by the standards 
2 
which they came across in old poetry. 
The 3rd/9th century witnessed the first attempt to write 
criticism in book form. The scholars already felt that the 
critical principles, based on oral tradition, would be lost if 
not written down. And perhaps the brochure of Bishr b. al-
Mutamir (d. 210/825), one of the first writings in criticism, 
is not sufficient to justify the opinion of Dr. Ahmad Amin 
that the writing of critism came responding to the need of the 
1 Al-Usus a l - J a m a l i y y a fi^-Naqd a l - A r a b l , 292. 
2 Cf. Taha Ahmad Ibrah im, T5rlk|3. al-Naqd al-AdabI ^inda al~Arab, 
108; Muhammad Khayr, al-Shaykii MHsl "Muqaddama f l al-Naqd 
a l - T a w t h i q l ' ' i n d a al- 'Arab"^ Naqd a l - S h i t " , Maja l la a l -
Ma^rifa, (Syr ia , 1983), No. 256, 7 -46 . 
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Mutazilites for spreading their theological doctrines. 
Because, before and after this brachure, some books on 
literary criticism were written for the Mutazilite doctrines 
and for others also. For instance/ gina^t al~Sjiir by Abu 
Haffan "Abdallah b. Ahmad al-Muhzinl (d. 195/810),^ Fuhxilat 
al-Shu'ara by al-Asmai (d. 216/831) and Tabaqat al-SjiuarV by 
Ibn Sallam al-JumahX (d. 2 32/846) apart from those books in 
which criticism was only a part of their methods, for instance, 
al-Bayan wal-Tabiln and al~Hayawan by al-Jahiz (d, 255/869), 
al-Shi"r wa'l-Shu'ara'by Ibn Qutayba (d. 276/889) and al-Kamil 
by al-Mubarrad (d. 285/898). Besides these books, there 
were some early studies about the miracle of the Holy Quran 
which approached the art of the Quranic rhetoric extensively 
and which had a strong affinity to critical studies, like 
Ma'ami al-Qur*an by al-Farra (d. 207/822) and Majaz al-Quran by 
Abu'ubayda (d. 209/824). 
In the later 3rd/9th and early 4th/10th centuries, the 
Arabic literary critics were divided into four groups in 
respect to their taste, method and ideal. They are (1) a group 
of linguistic students who were the supporters of the old, 
like Aba Said al-Sukkari, Thalab (d. 291/904), al-Mubarrad 
and Abu al-Umaythil, (2) a group of the poets who studied 
1 Al-Naqd a l -AdabI , 438 . 
2 Yaqut mentioned him i n Mujam al-Udaba, IV, 288. 
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literature with the linguists while their culture was 
antiquated, but they tasted modernity, admired it and came 
forward for its study, like^Abdallah b, al-Mutazz (d. 296/ 
908), (3) a group of scholars who studied the universal and 
intellectual sciences along with their study of language and 
literature, and old and new poetry. This group had a special 
taste in the science of criticism. They took from the old 
literature its essence and from the modernity its incident. 
Their special taste was represented by the ideals of those 
scholars who presented their methods of criticism through a 
kind of arranged branching and chaptering in their books, like 
Ibn Qutayba, and (4) a group of scholarly critics who were 
mostly influenced by the translated Greek culture who took it 
as a standard of their judgement in theit criticism, like 
c 1 
Qudama b. Jafar (d, 337/948). 
Perhaps it is wrong to vaguely generalise by saying that 
"the method of criticism in the 3rd/9th century was influenced 
2 
by the new ideas discovered from the Greek philosophy" because 
the influence of Greek philosophy in the fields of dogmatic 
theology, logic and theoretical sciences was more evident than 
that in the field of criticism. Whatever thoughts and ideas 
were found in the books of Qudama b. Jafar in the later 3rd/ 
9th century remained as an ideal frame work only "for which 
-^  Tarikh al~Naqd al~Adabi, 112-14. 
2 Al-Naqd al-Manhajl'inda'l-'Arab, 11. 
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quotations are taken vehemently from the Arabic literature". 
And the nature of criticism which usually starts with the 
text and ends with the analysis is far away from them. In 
the same century the followers of the stages of the develop-
ment of the written criticism will find in it the marks of 
the development of Arabian intellectual life/ because they 
and even the group of linguists who were attached to the old, 
were not free from an inclination towards the renovation. 
Perhaps al-Mubarrad is the best example of it while he compiled 
his book al-Rawdah on the poetry of the modernists and became 
happy to criticise their poetry recite and explain them to his 
own students. 
The development of criticism put a stop to the ardent 
zeal shown to the old by the linguists and their adherents 
during the 2nd/8th and 3rd/9th centuries. But with the 
appearance of the 4th/10th century the critics brought this 
controversy to an end and became comparatively free with 
regard to critical principles. It is only a critical echo 
which was heard for the supporters of the old when some books 
were written to study the opinions of the old on criticism, 
e,g,, al-Muwaahshah fl Mal<jja^  al-'^ Ulama'all al-Shu"ara* by 
Muhammad b,'Imran al-Marzubanl (d, 384/994) which appeared as 
a specimen of the studies of history of criticism and not the 
criticism itself. Hence this book and other books of its kinds 
1 Tirikh al~Naqd al-Adabl indal-Arab, 114. 
2 Cf. Ibn al-Mu*taz2, Tabaqat al-Shuara, 197. 
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practically had no influence in directing the general critical 
taste in this century. However, the theories of criticism 
became crystallised in this 4th/10th century and the studies 
of criticism were arranged and established on certain limited 
rules and principles. Because, this century diverted its 
attention to poetry which enriched Arabic literature to the 
peak of refined maturity and hence criticism too attained such 
maturity following the highest geniuses in poetry. 
It is a fact that the critics of the 4th/10th century 
were much benefitted by the experiences of their predecessors 
which helped them to evaluate what is suitable for their age 
and what is not. They abandoned the ideologies of criticism 
based on the scientific mentality and old scholarship which 
were not adequate to explain the modern trends of criticism, 
SO/ the critics of this century derived them through the study 
based on applied analysis and analogy depending upon "the 
sound literary taste having close contact with rhetorical and 
literary forms of learning in the structure and shape and not 
2 in the essence and spirit." 
It goes to the credit of the 4th/10th century that it 
witnessed the compilation of major critical works on Arabic 
1 Muhammad Zaghlul Sallam, Athar al-Qu/an fl Tatawwor al-
Naqd al-Adabl, 221. 
2 Tarikh al-Naqd al-AdabI ^inda'l-*Arab, 141. 
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criticism. The important among them may be mentioned as 
^lyar al-^ir by Muhammad b. Tabataba al-^lawl (d. 322/934),-^ 
al-Muazana bayn al-Buhturl wa Abl Tammam by al-Hasan b. Bishr 
al-AmidI (d. 377/987) and al-WasJ-tja bayn al-MutanabbI wa 
Khusumihi by Qadi ^ 11 b. 'Abd al-AzIz al-Jurjanl (d. 392/1002). 
In the book al~Muwazanay the critical thrust is a comparison 
between refined poetry which emanates from sophisticated 
culture represented by the poetry of Abu Tammam and between 
the poetry in which only nature dominates represented by the 
poetry of al-Buhturi. As regards the book al-Wasata, it may 
be said that it is not so much a protection of al-Mutanabbl 
the man as it is a protection of al-Mutanabbl, the pillar of 
Arabic literature who dressed the poetry in a new clothing, 
nourished it with new philosophical thoughts which do not 
create the effect of monotony. In the comparison Abu Tammam 
waxes inferior to al-Mutanabbi in literary merit. 
Literary criticism already followed the stages of the 
gradual development of literature and preoccupied itself with 
analysing the causes of literary controversies and divisions 
between them in the 3rd/9th and 4th/10th centuries. For instance, 
the controversies around the good style of'Xbdallah b. al-
Mutazz in the 3rd century A.H., the controversies between the 
1 Cf. Kamil al-Sawafiri, "al-Jawanib al-Jamaliyya fl al-
Naqd al-AdabX Indal-'Arab", Majalla al-Faysal, No. 43, 
56. '— 
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opinions of Abu Tarnmam and al-Buhturi in the first half of the 
4th century A.H. and those of al-Mutanabbl in the 2nd half of 
the same century. Although most critical studies are concerned 
with the practical side of criticism but the field of criticism 
is not free, in spite of all that, from the theoretical studies 
influenced by the ideas transmitted through translation of 
foreign works, like the study of Nagd al-'Shir by Qudama b, Ja%ar 
or analytic studies, like the study of ^lyar al-Shi*!- by Ibn 
Tabataba. Likewise, the field of criticism was not free from 
the studies on the art of Quranic eloquence as the study of 
^'AII b. 'Isa al-R\immanI (d. 384/994) in his treatise al-Nukat 
ft 1*3az al-Qut'an and the study of al-Baqillani (d. 403/1013) 
in his 1*^152 al-Qinfan. 
The lofty structure which the criticism achieved in the 
4th/10th century is itself a testimony of the perfection which 
the literature of that time attained in the fields of prose 
and poetry. Perhaps the literary barrenness after this century 
and lack of writers like Ibn al-%id[d (d. 360/971), Abu Hayyan 
al-TawhIdi (d. 414/1025) and poets like al-Mutanabbi (d. 354/ 
965) was the cause for lack of innovation in critical studies 
and only reputation for a long time of what had already been 
said. But this state of things did not go on forever. Those 
1 Cf, Al-BaqillanI, Ijaz al~Qurah, trans,, A Tenth-century 
Document of Arabic Literary Theory and Criticism by 
G,E. Von Grunebaum (Chicago, 1950), XVII, XX/20, 6/43, 
9/67, 20/171, 27/221, 118. 
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who preferred the old order stmclc to theoretical criticism, 
but this timeiit was a criticism which had been influenced by-
scientific ideas more than literary ones. Then the emphasis 
on rhetorical depictions/ their definition and derivation and 
drawing on the evidences became more prominent. As a result 
we find similies written by poets like those of Abu Hilal 
al-'Askari (d. 395/1005) in his al-§inaatayn, 'Abd al-Qahir 
al-JurjanI (d. 471/1078) in his Dalail al-Zjaz and Asrar 
al-Balagha and *Abdallah b, Muhammad known as Ibn Sinan al-
Khafajl in his Sirr al-Fasaha. 
After the above discussion, we may conveniently ascertain 
the position of Tha'alibi among the critics of Arabic literature, 
although some of his books written on criticism like Sirr 
al~Sinaa were lost. The few texts that could be retrieved 
from this book suffice to prove the fact that if the whole 
book could be saved from ruin, it would have given us an idea 
of his critical taste and observations on his many other books. 
It is not quite unlikely that the old and the modernist differ 
in their opinions of ThaalibI in view of the fact that many 
of his books were lost. Because the old could perceive some 
ideas from his books which the modernists could not. So, the 
2 
judgements of the old seem to be more precise. Thus al-Bakharzl 
1 These texts are mentioned in Mirat al~Muruat, 14, and Tatimma 
al-Yatlma, II, 36. 
2 ghukrl Faisal acknowledged that ThaalibI*s critical method 
will be understood after study of his all the books, Cf. 
Manahij al-Dirasa al-Adadiyya, 170, 
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(d. 467/1074) who studied under Thaalibi knew about him from 
close quarters/ praises him as, "the Jahiz of Nishapur" and 
"the sun which is not hidden in any place," Al-Husarl (d. 453/ 
1061) opines on his critical taste as, "the paragon of his time 
2 
and the hero of his age." Ibn Bassam (d. 542/1147) also 
remarks about the critical taste of ThUalibl as "the protector 
3 
of learning and collector of scattered prose and poetry". 
The modernists on the contrary, judge Thaalibi from another 
angle. Muhammad Mandur praised his critical acumen as, "till 
in his books he was a furrier sewing different opinions by 
4 
others and he was more a compiler than a critic." Dr. Mandur 
wrongly judges Thaalibi's critical opinions only on the basis 
of a particular section of Yatlma dealing with the poetry of 
al-Mutanabbl only because this section does not practically 
represent the critical methods of Thaalibi as a whole. In 
fact Thaalibi derived much from the critical opinions of 
al-Sahib (d. 385/995) in al-Kashf '"an Masawl Sbir al-MutanabbI, 
al-Hatimi (d. 388/998) in al-Risala al-Ijatimiya and "Abd al-AzIz 
al-JurjanI (d. 392/1001) in al-Wasata. But this does not 
deprive Thaalibi of two basic accomplishments in two spheres. 
1 Dumyat a l - Q a s r , I I , 226. 
2 Zahr a l -Adab, 127. 
3 Quoted in Wafayat, I I , 350. 
4 Al-Naqd al-ManhajI '^ind a l -Arab , 303 . 
5 Ibid . 
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First/ he did not derive their opinions as they were, but he 
"chose from their scattered and arranged opinions" and 
abandoned the motives of their many sayings. Secondly, ThaalibI 
gave some original views of his own in the study of al-Mutanabbi. 
Dr. Muhammad Zaghlul Sallam gave a brief discussion 
separately on the study of ThaalibI where he attempted to 
expound the important features of ThaalibI*s critical method 
just as Ahmad Amin indicated to the special division of Yatlma 
dealing with the poets of Syria and came close to explain the 
foundation of the method of criticism laid down by ThaalibI. 
And many orientalists spoke highly of the critical taste of 
ThaalibI. Professor H.A.R. Gibb,evaluating the literary merit 
of Yatlma said, "Thanks to the fine critical taste of its 
4 
author, the collection gained an immediate success." Professor 
R.A. Nicholson while assessing Yatlma and its author said, 
"His famous anthology of recent and contemporary poets supplied 
5 
indubitable proof of his fine scholarship and critical taste. 
Hence, both the old and modern critics contented themselves 
only with these stray observations without going into any 
1 Ibid., 305. 
2 Tarfkh al-Naqd al-^rabl min al-Qarn al-Kfaamis ila al~*Asbir 
al-Hijri, 41 seqq. 
3 Al-Naqd al~AdabI, 449 seqq. 
4 Introduction to Arabic Literature, 103. 
5 A Literary History of the Arabs, 348. 
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thorough study of Thaalibl's opinions and critical methods. 
Thus Thaalibl^ whose books provided the modern studies with 
vitality was wrongly held by the critics to be unscientific 
in his study and analysis, and, therefore, they denied him 
his rightful and natural position among the critics. 
Thaalibl entered the field of compilation specially in 
the field of criticism when the 4th/10th century was to a 
close and when the battle among the critics which centered 
round al-Mutanabbi almost wore out. The literary criticism 
left the gustative stream reaching its climax in the opinions 
of al-AmidI and al-Jurjanl and switched over to the rhetorical 
stream dominating the intellectual barrenness in the opinions 
of Abu Hilal al-'Askarr and "Tvbd al-Qahir al-Jurjanl. The field 
of literature was devoid of any great genius except Abul-Ala 
al-Ma'arrr (d. 449/1058) and al-Sharlf al-Radi (d. 406/1015) 
who were able,to some extent, to stimulate critical contro-
versies of their worthy predecessors. 
Certainly, Tha'alibl lived and worked at a time when 
literary field was in a state of vacuum and was devoid of the 
trends that excite and stimulate the genius of the critic. 
So, Thaalibf intended first to make a selection of the critical 
opinions set down by his predecessors and then devise a new 
critical method supported by his own profound cultural heritage 
and artistic taste. That is why Thaalibl's critical opinions 
405 
represent an important link in the history of Arabic criticism. 
In fact the scientific critical study is liable to disclose 
its various characteristics and probe their depth. These 
studies can reveal for us the artistic standards on which 
Thaalibl bases his critical judgements, the nature of which 
is drawn from the basic elements of two critical methods, 
e.g., symmetrical and intermixing methods. Firstly, the 
Environmental Method which is based on different standards 
devised by a study of the general environment whose three 
elements are time, place and society, along with the study 
of the social, intellectual, political and ethical factors 
influencing those elements. Then to study the special 
environment in which the literateur lived and worked on the 
basis that this study is the product of t:he interaction 
between the influential general environment and the literateur 
himself. And then to follow the impact of those effective 
factors in the literature. Thaalibl can be credited with 
applying the basic elements of this method to his critical 
study for the first time in the history of Arabic criticism. 
Secondly, the Artistic Method depends on the personal 
taste of the critic. The elements of this method are drawn 
from different sources, the most important of which are the 
historical literary culture and the literary trends which were 
dominating his age together with the critical talents which 
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no critic can do without. Thaalibi took refuge into this 
method many times specially while judging his commentaries 
on literary texts available in his books. Among them is 
observed his critical judgements on thoughts and ideas which 
were invented by others and which were marred by vulgar 
plagiarism; and the judgements on forms and contents in 
which simplicity and eloquence became excellent. Thaalibi 
tried to make them ornamented with some metaphorical beauties. 
Perhaps Thaalibi's comparison between the prose and 
poetry in the preface of his book NatJjr al-Nazm represents a 
different side of his artistic method of criticism. Now we 
propose to deal with the sources of Thaalibi's two critical 
methods — environmental and artistic — and relate our study 
with the scattered opinions in his books. We like to discuss 
them in details in the following two sections: 
A. THE ENVIRONMENTAL METHOD 
The question of the relation of the literature with its 
environment is old in the history of Arabic literary criticism, 
Perhaps the many observations to which the books of literary 
history in this field alluded/ have invited attention to this 
literary Inheritance before accepting the judgement of Ihsin 
"^ Abbas who said, "Tha'alibl was the first man who turned towards 
407 
the environmental influence in literature". Because Muhammad 
b. Sallam al-Jumahi (d. 232/846) was the earliest critic to 
become conscious of the influence of environment in literature, 
with an. indirect confession from Ihsan "Abbas himself in his 
study on Ibn Sallam/ he stated that Ibn Sallam's collection 
of poets according to their place of habitation and assessing 
every poet in relation to his village is "a measure which has 
2 
no harmful effect." Further, Muhammad Mandur observed that 
'the place' is treated as second in order of importance of 
the four basic elements on which Ibn Sallam established his 
book Tabaqat Fuhul al-Sbuara. while the former said, "when Ibn 
Sallam divided the poets into Jahillyya and IslamiC/ and 
arranged them into some groups, he found that there are many 
poets who are not considered to be the poets of the whole of 
Arabia, but every one was attached to his respective village 
or country. We, therefore, can call them regional (environ-
mental) poets. Hence Ibn Sallam treated them in the chapter 
3 
named poets of the villages." Certainly, this judgement of 
Muhammad Mandur is based on reality but its elaborations 
depend on many speculations arising from exaggerations in 
drawing conclusion. 
1 Tarikh al-Naqd al-AdabI "inda'l-Arab, Naqd al-Sj}i^ min 
al-Qarn al-Tbani hatta al-Qarn al-Tfaamin al-Hijrl (Beirut, 
1971), 494. 
2 I b i d . , 80. 
3 Al-Naqd al-Manhaji 'inda'l-Arab, 63 . 
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Badawl Tabana opined as Muhammad Mandur did when the former 
considered "the environment" as a part of the criterion which 
Ibn Sallim followed in case of poets, but he adopted a middle 
course in finding out the critical opinions of different critics 
while he said, "Ibn Sallim viewed the influence of the 
environment in poetry and then specified an individual section 
dealing with poets of Arabian villages.""^ 
From the above, it is clear that critics differ in their 
opinions regarding the chapter "the poets of Arabian villages" 
of Ibn Sallim's Tabaqat. But whether the chapter was actually 
a part of the Tabaqat or not, in my opinion, it makes the 
connection between literature and its environment more complex 
while applying a particular critical method. Because Ibn 
Sallam did not explain the exact connection of poets with 
their villages and did not indicate to the influence of each 
village on the poetry of the poets of that particular village. 
He also did not specify any distinguishing feature which was 
common to the poetry of a particular village, and not such 
other affairs which accompany the methodical studies based 
on the relation of literature with its environment. 
It is obvious that Ibn Sallam's Tabaqat abounded in 
critical observations which indicate to the consciousness of 
1 Badawl Tabana, Dirasat fl Naqd al-Adab al-'Arabl min 
al-Jahiliyya ila al-Qarn al-Xijallth, 132. 
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the writer to the influence of environment in literature 
which cannot be considered as a methodical consciousness. 
Though many of the critical observations in the book are 
transitory, some of them clearly indicate to the fact that 
the first Arabian critics were not unmindful of explaining 
the literal meanings if required. For instance, narrating 
about *AdI b. Zaid, Ibn Sallam said, "He was living at Hira 
and the centres of the cultivated land. Then his language 
became mild and his diction became simple. So, many things were 
induced upon him." Probably, the same observation emerges 
when Ibn Qutayba said about Ziyad al-Ajam which contradicts 
the description of al-Asmaf about the same Ziyad. 
Although Ibn Sallam's various observations do not agree 
with the poetry of wine, erotic and eulogy as much as they 
agree with the poetry of bravery, these observations are 
suitable to our study because there is a clear mark of his 
minute alertness to the influence of general environment in 
literature. The observations of al-Asmal regarding the 
purposes of poetry were contrary to those of Ibn Sallam. But 
Asma'i's observations resemble those of Ibn Sallam* s to the 
effect that the former's observations are confined to thoughts 
1 Tabaqat, 31. Ibn Qutayba quoted this text in al-ShiV 
wal-gjjuara; 225. 
2 Al-Shir wa*l-Si>ura^  433. 
3 FuhuJat al-Slju'ara', 16. 
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and ideas which are far from the methodical generalisation."^ 
As regards to motives of poetry al-Jahiz (d. 255/869) 
differs from what we observed in case of Ibn Sallam and 
al-Asmaf. He, therefore, thought and found that the motives 
2 
of poetry cannot be judged correctly by one single view. 
From his critical observations it appears that al-Jahiz 
intended to oppose the observations of Ibn Sallam on the 
influence of war on numerous poetry. On the contrary, he 
himself found out three different purposes of composition 
of numerous poetry as (i) the nature which he calls 'the 
fortunes and characters', (ii) the environment which he 
named 'cities' and (iii) the race which he called 'noble 
descent or high birth'. So, his observations regarding the 
purposes of poetry are more powerful in explaining the 
numerous literary characteristics which we are unable to 
explain in the light of Ibn Sallam*s or those of al-Asmafs 
observations. It cannot be denied that al-Jahiz invested the 
environment with great importance when he spoke of the fields 
other than that of literature. So, environment, according 
to him, is one of the three elements which had great influence 
oi^  literature, manifestations of life, thoughts and ideologies 
as the requirements of the time expected from him and from his 
1 Ibn Rast)Iq/ al-Umda, I, 206-7. 
2 Al-Jahiz, al-Hayawan, 380-81. 
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contemporary Ibn Qutayba who opined that the purposes of 
poetry were more ramified connecting the poetry with environ-
mental influence. So, according to Ibn Qutayba* the purposes 
of poetry are represented by three basic foundations, such 
as, (1) the objective incentive which can be expressed in 
his saying "for poetry has some purposes which incited the 
sluggish and stirred up the artificial. From them follow 
greediness, desire, drinking, amusement and anger,"^ (2) the 
nature to which he indicated as "And for the poetry has some 
trends in which its closeness seems to drift far away and 
arrangement is found difficult, and like this is prose, and 
in the correspondences, public addresses,assemblies and the 
replies. So, the poetry is not possible for the writer, 
literateur and eloquent orator. The reason for this is 
unknown, except this, that they suffer from ill-diet or 
2 
melancholy as incidental cases", and (3) the specific 
environment to which he referred as, "And for the poetry has 
3 
some moments... " Among these three foundations although 
the first differs from the third, they constitute two separate 
environmental forms which can be united in a single essence 
standing upon specific environmental incentive in literatexir. 
Had Ibn Qutayba entered his thought a little,we would come out 
1 Al-Stjir wa\-Shuara,' 78. 
2 Ibid., 80-81. 
3 Ibid., 81. 
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from his observations with desired scientific accuracy. 
We do not come across in Ibn al-Mutazz any influence 
of environment in literature except his saying about the 
"Hammaduns" in which he practically did not explain the 
influence of environment in the Hammidun's literature. So, 
when he wrote their biography, in one place of his book 
Tabaqat al-S|)uara he explained the reason as, "In Kufa there 
were three men called al-Hammadun — Hammad Ajrad, Hammad b. 
al-2abarqan and Hammad al-Rawiyya. They always drank together, 
recited their poetry together and lived together a beautiful 
life, as if they were one single soul. They were blamed as 
atheists (zindiqus), when the people saw any of them, they 
used to say, "he is an atheist, kill him." In this remark, 
the environmental realization is obscure but Ibn al-Mu^tazz 
with it discloses an inclination to collect the literateurs 
connected together in taste and liberty in one place having 
common literary characteristics among them. 
But Ibn Tabataba" already found the strong relation of 
literature with its environment with his sharp critical 
realisation, unusual method based on minute observation and 
the derivation of the judgement from the comparative 
realities. Perhaps he devoted the view and pondered over 
this thought before coming to his saying as, "You know that 
1 Ibn al-Mutaz2, Tabaqat al-Shuara, 69. 
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the Arabs entrusted their poetry with descriptions, similies 
and wisdom, by which their knowledge is enriched and which 
were found by their eye-witness and through which their 
experience went on when they were the Beduins; their court-
yards were the deserts and the skies were their roofs, so 
their descriptions did not go beyond what they saw around 
them." From this saying of Ibn Tabataba we may infer that 
the poetry according to him is a description, similar and 
wisdom, and the environment is dictating every one of these 
things. So, he will remain confined to his common boundaries 
and the surpassing of which is not possible for him. So, 
Ibn Tabataba generalises the influence of environment in 
literature along with its various manifestations and considers 
it a product of such environment. 
Al-Qadi al-JurjanI in his al-Wasata was not much 
benefitted by the opinion of Ibn Tabataba, rather he resximed 
the method of his predecessors in observing the influence of 
environment in one of the many sides of literature. So, he 
considered the literary language and style as the field of 
his critical observations and not thoughts and ideas. He 
spoke highly of the influence of Islam and its civilisation 
on poetry in his al-Wasata, and observed that "when Islamic 
1 "^ lyar al-Shir, 10. 
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empire was extended beyond the Arabian lands, the capital 
cities became numerous and the Beduins migrated to the 
villages as a result of which good manners and elegant 
expressions were spread among the people of the conquered 
land... Hence their thoughts and ideas were refined more 
than their words and formsi,." In this saying al-Jurjani 
remained moving around the orbit of the similarity without 
looking into the influences of the manifestations of the new 
environment about which he spoke of thoughts, imaginations, 
objectives, plenty of poetry and its less quantity. Hence 
his field of pbservation was limited. Thus the discussions 
till now about the influence of environment in literature 
remained confined to some observations of different critics 
who differed in their indication, varied in their analysis 
and connected the motives of poetry for which they were 
carried on without displaying the observation as a pillar of 
Arabic critical method in the literary heritage of the first 
four centuries of Islam. 
Obviously, Arabic literature during the '^ Abbasid period 
followed the various environmental influences and encouraged 
the literateurs and poets to be changed with what was required 
by the new environment. Abu Nuwas (d. 195/810) was the most 
enthusiastic poet of them. Although he was blamed as the 
Al-Wasata, 18. 
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ring-leader of Shuublyya movement his invocation was a 
sincere. He propagated that the literature should be a true 
picture of the environment and the time. But this propagation 
did not find a deep echo in the field of criticism. Hence 
the critics remained ignorant for that echo till Abu Mansur 
al-Thaalibl found it in his mind and produced it as a criteria 
for his critical studies. Arabic criticism waS/ therefore, 
enriched by him with what appeared as yesterday's necessities. 
FOUNDATIONS OF THE MOTIVE OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
METHOD ACCORDING TO THAALIBI 
ThaalibI gathered much information from the critical 
studies of different critics. He studied the biography of 
the poets and searched for the endeavours of the biography 
writers in analysing the influential elements of literature 
and also in analysing the observation of the biographers around 
the influence of environment on literature with a specific 
reason. These are the studies which attracted him much. 
Perhaps ThaalibI had a deep acquaintance with the books 
Shx^ raVMisr"'" by al-SulI (d, 335/946-7) and Isbahan^ by Abu 
1 Tha*alibT mentioned it in Lataif al-Ma'arif, 164, Yaqut in 
IrghSd, II, 415, and Brockelmann in GAL Supp., I, 219. 
This book of Abu Bakr Muhammad b. Yahya al-Sull is not 
extant. 
2 Tha'alibr mentioned it in Yatlma al-Dahr, III, 299. 
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*Abdallah Hamza b. Husayn al-Isbahani, and through this 
acquaintance he could come across some special features of 
the relationship between poets and their environments. These 
features made it possible to confine the names of the poets 
easily and to influence the poetical elements in their poetry 
and also represent the possibility of enumerating artistic 
excellences which were due to environmental influences. And 
this is the method on the basis of which he established his 
biographies of the poets in Yatima and Tatimma. He followed 
this method in many of his other books which were not free 
from the influence of environment, so far as their forms and 
contents are concerned. He laid emphasis on the method rather 
than on spontaneity by which the judgments of many of his 
predecessors were characterised. 
The fact of Thaalibl's being a student of al-Khwarazml 
had influenced the maturity of his thoughts and ideas. This 
Khwarazml widely travelled in Syria and sought refuge in the 
royal court of Sayf al-Dawla where he obtained information 
regarding the outcome of the talents of poets and his soul 
was filled up with admiration. This admiration he started 
spreading among his Students like Th^ s-f-i^ L^ who narrated about 
his teacher by saying: 
"Nothing has elevated my heart, matured my 
intellect, sharpened the edge of my tongue 
and helped me to rise to this height but 
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the Syrian curiosities and Aleppine niceties 
which were retained by my memory and mixed 
with every part of my soul while I was very 
tender and the costumes of prime were 
refined."! 
With these insights^ ThaalibI thought it worthwhile to 
write an individual chapter in his Yatlma for the Syrian poets 
in which he rendered Judgment on the causes of their superriority 
to all other poets. And this idea led him to treat the poets 
of each environment in separate chapters in the same book. 
With this end in view the author divided the book into four 
parts. The first part deals with the poets of Syria and its 
adjoining areas, the second part deals with the poets of 
'Iraq and its adjoining areas, the third part deals with the 
poets of al-Jibal (Persian'Iraq), Pars, Jurjan and Tabaristan^ 
and the fourt part deals with the poets of Khurasan and Trans-
oxania. The same intention is to be found in the supplement 
of Yatlma which is called Tatimma. 
This mode of division clearly indicates to an idea deep-
seated in the mind of ThaalibI which points to his critical 
method though he does not express it in his books. Tha'alibT, 
as we have noticed, flourished in a period when Islamic empire 
completly disintegrated. It was now divided into small states 
and iruled by different nationalities, creeds and ambitious 
Yatlma, I, 26, 
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rulers. As a result, the same environment now gave rise to 
numerous environments. Ahmad al-Shaib justly remarks, "And 
the different environments which Arabic literature embraces 
had their variety of influences on the disharmony of the 
literary taste and the disparity in its characteristics 
whether it was in one age or in successive ages."''" 
ThaalibI took into account all the above factors and came 
to the conclusion that discussion of poetry in its numerous 
new environments on the basis of the method laid down by the 
predecessors, i.e., gathering poets in one environment or 
consecutive environments, is impossible. He, therefore, took 
recourse to the environmental method in his study of literature 
because the time, place and course-events directed to it. 
Hence, to ThaalibI goes the credit of initiating this method 
for the first time in the realm of literary criticism. His 
YatXma written according to this method commanded such 
admiration in his life time and after his death which leading 
writers of the later period received. 
The method which ThaalibI followed in the criticism 
indicates that he surpassed all the Arab critics with the 
belief that the influential factors of literature are the 
products of different environmental circumstances. Apparently, 
ThaalibI's views regarding environmental circumstances are 
1 U?ul al-Naqd al-AdabI, 127. 
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much close to those of modern critics. Hence the modem 
critics define the environmental circumstances as, "The 
circumstances (connected with) place and time, whether 
original or incidental, abound in every place out of which 
is created a temperament influencing human society and 
marking every related object with its special signet.""^ This 
definition is directing greatly to the critical opinions of 
ThaalibI. 
Undoubtedly, ThaalibI's environmental method of criticism 
is based on three basic principles which are represented by 
time, place and social trends. This method is remifled from 
them and comes into their province. These principles are 
directing the general literary trend keeping in view the 
influence of the special environment of literateurs on the 
literary output. This observation of ThaalibI will be dis-
cussed in the following study: 
I. INFLUENCE OF PLACE ON LITERATURE 
The influence of place acted as a pivot in the method 
of ThaalibI's division of Yatlma and Tatimma. He understood 
clearly the influence of place in literature and revealed it 
in the Yatlma when he divided it into four parts according to 
respective environments. After his careful study, ThaalibI 
1 Ibid., 83 
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found that "the poets of the Arabian Syria and its adjoining 
areas were more excellent than those of the Arabian Iraq and 
its adjoining areas during the pre-Islamic and Islamic 
periods." The causes of the superiority of Syrian poets are 
hidden behind certain motives by which the Syrian environ-
ment is distinguished. As the author indicated to some of 
them by his saying, "The cause for superiority of the people 
(of Syria), old and new, to others in the realm of poetry is 
the closeness of the former to the land of Arabia, specially 
to the people of al-Hijaz, and their distance from the land 
of Persia. And the language of the people of Syria was free 
from adulteration as happened with the language of the people 
of "^ Iraq due to their closeness with the Persians and Nabatians, 
and their intervention with them. And because the contem-
porary poets belonging to the people of Syria were not 
related to the eloquence of Beduins and sweetness of the 
2 
urbane." This standard of judgment in the opinion of many 
critics is a sound one. As these critics thought the Beduin 
poetry had a certain spirit which was lacking in the urbane 
poetry. This may have been one of the strong reasons why 
some of the scholarly critics discarded the comparative 
merits of urbane poetry. 
1 Yatlma, I, 24. 
2 Ibid., I, 24-5. 
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Thaalibl also referred to the poets of Syria that their 
closeness to the desert of Hijaz which is the land of 
eloquence and cradle of poetry purified from the complexities 
of civilisation as established in the poetry of Iraq and 
Persia in the 4th/10th century. Unlike Syrian poetry, the 
poetry of'Iraq and Persia turned into musical pieces having 
short breaths and lacking the purity of the language and at 
the same time it was the free play of the words and new and 
incidental meanings which dominated these musical pieces. 
This scientific and minute observations of Tha'alibl do not 
agree to the opinion of Muhammad Muhyl al-Dln 'Abd al-HamId/ 
the editor of the Yatima; rather the editor considered 
Tha'alibl's preference of the poets of Syria to the poets of 
Iraq as a proof of his "racialism which eclipses all kind 
of praises." 
The editor accuses Thaalibl of two things. First, he 
has forgotten the poets of other cities while comparing the 
poets of Syria and^Iraq. Secondly, he does not take into 
account the influence of the Romans which may have weakened 
the language of the Syrians. This contention of the editor 
can be. refuted if we ponder a little. He should have 
realised that Thaalibl's preference of'Iraqi and Syrian 
poets was the result of comparing two separate environments. 
1 Yatima, the Preface of the editor, 9. 
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These environments furnished them with many peculiarities 
gifted by Allah which were not found in any other city. 
Because these two environments of Syria and"^ Iraq had a direct 
connection with the land of original Arabic poetry and these 
two lands were the centres of Islamic caliphate consecutively 
for four centuries. The most conclusive evidence for 
Tha'alibl's opinion can be found in the critical observation 
of Ahmad Amin, "As if the poetry in early period was willing 
to grow and flourish only in its land and birth place. When 
the poets came out of this land, their tongues were tied or 
almost tied. " So, it grew up in the Arabian Peninsula because 
it is its cradle and it grew up in^Iraq and Syria because 
they are situated on the border of its land. From early 
times, Syrian and'lraqx deserts were the source of their 
poetry, but no new idea developed there. But when the Arabs 
settled in such cities which contradicted to the nature of 
their own land as Egypt, al-Maghrib (Northwest Africa) and 
Khurasan, they could not sing much with their own poetry. Hence 
it is really a strange phenomenon which requires further study 
and close observation," 
Tha'alibI deeply realised the superiority of Syrian poets 
to the poets of other cities. Hence the Syrian poets were 
preferred by him to those of Iraq and this choice clearly 
1 Al-Naqd al-Adabl, 419. 
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indicates his preference of Syrian poets to the poetes of all 
other cities. Professor*Abd al-Hamld should have taken note 
of it. As regards Thaalibl's overlooking the fact that the 
Romans influenced the Syrian language, we may observe that he 
did not fail to account for the influence of the Persians on 
enervating it, as Professor Hamld accused him of. This 
accusation, in fact, was in his favour and not against him 
and this is due to the fact that the question involved here 
is one of knowledge and not of racialism. Because Thaa^ libl 
found that the association of the Romans with the Syrian 
Arabs was one of enemies; series of war took place between 
them and the forces were lost while fighting. The Syrian 
Arabs used to hate Romans and their enmity was deep-seated. 
The Syrian Arabs were protecting their Arab individuality 
and took pride in it and they disdained the idea of tainting 
this individuality by adopting the characteristics of their 
enemies. But the relation of'^ Iraqis with Persians was quite 
different, because the Persians were their real rulers and 
through their long mutual association almost completely 
•assimilated themselves with the Persians, so much so that 
the original Arab individuality seemed to have been concealed . 
and the Arabs in Persia and Iraq came to look upon themselves 
as foreigners in their own homeland. These two relations 
were considered by Thaalibi as a real fact for considering 
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two environments in the study of literature and which 
constitute a scientific foundation for literary criticism. 
By it Tha'a'libl opened a door for the first time to a critical 
study which take into consideration all the details. 
According to Ihsan ^ Abbas, all the critical observations 
considered above are not sufficient while he was judging 
Tlia*alibi's criticism as follows: 
"ThaalibI may not be considered as one of the critics of 
Arabic literature, because his books dealing with poetry are 
concerned with individual taste far from complications, and 
which only describing for him a critical basis except his 
admiration of his urban polish in the poetry of his contempo-
raries having variations in contents and forms. He mentioned 
the poets of his contemporary period in his most brilliant 
work YatTma dealing with critical analysis according to the 
environments. It is too much to say that he did it realising 
the variety of environments of the poets." 
In the light of the above opinion of Ihsan "Abbas, we can 
locate the two reasons for his accusation of Tha'alibl. Firstly, 
that Thaalibi used his individual taste confined to the admira-
tion of urban refinement and polish in the poetry of his 
contemporaries. Secondly, that Thaalibi's settled method applied 
1 Tarllii) al-Naqd al-AdabI *^ indal-Arab, 374. 
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in Yatlma cannot be a cause for realising the influence of 
environment on literature. These two reasons of accusation 
do not practically constitute a defamation against Tha'alibl 
to the extent that they gave a clear portrayal of his critical 
personality which Ihsan "Abbas wanted deliberately to efface. 
Certainly, most of the old Arabic compilations in criticism 
were not marked by a clear and circumscribed method which makes 
it easy for the researchers to find out facts without deep 
observation and effortless idea. This does not justify at 
all the exclusion of the authors of those compilations from 
the circle of critics. Hence Tha'allbl must be considered as 
one of the critics. Ihsan "Abbas noticed those confusions in 
case of Thaalibi as Muhammad Zaghlul Sallam noticed them in 
the opinions of Ibn al-Mutazz in determining a critical method. 
Regarding the second point of accusation by Ihsan 'Abbas 
against Thaalibi, it should be said that Thaalibi does not 
want his method to be based on environmental division for the 
poets. On the basis of Ihsan "Abbas' evidence that Tha'allbl 
specified different environments in one part of Yatlma or 
he specified similar environments in two different parts, he 
concludes that environmental division is not a foundation 
for a critical study as an easy method for compilation. But 
Ihsan 'Abbas misinterpreted it in his judgment regarding 
Thaalibi's criticism and accusation which he could abandon 
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after a careful study of Thaalibi's Preface to the division 
of Syrian poets and their superiority to the'Iraqi poets. 
Hence the environmental method laid down by Tha'^ alibl represents 
an applied critical foundation in his Yatima and Tatimma which 
does not make Tha'alibi's observation of environment wrong 
from his view point. The simplicity of environmental criteria 
on which Thaalibi's opinions were based does not allow us to 
accuse his critical method which require theoretical and applied 
motives on which his evidences are based and to which he 
devoted detailed study too. 
In our opinion these motives of theoretical and applied 
criticism deserve thorough study and analysis evoking more 
admiration than which was due to Ibn Tabataba* s "lyar al-Shi'r 
regarding the influence of social class in literature as Ihsan 
'^ Abbas himself admired it when he said, "Verily whoever notices 
the influence of the social class on the poetry of any individual 
poet, will not be considered a superficial critic who is carried 
away by first emotion and immediate impression." If we accept 
the opinion of Ihsan 'Abbas regarding Ibn Tabataba which is 
widely accepted, we must take note of the fact that Ihsan 'Abbas 
cannot disregard Tha^ alibl's stature as a critic. Nevertheless, 
Thaalibl observed the influence of environment on literature 
as a form which is comprehensive, clear and more indicative of 
1 Ibid., 149. 
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the methodical firmness. In fact Tha'alibi's easy method of 
compilation is the historical method based on the transitory 
gradation. He did not commit to the environmental method in 
his books except Yatlma and Tatimma. 
Although the opinions of the contemporaries go against 
Tha'alibl, he found justice in the later generation of critics. 
Among them is SJjukrl Faysal who considered Tha'alibl's preference 
of the Syrian poets to the others as "nearer to the political 
1 
division". «^ Umar al-Daqqaq remarks that, "ThaalibI invented a 
new critical method and none could surpass him. He thought to 
include the poets according to their regions and countries. 
This inclusion practically is closer to the spirit of literature 
than to the classification of the poets according to their 
names, etc., because the author of Yatlma was able to tie up 
the literateurs and their environments in his book to which 
many modern compilers and critics are inclined." 
It is apparent that Tha*alib£*s environmental feeling led 
him to some minute observations of the influence of nature on 
literature. So, he realised the influence of undulations, 
climate, dust, water air and others on nature, intellect and 
literature. Then he said, "Verily Isfahan has remained a 
1 Manahij al-Dirasa al-Adabiyya fi^ l-Adab alArabl, 170. 
2 Masadir al-Turath al-'ArabI fi*l-Luc[ha wa*L-Maajim w^l-Adab, 
TsT, 
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special city frcwn among the cities bringing out eminent 
scholars, literateurs and outstanding writers and poets." 
Thaa'libl justified his view by his saying, "How much beauty 
is due to the influence of pleasant air, hygenic dust and 
sweet water of Isfahan on the characters of its people and 
2 intellect of its youths." This influence of nature he derived 
from the opinion of al-Jahiz from the abundance of sodomy in 
- •> 3 
Khurasan and what made him follow a poetic movement. 
In the like way the vast compositions were collected for 
active influence of place on literature in the critical method 
of Tha'alibl and the value of his opinion in this field will 
not be reduced by those scattered writings which require a 
critical assimilation of them. Hence one may rightly say that 
Thaalibi's environmental method of criticism inclines to 
applied method based on practical observations gathered from 
among his studies on the litereurs of his age and it was more 
than a hypothetical method submitting to the experience which 
may or may not be reliable. 
Tha'alibi had deep understanding of environments though 
sometimes he restored to exaggeration. Again his criticism 
varied according to the variation of place. For example, the 
1 Yatlma, I I I , 299. 
2 I b i d . 
3 Cf. Ttiimar al-Qulub, 553-4. 
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environment of al-Shash of Transoxania which was comparatively-
less prosperous in producing poetry. Though ThaalibT did not 
indicate to a clear regional motive about the poetry of this 
place, he examined it closely through this environmental 
method which was based on that the regions of excellent poetry 
are the environments which are near the Arabian lands. This 
can be illustrated by the fact that the causes of weakness of 
the poetry of the people of Shash was due to the fact that 
the country was far from Arabian lands and original Arabic 
poetry. 
In conclusion we can confine the general principles of 
the effective influence of place on the literature Tha^alibl's 
criticism to the following: 
1. Closeness or distance of the environment from the Arabian 
Peninsula which is the region of original Arabic poetry. 
2. Closeness of literary environment to non-Arabian environ-
ment and the nature of one environmental relation to other 
environments while the first one is produced by the latters 
by the positive or negative effects on literary field. 
3. The natural environment, the geographical formation and 
climate on the nature of the people and their taste. 
These three basic principles through which Thaalibi explained 
1 Yatlma, IV, 115-6; III, 385. 
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the domination of one environment over the other in the field 
of poetry and he made Yatlma al-Dahr an applicable field for 
these principles although sometimes the environmental arran-
gement in Its divisions and chapters was not confined to this 
system of reasoning. 
II. INFLUENCE OF TIME ON LITERATURE 
In the critical texts which have come down to us from the 
pre-Islamic era, there is no evidence of any partisanship for 
the old or the modern. The criticism was then based on the 
native taste which agreed with the motives of poetry itself 
without profound thought or analytic reasoning. The tradition 
of poetry was simple and artless which had direct link with 
Nature and Man. The poets of this age did not apply their 
intellect so much in the composition of poetry. 
The imperatives of poetry and those of criticism are twin 
brothers. As the poet perceives, his emotions are evoked and 
then he composes; in the like manner, the critic goes through 
a particular work; he is influenced by it and then he is 
urged to write on it. This fact is appreciated by Taha Ahmad 
Ibrahim and presented it as, "Literary Criticism was extant in 
the pre-Islamic era though it was simple and bland,which was 
suitable for Arabic poetry itself. The poetry of the pre-Islamic 
era was nothing but an expression of immediate feeling and 
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criticism too was so and both were based on the excitability 
and sensitivity. The poet looked to his surroundings and 
circumstances for inspiration and the critic depended on the 
impact it left on his mind." 
Criticism did not alter much in the early Islamic era 
than from what it had been in the pre-Islamic era. The poetry 
of Hassan, ""Abdallah b. Abi Rawaha, al-Hutayya, etc., evoked 
considerable admiration from the people as the poetry of 
Zuhayr, A§ha and Nabigha did. The critical observation in 
the first century A.H. did not divorce the expression of 
individual opinion regarding pre-Islamic and early Islamic 
poetry without having great difference between them. These 
observations helped to form a nucleus of critical movement in 
succeeding ages. 
It is obvious that the influence of time had a great 
impact on the judgement of lexicographers on poetry. They 
laid emphasis on time while making a comparison. The evidence 
of this fact is furnished by al-Asma*T in his reply to al-Hilall 
when the latter asked him about his opinion of the poetry of 
Nusayb, "He is greater in our age than *Abd Ban! al-Hashas was 
2 
in his own age." When he was asked again to compare between 
them he replied, "Both of them are in the same century and 
1 Tarikh al-Nagd al-Adabl ^ indal-^ Arab, 24. 
2 Ibn al-Mu'tazz, Tabaqat al-ghu^ ara* 155. 
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their mode is the same. But that man (!Abd Ban! al-Hashas) 
comes first chronologically and this man (Nusayb) is his 
successor." Some of the Lexicographers showed an excessive 
enthusiasm for the modernist group emphasising the influence 
of time only and ignoring artistic considerations. The 
evidence for this can be traced in the remark made by Abu 
'Amr b.al-Ala, "Had Akhtal found even one day of the pre-
Islamic age, I would not have preferred any other poet of 
2 
pre-Islamic or Islamic era." 
The stand of the 3rd/9th century critics represents a 
literary bickering among the ancient and the modem. Al-Jahiz, 
Ibn Qutayba and Ibn al-Mu'tazz formed a group mediating between 
the school of the lexicographers who generally preferred the 
old and the critics of the 4th/l0th century who seemed to be 
engaged in the study of the modern and abandoned the study of 
the old. Their mediatory effort in the 3rd/9th century was 
based on the following three causes: 
1. Most of the critics of this century were the students 
of the Ancients. But these critics (students) did not do 
away with their special taste which searched the elements 
3 
Of artistic beauty in case of the Modernists. 
1 Ibid. 
2 Fuhulat a l-Shuara/ 13. 
3 Ihsan 'Abbas, TarilsJj al-Naqd al-AdabI ' indal-Arab, 89. 
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2. The modern poetry was already established, its features 
already emerged and hence it became a source of admiration of 
the people* and a place determining the fate of the rulers 
and caliphs. Hence the absence of poetry containing deep 
thought was a proof of ignorance. 
3. The critical studies gradually moved away from the orbit 
of lexicographic studies which were closely related to 
classical poetry. Hence their critical studies accepted some 
mode of literary taste to some extent. Then the critics opened 
their hearts to artistic beauty without caring much about the 
influence of time. As a result there emerged in this century 
some volumes of compilations from the modern poets. The books 
of al-Rawdah by al-Mubarrad and al-Bari^ by Harun al-Munajjim 
were compiled by the side of those compilations which were 
collected on the biographies of the Ancients and the Moderns, 
as al-Shir w^l-Shuara* by Ibn Qutayba. Although the 4th/10th 
century was representing the peak of the development of Arabic 
poetry in its modern civilised form and it churned the cream 
out of it/ the trend of preference to the Ancient still did not 
vanish altogether in the books of criticism. This trend was 
found in these books in different depths. As Ibn al-Mirtazz, 
al-SulI blamed the modernist for their excessive use of 
1 TSrlkh al-Maqd al-'Xrabl''ilal^ Qarn al-Rabi" al-Hijrl, 109. 
2 Cf. Na?rat Tarlkhiyya fl'l-Tallf'indal-'Arab, 183. 
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metaphorical art which the old used moderately. These meta-
phorical arts were used by the Ancients more effectively in 
their poetry than by the modernists in their own.''- These are 
the observations of al-Suli, al-Jurjanl^ and al-isfahanl"^ 
which were not considered as a basic foundation of their 
methods. 
Undoubtedly/ the 4th/10th century witnessed a general 
acceptance of the value of the Moderns and the necessity of 
its study and comparison took place among the modern poets. 
But this acceptance and comparison do not fully support a 
uniform standard taken from the Ancients which can resolve 
the differences between the two groups. Hence Arabic literature 
remained confined to old principles and rules and was not able 
to release itself from them acquiring a new lease of life. 
Although the critics admired the Moderns and systematised 
the scattered pieces, they counted the Arabic poetry as extended 
to an origin which needed a support in the states both of weal 
and woe. But in the later periods of the 4th/10th century 
and specially in the eastern environment Arabic poetry began 
to acquire a new stamp which is far from the original spirit 
of it. The poets composed profusely the couplets having short 
1 Akhbar Abl Tammam, 38. 
2 Al~Wasata/ 34, 
3 Al-AghanI/ X, 274. 
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breaths dominated by the elements of metaphorical art and 
mannerisms. The prose came to acqiiire a position similar 
to that of poetry in the minds of the people. These are the 
results of a nature for the flow of civilised spirit in the 
eastern environment which is practically separated from the 
capital city of Baghdad. As a result the close relation of 
this eastern environment with the environments of the original 
poetry got snapped. The Arabic poetry lost its native 
features in the cities of Persia at the time when the Persian 
tongues were in vogue with it in Persian environment. These 
Persian poets who penetrated the Arabic poetry through a 
narrow alley should have undertaken some deep study of the 
subject. But the pre-Islamic and Islamic poetry have a stiff 
language and poetic forms are unfamiliar and the meaning is 
far from the spirit of the age. All this require thorough 
understanding and proper assessment of taste. But the modern 
and contemporary poetry is simple and suited to the taste and 
understanding of the age and can evoke the admiration of the 
people. So, poets devoted themselves to the study of modem 
poetry in its various forms and applying different methods. 
It was necessary that criticism must have some incentives 
which were in harmony with those of poetry. The prevailing 
note of the age was to discard the Ancients first and concen-
trate on the Modems and contemporaries. And the poems which 
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were chronologically more immediate were preferred to those 
which were remote. This echo was first sounded by Thaaiibl to 
which Nicholson alluded as, "While Ibn Qutayba was content 
to urge that the modern poets should get a fair hearing, and 
should be judged not chronologically or philologically but 
aesthetically, some of the greatest literary critics who came 
after him do not conceal their opinion that the new poetry 
is superior to the old. Thaalibi (d. 1038 A.D.) asserts that 
in tenderness and elegance the pre-Islamic bards are surpassed 
by their successors and that both alike have been eclipsed by 
his contemporaries". 
Certainly, the method of the Yatima which was confined to 
the study of the new and contemporary poets is an evidence of 
the stance of Thaaiibl regarding the influence of time on 
poetry. The critical indication of this method cannot be 
regarded as an absolute standard by which Thaalibi's critical 
stance can be understood. Many critics referred to it before 
him. For instance, Mubarrad in al-Rawdah, Ibn al-Munajjim in 
al-Bari^ and Ibn al-Mutazz in Tabaqat al-Shuara^al-Muhdathln. 
The depth of Tha^ alibl' s critical understanding has found 
expression in his critical argumentation. As he said in the 
Preface to his Yatima; "Earlier compilers arranged their books 
1 R.A.Nicholson, A Literary History of the Arabs (Cambridge, 
1956), 288; tr. 6. 
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according to the groups and classifications of the classical 
poets... but the merits of contemporary poets were not dealt 
with in the form of books, though these merits included 
calmliness/ of the novelty and the taste of modernity, sweet-
ness of immediacy and elevation of excellence due to ample 
criticism..." 
From this quotation it is evident that the fundamental 
concept which Tha'^ alibl wished to establish here is that he 
concentrated on the study of the contemporary poems. This 
concept is based on some artistic considerations, such as: 
1. That the connection of the Moderns with the Ancients 
for several centuries had nothing more to contribute to the 
field of criticism. This idea was established by Qadi Jurjini 
before Tha'alibi. 
2. Till Tha'alibi's time, the critics did not include the 
merits of the contemporary poets in their critical studies. 
But Tha'alibi provided the study with a justification whose 
virtue is that these niceties of the contemporaries are dis-
tinguished from those of the Ancients "with the calmliness of 
novelty and sweetness of immediacy". These are the idioms 
which carry more or less the same meaning which is that 
modern poetry is close to the taste of the contemporary people 
1 Yatlma, I, 17. 
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because they are very much involved in it. Towards the end 
of the quotation Tha'alibl's concept is distinguished with a 
critical originality. According to him, the excellence of 
modern and contemporary poetry is elevated due to its exposure 
to a climate of criticism. From this opinion of Thaalibi, 
we may draw two basic critical concepts. First, according to 
him poetry is bearing a stamp and an instrument of knowledge. 
The poets desired to rectify their poetry according to the 
frame work set down by excellent critical judgements. In 
other words, poetry is an art more than nature. Secondly, 
criticism is guided for the sake of poetry which in its turn 
is influenced by criticism. Perhaps, Thaalibi realised it 
for the first time in the history of criticism and this 
realisation was due to prevalent critical currents of his age. 
The adherence to contemporary environjnental taste had an 
influence on the new principles which were obligatory to 
ThaeTlibl and his surrounding critics. The poets already found 
in these principles a contemporary trait which they were 
not acquainted with in earlier critical treatises. This 
particular trait was considered by them as one of the founda-
tions of the necessary culture of the poet. And they accepted 
it with close study and examination and hence it became an 
important part of their common culture which was one of the 
important directions of the literary movement. 
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By now we know that according to Tha'alibi, the value of 
poetry increases with constant criticism and from this belief 
of Thaallbi we get a clear picture of his stance with regard 
to the relation between the critic and the literateur. Tha'alibl 
regards cultured critic as a culture which is related to the 
contemporary taste and which is competent to guide the 
literateur. Nevertheless* when he took recourse to critical 
comparison between the literary periods, he started with 
aesthetic beauty taking account of the influence of time on 
the development of literature. As he says: 
"The poetry of the Islamic era was more refined than 
the poetry of the pre-Islamic era and the poetry of the 
contemporary period is more elegant than the poetry of the 
new. Because contemporary poetry contained in itself all 
the niceties... because contemporary poetry reached the peak 
2 
of beauty, excellence and novelty..." 
This remark of Tha'alibf contains a critical judgement 
which is somewhat unfamiliar to the nature of Arabic criticism 
which in its turn was derived from the old poetry since the 
first four centuries of its age. This old poetry was considered 
to be of high standard when it was necessary to make critical 
1 Cf. al~I^ jaz wa^-ijaz, 136 (10th Chapter); {<hass al-K^^ass, 
95 (7th Chapter) . '"^ ^ 
2 Yatimat al-Dahr, I, 16-7. 
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comparison in the fields of words,meanings and thoughts. But 
Tha'alibl's critical point of view went in the opposite direction 
from the acknowledged path of the critics. So, he discovered 
some critical measures which were different from those of 
other critics. 
To Thaalibl, poetry is word, meaning and art. So, the 
most elegant word is one which is refined, sweet and full of 
such beauties which captivate the mind of the contemporary 
poets. This view has been manifested in his biography of 
-» 1 0 
Abul-Path al-Busti and Abu Nasr al-Zurayfi al-AbiwardI and 
3 
also in his criticism of the poetry of al-Mutanabbi. As 
regards the meaning, he opines that they must be suitable 
to contemporary nature and state without taking into account 
other critical measures. As regards the art,Thaalibx says 
that the best poetry is that which the poet composes for 
instruction and rectification. The proof of this observation 
we find in Thaalibl's attribution of Abul- Path al-BustI' s 
4 poetry as "wonderful art and the marvellous structure," On 
the one hand, in many cases al-Hamadani and Ibn Paris' stands 
are in harmony with that of Tha'alibI, on the other, they are 
different from Tha'alibi. So, al-HamadanI thought in the old a 
1 Ibid., IV, 302. 
2 Ibid., 134. 
3 Ibid., I, 173. 
4 Ibid., IV, 302. 
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particular trait which the modern age is devoid of. But he 
found in the modern a trait which could not be found in the 
old. Ibn Paris opined that the modern appropriated the old 
when they imitated the old in the manner of criticism. But 
Thaalibi opined that the contemporary poetry had a unique 
colour as accepted by the contemporary taste. The old forms 
cannot constitute a critical standard of evaluation for 
composing poetry. For this reason Thaalibi confined all his 
books to the study of contemporary poets and writers. And 
when these were not available, he fell back on the moderns. 
His collections of poetry contained poems of Moderns only. 
For example, his books Ahsan Ma Samitu, Man Ghaba 'anhul- Mutrib 
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and the last portion of his book Sihr al-Balagha. Thus, 
Thaalibi's echo remained distinguished from the rest of the 
echoes with his deep belief that poetry is a structure which 
is constituted of environment with its elements of time and 
place and the relation between these two elements is inalie-
nable. So, ThaaTlibl established his study in Yatlma on the 
environmental division and in this book he has confined the 
biographies in the life of contemporaries and their immediate 
predecessors. Hence he presented an applied experience for 
the environmental method with all its critical implications. 
The-critics and historians of criticism had a disagreement 
1 Cf. Sihr al-Balagba, 4. 
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on the environmental division of Thaalibi's Yatima. But other 
people appreciated the book dealing with contemporary and 
modern poetry with some other observations. For instance Umar 
al-Daqqaq noticed in Yatima two important critical features. 
First/ its method of dividing the poets according to environ-
ments. Secondly, its concern with the modern and the 
contemporary poets and not others. 
In our opinion, the critical measure which Thaalibl 
specialised in and evolved with full and clear understanding 
of both the Ancients and the Moderns, is nearest to the nature 
of poetry itself. Whenever the critics felt the need to return 
to the old and to follow their tenets, no poet paid attention 
to them. The poetry gradually deviated from the bondage of 
servile imitation and drifted to the horizon which triumphed 
over the development of literary taste with the action of some 
creative elements. The gap between criticism and literature 
widened. Hence some critics wanted to evolve a via media 
between them. But practically they remained on the periphery of 
artistic direction. When Tha^ alibx proclaimed his individual 
view and invited the critics to study poetry co-relating it with 
place and time. His burden was that criticism is intimately 
connected with poetry and the critical direction for the poet 
who finds in such studies an understanding of his producing 
1 Masadir al-Turath al-'!ArabI, 158. 
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ultimate result and a realisation of his taste. Thus the artistic 
features for the environmental method in Thaalibl's critical 
study emerged from co-related foundations which as a whole 
deeply indicate to his belief that the environment along with 
its factors of place and time has an influence in the general 
literary trend, 
III. INFLUENCE OF SOCIAL CURRENTS IN LITERATURE 
ThaalibI particularly emphasised the influence of diverse 
social currents on literature and indicated much to the influence 
of political, hierarchical/ religious and innate thought currents/ 
in literature. Hence with this he presented the 3rd and last 
foundation from among the three foundations of general environ-
mental method in criticism. 
Tha'alibi perhaps mostly indicated to the influence of the 
political atmosphere on literature by pointing out that he 
realised the influence of the culture of the rulers, their 
tastes and temperaments influencing and directing literary 
trends. So, there is no wonder that while preferring Syrian 
poets to others, he counted the Hamdanids and Banu Waraqa as the 
wonderful Arabs with literature by virtue of their place. Justi-
fying his stand ThaalibI thus pointed out: 
"The Hamdan and Waraqa families were destined to become 
kings and rulers and were the best among the Arabs showing ardent 
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zeal towards literature. They were famous for their glory 
and generosity and hairmonised between the two weapons of pen 
and sword. Each one of them was a generous lover of poetry and 
criticism. Their style was eloquent and qualitatively superior,"''" 
Till Thaalibi's age, poetry was used by the poets to make 
capital for themselves. The poets used to expend their poetry 
only on those patrons who valued it and paid for it, A%ha, 
Nabigha and Hassan in pre-Islamic era; Jarlr, Parazdaq, Abu 
Nuwas, both Tals and others in Islamic era, all travelled to 
their respective patrons while some of these poets settled in 
other countries. The court of Syrian Sayf al-Dawla teemed 
with poets, literateurs, scientists and scholars, as al-
MutanabbX, Abu Firas, al-Sari al-Raffa, al-Sanubari, al-
Khalidiyan, Ibn Khalawayh, Ibn Jinnl, al-Khwarazmi, al-FarabI 
and other scholars and literateurs who were not Syrians but 
they came to Syria as its ruler patronised them. Sayf al-Dawla: 
himself was a critic of much depth; so the poets who exhibited 
a high creative quality were appreciated. Although MutanabbI 
earned great fame as poet-Laureate of Sayf al-Dawla and as the 
best of Arabian poets, ThaalibI criticised him on different 
grounds and used a big section of Yatlma for this purpose. At 
the same time Tha'alibI also praised him much. 
ThaalibI entertained the view that "the ruling authority 
1 YatTma, I, 24-5 
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is like a market to which everything that has a sale is brought. ""'•. 
The royal taste coloured the literature of the particular environ-
ment. So, ThaalibI sometimes took it to be a basic foundation 
determining the division of his work according to environments. 
He thus devoted one chapter of his Yatlma to those poets who 
came from afar to the court of Sahib b. 'Abbad although they 
hailed from different countries and environments. Their assemblage 
at one place (i.e., the court of Sahib) was counted by Tha^libi 
as a new environment having its own literary taste. Due to this 
political position Tha'^ alibl put the division of the different 
environments of his YatTma in a single place. Here we may refer 
to the fact that Tha'alibI treated in the same chapter the 
poets of Syria, Egypt, al-Ma^rib and Spain. But he treated the 
poets of Persia in two parts. In one part, he treated the poets 
of Jibal, Fars, Jurjan and Tabaristan; in the other part, the 
poets of Khura'san and Transoxania v/ere treated, although their 
environments were in geographical proximity. Hence according to 
Tha'alibI political position has a great influence in the compo-
sition of literary genres. 
So far as Tha'alibI's opinion regarding the influence of the 
prevailing social thoughts and hierarchy on literature is 
concerned, his observations were comprehensive and thought-
1 Lata'if al-MaVrif, 117. 
2 Yatlma, III, 343. 
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provoking. He gathered the spirit of these observations from 
his visits to the courts of kings. Amirs, viziers and great 
personalities. So, he talked to them with artistic words, as was 
the convention of the age, and praised the upper class of the 
society. 
c— 
ThaalibT founded some special critical standards for 
grouping the poets. The reason behind this was to create sane 
social, religious or hierarchical measures, we find this while 
he makes a comparison between literateurs. So, according to 
him, the poetry of the contemporary upper class contains social 
thoughts and has an influence on his critical standards. Last 
of all comes his observation regarding the influence of religious: 
and moral trends on literature on which his environmental method 
is firmly anchored. In the early Islamic period the religious 
affairs were vitally important in the field of criticism, till 
the stands of the Arabian critics in case of religion and 
literature were found to the fact that the "spirit of religion 
neither influenced literateurs, nor critics." But Thaalibi 
took a middle course in case of the relation between religion 
and literature. In this field he followed the opinion of al-
JurjinI and added a new idea to it. As we know ThaalibT was a 
believer having strong faith in religion and he hated those 
1 Al-Usus a l - J ama l iyya fl ' l -Naqd a l - 'Arabl , 187. 
2 Cf. Yatlma, I , 184. 
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activities which were not allowed by religion, but when he 
observed that the society was adopting many traits of literature 
contrary to religion, for example, wine poetry, jesting and 
obscene poetry, etc., he was bound to quote some texts of this 
kind of literature in the biography of poets in his Yatlma, as 
the kings. Amirs, rulers, special and common people were admiring 
by accepting it. Thus Thaeilibl expressed the clear structure 
of three major creative elements which he counted as basic 
foundations connecting the common environment such as place, time 
and society. And this general environment is practically one 
of the important parts of Tha'alibi's environmental method. The 
other part is the special environment. 
IV. INFLUENCE OF SPECIAL ENVIRONMENT ON LITERATURE 
When Tha'alibi observed the different literary environments 
in his age, he was in a position to formulate an artistic 
measure having different foundations for his judgement on the 
literature of every environment. When he came to a detailed 
study, he found that the poets living in nearby places produced 
poems which were not the same in artistic merit or excellence. 
He needed to study the reason behind this and he studied it in 
the life of every literateur through a special analysis. He 
could not study this reason absolutely in the light of the 
factors of general environment that went into the making of 
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literature. Some critics wrongly attributed that the study of 
special environment with literateurs and their analytical 
influence on their literature is considered to be a critical 
method which differs from the environmental method which they 
named as "Individual Method" or "Psychological Method. "•*• Tha'alibi 
already realised many individual or psychological creations for 
the literateur which has a great influence on his literature. 
Perhaps the development of the grouping among poets made him 
realise it. So, in every environment of Yatima he treated the 
kings. Caliphs, Amirs and elite first and then indicated to 
their literature as distinguished from those of others according 
to the influence of their temperament on it.^ Similarly, Thaalibl 
realised the influence of individual environment in literature. 
So, he collected the biographies of those poets in one place 
whose environments resembled each other and sometimes he pointed 
out the reason behind it. For example, he explained the reason 
why he studied al-MamunI and al-Wathiql first. 
Thus we may say that Thaalibl's discussion of environmental 
method centres round two pivots in harmony and mingle with each 
other. The first of this pivot represents the stiructure of his 
Yatima and Tatimma by environmental division which is practically 
1 Ahmad al-Stjayb, Usui al-Naqd al~Adabl, 83, 99. 
2 Cf. Thimar al~Qulub, 237ff. 
3 Yatima, IV, 161. 
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based on a methodical foundation. The second pivot is the 
critical analysis for many of the literary manifestations and 
for their connection with the incentives of common or special 
environments while their connection with this effective forces 
is a critical one based on psycho-analysis for contents and 
forms. After Tha'alibl the scholars differed in applying his 
environmental method in the books of biography written in 
continuation of Yatlma. Although this method found for itself a 
way to the books of criticism and history of literature, it had 
been destined with satisfactory development till the appearance 
of the modem age. Thus the French critic H. Adolf Tain ^ (1828-
1893) realised Tha'alibl' s environmental method of criticism laid 
down about a thousand years before. So, he continued the 
disrupted method of Tha'alibl and benefitted from the modern 
scientific development which enabled him to complete the artistic 
and scientific elements for his critical observations presented 
2 
with a form suitable to the nature of the age. 
1 He established his study on three standards, viz., 
nationality, age and environment and named his method 
of criticism as "The Historical Method". 
2 Cf. S. Haymen, al-Nagd al-AdabI wa Madarisuhu al-Hadltha, 
tr. by Ihsan *Abbas and Muhammad Yusuf Muhammad, Dar 
al-Thaqafa (Beirut, 1958), I, 26; Mahir Hasan Fahmi, 
al-Madhahib al-Nagdiyya, Maktaba al-Nahda (Egypt, 1962), 
175; "Ahmad Amin, al-Naqd al-AdabI, 174. 
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B. THE ARTISTIC METHOD 
INCENTIVE OP THIS I-IETHOD AND ITS FOUNDATION TO THAALIBI: 
Literary manifestations are the products of diverse elements 
which do not follow a uniform rule and are not affected by an 
element without other elements. So, general environment is an 
important element for literateur in intellectual and psycho-
logical creations. In fact, Arabic literary criticism grew 
naturally which was based on literary taste only. This literary 
taste played an important role obviously in the books of 
criticism which are more relevant to the methodical principles 
than other books. For example, al-Muwazana and al-Wasata. This 
role of the taste we can ascertain in the critical standards of 
al-Amidi when he says: "The poetry to poets is nothing but 
having good origins and closeness of source and chosen words, 
placing them in their proper position..." 
But QadI JurjanI in his critical standard awarded a 
special place to literary taste. Nevertheless, he treated it 
as a basic foundation for all standards as he says: "The 
poetry cannot be ingrained in people's mind through perception 
and argumentation. It cannot enlighten the minds through 
debate and standards, but the accepted and elegant poetry can 
2 
make the people's mind favourably disposed to i t — " The 
1 Al-Wasata, 100. 
2 Al-Muazana, I, 40. 
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artistic foundation which this statement contained is the 
literary taste of the critic. 
It is evident that the guiding individual taste was a 
foundation for most of the old critical studies and played a 
crucial role in modern critical trends. Perhaps the French critic 
Saint Beuve took the individual taste only while he was sketch-
ing a general outline in his neutral criticism which is ultimately 
connected with individual taste, affected with individual critic 
and leads to an exaggeration and slip-shodness in critical 
judgements. This gave rise to a plethora of criticism. The 
opinion of the modern critic, Ahmad Amin, is close to that of 
Saint Beuve as may be demonstrated when the former says: 
"Mutual dispute and friendship hamper true and pure criticism in 
literature and this kind of criticism cannot arrive at a definitive 
judgement and literary evaluation." 
In this field perhaps the efforts made by Shukri Faysal is 
more useful to critical study. He studied all existing critical 
opinions thoroughly in order to find out a new method which he 
named "Manhaj al-Madaris al-Adabiyya (The Method of Literary 
Schools)" in which he kept off the old methods and relied on 
2 
the new methods for laying its foundation. 
1 Ahmad AmTn, al-Naqd a l -Adab i , 344-
2 Shukri Faysal, Manahij a l-Dirasa al-Adabiyya, 7-8, 
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Although this so-called method is an outcome of some 
supposed opinions, we find in it the nucleus of Thaalibi's 
artistic method of criticism. Tha'alibi already realised that 
his inclination to the literary manifestation for the influences 
of environment only will remain incomplete till most of those 
manifestations will not incline directly to those influences. 
So, he was compelled to take refuge in artistic or rhetorical 
standards or the standard of literary taste which are not 
connected with the environmental method, although they are 
moving around the orbit of it sometimes. Most of the critical 
judgements found in Thaalibl's Yatima and other books'include 
this sense of criticism. However, this does not suggest that 
he has overlooked the general outline for his environmental 
method. Perhaps the most important field in which he surpassed 
the literary taste and artistic observation to the environmental 
method is the field of literary dispute about Mutanabbi for 
whom he devoted a separate chapter in Yatima, as he says: "This 
chapter is distinguished from other chapters of the book as 
Mutanabbi is distinguished among other contemporary poets in 
the field of poetry and as he was completely accepted by most 
of the distinguished and common people." 
It seems Thaalibl realised that those literary merits which 
do not submit to the sharp critical principles may sometimes be 
1 Yatimat al-Dahr, I, 127. 
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exalted in the study of the middle class poets who allow the 
general environment to play a great role in colouring their 
literature. This was not properly understood by the French 
critic Tain who adopted different literateurs for his environ-
mental method. At the same time he undervalued the due merits 
of the famous critics like Dryden, Shelly, Keats and Browning, 
and violated their manifestations of merit. This chapter 
(on Mutanabbl) was an object of controversy for the historians 
of criticism so much so that some of them were not ready to 
accept Tha'^ alibl as a critic if Tha'alibl had not "gathered in this 
long section many information about him and about the source 
of his poetry or narrated the beauties of his poetry in it."^ 
If we ignore these controversies and exaggerations and judge 
him impartially, we can assess the real position of Tha'alibl 
in the critical battle centering around Mutanabbi. He reached 
his destination in this battle without taking recourse to 
exaggeration and generalisation. 
Tha'alibl found that the judgements of critics like Sahib 
b. 'Abbad and al-Jurjani on Mutanabbi were tainted by personal 
1 Al-Naqd al-AdabI, 378. 
2 Al-Naqd al-Manhajr Indal-^rab, 303. 
3 Cf. His al-Kashf an Masawl ^ir al-Mutanabbi, quoted by 
ThaalibT in Yatlma, I, 138; by al-BadlT al-Dimasbql in 
al-Subh al-Munbi'an Haythiyat al-Mutanabbi, ed. Mustafa al-
Saqq^ and others, Dar al-Ma'arif (Cairo, 1963), 145-r6. 
4 Cf. His al-Wasata, 3-4 and ThaaUbTs Yatlma, IV, 4. 
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prejudices and not impartial/ and he made a balanced and 
impartial assessment of Mutanabbi and his stands were pro-
claimed as supporting Mutanabbi indirectly. Since Thaalibl 
was impartial, he appreciated the poetry of Mutanabbi as well 
as criticised it. He had twenty-one critical observations to 
make on the beauty of Mutanabbi's poetry and eighteen obser-
vations on the faults. In most cases of these studies 
Thaalibl's followed the artistic method of criticism. He also 
followed the same method in case of famous contemporary litera-
teurs like al-Sari-^ (d. 972-78 A.D.), Abu Ishaq al-Sabl,^ Ibn 
al-AmId and BadI'al-Zaman al-Hamadani. The way Tha'alibi 
arranged the literateurs of his time was the classification of 
division based on artistic closeness. Under this category he 
ccxnpared the poetry of Abu Muhammad Tahir b. Husayn al-
HakhzumI/ Abul-Qasim al-Husayn b. "All al-Maghribl, the vizier 
—. 8 
and Ibn Darraj al-Qustall with that of Ibn Nubata, Ibn al-
iMu'tazz and al-MatanabbI respectively. He also compared Muhammad 
> 9 
b, Ayman al-Zahawl with Abul-Atahiyya, al-Wasanl with Ibn 
1 Yatlma, I, 161-90. 
2 Ibid., II, 117. 
3 Ibid., II, 242. 
4 Ibid., Ill, 158. 
5 Ibid., IV, 256. 
6 Tatimma, I, 20. 
7 Ibid., I, 25. 
8 Yatlma, III, 104. 
9 Tatimma, I, 29. 
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al-RumI and Abu Ahmad b. Abu Bakr al-Katib with Ibn Bassam^ 
as all of them were connected with special poetic purposes. 
Tha'alibl benefitted much from these artistic closeness in 
judging the poets and deterroining their literary place. 
Apart from these already mentioned, Tha'alibI followed another 
artistic standard in his selection of the texts in his.books 
which can be categorised in two, namely, one which is connected 
with literary contents and the other which is connected with 
literary form where the artistic marks were closely studied 
and in which literary standards derived from individual taste 
of the contemporary people and refined literary culture were 
firmly observed. 
I. ARTISTIC STANDARDS FOR JUDGEMENTS OF CONTENTS 
We know about Thaalibl's admiration for innovation of 
poetical purposes. While describing the poetry of his contem-
porary poets, he invested them with renovated artistic meaning. 
For example, to praise the bad and blame the good, or to praise 
and blame something appropriately. In this field he collected 
the unique saying of the literateurs and placed them in several 
sections of some of his books. Then he wrote a number of books 
1 Yatlma, I, 351. 
2 Ibid., IV, 64. 
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amalgamating these sections. The critics before Tha'alibi 
emphasised on the renovated meanings, so Ibn al-Mutazz preferred 
the poetry of Bashshar b. Burd, due to this."^  The critics 
after Ibn al-Mu'tazz followed different opinions in confining 
them to renovated meanings. But according to Thaalibfrefined 
taste is one that admires renovated meaning which the spirit 
of the age wants and towards which the newly civilised life 
inclines. For example, the verses of Abul-Qasim al-Shayzaml 
which were admired by Thlalibl as refined poetry having 
2 
beautiful contents and meanings. 
Many close studies of innovated meaning entered into 
Thaallbl's critical endeavour till he recorded innovated 
meanings of the ancient and modern poets. Hence he mentioned 
'AdI b. Zayd saying that he compared the sun and the moon to 
3 ' the bridegroom and the bride. Abul-'Ala al-SarawI was referred 
by Tha'alibI as allegorising conversation with birds.'* These 
opinions put fon^ rard by Tha'alibI lead us to an understanding 
of his stand on the subject of literary plagiarism which was 
an important subject greatly diverting the attention of the 
Arab critics. 
1 Tabaqat al~Shuara^ 29. 
2 Yatlma, I , 118. 
3 Thimar al~Qulub, 299. 
4 I b i d . , 447. 
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Perhaps the indications of the first critics towards 
plagiarisings of the poets were not based on the artistic 
foundations. It was not unlikely that some linguistic 
critics intended to discuss the meanings which were common 
to their contemporaries and pre-Islamic poets in order to 
raise an accusation of plagiarism against the modernist for 
disregarding their poetical values. Then the discussion about 
plagiarism became varied when this plagiarism was the cause 
of many conversations of the critics and multiple compilations 
2 
on it. The purpose of plagiarism was the attention of the 
3 
critics to th^ meanings that were common among the poets, 
in addition to the eagerness of some critics for achieving 
glory by their maximum stock of poetry and their minute 
observations on meanings that were similar in the odes of 
poets. 
Obviously, the study of the first Arabian critics on 
plagiarism did not depend on artistic probity, but it depended 
4 
on narration, listening and witnessing. But after that it was 
1 Regarding plagiarisings of Farazdaq many indications of 
Asmai are found in Fuhulat al-Shuara") 19; al-Mi^shshab, 
lil; al-Umdah, II, 281. 
2 Jamil Sa'fd and his colleague collected the names of a 
number of such books along with their compilers in their 
book Nusus al-Nazrlyya al-Nagdiyya, 24. 
3 Ihsan *Abbas, Tarljch al-Naqd al-AdabI 'inda'l-'Arab, 70. 
4 Dawd Salum, al-Naqd al-Arabl al-QadIm bayn al-Istiqra 
wa?l-Talif (Baghdad, 1970), 92. 
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connected with a portrayal which was not connected with the 
study of the relation between words and meanings. Hence this 
study follow some pure artistic standards. Possibly, al-
Jahiz was the first critic who studied this kind of criticism 
who represented the first critical school. So, he opined, 
"Meanings are scattered, every one belonging to Arab, non-Arab, 
Beduin, urban and rural can know them; but the importance 
lies in establishment of metre and choosing words having simple 
articulation of sound." But Ibn Qutayba abandoned this idea 
of the meaning "to be scattered everywhere". So, he divided the 
poetry into four kinds on the basis of their relation between 
words and meanings. As a result, his attention to plagiarism 
was more intensified than that of al-Jahiz. He, therefore, 
indicated to many plagiarisings of the poets and thus he was consi-
dered the first critic who extended the discussion of plagiarism.^ 
The attention of al-Mubarrad to this subject of plagiarism is 
3 
more comprehensive, but he was not considered to be the first 
critic who opened the door of saying about plagiarism as it 
was pointed out by Badawi Tabana. 
1 Al-Jahiz, al-Hayawan, III, 131. 
2 Ibn Qutayba, al-Shil: w^ l-ghu'ari', 73, 129, 134, 619. 
3 Cf. al-Kamil fi^-Lugha wal-Adab, II, 5, 12. 
4 Dirasat fr Naqd al-Adab al-'Arabi, 248. 
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The study of plagiarism reached to almost its maturity 
in the later 3rd/9th century when the critics began to establish 
foundations and principles for good and faulty plagiarism. 
Yahya b. 'All al-Munajjim (d. 300/912) for instance, laid down 
a principle for it. Ibn al-Mu^azz surpassed the piecemeal 
criticism to which the attention of the previous critics was 
diverted in their study about the plagiarism of the meaning 
of a verse or its words. He, therefore, attained the art of 
metaphor which the modern critics plagiarised from the Ancients, 
and extended its meaning and manipulated its use. So, Ibn 
al-Mu'tazz is the first critic who entrusted the plagiarism 
with this artistic understanding. Ibn Tabataba named criticism 
as "adopting" and furnished an artistic opinion in its plagia-
2 
rism. This opinion of Ibn Tabataba clearly opened an innovated 
field for the beginning of "artistic remodelling" in the field 
of the study of plagiarism. This opinion helped the poets to 
save themselves from the accusation which the critics attached 
to them for a long time. 
Surely, Ibn Tabataba realised the many poetical meanings 
which the people accepted and admired. These are repeated ones 
which the predecessors referred to. He also realised that the 
critics violated the limits in their use of homogeneous meanings 
1 Cf. al-Marzubani, al-Muashghah, 294. 
2 Cf. *Iyar al-ShiTr, 76-7; Majalla al-Fay^al, .No. 43, 55. 
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and contents in order to establish their proof on blaming for 
plagiarism. He, therefore, tried to remove this insistence on 
plagiarism of the poets. In this way al-SulI and al-AmidI 
received as much poetical plagiarising as was needed for their 
study of the poetry of Abu Tammam and al-Buhturl.^, Qadi Jurjani 
was not satisfied in defending MutanabbX by removing plagiarism 
from his poetry. He also established a critical stand which was 
- 3 
similar to that of Ibn Tabataba. He, therefore, counted some 
idioms of plagiarism which were established in his own age.'* 
By this stand Jurjani also defended Mutanabbl from the charge 
of plagiarism made by Hatiml and Sahib. But Sharif al-Murtada 
(d. 436/1044) does not permit any one to blame the poet with 
plagiarism as the identity of ideas is simply impossible. 
To make his contribution together with others, Tha'alibI 
sow a new seed which has been explored elaborately for a long 
time after him. That is why we are able to count that seed as 
one of the critical standards of ThaalibI with regard to the 
meanings and judgement on them. Because we are observing his 
1 Cf. *Iyar al-Shir, 8; Majalla al-Faysal, No. 43, 56-7; 
Majalla al-Marifa, No. 256(1983;, 21-4\ 
2 Cf. al-SulI, Akhbar Abl Tammam, 79; al-AmidI, al-Muwazana, 
I, 304.' 
3 Al-Wasata, 24. 
4 Ibid., 183. 
5 Sharif al-Murtada, Tayf al-Khiyal, ed. Salah Khalis,Dar 
al-Ma'rifa (Baghdad, 1957), III. ' •' 
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deep thought in the field of scrutinising some literary texts 
that he refused the authenticity of some texts and cast coubt 
on some others as he mentioned in the biography of Sari' al-Roffa. 
Then he quoted two couplets found in two volumes of PIwans for 
Khalidiyain and Abu Nasr Sahl b. al-Marzuban and said, "I do not 
know whether this condition was attributed to accidental identity 
2 
of ideas or to plagiarism of word and meaning together?" Thus 
the elements to which this saying is inclined bear the first 
seeds for the foundations of the modern scientific investigatory 
study which relies on going back to the origins and haxrmonising 
the literary texts. In his Yatlma there are many indications to 
the plagiarism of poetry, Thaalibi/ judging the poet Abu Tahir 
b. al-Khayzarizl/ says, "He plagiarised much from the poetry of 
his contemporary poets, but he was a poet whose saying was not 
prejudiced," About Abul-Mualla Majld b. al-Salat knov/n as the 
critic of YamanI' s saying, Tha'alibI says, "He arrived at 
Nlsjiapur and claimed for himself most of the beautiful sayings 
4 
and composed many poems." 
Tfiaalibi was the first critic who observed plagiarising of 
the poetical meanings from the prose and vice versa. His study 
in these two fields was first confined to the partial observations 
1 Yatlma, II, 118. 
2 Ibid., II, 119. 
3 Ibid., IV, 383. 
4 Ibid., IV, 412. 
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based on one verse or sentence and then extended to follow 
an artistic foundation endowed with the style of a literateur. 
So, he wrote a separate section for the plagiarisings of Sahib 
b. 'Abbad and others from Mutanabbi's poetry and their using of 
his words and meanings in essay writing." He also wrote 
2 
another section for the plagiarisings of poets from Mutanabbl. 
Tha'alibl opened a door to the study of plagiarising and 
that door is "the individual plagiarism" or "the repetition of 
the poet of his poetical thoughts, contents and forms", but some 
contemporary critics unjustly thought that this door was the 
invention of the western critics. In fact Tha'^ alibl offered some 
evidences in suppoort of this opinion on the basis of some 
meanings which Jurjani plagiarised repeatedly from Mutanabbi's 
poetry. These evidences numbered twenty-eight out of which 
eight were quoted from Jurjani's al-Wasata and the rest ThaSlibl 
4 
discovered out of a study of Mutanabbi's Dlwan. If we think 
over Thaalibl's plagiarism, we shall be able to observe a 
rhetorical standard in his judgements on meanings which represents 
his admiration of innovating comparison, metaphor and 
1 Yatlma, I , 139. 
2 I b i d . , I , 144. 
3 Cf. Mahmud al-Sumra, a l -Qad i a l - J u r j a n l a l -Ad lb a l -Naq id 
( B e i r u t , 1966) , 209. ' 
4 Yatlma, I , 158, 55, 154, 160 r e s p e c t i v e l y of a l -Wasa ta , 236, 
240, 297, 323, 343, 351, 364. ^ 
5 Yatlma, I , 37, 55, 63, 65, 108, 206; I I , 161, 190. 
6 I b i d . , I I , 158; IV, 37. 
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metonymy. Certainly, the endeavour with a comparison was 
forcefui in the 4th/10th century, on which many writers have 
written books. Some of them ThaalibI mentioned in his Yatima'^ 
3 
and Tatimma. These books indicate that the attention to the 
artistic form was presented by the critics and literateurs till 
many critics searched from an order such depictions which were 
gathering comparison choosen by them for its elegance.^ Tha'alibI 
expressed his boundless attention to use the comparison having 
no article for it. And for it he wrote an individual section in 
c 
his Fiqh al-Lugha. In his other books Tha'alibT wrote some 
individual sections for collecting metaphorical texts of the 
Holy Quran and Hadith. As regards his metonymy he wrote an 
individual book on it where he collected many literary texts. 
These standards as mentioned above certainly invite us to the 
saying that ThaalibI proceeded a long way and even surpassed 
some of his contemporaries like Abti Hilal al-Askari and Ibn 
g 
Rashlq in paying a t t e n t i o n t o an apparen t a r t i s t i c form and 
r h e t o r i c a l f o u n d a t i o n s . 
1 I b i d , I , 35, 235, 269. 
2 Yatlma, I I I , 292; IV, 390. 
3 Tatimma, l , 1 3 . 
4 Ihsan *Abbas, Tar ikh al-Naqd al-Adabl '^inda'l-'Arab, 1 3 1 . 
5 Fiqh a l -Lugha , 550; Yatlma, I , 193. 
6 Cf. Al-Tamthl l wa^-Muhadara, 24. 
7 A l -S inaa t ayn , 245ff. 
8 Al-Sumda, I , 290ff. 
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II. ARTISTIC STANDARDS FOR JUDGEMENTS ON FORM 
The 4th/10th century critics paid great attention to the 
artistic form for the literary text and were connected mostly 
with elegance of word, excellence of arrangement and beauty of 
compilation till the critic Amidi.opined that these things 
increase the beauty of the hidden meaning which seems to be an 
unprecedented one. Qadi Jurjanf took a stand which seems to be 
more clear and which is represented in his refusing the style of 
using metaphorical beauties. He blamed the critics for their 
association with this ornamentation, as he says, "In this art 
that person is less fortunate who minimised its application or 
2 
its denial..." In fact JurjanI took this stand in order to 
criticise one of the foundations of Modern School and he, 
therefore, compiled his al-Wasata to refuse Sahib's al-Kashf 'an 
Masawl Shir al-MutanabbI. For this reason it is probable that 
JurjanI's saying is not representing his real belief in standard 
which he exhibits in his saying, "His style was not free from 
such ornamentation with which he blamed the critics." It cannot 
be denied that the flow of metaphorical art on the literary 
forms was stronger in the 4th/10th century than Jurjanl's and 
3 
other's stand on its part. 
1 al-Muwazana, I , 402. 
2 Al-Wasata, 413 . 
« 3 Cf. Tarlkh al-Naqd al-Adabl min al-Qarn al~Khamis ila al~ 
'Ashir, 38. ^ 
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Thaalibi on the other hand represents the mediatory stand 
in this field, because he discussed the art of metaphor in his 
compilations and manifested strong admiration in selecting till 
he compiled on this art his book al-lqtibas min al-Quran al-KarIm, 
on rhyme his Saj*^al-Manthur and on paronomasia al-Mutashabih 
following Abul-Fath al-Bustl's style. These are the styles and 
arts of Thaalibi which were followed by a number of poets and 
writers after him. Tha'alibl' s mediatory stand may be exhibited 
in his saying about the poetry of Abu Ja'far Muhammad b. Musa b. 
'Imran, as, "And he has poetry like the number of hair upon which 
paronomasia dominated till its beauty was almost to disappear, 
its water (style) was nearly to be irritated and every excess is 
an enemy for the nature". In this saying Thaalibi states that 
the real blemishes lie on the excess of the literateurs in using 
the arts of metaphor. Thus it is clear to us that Tha'alibi's 
admiration for the art of metaphor as found in his different 
books is indebted to the beauty of literary depiction as content 
and form. 
COMPARISON BETWEEN PROSE AND POETRY 
Poetry has been the subject of the Arab critics for three 
centuries after the advent of Islam. They diverted their concern 
to it/ but they lessened their endeavour for its study. In spite 
1 Yatlma, IV, 340; Tatimma, II, 61. 
2 Yatima, IV, 151. 
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of contribution made in the field of prose literature by *Abd 
al-HamId (d. 132/749), Ibn al-Muqaffa (d. 140/757) and al-
Jahiz, little attention was paid to the critical study of the 
prose literature. Thus al-Risalat al-'Adhra* by Ibn al-Mudabblr, 
al-Bayan wal^Tabiln by Jahiz, Adab al-Katib by Ibn Qutayba and 
other books that were written on the criticism of prose. These 
books were practically representing an important critical direc-
tionffor the writer. But as a pivot of artistic analysis, these 
books were not at par with the books written on the criticism of 
poetry. The reason of the domination of criticism of poetry 
upon the Arabic critical studies perhaps remained hidden for a 
long time in the domination of poetry itself in literary field. 
But the prose remained a new-born child whose first incentives 
were found in the new intellectual life admixtured by the 'Arab 
and non-'Arab cultural trends. It was necessary to nourish 
this child before entrusting it with deep critical studies. 
Although it was born; but practically it remained dormant for 
three centuries after the advent of Islam. With the appearance 
of the 4th/10th century, prose literature was vying with poetry 
in the field of art of saying, but it dominates poetry itself 
on the eastern environment where the prose-incentives were more 
powerful than those of poetry, because in that environment there 
1 Zaki Mubarak indicated to the important books written on 
the criticism of prose in his al-Nathr al-Fannl fi'l-Qarn 
al-Rabi''al-Hijrl, I, 18, n.l. ' 
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were manipulation of intellectual, political and social 
affairs and the domination of intellectual trend upon the 
taste of the people. In this environment the number of 
writers increased according to the increase of the number of 
poets. Most of the literateurs earned reputation by composing 
both prose and poetry, like Ibn al-'Amld, Abu Bakr al-Khwarazml, 
Sahib b.'Abbad, Badl*" al-Zaman al-HamadanI and Tha'alibI himself. 
Perhaps these writers were not able to compose poetry if they 
would engage themselves in composing long odes for the purposes 
which are included by the old-Arabic poetry. 
It is almost impossible to reconcile poems written in the 
old mode and artistic prose. The old Arab critics realised it 
and indicated to it. This opinion was held by Ibn al-Mu^tazz, 
in his biographies of Kulthum b.'Amr al-UttabI''' (d. 220/835), 
Ja*far al-MalikI and Abu "^ All al-BasIr. These critics ruled 
out any possibility of reconciliation between prose and poetry 
because they understood that the nature of original poetry is 
unlike the nature of prose. They also understood that the 
factors which went into renovating poetry were unlike those 
which renovated artistic writing and it is a fact that these 
factors never unite in a single person. 
In the 4th/10th century and specially in the eastern envi-
ronment of the Muslim Empire the matter was quite different. The 
1 Tabaqat al-Shu^ araJ 262. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid., 397. 
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popular poetry did not make any original contribution and 
requirement; it was not a genuine artistic endeavour either. 
The writers^ whenever they wished, could compose poetry and 
catered to the taste of the rulers and was dependent on royal 
patronage more than the prose. By this time in the same century, 
the writers already found their field to exhibit their literary 
talent with good compositions according to the taste of the 
people, the dominant among them were rulers and hence the domi-
nance of prose over poetry was established through their 
writings and compilations. For this reason Abu Hayyan al-
Tawhldl (d. 400/1009) narrated from Abu^Aidh Salih b. *=^AlT al-
Karkhl as, "Prose is the origin of speech and poetry is its 
branch, and the origin is more sophisticated than the branch, 
i.e., the branch is inferior to the origin, but each one has its 
own merits aund drawbacks." Al-MarzuqT {d. 421/1030) preferred 
prose to poetry with some evidences which appeared to be nearer 
to the nature of critical comparison than the logical evidence 
of Abu Aidh where the former established his arguments on three 
2 
foundations •— historical, social and religious. This 
preference of prose to poetry in fact established in the mind 
of some literateurs of the early 5th/llth century. 
But ThaalibI represented a mediatory course in the field 
of comparison between prose and poetry. It will not be a mistake 
1 Al-Imta*^wal-Muanasa, II, 132. 
2 Al-Marzuql, Sharh Dlwan al-Hamasah, 16-8. 
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to assert that he was naturally inclined to poetry and preferred 
it to prose. This can be supported by the following, as he 
says, "Poetry is the best product of literature and it is the 
science of the Arabs by which they were distinguished from 
other nations." Nevertheless, Tha'alibi sometimes wrote 
exclusively on the primacy of poetry. In all his books, the 
selections from poetry dominated over selections from prose 
except in Sihr al-Balagha, al-Amthal and Saj*'al-Manthur. 
But when Thaalibl was rendering Munis al-Udaba'into prose 
in the form of Nathr al-Nazm wa Hall al-'Aqd, he established his 
method by describing the superiority of prose over poetry in 
the preface of the book. This was because he wanted to make 
the book famous and please the taste of Khwarazmshah who had 
inclined more towards prose than poetry. This Khwarazmshah 
requested Thaalibl for rendering these books and dictated to him 
its method. These things Thaalibl expressed in the preface of 
2 
the book. He established the primacy of poetry on two founda-
tions. First, the field of prose is more sophisticated and 
elevated than that of poetry. Tha'alibi held up for discussion 
important state-affairs whereas tother poets were busy with 
different purposes. According to Zaki Mubarak, most of the 
purposes by which Thaalibl's prose is characterised also enter 
3 
into the realm of the purpose of poetry. Secondly, the method 
1 Yatlma, I , 16. 
2 Nathr al-Nazm wa Hal l al-Aqd, 3 . 
3 Al-Nathr a l - F a n n l , I , 19 . 
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on which Thaalibl based his opinion was the method of imitation s 
which critics are accepting alternately. But this method has 
no value in the artistic side. His preference of poetry to prose 
was nothing but an extention of his wide culture and the ability 
of praising a thing and blaming it at the same time. But we 
should acknowledge that his preference of prose to poetry 
represented a critical opinion which permeated the taste of his 
time without any critical dispute. Ibn Rashlq also discussed the 
matter, but he could not arrive at a definite conclusion 
regarding the primacy of prose over poetry except his comparing 
the prose with scattered pearls and poetry with strung pearls. 
The same opinion was held by ^ Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjanl. After 
these critics, the field of criticism did not remain void of 
critics who opined in favour of either prose or poetry. For 
» _c 3 
example, Abul-Qasim al-Kalal who expressed his special inclina-
tion to prose which had an affinity with the previous critical 
opinions, but he did not argue about the primacy of poetry. 
These are the most important critical observations on Tha'alibl's 
artistic method of criticism which the critics will be able to 
trace out in his books. 
1. Cf. al£umda, 19, 27, 43. 
2 Cf. Dall^ il al-fjaz, I, 6, 13, 16. 
3 Cf. Ahkam Sana al-Kalam, 36. 
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